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Qasim ibn Ismac
Il ibn CA1I said: We were at the door of

Bishr ibn al-Harith, he came [out] to us. We said: O Abu
Nasr, narrate hadlth to us. He said: Do you pay the qakah

[that is due] on hadlth? I said to him: O Abu Nasr, is there

spkah [that is due] on hadlth? He said: Yes. When you hear

hadlth or remembrance of God you should apply it.'

(see pp. 285-86)



Courtyard of the Great Umayyad Mosque in Damascus, where Umm al-

Darda21

(d. 81) taught hadlth andfiqh, and 'A^ishah bint cAbd al-Hadl

(d. 816) was appointed to the post of principal teacher oiSahih al-

Bukhari. (Photo: Yahya Michot)



Preface

This book was conceived as a translation of the muqaddimah to

an as yet unpublished biographical dictionary in Arabic of the

women scholars of hadlth in Islamic history. However, it was

soon apparent that much of the original needed to be adapted,

not simply translated. One reason is that this introduction to the

material in the Dictionary is not accompanied by that work, and

so the material in it needs to be adequately illustrated. Another

reason is that the expectations of an English readership are some-

what different from an Arabic one. I know that to be so from

questions put to me after talks I have given on the subject and

from correspondence following announcement of this book.

Those expectations oblige me to say what this book is not, which

is rather an awkward way of explaining what it is.

Let me start by stating that this is not an exercise in 'women's

studies'. I have no specialist knowledge of perspectives associated

with that discourse. The admission of ignorance should not be

taken as indifference to it. Rather, I hope that people skilled in

'women's studies' will make proper use of the material presented

here. That material is, though arranged and organized, a listing, it

is, by analogy with a word dictionary, much nearer to 'words'

than 'sentences', and far from 'paragraphs' linked into an 'essay'.

Much work needs doing on the information before anybody

ventures to derive from it value-laden arguments about the past

(still less, the future) role of women in Islamic society. Among
the next tasks are, starting with the easiest:

selection and composition from the material: e.g., there are, in the

Dictionary I have compiled, reams of information on at least a score

of individual women that could be turned into distinct biographical

studies. Of course, much labour is entailed: the litde sketch of Fati-

mah bint Sacd al Khayr given here (pp. 93-96 below) needed looking

up half a dozen different books — but at least the Dictionary enables

one to know which books to start with.
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quantitative analysis: e.g., relative numbers of muhaddithat in different

times and places, and their preferences within the material available

for study. The overview in Chapter 9 lays out the main blocks of the

big picture but it needs detailing.

historical and contextual background: e.g., how particular genres of hadith

compilation developed and were transmitted — some charts provided

here (necessarily scaled down) may indicate directions for such focused

inquiry; how hadith study was affected by political events, administra-

tive arrangements, relations between state and society, and by social and

economic status; how it was documented; how it was funded (infor-

mally, or formally in the waqf deeds of the great madrasas/colleges).

thematically-oriented reflection: e.g., as their names show, many muhaddithat

were daughters of men bearing the title 'qadl', 'imam', 'hafiz' (expert,

master), etc. It appears that the men most committed to the education

of women, to respecting and treating them as peers in scholarship,

and in the authority that derived from that status, were (as people

now use this label) the most 'conservatively' Islamic — their intellectual

genealogy traces to the Sunnah; not to (that other long line in Islamic

scholarly effort) Aristotle.

My fear is that some readers will not wait for the necessary

next phases of work to be undertaken. Vilification of Islam as a

misogynist social order is so intense and pervasive that people

urgently want assurance that it is not, or was not, or 'need not',

be so. Scholarly corrective will not suffice to end that vilifica-

tion since it is not based upon truth, but upon an aversion to

Islam as such, perpetuating itself by seeking, and soon finding,

instances of abuse ofwomen (and other negatives like misgovern-

ment, etc.) among Muslim communities. Similar failures in other

communities are rarely associated with their religious tradition

but explained by local factors. One need only compare the level

of attention given in television documentary to the situation of

women in Pakistan with that of women of equivalent social

class in India to realize that such attention is quite particularly

targeted on Muslims. In part this is because in India (to stay

with that example) many middle-class younger women are

beginning to see, and to project, their bodily presence in styles

taken from the West, with some accents from local fashions. By

contrast, most of their Muslim peers in Pakistan or India are not
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doing the same — like many Muslims elsewhere they are not

willing to subordinate manners derived from their religious

tradition to Western tastes. The exasperation with Islamic ways

for showing no consistent tendency to fade out, combined with

the ancient aversion to Islam — it predates the modern European

languages in which it is expressed — is the principal reason for

the virulence of some feminist critique of it. Muslims, under-

standably, want their religion defended from that.

The feminist agenda, as understood by this outsider to it, has

a practical side and a theoretical side. The former is concerned

with questions of justice for women: equality in pay, access to

education, employment, political representation, etc. No fair-

minded person can argue with that. Justice is a virtue; Muslims

have no monopoly either on the definition or practice of virtues.

Rather, they are to praise the virtues in whoever has them and,

within the boundaries of the lawful, compete therein. It would

be hard to improve on the conciseness of this statement on the

matter by Ibn Qayyim al-Jaw2iyyah (d. 751), greatest of many
great students of Shaykh al-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah (d. 728):

A Shaflc
I said: 'No politics (siydsa) excepting something that corre-

sponds with the Law (shar )]' [...] If in saying 'excepting something that

corresponds with the Law (shar )' you mean 'which does not run against

what the Law has pronounced upon', it is correct. If [on the other hand]

you mean [by that] 'No politics except for what the Law has pro-

nounced upon', it is an error [...]. When the signs (amara) ofjustice appear

and itsface is radiant, by whatever means it may be, there [youfind] the Law of

God and His religion. God, Praised is He, is too aware, too wise and too

just to restrict the ways of justice, its signs and its marks, to a single

thing, to then reject something that may be more evident than those

[and] to not judge, when such a thing exists and subsists, that it is

obligatory. Through the ways that He has instituted as Law, He has

rather, Praised is He, made it plain that what is aimed at by Him is

I here quote (with italics added) the translation by Yahya MICHOT, in

his discussion of sundry discourses of Ibn Taymiyyah on Muslims under

non-Muslim Rule (2006), 105; the passage is from al-Turuq al-hukmiyyah

(ed. S. TImran, Cairo, 1423/2002), 17-18.
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that justice be made to rule among His servants and that people stricdy

practise equity. Whatever the ways by whichjustice and equity obtain, they are a

part ofthe religion and do not run against it.

The aim of undoing injustices suffered by women (wherever

they are suffered) is acceptable to Muslims. But it is entangled in

the theoretical underpinning of feminist critique, which is not

acceptable but which nevertheless invades Muslim minds. I hear

it in the form and content of the questions put to me. The form

is: if men can do X, why can't women do X? The X could be

'pray in a mosque', 'interpret the law', 'issue fatwas', 'lead prayer',

'travel unaccompanied', 'behave chastely without scarfing the

head', etc. This approach succeeds in embarrassing Muslims by

framing each issue as one of equity: if men can X and women
can't, or if women must X but men needn't, it does appear to be

unfair. Now, it is not possible here to deal properly with such

questioning of Islam — as I have said plainly, I am not qualified

to take on 'women's studies' discourse - but I do owe it to the

women whose scholarly authority this book celebrates to say

briefly what is necessary to distinguish their perspective. These

were not feminists, neither consciously nor unconsciously. They

were above all else, like the men scholars, believers, and they got

and exercised the same authority by virtue of reasoning with

the same methods from the same sources as the men, and by

having at the same time, just as the men did, a reputation for

taqwa (wariness of God), righteousness and strong intellect.

My concern is that some readers will misunderstand the

resemblance, in form and content, between the questions above

and those found in some of the Prophetic hadlths cited in this

book — the women among the Companions say: men are men-

tioned in the Book, what about us? men are commanded to do

this and that, while we are stuck with the children, what about

us? Also, readers will find in the book abundant examples of

women teaching hadlth classes of men and women students in

the principal mosques and colleges (when established, from the

sixth century AH on); issuing fatwas; interpreting the Qui°an;

challenging the rulings of qadls; criticizing the rulers; preaching

to people to reform their ways — and in all this being approved
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and applauded by their peers among the men... The sheer

number of examples from different periods and regions will

establish that the answer to some of the 'If men can, why can't

women?' questions is 'Men can and women can too'. That is

correct, and yet it is not right.

It is not right because the approach embedded in the question

'if men can, why can't women?' is, from the Islamic perspective

of the muhaddithat, misleading in itself. It leads astray by three

main routes. (1) Except as an amusing irony the question is never

put the other way — 'ifwomen can X, why can't men?' Rather, it

is taken as given that the traditional domain ofwomen is inferior:

running a home, bringing up children are menial chores, unpaid

in money or prestige, not a calling. So women should strive to

take responsibility in the traditionally male domain of earning a

living and competing for economic and political power, and the

domain of family life — however important it may be — must be

squee2ed in somewhere somehow between the public domain

commitments of the man and woman. To the extent that a social

order moves towards that goal, women are freed of economic

dependency, of any need to 'wait upon' men, acting as fathers or

husbands (or priests or professors, etc.), telling them what to do.

I have worked through much material over a decade to com-

pile biographical accounts of 8,000 muhaddithat. Not one of them is

reported to have considered the domain of family life inferior, or

neglected duties therein, or considered being a woman undesirable

or inferior to being a man, or considered that, given aptitude and

opportunity, she had no duties to the wider society, outside the

domain of family life.

(2) The form of the question 'if men can, why can't women?'

gives primacy to agency as the definitive measure of the value of

being human. What counts is what one can do, not what one can be;

moreover, this approach defines agency in terms of challenging

an established order of privilege — here, the privileges men have

— so that the emotions and attitudes in play are characterized by

resistance, and success is measured in terms of how many can-do

items have been won over from the exclusive ownership of men.

Thus, an argument may be contrived along the lines of: these
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extraordinary women, the muhaddithdt, were — perhaps unconsci-

ously — striving from within (i.e. resisting) against an oppressive

system, and they achieved as much dignity and liberty of action

as the system could tolerate. (The implication is that now we
can do better, go further, etc.)

This argument will not hold against the information I have

presented. It will become clear from the first three chapters of

this book that there is no period when men have certain privi-

leges to speak or think or act, and then women find a way to

'invade' the men's ground. Rather, the women and men both

know,jhm the outset ofIslam, what their duties are: women are there

teaching and interpreting the religion from the time that the duty

to do so passed, with the Prophet's death, to the scholars among

his Companions. Indeed, by the assessment of some later scholars,

the Companion most often referred to for fatwas or fiqh was

'A^shah bint Abl Bakr al-Siddlq. From the Companions it

passed to their Successors. Women are prominent among both,

and among the later generations, who continued (or revived)

that precedent. There is no evidence of any campaign, overt or

covert, to win rights from men for women.

Undue emphasis on agency (being able to do) as a measure

of dignity and liberty is an error of more serious import. In the

believers' perspective, the best of what we do is worship and,

especially, prayer. Prayer, in its immediate, outward effects in

the world seems to do nothing. However, the doer of it (and

only the doer) knows how he or she is measured by it — the

quality of presence of will, of reflection and repentance, of the

courage to stand alone and quite still on the line between fear

and hope before God. Prayer builds (and tests) the stability of

the qualities that Muslims have treasured most in their scholars,

men or women, namely wariness (or 'piety' in relation to God)

and righteousness (in relation to other people). It is in the

practice and teaching of these qualities that the muhaddithdt were

engaged. Their personal authority as teachers was no doubt a

function, in part, of sheer technical mastery of the material they

were teaching, but it was also a function of their ability to con-
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vey their conviction about it, and its effect on their character,

their being.

Because of the need to set down a lot of examples of the

material about the muhaddithdt, I have, with one exception, avoided

lengthy citation of the hadlths themselves that they were teaching.

The one exception is
cA-'ishah's recollection of the incident of the

ifk, the slander against her. It is a long story (below, p. 190-95).

It ends when her husband, the Prophet, advises her, if she has

done wrong to repent and God will forgive her. She knows she

is innocent and so turns away from the world that will not vin-

dicate her, saying 'there is no help but in God'. When the Reve-

lation declares her innocent, her mother instructs her to now go

to her husband. She flatly refuses: 'By God, I will not go to

him.' Because she is a teenager at the time of this incident, it is

tempting to read in this disobedience the accents of rebelling

adolescence. But in cA3ishah's mature telling of it, it is presented

as the moment when her faith is perfected, when she realizes

that any obedience that is not, first, obedience to God is a burden

to the self, an indignity; and every obedience that is for only

God is full liberty. She turns away from parents, husband, from

the Prophet himself: 'By God, I will not go to him. And I will

not praise except God.' The power of agency that comes from

such perfected surrender to God (is/dm) is evident in her conduct

when, having led a battle against Muslims — an action she sincerely

(and rightly) repented — and suffered a humiliating rout, she went

directly to Basrah, where people flocked to her, not as a political

faction, but to learn her hadlth and herfiqh, her understanding

of Islam. The rout took nothing from her personal energy —

nor from her reputation as a resource for knowledge of the

religion. The all but incredible feats of mental strength and

stamina, which are reported of the women scholars of the later

periods, derive from the same kind and source of agency, the

same achieved freedom of being.

(3) The 'If men can, why can't women' approach may also

mislead readers of the material in this book for another reason.

It rests on a string of unsafe assumptions: that the differences

given in nature (gender is the one we are discussing), if enhanced
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by law and custom, must lead to injustices necessarily, that those

injustices should and can be reduced by social, legal and (since we
can do) biological engineering; that such engineering is safe

because the differences as given have littie value in themselves,

or in their connectedness with anything else.

I will not go into the familiar arguments about the negative

effects of erasing the social expression of gender differences —

from weakening the boundaries of personal and family life so

that it is spilled into public space for the entertainment of others,

to confused sexual behaviours, to impairment of the desire and

drive, perhaps even the capacity, to have children. But the social

experiment is only just into its second generation. So far there is

not much evidence that women's entry into the high levels of

government, business, etc. has led to any change in either the

goals or the operations of these activities. The women do them

just as well as the men and in just the same way; which suggests

that their being women is not engaged when at work. But work

patterns and structures take time to alter; it is rather early to be

pronouncing on the long-term costs (personal and social) that

have come along with the gains in justice for women. Those

gains matter greatly. Here, I want only to explain that there is

another effort for justice, coming from a different grounding,

from different assumptions, and its distinctiveness should not be

missed.

As this book shows, women scholars acquired and exercised

the same authority as men scholars. Both did so within the well-

known Islamic conventions of hijab and of avoiding, to the

extent practicable, such mixing of men and women as can lead

to forbidden relationships. As Muslims understand it, hijab is

commanded by God as law-giver, as a social expression and

marking of the gender differences commanded by Him as creator.

The practice of hijab is thus not dependent upon having reasons

for it but upon its being His command. However, God as law-

giver commands nothing that He as creator does not also enable,

and a part of His enabling obedience is that His commands

(like His creation) are intelligible, so that obedience can flow
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from a more willing assent. Hence, Muslims are allowed to ask:

what is the point of hijab?

Muslims, men and women alike, are required to control their

behaviour, how they look at, and how they appear to, each

other. But only ofwomen is it required that, in public, they cover

their hair, and wear an over-garment, or clothing that does not

caricature their bodily form: the meaning is — the opposite of

modern Western conventions — to conceal, not reveal and

project, their bodily presence. The meaning is not that women
should be absent or invisible, but that they be present and

visible with the power of their bodies switched off. What are

the benefits of this? (1) Most of the time men and women dress

to look normal, not to entice one another. But dress normality

for men — except for the ignominies and anxieties of early

adolescence - is derived from what other men see as normal;

women, even when dressing only for each other, still evaluate

their look among themselves by its appeal to men. Hijab can

screen women from the anxiety, at least when out in public, of

being subject to and evaluated by the sexual ga2e of men. (2)

Hijab has an educative function: it teaches chastity to the indi-

vidual, who learns by it to inhibit the need to be appealing to

men, and to the society in which the need to be self-disciplined

is signalled and facilitated. (3) Hijab, publicly and emphatically,

marks gender differences; it therefore enables women — always

assuming that they are active in the public domain — to project

their being women without being si2ed up as objects of desire.

None of that will at all impress those whose landscape is

intolerably impoverished by the absence of attractively presented

women, or who need the seasoning of flirtation and associated

behaviours to get through their day. Nor can it impress those

who do not see hijab except in terms of its symbolizing the

oppression of women, who are prevented by it from ever

enjoying 'the wind in their hair' or 'the sun on their bodies'. (In

fact, such enjoyment is not forbidden, only the display of it to

men.) Women who declare that they have chosen to wear hijab are

said to have internalized their oppression, that is, they are not

allowed the dignity of being believed. Yet no-one says of the
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adolescent or younger girls who hurt their own bodies in order to

have (or because they never can have) the right 'look': 'they have

internalized an oppressive system'. Rather, these negative out-

comes are said to be offset by the benefits, overall, to the fashion

and entertainment industries. It would be decent to allow Muslims

to say: overall, the benefits of hijdb outweigh any nuisance in it.

Anyway, despite pressures, believing men and women will

not, for the sake of Western tastes, abandon the commands of

God and His Messenger to practice hijdb. It is a part of the faith.

The great shaykhahs who are the subject of this book, never

doubted its obligatoriness. Nor is there the least evidence that it

inhibited them from teaching men, or learning from men. Clearly,

however, there are practical issues involved of how space was

used, how voices were projected so questions could be taken

and answered, and how students and teachers could know how
the other had reacted. There is no direct discussion of these prac-

tical matters in the sources. One infers from that, that people

acted in good faith and, in the particular, local conditions, made

such arrangements as were necessary to convey knowledge of

the religion to those who came seeking it.

Within Islamic tradition, it is generally accepted that one

should guard oneself and society from whatever leads to the

prohibited. Inducements to the prohibited cannot strictly be

called prohibited, but one tries to behave as if they were with-

out calling them so. It is not so well accepted that impediments

to what is commanded or expressly permitted should be mini-

mized. Certainly, the risk of sin is not a sufficient ground for

preventing behaviour that is in itself lawful and does not intend

or systematically induce the unlawful. There is the hadlth about

the man who came to the Prophet to confess that, in the

marketplace of Madinah, he had kissed a woman who was just

there doing her shopping. The Prophet did not order the market

closed or forbid women doing lawful business in it. First, he

turned away, trying not to hear the man's confession; but the

man persisted. Then, after the prayer, the Prophet asked the

man to confirm that he too had prayed. He did so. Then God
sent down the verse {Hud, 11. 114: Establish the prayer at the ends
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of the day and approaches of the night. Surely good deeds take away bad

deeds. That is a reminderfor those who remember. The man asked: 'Is

this for me?' The Prophet said: 'For whoever takes it.'
1

The
meaning is that it is for everyone who takes the opportunity, by

prayer, to undo the attraction of sin so that it is not established

in the heart and therefore can have very limited, if any, entail.

One reason we do not have more records about more of

the muhaddithat is a broad interpretation of the duty of hijak so

much weight is given to keeping public and private domains

distinct that details about the accomplishments of the women of

the household are held undisclosed. A reliable source states, for

example, that Hafiz Ibn al-Najjar (d. 643) had some 400 women
teachers. Who were they? I was able to track down the names of

only a few of them. Al-Qurashi (d. 775) wrote a book on Hanafi

jurists with a section on women called Tabaqdt al-nisa?, which he

begins: 'This is a book in which I will mention what has come
to my knowledge about the women scholars among our com-
panions [i.e. fellow-Hanafi jurists]. I got very little information

[about them] and there is no doubt that the state of women is

based on covering (satr).'

The misreading or misuse of this book from a 'women's

studies' approach is possible because that approach has no basis

in the sources of the Sunnah. Sadly, there is also a lot of Islamic

scholarship - unlike that of the women whose work is recorded

here — that is also weakly grounded in the Sunnah. An extreme

example is the opinion that women should not be taught writing,

because if they are they will write letters (presumably of some

improper kind). Apart from its self-evident absurdity, and its

preventing much good, this opinion is flatly contradicted by the

AL-BUKHArI, Sahib, Mawdqit al-salah, bab al-salah kaffdrah; MUSLIM,

Sahih, Tawbah, bab qawli-hi ta'-dld inna l-hasanatyudhhibna al-sayyPdt, AL-

TIRMIDHl, ]dmi c
, Tafsir al-Qur^dn, bab wa min surah Hud; IBN MAJAH,

Sunan, Iqdmat al-saldh, bab md jd^a ft anna al-saldta kaffdrah. AL-

DHAHABl, Siyar a^ldm al-nubald?, xxiii. 133.
3
AL-QURASHl, al-]awahir al-

mudiyyahft tabaqdt al-Hanafyjah, iv. 1-2.
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precedent of the Companions and their Successors. I will not

labour the point: there is no need to as the book is packed with

fully referenced counter-examples to that kind of thinking.

Because of the number of names and the need to identify

people by giving most elements of the name and (if known)

date of death, it saved some space to use only Hijri dates. That

is in any case my practice in the original Arabic from which this

work is adapted. Readers who find this disorienting, may find

the table below useful. The 1st Muharram of year 1 AH corres-

ponds to 16 July 622 AD.

718 100 AH 1203 600 AH
815 200 1300 700

912 300 1397 800

1009 400 1494 900

1106 500 1591 1000

1688

1785

1882

1979

15/7/2007

1100 AH
1200

1300

1400

29/6/1428
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Introduction

It surprises people to learn that women, living under an Islamic

order, could be scholars, that is, hold the authority that attaches

to being knowledgeable about what Islam commands, and there-

fore sought after and deferred to. The typical Western view is that

no social order has (or aspires to have) more 'religion' in it than

an Islamic one, and the more 'religion' a society has in it, the more

restricted will be the scope in that society for women to enjoy

agency and authority. Behind that is the assumption that religion

is 'really' a human construct, done mainly by men and therefore

done to secure advantages for them at the expense of women.

Muslims, of course, do not share this view.

One of the reasons for Muslim conviction that the Qur'an

is God's word is that it is, though expressed in the vehicle of the

human language of its first audience (Arabic), free of limiting

human perspectives. The Qur'an as a whole has neither narrative

focus or structure: it is not the epic of an individual or a tribe, on

which generations have laboured to give meaning to what the

individual or tribe did or had done to them. It has no restrictive

geographical focus: it does not build up or explain the charisma

of a place or place-name. It does not build up or justify some

particular human institution such as kingship or priesthood. It

is not, on the other hand, either a random or closely connected

assemblage of abstract moral or legal or philosophical principles.

For believers it is a connecting of the divine will directly with a

real human situation, made exemplary by that connection. It

addresses the people in that situation with commands and

consolation, with threat and promise, and guides them to what

will better prepare their living in this world to earn contentment

in the eternal life hereafter. Quite explicitly, it also gives to the
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precepts and practice of the mortal on whom it was sent down
a unique authority. The Qur'an has authority, and the Messenger's

Sunnah has authority by it. The divine promise is that these paired

sources of guidance suffice as the framework within which the

believers can order their affairs in a way that pleases their Cre-

ator. Accordingly, while Muslims have disagreed and fought over

just about everything else, they have never done so about the

authority of the Qur'an and Sunnah. This book is a demonstration

of women's access to that authority.

The best guidance, unassisted by Revelation, that human
beings might hope for is that their law-givers establish rules as

if 'from behind a veil of ignorance', as if they did not know who
would benefit by such rules and who would suffer. In reality

that can never happen, because human perspectives are always,

even with the best of intentions, partial. In practice human law-

givers always prefer their own tastes and interests, being always

ready to believe that their interests are in fact to everybody's

advantage in the long term — and so their laws prefer some
people over others — for example, property-owners over those

without property, or men over women, or the interests of their

own nation over some other. There is some consolation in the fact

that, through the effort of learning from experience, revision of

past errors is possible.

In the Qur'an and Sunnah Muslims believe they have a frame-

work of guidance that is strictly impartial and sufficient because

God's knowledge and mercy encompass all beings and all their

pasts and futures. Any human derivation from and within that

framework is subject to revision, but the framework itself is not.

Accordingly, in the Islamic tradition, to say 'God says in His

Book' decides the argument. Where it is not certain how the

guidance of the Qur'an is to be acted upon, Muslims look to

the example of how God's Messenger acted in the same or a

similar situation. The record of his example {Sunnah) is now, for

all practical purposes, conveyed through a body of texts, known
singly and collectively as hadith (lit. 'saying'). A man who becomes

expert in knowledge of the hadith is called a muhaddith; a woman,

muhaddithah (plural, muhaddithat). Knowledge of hadith is deci-
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sive in intotmingJiqh, understanding the guidance as (legal) rules

and (social) norms; one who attains skill infiqh is called faqih(ah).

It is decisive in informing ifta?, the responsa (fatwas) of scholars to

questions the people put to them on specific matters; 'mufti'

means one who gives fatwas. Knowledge of hadith is decisive also

in informing tafslr, interpretative commentary of the Qur'an,

since, by its own command, the Prophet's understanding of it

must be preferred over anyone else's. Readers should under-

stand that, in the orthodox or Sunni tradition, a Muslim is not

bound by anybody else's fiqh or ifta? or tafslr. The scholars in Islam

dispose authority in society; they do not directly dispose power.

The distinction was (and remains) of the utmost importance for

their credibility and legitimacy with the people.

Women attained high rank in all spheres of knowledge of

the religion, and, as this book will show, they were sought after

for their fiqh, for their fatwas, and for tafsir. Primarily, I am
concerned here with their achievement and role as muhaddithdt.

In this chapter I set out, first, the overall impact of Qur'an and

Sunnah in changing attitudes to women; in the second section, I

explain different dimensions of the change as instituted or urged

by Qur'an and Sunnah; in the third what the women themselves

did in the formative period of Islam so that men, in a sense, had

to accept that change.

THE IMPACT OF THE BOOK AND SUNNAH

The Qur'an rebukes the people of the jahilijyah (the Ignorance

before Islam) for their negative attitude to women (al-Nahl, 16.

58—59): When news is brought to one ofthem of [the birth of a girl, his

face darkens, and he is chafing within! He hides himselffrom his folk,

because ofthe evil he has had news of. Shall he keep it in disdain, or bury

it in the dust? Ah — how evil the judgement they come to! The costly

prospect of bringing up a daughter (a son was expected to en-

hance a clan's military and economic potential) perhaps explains

this negative response to the birth of a girl. Burying infant girls

alive was a custom among some (not all) of the Arab tribes of

the time. The Qur'an warns of retribution for this gross atrocity
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on the day When the infant buried alive shall be askedfor what sin she

was killed (al-Takwir, 81 . 8—9).

Human rights and duties indicated in the Qur'an are pegged

to two fundamentals that are the same for men and women -

namely their being creatures and slaves of God, their Creator

and Lord, and their being the issue of a single human self. God
has said in the Qur'an (al-Nisd-*, 4. 1): O humankind, be wary of

your Lord who createdjoufrom a single self, andfrom it created its pair,

andfrom the pair of them scattered many men and women. Be wary of

God, through Whomyou ask of one another [your rights and needs] and

close kindred: God is ever-watchful overyou. And (al-A'-rdf 6. 189):

He it is Who createdyoufrom a single self, and madefrom it its mate, so

that he might settle at rest with her. Male and female are created for

the same purpose: I have not createdjinn and humankind except so

that they worship Me (al-Dhdriydt, 51. 56). The Qur'anic term cabd

signifies both 'worshipper' and 'slave' in relation to God. The

duties owed to God, and the virtues that ensue from the effort

to do them, are the same for men and women. This is affirmed

in a well-known Qur'anic verse. The verse, and the occasion of

its revelation are recorded in this hadlth, narrated by cAbd al-

Rahman ibn Shaybah:

I heard Umm Salamah, the wife of the Prophet - salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa

sallam — say: I asked the Prophet — salla l-ldhu
c
alay-hi wa sallam — Why are

we [women] not mentioned in the Qur'an as the men are mentioned?

[...] Then I was alerted that day by his call on the pulpit. [...] At that

moment I was combing my hair. I gathered up my hair and went to

one of the rooms of my house; I listened hard. I heard him saying on

the pulpit: O people, God says in His Book: The muslim men and muslim

women; the believing men and believing women; the men who are obedient [to God]

and women who are obedient [to God]; the men who are truthful and the women

who are truthful; the men who are persevering andpatient and the women who are

persevering andpatient; the men who give alms and the women who give alms; the

men who are humble and the women who are humble; the men who fast and the

'close kindred': literally, 'the wombs', here understood to mean the

issue thereof.
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women whofast; the men who guard their chastity and the women who guard their

chastity, and the men who remember God much and the women who remember

God much — God haspreparedfor themforgiveness and a great reward.

The burden of duties owed to God is carried individually:

responsibilities in this world and the recompense hereafter are

particular to each self. The diversity of human aptitudes and of

the opportunities that come into particular lives must be seen in

the light of God's affirmation that He does not burden any self

with a responsibility that He has not also enabled it to discharge.

We do not find in the orthodox Islamic tradition, therefore, any

argument for an intermediate authority between human beings

and God. In that tradition, all questions of how to serve God,

as also of how to settle differences or disputes between people

in their worldly affairs, are referred to the guidance of Qui°an

and Sunnah. Access to this guidance is not a function of belong-

ing to a particular group (say, the tribe of Quraysh rather than

some other Arab or non-Arab people), or to a particular gender

(men rather than women) or to a particular social class (say, the

nobility rather than slaves). It is a function strictly of knowledge

of and personal adherence to Qui°an and Sunnah.

Having 'the knowledge', and the conscientious preserving,

transmitting and understanding of it, is the strong basis for the

public authority that learned Muslims, men and women, were

able to command. Necessarily, there were different opinions on

the import of the knowledge people had, but the differences

were not settled on the basis of the gender or the tribe or socio-

economic class of the person who conveyed it.

An example is the hadith of Fatimah bint Qays. She reports

that when she was divorced from her husband, the Prophet did

not require him to provide accommodation and expenses for

her until the end of her Hddah, the period after which she would

be free to re-marry. IJmar ibn al-Khattab rejected this hadith;

so did Zayd ibn Thabit, 'A-'ishah, and other jurists. They argued

that it contradicts the Qur'an's command that men must support

1

AL-HAKIM, al-Mustadrak, ii. 416. The verse cited is al-Ahspb, 33. 35.
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divorced wives during the Hddah. If they had been motivated by

'patriarchal attitudes', they would surely have acted on the hadith

of Fatimah, since it appears to favour men. In any event (details

will come in the next chapter) Fatimah was never stopped from

narrating the hadith; it was recorded in all the books; over time,

for their different reasons, jurists took different positions about

it. It would have been so if the same hadith had been narrated

by a man, say the ex-husband, rather than the ex-wife.

Another example is narrated by Sacid ibn al-Musayyab

about TJmar ibn al-Khattab during the caliphate of Abu Bakr.

'Umar divorced the mother of his son cAsim, then saw her

somewhere with their son and took him from her. She appealed

her case to Abu Bakr. The caliph judged that cAsim ibn TJmar

remain with his mother until grown up or until she re-married.

This verdict followed the Sunnah, established by the report

(among others) that a woman came to the Prophet and said: 'O

Messenger of God — salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa sallam — my womb

was his vessel, my arm was his container, and my breast was his

drink. And now his father claims that he is going to snatch him

from me. The Prophet — salla l-lahu ^alay-hi wa sallam — said: You
have more right over the child while you do not re-marry.'

Neither TJmar's rank as one of the most senior of the

Companions, nor his being Abu Bakr's dearest friend, nor his

argument that he had more to give the boy, swayed the

judgement in his favour. Abu Bakr said: 'O TJmar, the moisture

of her lips is better for him than the honey in your house.'

A great many examples will be presented in the course of

this book of the imams in hadith and law — called imams because

they are followed — who had women teachers and praised their

learning, intelligence and piety. In so doing, they were following

the lead of the Companions and their Successors — and again,

many examples will come — who turned to the learned women

AL-BAYHAQl, al-Sunan al-kubra, Nafaqat, bab al-umm tata^awwaj wa

yaskutu haqqu-ha tnin hadanat al-walad wa yantaqilu ila jaddati-h. ABU
DAWUD, Sunan, Taldq, bab man ahaqq bi-l-walad. AL-MARGHINANl, al-

Hidayah, ii. 317.
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of their generation for general advice, for a particular ruling, for

help in interpreting and implementing the guidance of Qur'an

and Sunnah. To be sure, it was largely men who held the formal

posts like qadi, but they could discharge their duties only from

the authority of Qur'an and Sunnah, to which women also could

appeal. A striking case is that of cAmrah bint cAbd al-Rahman,

the great tdbiHjyah (Successor), muhaddithah and faqihah, who
intervened in a court case in Madinah to prevent a miscarriage

of justice (details, p. 279-80). It is remarkable enough that she

knew that the case was in progress and the circumstances of it

and what sentence the qadi had passed but not yet carried out.

Many famous men jurists were resident and active in the city;

none of them intervened. What is astonishing is that she did

intervene, and no-one questioned her right to do so. The
defendant was a non-Muslim, not known to cAmrah except as

the defendant in this suit, in which she had no personal, private

interest. The qadi reversed his decision and released the

defendant only because he could have no argument against the

authority of the hadith she was able to cite. He did not know or

remember it, or simply failed to bring it to bear when reaching

his judgement: once he knew the hadith, he did as a Muslim

should — he acted upon it.

The distance is huge between a society in which some men
held womanhood in such contempt that they could counten-

ance burying infant daughters alive, and one in which they would

defer to the authority of a woman just because she had knowl-

edge that they did not. It is an extraordinary distance to have

covered within a single generation. How was it possible?

THE WOMEN'S AUTHORITY ESTABLISHED
BY THE QUR>AN AND SUNNAH

The short answer is that it was possible because, once they

believed the Revelation to be the word of their Creator, it would

have been irrational for them not to act upon its command.

The Qur'an speaks about women in general and specific terms.

It does not associate womanhood with inferiority or deficiency

of any sort, or any primordial sin, or any disposition to sin not
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also found in men, or any disposition to induce sin in others not

also found in men. It does not regard women as an appendage

of men, but as distinct beings, each called individually, just as are

men. The language of the QuPan, Arabic, like many others, uses

masculine forms to mean women also, unless context expressly

excludes them. The grammar does not require women to be

expressly included; it is all the more striking therefore when that

explicit including occurs. I have quoted above verse 33. 35

enumerating the virtues, distinctly for men and women. Starting

with the next verse in that surah, here are a few more examples:

It is notfor a believing man or believing woman, when God and His Messenger

have decided a matter [...] (al-Ah^ab, 33. 36). Never will I allow to be lost the

work ofany ofjou, male orfemale (Al cImrdn, 3. 195). Whoever does righteous

deeds, male orfemale, and is a believer, him We shall enliven to a good life, and

We shallpay them certainly a rewardproportioned to the best ofwhat they used to

do (al-Nahl, 16. 97). Whoever does righteous deeds, from among the male or the

female, and he is a believer, those will enter Paradise [...] {al-Nisd?, 4. 124). The

believing men and believing women are protectingfriends (awliya?) of one another,

they bid to good (al-ma'-ruf), andforbidfrom evil (al-munkar); they establish the

prayer andgive the alms feakdh) and obey God and His Messenger (al-Tawbah,

9.71).

Of course, there is subject-matter where we would expect

women to be mentioned — for example, the injunctions, ethical

and legal, related to marriage and divorce; or the command to

be kind to parents, where the travail of mothers is singled out

(Luqmdn, 31. 14; al-Ahqaf, 46. 15). But even where women are

not the subject, the Book is concerned to include them in the

call to Islam: the threat and the promise apply to them no less

or more than to men.

For believers, the Book is (as I explained earlier) a direct en-

gagement of the divine will with a real human situation, made

exemplary by that engagement. Of several such occasions related

to women, one of the best known is the background of the surah

called al-Mujddalah, 'the disputing'. Yusuf ibn cAbdillah ibn

Salam narrates from Khawlah bint Thalabah (wife of Aws ibn

al-Samit the brother of IJbadah ibn Samit) that she said:
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One day my husband entered upon me. He talked to me about some-

thing and he got annoyed. So I answered him back. He said: You are

to me 'as the back of my mother' [a formula of repudiation]. Then he

left and sat in a gathering of his people. Then he came back to me. He
wanted me, and I refrained [from him], then he pulled me by force and

I struggled with him. Then I overcame him by what a weak woman
can overcome [a man by] and I said: By Him in Whose hand is Khaw-

lah's soul, never will your hand reach me until God sends down His

judgement regarding my and your case. Then I came to the Mes-

senger of God - salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa salkm— complaining to him

[about] what [treatment] I had received from my husband. The Prophet

— salla l-lahu '•alay-hi wa sallam— said: He is your husband and your

cousin, so be wary of God. Then God sent down [the verses, from 58.

1] : God has heard the speech ofher who disputes withyou concerning her husband,

and complains to God. And God is hearing the exchange betweenyou both. God

is all-hearing all-seeing Then God's Messenger — salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa

sallam— said: Ask him to free a slave [by way of expiation]. I said, O
Messenger of God, he does not have any slave to free. He said: Then

he should fast two continuous months. I said: O Messenger of God,

he is an old and elderly person, he cannot fast. He — salla l-lahu 'alay-hi

wa sallam— said: Then he should feed sixty poor people. I said: By

God, he does not own anything to feed the poor with. Then he said:

We will help him with a big container of dates. I said: I will help him

with another container. The Prophet — salla l-lahu '•alay-hi wa sallam— gave

that [for him] in charity.

(The Qur'anic verses not cited above (58. 2—5) go on to forbid

use of the ugly formula of repudiation, and to specify the acts of

expiation for the utterance of false oaths, as in the hadith.)

By calling women to Islam direcdy, the Book compels men
to recognize them as independent moral beings. For a clear

example of that, see (below, p. 289) the response of IJmar — at

this time the ruler of a mighty empire — to a public scolding by

the same Khawlah bint Thalabah, whose hadith we have just

read, and how he explains his response.

'AL-MIZZI (d. 742), Tahdhib al-kamal, xxviii. 313-14.
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Similarly, the Qui°an establishes for women a distinct legal

individuality, through rights of property and inheritance, and

marriage contracts. The men are required to provide for their

families; the women are not. Their property, including the

dowry, remains theirs through the marriage, though they may

choose to spend on their husbands (as in the example above) or

their children, as free-will offering or charity. (This seeming

inequality favouring women is balanced by the QuPan's stipu-

lation of different inheritance portions for sons and daughters:

al-Nisd^, 4. 7, 11). On marriage, the Qurian (al-Baqarah, 2. 232)

declares the woman's competence to choose: Do not obstruct them

(la ta^dulu-hunna)from marrying their husbands, ifthey mutually agree in

the normal way (bi-l-ma
c
ruj). One Khansa3 bint Khidham al-

Ansariyyah al-Awsiyyah came before the Prophet to protest that

her father had married her to someone she did not like. The

Prophet annulled that marriage. 'A'ishah has narrated that a

young woman called on her and said: 'My father has married

me to his nephew to raise [the nephew's] low class and I am
not happy with this marriage.' cA:>ishah asked her to wait until

the Prophet came. When he did, the woman informed him and

he sent for the father. Then, in the father's presence he entrusted

the matter to the young woman direcdy. She said: 'I have now

allowed what my father did. I [only] wanted to teach the women
that the fathers do not own anything of the matter.'

Another illustration of the legal competence of women is

the right to grant refuge to a stranger or enemy, which is then

binding on the community. Muhammad ibn Ibrahim al-Taymi

narrates one such incident concerning Abu l-
cAs ibn al-Rabic

.

This man was an unbeliever formerly married to the Prophet's

daughter, Zaynab. He and his trading caravan returning from

Syria were captured in a raid by the Muslims and brought back

1

AL-BUKHARi, Sahib, Nikah, bab idha apwwwaj al-rajul ibnatu-hu wa hiya

karihatun fa-nikdhu-hu mardiid. AL-BUKHARI, Sahib, Nikah, bab yankih

al-abu wa ghayru-hu al-bikr wa-l-thayyib ilia bi-ridd-ha; AL-NASA'I, Sunan,

Nikah, bab al-bikryu^awwiju-hd abii-hd wa hiya karihatun; IBN MAJAH,

Sunan, Nikah, bab man ^awwaja ibnata-hu wa hiya karihatun.
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to Madinah in year 6 AH. There he made his way to Zaynab,

begged refuge and she granted it. She stood at her door and

called out in a loud voice: 'I have granted protection to Abu 1-

cAs ibn al-RabIc.' The Prophet confirmed that the people had

heard this announcement and then he said: 'The believers are

one hand against other people. The lowest of the believers can

grant protection on their behalf. And we have granted protec-

tion to whoever she has granted protection to.' Later, at Zay-

nab's request, the goods of Abu l-
cAs were restored to him.

However, while he remained an unbeliever, he was forbidden

to go near to Zaynab. He returned to Makkah and discharged

his obligations with the goods, then embraced Islam and made

his way back to Madinah in Muharram of the following year.

The Prophet restored his marriage to Zaynab.

Another such incident concerns Umm Hani, told by herself.

'I said: O Messenger of God — salla l-ldhu '-alay-hi wa sallam — the

son of my mother [meaning her brother CAH] claims that he is

going to kill a man to whom I have granted protection, So-and-

so son of Hubayrah. The Prophet — salla l-lahu ^alay-hi wa sallam

- said: We have granted protection to whoever you have

granted protection to, O Umm Hani.'

That women can think and act independently in such ways

is the ground upon which the final judgement of their actions is

based — as is the case for men. Women can choose the wrong

path as well as the right one. The Quranic example of the former

are the wives of the prophets Lut (Lot) and Nuh (Noah); of the

latter, the wife of Pharaoh, and the mother of the prophet clsa

(Jesus) (see al-Tahnm, 66. 10-12). Pharaoh's wife is praised for

her spiritual insight, and her moral courage in refusing to be

intimidated by her husband's arrogance and evil. Maryam is an

example of perfect faith and purity (see Al clmran, 3. 37, 40—

42). She suffers what was decreed for her of the slanders of her

1 2
IBN SAT), al-Tabaqdt al-kubra, viii. 33. AL-BUKHARl, Sahib, Ji^yah wa-l-

muwdda c
ah, bab amdn al-nisd^ wa jiwdri-hinn. MUSLIM, Sahih, Saldh al-

musafirin wa qasri-hd...
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people without any diminution of trust in God. The portrait of

her is one of the most moving passages in the Qui°an, specially

the account of how she endures pain when the prophet "Isa is

born, and how she is comforted after that (Maryam, 19. 16—34).

Another remarkable portrait is that of the Queen of Saba3
: she

is a model of wise political leadership, intellectual curiosity and,

eventually, spiritual insight (al-Naml, 27. 23-44).

Alongside the Revelation, there was the teaching and example

of the Prophet. He was not teaching only the men. The women
were included in the public assemblies when he preached; he

also set time aside for them, separately from the men, and he

dealt with their questions personally when they came to him or

to his wives. A full account of this effort will come in Chapter

2. The Prophet, obedient to the Qur'an's command, consulted

his Companions, the women as well as the men, before critical

decisions. He accepted their counsel if it seemed right to him.

A famous incident of this kind happened on the occasion of the

truce of Hudaybiyyah agreed with the unbelievers of Makkah.

After the batde of Badr, this was the most important turning-

point in the formative history of Islam.

The Muslims had gone to Makkah in the expectation of

doing the hajj, but in the end, the unbelievers refused them

entry to the city. After tense negotiations, the terms of the truce

agreed included the Muslims' returning to Madinah without

doing the hajj. This and other terms seemed to some of the

Muslims humiliating and one-sided. The Prophet ordered his

Companions to sacrifice their animals and shave their heads (to

indicate coming out of the state of ihram, the end of pilgrimage

sanctity). The narrator of this hadith says: 'By God, no single

man from among them stood up on that [command to carry it

out].' The Prophet commanded them three times, and none

stood up. He went then to his wife Umm Salamah and told her

what he faced from the men. She said: 'O Prophet of God -

salla l-lahu '•alay-hi wa sallam — if you will, go out and do not utter

a word to any of them until [after] you have sacrificed your

camels and called your barber and he has shaved your head.'
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The advice was, in essence, to act decisively and the men would

follow, even if reluctandy. This is indeed what happened.

THE WOMEN'S AUTHORITY ESTABLISHED
BY THEIR OWN ACTIONS

The affirmation that authority in Islam derives from Qur'an

and Sunnah is what distinguishes believers from unbelievers in

their faith, their deeds and their style of life. Particularly in the

first years, the consequences of that affirmation were oppro-

brium, persecution, torture and, for some, death. Sons were

separated from fathers, husbands from wives, brothers from

brothers, and all were excluded to some degree from the system

of tribal allegiances and protections. Since women were called to

and entered the faith individually, they too faced and suffered

the very same separations and vulnerability, the same aloneness,

and, perhaps, being women, suffered more acutely. A well-

known case is Fatimah, the sister of TJmar ibn al-Khattab, the

future caliph, then one of Islam's most assiduous (and being

TJmar, most competent) detractors and persecutors. He struck

her violendy when he found her reciting the Qur'an in secret,

but then her steadfast dignity in answer to his ill-temper led to

his embracing the religion he had wanted to destroy.

Many examples will come in the chapters ahead of the

women's diligence in seeking knowledge of the religion, then

recording, transmitting and implementing it. So too examples

will come of their dedication to self-discipline, not for its own
sake, but in order the better to embody Islam in their whole

environment and instil it in the hearts of their students. The

best of the believing women were no less devoted to supere-

rogatory remembrances and prayer than the best of the believ-

ing men. They too wanted to attend the mosque for the night

prayer, and they were to be permitted: Salim ibn cAbdillah

narrates from his father "Abdullah ibn TJmar that the Prophet

said: 'When your women ask your permission to go to the

AL-BUKHARi, Sahih, Shurut, bab al-shurutfi-l-jihad.
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mosque in the night, give them permission.' The women, no

less than the men, strove to memorize the Qui°an, to have it by

heart and in the heart; and again, they too took note of the look

and manner of the Prophet in all that he did, and committed to

memory what they could of his sayings, telling one another

what they had witnessed on occasions that some had missed

but others not. Details will come in the course of the book.

After the truce of Hudaybiyyah, the tide turned, to the

extent that God willed, in favour of the Muslims, and against

their enemies among the idolaters and the People of the Book.

Makkah was conquered without bloodshed and past enemies

forgiven as they gave allegiance to the Prophet and to Islam. At

the time of the death of the Prophet, when Revelation ceased,

all the tribes of the Arab peninsula had embraced Islam, some

politically, some in a better way. The believers needed to and

did take stock of the turning-points in the formative years of

this religion. To a limited extent, the notion was established of

seniority in Islam, of commitment to it when this was a trial,

and commitment after that. At most of the critical moments

women were present. Women were among those who sought

refuge in Abyssinia in the first or minor hijrah; among the

Muslims of Yathrib (later called Madinah) who gave the second

'Pledge of cAqaba' before the great Hijrah itself. Again, women
were witnesses of the time when, by divine command, the

orientation of the Muslims was turned about, from Jerusalem

to Makkah. Before the truce of Hudaybiyyah was agreed, and it

seemed a battle would be imposed upon them, the Prophet,

asked the Muslims (they were gathered by a tree), to re-affirm

their allegiance to him. So decisive was this show of commit-

ment, that 'the allegiance of the tree' is mentioned in the

Qur'an itself. Women took part in this also.

We can get a sense of the historical weight that some of the

Companions carried from a couple of biographical notices. Ibn

AL-BUKHAri, Sahth, Saidh, bab khuruj al-niscP ila 1-masjid bi-l-layl wa-l-
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cAbd al-Barr says in his account of Rubayyic bint Mucawwidh:

'She is a Companion of the Prophet — salla l-lahu '-alay-hi wa sallam

— and she has narrated his hadlth. And the people of Madinah

have narrated hadlth from her. Ahmad ibn Zuhayr says: I heard

my father saying: Rubayyic bint Mucawwidh is from those women
who did allegiance under the tree.' Similarly, of Salma bint Qays

ibn cAmr from the clan of cAdI ibn al-Najjar, whose kunyah is

Umm al-Mundhir, a sister of Salit ibn Qays who was one of

those present at the batde of Badr, Abu Nucaym says: 'She was

one of the maternal aunts of the Prophet, salla l-ldhu 'alay-hi wa

sallam. Some say: She was a paternal aunt of the Prophet, salla l-

lahu '-alay-hi wa sallam. She prayed in the direction of both qiblahs

and she was among those women who did allegiance with the

Prophet, salla l-lahu '-alay-hi wa sallam?

The single most important event was the Hijrah from Mak-

kah to Madinah. It tested the will of the believers to quit their

past bonds, to apply the faith in their hearts to the building of a

way of life, a social order. That is why, later, it was recognized

as the beginning of the Islamic era. Many women passed this

test, some going with husbands and family, some alone, without

protection. Umm Kulthum bint TJqbah was from a house well-

known for unbelief and enmity to the Prophet. She did the Hijrah

by herself. Her brothers al-Walid and TJmarah tracked her until

they reached Madinah the day after she did, and demanded that

she be handed over to them. Umm Kulthum said: 'O Messen-

ger of God, I am a woman, and you know how frail women
are; if you return me to the unbelievers, they will put me on

trial for my religion, and I will not be able to stand firm.' Then

the famous verses of al-Mumtahanah were sent down (60. 10—13).

The first of them begins: O believers! When believing women come to

you asfugitives, examine them. God knows better about theirfaith. Then

ifyou know them for true believers, do not send them back to the unbe-

^BN CABD AL-BARR, al-Isti'ab, ii. 731.
2
ABU NU'AYM AL-ASBAHANl, Ma Q

rifat al-sahabah, v. 248.
3
IBN SAT), al-

Tabaqat al-kubra, viii. 230.
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/ievers. They are not lawfulfor the unbelievers and the unbelievers are not

lawfulfor them.

I do not know of another religious tradition in which women
were so central, so present, so active in its formative history. It

follows that they were recognized as 'senior' in a social order in

which authority was explicidy based upon commitment to and

knowledge of the religion. It cannot then be a surprise that a

woman had the authority to continue to narrate a hadith that

others did not recognize as one that should be acted upon — the

case of the Companion Fatimah bint Qays; or that a woman
could challenge the decision of a court and the decision be over-

turned because the hadith she had reported was decisive and

clear - the case of the Successor, cAmrah bint cAbd al-Rahman.

As a final point while reflecting on what authority women had

and should have in Islam, we might remember that, after the

Prophet himself, the first person to hear the first words revealed

from the Book, was his wife Khadijah, who believed in him; and

the first mushafot collection of leaves on which the Qur'an was

secured in writing (that is, outside the hearts of the believers)

was entrusted to the safe-keeping of his wife, Hafsah bint

"Ulnar.

Before I turn to an exposition of how women acquired and

exercised their role as muhaddithat, I should perhaps note that

hadith is only one, though undoubtedly the most important,

sphere of scholarly effort in which Muslim women excelled.

This is not the place to report their varied contributions to tajwid

and tafsir, fiqh, grammar and lexicography, poetry and other

literary composition, theology, logic, philosophy, history and

biography, medicine, the arts of the book and calligraphy, and

many of the crafts that we recognize and admire as Islamic.

However, I have provided brief notes with references, perhaps

of interest to readers who want to follow them up, in an

informal article available on line.

^-BUKHARI, Sahib, ¥ada?il al-QuPan, bab,jam c al-Qur'an.
2
nmmi. intetfacepublkations.comIimagesIpdfl'AKRAM_Article2.pdf



Chapter 1

The legal conditions for narrating hadlth

There is no difference between men and women as regards the

legal conditions for receiving and transmitting hadlth. If some

people have a doubt about this it is because they muddle the

conditions that apply to giving testimony in a legal suit with those

that apply to passing on reports. While there are clear similarities

between the two, there are also important differences that

jurists have recognized.

A Prophetic hadlth is a text which, it is claimed, includes

words that the Prophet uttered or that record his unspoken re-

sponse to some action or event that he witnessed. The qualific-

ations of the person transmitting such a text are the same as

those that apply to the reception and transmission of reports

generally, namely truthfulness and integrity, a competent and

accurate memory, and being free of prejudice or compulsion of

any sort that might be presumed to distort the reporting. In

respect of general qualifications like that there can be no dif-

ference between men and women. Unfortunately, people con-

found reporting with giving testimony; then, having wholly

misunderstood the quite particular conditions under which the

testimony of two women is accorded the same weight as the

testimony of one man, make the false inference that women's

reporting of hadlth might (or even must) be considered weaker

than that of men. It is necessary therefore to explain the par-

ticular conditions of testimony (shahadah), and the differences

between that and reporting or narration (riwayah).
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TESTIMONY AND NARRATION

Many people misunderstand the meaning of God's saying:

believers, when you make one another liable (taddyantum), then put it in

writing. And let a scribe write [it] betweenyoujustly (bi-l-
c
adl) [...]. And call to

witness two witnessesfrom amongyour men. And if two men are not [to hand],

then a man and two womenfrom thoseyou accept as witnesses, so that ifone of the

two errs [in what she remembers], then one of the two may remind (tudhakkira)

the other. (al-Baqarah, 2. 282)

What is meant by a liability {dayri) is not a bare lending {qard),

but an arrangement whereby one party accepts an obligation to

the other that must be discharged in a certain way. Often, such

dealings are done in an idiom that people familiar with them

become fluent in, but which outsiders do not necessarily under-

stand fully or accurately because, between people familiar with

a thing, much can be left implicit. The idiom varies between

nations and regions, even between different markets in the same

country. For example, how people transact business in a modern

stock exchange would be quite difficult for me to follow because

1 am unfamiliar with it — it may even be incomprehensible. It

follows that, for transactions like that, I am unlikely to be con-

sidered among 'those you accept as witnesses'. That kind of

relative disability is what is meant, and what is understood in

Islamic law, by the command to get, if two men are not avail-

able, one man and two women to witness a transaction that

entails a liability. There is not, in Islamic law, a general prefer-

ence for the testimony of men over that of women, but there is,

following the command of the Qui°an, such a preference in the

particular circumstances where men are more familiar with the

Shaykh Sacid Ramadan AL-BUTI reports on a visit to the New York

stock exchange: 'As I was looking at the crowd, and thinking about

the great noise and hectic commotion, I was curious to find any

woman busy in what the men were busy in. I could not see even one

woman.' [al-Mafah bayna tughydn al-ni%am al-gharbi wa latd^ifal-tashrf al-

rabbani, 149).
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idiom of the matter than women. We can be quite sure of this

because the same principle applies the other way — there are

particular circumstances in which the testimony of women is

preferred to that of men.

The qualities of 'those you accept as witnesses' are of two

kinds. Firsdy, the reputation of the witness for (i) 'adalah (i.e.

integrity, probity), together with an absence of any cause of bias

(like enmity against one party, or family relationship with the

other party); and (ii) dabt ('strong grasp', i.e. a sound and reliable

memory). Secondly, the reputation of the witness for familiarity

with and understanding of the matter about which the testi-

mony is to be taken.

The testimony of one whose cadalah is defective, or the

soundness of whose memory is doubtful, is not acceptable,

whether the witness is a man or woman. Similarly, a testimony

against an enemy, or on behalf of a relative, is not acceptable,

whether the witness is a man or a woman. If those conditions

are met, the witness must then be known to have some actual

contact with the kind of matter about which the testimony is

being taken; this is considered essential to safe testimony. If a

fair degree of such contact is not established, then the testi-

mony of that witness will be doubted, whether the witness is a

man or a woman. If people differ in their contact with the kind

of matter for which they are witnessing, then preference goes

to those with greater experience in it.

Evidendy, in matters related to feeding, care and upbringing

of children, and lineage and what is like that, the testimony of

women is better informed than that of men. It is narrated from

Imam cAmir al-Sha'bl (d. ca. 100) that he said: 'There are certain

testimonies where only the testimony of women is allowed.'

As for financial matters and business issues, and the disputes

and claims that rise in them, both men and women have

contact with them; but men's involvement with these issues is

more than women's. If we consider the question with an eye to

'iBN QAYYIM AL-JAWZIYYAH (d. 751), al-Turuq al-hukmiyyah, 152.
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the everyday reality of the norms that prevail in most societies

most of the time, and with the practical need to prevent and

resolve disputes between people, then the Qur'anic ruling will be

understood to reflect social reality wisely and fairly. The

eligibility of women to give legal testimony is clearly affirmed;

requiring two women to testify in lieu of one man applies in

relation to trans-actions women do not normally engage in, the

idioms of which they would need to make an exceptional effort

to understand. In most situations, the weight of testimony is

not related to the witness being a man or woman; and in some,

the woman's testi-mony is preferred over a man's. That is the

known practice of, among others, the third and fourth caliphs,

TJthman and CAH, of renowned Companions like 'Abdullah ibn

cAbbas (d. 68) and cAbdullah ibn <TJmar (d. 73), and, from the

generations after them, of widely followed scholars such as

Hasan al-Basri (d. 110), Ibn Shihab al-Zuhri (d. 124), Sufyan al-

Thawrl (d. 161), and Abu Hanifah (d. 150) and his students. All

of them hold that the testimony of a single woman is enough in

matters that normally concern women more than they do men.

The difference between testimony and narration

Testimony is a kind of report that can result in establishing a

definite liability for one or more particular individuals. Narration

(riwayab), by contrast, is a report of information that is not the

basis of a definite, particular liability. Abu 1-Walid al-BajI (d. 474)

says: The door of testimony is narrower; that is why being male

and being free are considered in it.'

Imam al-Qarafl (d. 684) says in his book al-¥uriiq ('the

Distinctions'):

I have begun with this distinction between these two fundamentals

(qdHdah), since for eight years I had been searching to get hold of [the

distinction], and was unable to do so. And I kept asking the scholars

what the difference between the two is, and what the real meaning of

^ee ibid., 145-55; AL-BUTl, al-MaPah, 147-53.
2
Abu l-Walld AL-BAjt

(d. 474), Ihkam al-fusulft ahkam al-usiil, i. 364.
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each of them is, since both are a kind of reporting. [So it continued]

until I studied Sharp al-Burhdn of al-Mazari [d. 536, who writes]: 'Testi-

mony and narration are both reports; except if the report belongs to a

general matter, not related to a specific individual, then it is a narra-

tion, like his saying - sal/a l-ldhu
c
alay-hi wa-sallam — 'Actions go with

[are valued by] the intentions'. [...] On the other hand, if a truthful

person confirms to the judge that this individual owes to that individual

one dinar, then this is binding to a definite [thing], not going beyond

[the concerned parties] to anyone else. That is sheer testimony, while

the former is sheer narration.'

The commentator on Musallam al-thubiit observes:

The report of a reliable pious woman will be accepted without any en-

dorsement by a man, in contrast to testimony, because the condition of

being male has come with regard to testimony by the text [of the

Qur'an]. [...] This acceptance of the report narrated by a woman alone

is in line with [the practice of] the Companions, may God be pleased

with them, and they are enough to be followed. They accepted the

report of Barirah even before her emancipation, as they accepted the

report of umm al-mtPminin cA3ishah al-Siddlqah, the report of umm al-

miPminln Umm Salamah, and of others.'

Al-Khatlb al-Baghdadl (d. 463), a famed authority on the

principles of hadith, explicitly confirms that point:

There is no dispute about the obligatoriness of accepting the report of

those in whom are gathered all the qualities (sifah) required in a witness

of the huqiiq [rights of one party on another] — like being Muslim,

adult, of sound mind, accurate memory, truthfulness, honesty, piety,

etc. So too there is no dispute [about] the same obligatoriness [of the

conditions] for narrator and witness — sound mind, awareness and

memory [etc.]. Where narrator and witness differ from each other is

in the obligatoriness of the witness being a free person, not parent or

AL-QARAFl , K al-Furuq, i. 74-76.
2
Lit. 'mother of the believers', an

honorific title exclusive to the wives of the Prophet. Mulla cAbd al-

CA1I AL-ANSARI (d. 1225), Fatvatih al-rahamut (his commentary on

Musallam al-thubiit of Muhibullah ibn cAbd al-Shakur [d. 1119],

appended to al-Ghazall's al-Mustasfa), i. 144.
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descendant [of any party regarding whom the testimony is offered],

not having any relation that leads to suspicion, not a close friend, and

being a male in some types of testimony, and being two in some types

of testimony, and being four in some others. And all that is not con-

sidered in the narrator. For we accept the report [narrated by] a slave,

a woman and a friend, etc'

THE LAWFULNESS OF WOMEN RECEIVING AND
NARRATING HADITH

The scholars are agreed that there is no difference between

men and women in any type of narration, and that the two are

alike in the right (and duty) to receive, hold and convey hadlth.

The proofs for this are overwhelming and go back to the very

first occasion that Islam was preached in public. We cannot be

surprised by this, given that the study of hadlth is not an idle or

leisure pursuit, but a means to understand the guidance of the

Qur>an and then implement it in personal life and in society.

The lawfulness of receiving and transmitting hadlth is based on

the duty of all Muslims to know their religion (dm) and put it into

practice: neither men nor women are exempted or excluded

from this duty.

The first call to Islam is reported by SacId ibn al-Musayyab

(d. ca. 90) and Abu Salamah ibn cAbd al-Rahman (d. 94) from Abu
Hurayrah (d. 57), who said:

When God sent down this verse [a/Shu'-ara, 26. 214], 'And warn your

close kin', then the Messenger of God — salla l-lahu '•alay-hi wa-sallam —

stood up and said: O people of Quraysh! Look to yourselves, I shall

not avail you in anything against God. O children of cAbd Munaf! I

shall not avail you in anything against God. O Abbas, son of cAbd al-

Muttalib! I shall not avail you in anything against God. O Safiyyah

[aunt of God's Messenger]! I shall not avail you in anything against

'aL-KHATIB AL-BAGHDADl , al-Kijayah, 94. Here he is quoting, through

Muhammad ibn "TJbaydillah al-MALIKl, the opinion of the qadl Abu
Bakr Muhammad ibn al-Tayyib.
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God. O Fatimah, daughter of Muhammad! Ask me whatever you like

of my wealth, but I cannot avail you in anything against God.

The Prophet did not exclude the women from among the

kindred he was commanded to warn first. Rather, he mentioned

one man by name individually (his uncle), and two women by

name individually (his aunt and daughter). It is also appropriate

to recall that the very first person to hear and answer the call to

Islam was the Prophet's wife, Khadljah. She strengthened his

heart to carry the responsibility that God had laid upon him,

and assured him of God's favour when he was anxious that he

might prove unworthy and then be forsaken. It was she who led

him to a learned relative of hers (a Christian monk), who also

confirmed him to be the promised and chosen Messenger.

It is widely accepted that the rules of the disciplines that

make up the science of hadith did not begin to be formally

written down until the end of the second century AH and after.

Of course, the rules were not invented then; rather, scholars

expressed in a systematic way what had long been established as

good or best practice. This is analogous to how native users of

a language know whether a phrase or sentence is correct or not;

then, a quite different expertise is needed to work out the rules

(the grammar) that native users are applying when they say that

a particular usage is correct or incorrect.

We must affirm that, neither in the period of formally

described and prescribed rules of the science of hadith, nor in

the generations of practice from which those rules derive, is a

hadlth's being reported by a man a condition of its acceptability

or its being reported by a woman a condition for its rejection.

The Muc
tazilah, a sect of rationalists in the early period, were the

strictest in their rules: they would not consider a hadith as sound

(sahih) unless it came from two independent narrators in every

generation going back to the original speaker of the text being

reported. However, not even the Mu'tazills required that the

two narrators in each generation had to be male. In mainstream

AL-BUKHARl, Sahib, Tafsir, bab wa-andhir Q
ashirata-ka l-aqrabm.
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Islam, one of the greatest experts on the principles of the science

[usul al-hadith) is Ibn al-Salah (d. 643). He defines a hadlth as

sound if it goes back to the Prophet through a solid, well-con-

nected chain of narrators, each characterized as
cadl and dabit

(just and truthful, with a strong memory). He defines as shddhdh

(anomalous or aberrant) any report whose meaning does not fit

with or corroborate other reports, of similar or related subject-

matter, which are already established as sound. Ibn al-Salah

gives no weight whatever to whether a report was narrated by a

male of female.

Among specialists in the field what weighed most heavily in

discussions about the soundness of particular hadiths, were the

personal qualities of the narrators, male and female alike, and

how well the links between the individuals in the chains of

narration {isndd) could be verified. Naturally, some chains were

preferred over others, and among the preferred those most

appreciated on account of their reliability were referred to as

'golden chains'. Yahya ibn Macin (d. 233) said: "TJbaydullah ibn

TJmar from Qasim from "A'ishah is a solid gold chain of narra-

tion.' Several chains that begin with 'A'ishah are consistently

described as among the best. Al-Khatlb al-Baghdadl reports

See IBN AL-SALAH, Muqaddimah, 15, 26-27. Similar arguments can be

found in other of the great specialists in hadlth sciences. See, for

example: AL-NAWAWI (d. 676), al-Taqrib with its commentary al-Tadnb,

i. 300-01. IBN RUSHAYQ AL-MALIKl (d. 632) discusses the acceptability

of reports originating in a single narrator; among his examples of

accepted narrators, the names of three women Companions head the

list (Lubab al-mahsulfi Him al-usiil, i. 356): 'They [the Companions and

their successors] relied on the narration of a single person, like the

narration of Wishah, Hafsah, Umm Salamah, Abu Hurayrah, Ibn
cAbbas, Ibn "Ulnar, Abu Bakr, TJthman and countless other people.'

AL-KHATIB AL-BAGHDADl discusses and illustrates at considerable

length the qualities looked for in narrators: al-Kifayah, 16—17, 52-77;

he goes on to note (p. 84) that 'The scholars of the early generations

accepted whatever has been narrated by women.' AL-HAKIM, Ma c
rifat

culum al-hadith, 69, reporting from Abu Bakr Ahmad ibn Salman the

jurist, from Ja
cfar ibn Abl Tlthman al-Tayalisi, from Yahya ibn Mac

In.
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that Wakic ibn al-Jarrah (d. 197) was once asked to indicate his

preference among three of them: (1) Hisham ibn TJrwah from

his father TJrwah from A.-'ishah; (2) Aflah ibn Humayd from

al-Qasim from cA:)

ishah; (3) Sufyan from Mansur from Ibrahim

from al-Aswad from cA5ishah. He said: "We do not consider

anyone equal to the people of our city [Kufah]. Sufyan from

Mansur from Ibrahim from al-Aswad from 'A-'ishah is more

beloved to me.' His own reason for this choice is that the

narrators were based in Kufah and so he would have first-hand

assurance of their quality. Also, more particularly, al-Aswad was

famous for being exactingly meticulous about wording; for

example, he reports from "A-'ishah that

God's Messenger — salla l-lahu '•alay-hi wa-sallam — when he prayed in

the night would come to his wife, then he would lie down. She did not

say 'then he would sleep'. When the miPadhdhin called [to prayer] he

wouldjump up. She did not say, 'he would stand'. Then he would pour

[water] over himself. She did not say 'he would bathe'.

The experts have also praised Umm Salamah for the

soundness and strength of the chains of narration from her. Al-

Hakim reports that Ahmad ibn Hanbal (d. 241), Yahya ibn

Macin and cAli ibn al-Madini (d. 234) gathered with a group of

experts of hadlth and discussed the best of all good chains.

'One of them said: The best is Shutah from Qatadah from

Sacid ibn al-Musayyab from Amir the brother ofUmm Salamah

from Umm Salamah.'
2

THE PUBLIC AUTHORITY OF HADITHS
NARRATED BY WOMEN

As we have seen, the soundness of a hadlth was not in the least

affected by whether a man narrated it or a woman. The impor-

tance of the question of the soundness of hadlths rests on the

WkhatIB AL-BAGHDADl, al-Kifiyah, 174. However, Ahmad ibn Sac
id

al-Dariml (d. 253), following his teachers, preferred the first of these

chains (AL-KHATlB AL-BAGHDADl, al-]dmi Q
li-akhlaq al-rdwi wa dddb al-

sdmf, ii. 299).
2
AL-HAKIM, Ma^rifat '•uliim al-hadtth, 68.
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tendency of the Prophet's precepts and practice to become the

foundation of legal rulings and social norms. On this question

also, of the public authority of hadifhs, the great imams of the

science, make no distinction on the basis of the narrator being a

man or woman. Imam al-Shafic
I (d. 204, as reported by Rablc

ibn Sulayman) says:

Someone asked me: Define for me the least by which a proof will be

affirmed on the scholars so the individual report can be proven over

them. I said: The report of a single person from a single person until

it reaches the Prophet - salla l-ldhu
c
alay-hi wa-sallam - or someone

after him [e.g. a Companion]. The report of single [narrators] will not

be proof until it gathers some things: that the narrator is reliable in his

religion, well-known for truthfulness in his speech, [that] he [is one

who] understands what he narrates, [that] he knows what can change

the meaning of the hadith, or is among those who transmit the hadith

with its exact wording just as he heard it and does not transmit the

meaning only. For if he narrates the meaning only and he is not aware

of what changes the meaning, he will not know perhaps [but that] he

may change lawful to unlawful. But if he narrates with exact wording

then there will be no fear of [his unknowingly] changing the meaning.

He should know his hadith by heart if he is narrating [it] from memory.

And he should preserve his writings well if he is narrating from writing

[in notes or a book]. And if he shares hadith [in common] with [others]

who are known for being accurate, his hadith should corroborate their

hadith. He should not be a muddallis - [i.e.] narrating from those

whom he has [really] met what he has not [really] heard from them -

and he should not be [one who ventures to go around] narrating from

the Prophet - salla l-ldhu
calay-hi wa-sallam — what goes against the

hadith of people [with an established reputation as] reliable.

We can illustrate the point with some examples which

show that women's hadifhs were accepted (or not) as the basis

of legal rulings, following the normal methods, and not because

the narrators happened to be women.

Imam Malik (d. 179) narrates from Sacd ibn Ishaq ibn Kalj

ibn TJjrah, from his paternal aunt Zaynab bint Kalj ibn IJjrah

1

AL-KHATlB AL-BAGHDADl, al-Kifijah, 23-24.
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that Furaycah bint Malik ibn Sinan, sister of Abu Said al-Khudrf,

told her that she came to God's Messenger for permission to

return to her parents' family home in the quarter of Banu Khud-

rah. She explained that her husband had gone out in search of

his slaves who had run away, until they reached the side of Qa-

dum, where he caught up with them and they killed him:

So I asked God's Messenger - salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa-sallam - to go to

my family, because my husband did not leave for me any residence

that he owned, and no [means with which to defray my] expenses.

God's Messenger - salla l-lahu '•alay-hi wa-sallam — said: Yes. She said: I

moved away until when I was [still] in the room or in the Mosque he

called me [back] or asked someone to call me [back], I came back. He

asked: What did you say? I repeated to him the story of my husband's

murder. Then the Prophet said: Stay in your house until the waiting

period (Hddah) passes.

She said: I stayed there for the whole waiting period, four months and

ten days.

She says: When TJthman ibn cAftan was [the caliph] he called me and

asked me about that. I told him. Then he followed it and judged

accordingly.

TJthman ibn cAffan, one of the four righdy-guided caliphs,

ruled at a time when there were many male Companions. Yet

he sought knowledge from a woman, she informed him and he

judged accordingly. Had the report of a woman not been con-

sidered sufficient as a proof on which to base a ruling, he would

not and could not have judged according to it. That she was a

woman was not considered relevant. Similarly when a report

was rejected as the basis for a ruling, the narrator's being a

woman was not a relevant factor. Imam al-Shawkanl (d. 1255)

says: 'It has not been narrated from any scholar that he rejected

the report of a woman on the ground of her being female.

There are plenty of sunnahs accepted by the ummah and they are

[based on] the narration of a single female Companion. No-one

]

ABU DAWUD (d. 275), Sunan, Talaq, bab fi l-mutwaffa 'an-ha tantaqil.

2
AL-SHAWKANl, Nayl al-awtar, viii. 22.
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who has acquired a bit of knowledge of the Sunnah can deny

this.'
2

This is well exemplified in the case of the hadlth of Fati-

mah bint Qays. Al-Khatlb al-Baghdadi reports that TJmar ibn

al-Khattab would not act on her report 'though she was a Muslim

and on the straight path because her report was opposed to the

Qur'an'. ' "Umar said: We are not to leave the Book of our Lord

and Sunnah of our Prophet — salla l-lahu '•alay-hi wa-sallam — for the

word of a woman [when] we do not know [for certain] whether

she preserved [the matter fully] or not.' Now TJmar refused to

give a ruling on the basis of Fatimah's hadlth for the good

reason that it contradicted the Qur'an. Even so, though he (and

others) might have wished that she would stop narrating this

hadlth, he did not try to prevent her from doing so. What hap-

pened with this hadlth illustrates the respect accorded to women
in the society of that time, the authority they enjoyed, and

strong belief in the principle that neither men or women could

be prevented from acquiring and transmitting their knowledge

and understanding of the religion — not even if someone of the

stature of IJmar was opposed. So, despite "Ulnar's refusal to

act on it and, more importandy, despite the very strong argu-

ment against it (i.e. its apparent opposition to the Qur'an),

people continued to record it in their books, and to discuss it.

1

AL-KHATlB AL-BAGHDADt, al-Kifdyah, 83. See also AL-TIRMIDHl, Jami
1
,

Taldq, bab mdjd^afi l-mutallaqah thalathan la suknd la-hd wa-la nafaqah

'[The famous Kufan jurist Mughirah] says: I mentioned the hadlth of

Fatimah to Ibrahim al-Nakha'i, who then said that 'Umar said: We
will not leave the Book of God and the Sunnah of our Prophet - salla

l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa-sallam — for the hadlth of a woman, [about which] we

do not know if she remembered or forgot [something related to it].'

Among those who have included Fatimah's hadlth in their books are:

MALIK, Muwattd, Taldq, bab ma jd^a fi nafaqat al-mutallaqah; MUSLIM,

Sahih, Taldq, bab al-mutallaqah thalathan la nafaqah la-ha; ABU DAWUD,
Sunan, Taldq, bab fi nafaqat al-mabtutah; AL-TIRMIDHl, Jam?, Nikdh, bab

mdja?a ft an la yakhatuba al-rajul '•aid khitbah akihi-hi; bab al-rukhsah fi

khuruj al-mabtutah min bayti-hd fi Hddati-hd, bab nafaqat al-bd^inah; IBN

MAJAH, Sunan, Taldq, bab al-mutallaqah thalathan hal la-hd suknd wa-
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Indeed, respect for the hadlth was such that, once accepted as

sahib by the normal conventions, some scholars and jurists felt

obliged to reconcile it somehow with the Qur'an.

The hadlth ofFatimah bintQays

The meaning of Fatimah's hadlth is that a divorced woman has

no right of accommodation and living expenses from her former

husband during the Hddah, the waiting period before the end of

which she cannot re-marry. Fatimah bint Qays reports that her

husband Abu cAmr ibn Hafs divorced her finally while away

from home; he sent his agent to her with some barley to provide

her expenses. She did not like this. He then said: 'By God you

do not have any right upon us.' She came to God's Messenger,

and recounted the matter to him. The Prophet - salla l-lahu
c
alay-

hi wa-sallam - said: Your expenses are not [an obligation] on him.'

•Uinar ibn al-Khattab, cAbdullah ibn Mascud, Zayd ibn Tha-

bit,
cA5ishah and other jurists among the Companions held that

a divorced woman has right of accommodation and expenses,

whether the divorce is final or provisional, and whether she is

pregnant or not. This is the view also of later scholars and jurists

- Ibrahim al-Nakhac
I, Sufyan al-Thawri, Abu Hanifah and his

students, and the rest of the people of Kufah. Their view is

based on the following verses of the Qur'an {al-Taldq, 65. 1, 6):

Prophet! When you [men] divorce women, divorce them for their Hddah, and

count their Hddah [accurately] and be wary of God,your Lord. Do notforce them

from their homes, nor should they leave [of their own accord], except in case of

blatant indecency ffahishah). And those are the bounds of God. [...] You [the one

divorcing his wife] do not know - it may be that God will later bring about some

new affair [i.e. some reconciliation or eventual re-marriage]. [... ...] Ledge them

[divorced wives] whereyou dwell, according toyour means, and do not be hurtful to

nafaqah; IBN HANBAL, Musnad, Musnad al-nisa?; IBN ABl SHAYBAH,

Musannaf Taldq, bab man qala idhd tallaqa-ha thaldthan laysa la-ha nafaqah;

SacId ibn Mansur, Sunan, bab ma ja?a ft l-mundkahab, AL-TAHAWl, in

Sharh Ma cdm al-athdr, iii. 64-73; and many others with different chains

of narrations.
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them so thatyou constrain them [forcing them to leave]. And ifthey are pregnant,

then spend on them till they deliver their burdens. Then if they breast-feed the

childrenforyou, give them their duepayment, and consult each other in the normal

way (bi-l-ma'-ruf). [...]

- with further support from the hadlth mentioned earlier of

Furaycah bint Malik, in which she is required to remain in her

former husband's home during her '•iddah.

Some Companions criticized Fatimah for narrating the hadlth.

A.-'ishah did so, and explained that the ruling for Fatimah was

because of some danger for her in staying at her ex-husband's

home, with her in-laws. Sa°id ibn al-Musayyab says: 'Fatimah

was moved from her house because of her quarrelling with her

in-laws.' But she continued narrating the hadlth, which left an

impact on later jurisprudence. Some jurists tried to make it fit

with the Qui°an. They said that the verse of the QuPan is refer-

ring to a woman divorced provisionally, while Fatimah's hadlth

is about a woman divorced finally. That is the opinion of Hasan

al-Basrl, cAta ibn Abi Rabah, Amir al-Shati, Ahmad ibn Hanbal

and Ishaq ibn Rahawayh. Others held that the divorcee has the

right of accommodation by the Quranic verse, but by Fati-

mah's hadlth not the right of maintenance. That is the opinion

of Malik ibn Anas, Layth ibn Sacd and al-Shafic
I. Other jurists

derived other, different rulings from the hadlth of Fatimah. For

a summary and more references see Table 1

.

al-Qasim narrated from A3ishah: What is it with Fatimah? Does she

not fear God in narrating this hadlth?' AL-BUKHARl, Sahih, Taldq, bab

man ankara dhdlika c
ald Fatimah; MUSLIM, Sahih, Taldq, bab al-mutallaqah

thaldthan la nafaqah la-ha. See also AL-TAHAWl, Sharh Movant al-dthdr, iii.

68. ABU DAWUD, Sunan, Taldq, bab man ankara dhdlika '•aid Fatimah.

Ibid; AL-BAYHAQl, Sunan, Nafaqdt, bab al-mabtutah la nafaqah la-ha. AL-

TIRMIDHl, Jam?, Taldq, bab majd?afi l-mutallaqah thaldthan la suknd la-ha

wa-ld nafaqah. Hushaym narrates from Isma^ ibn Abi Khalid {Awn al-

ma'-bud commenting on the hadlth in Sunan Abi Ddwiid) that Shati said

about IJmar's saying he was uncertain whether Fatimah 'remembered

or forgot' some bit of wording or of context relevant to understanding

the matter: 'A woman of Quraysh, known for her intelligence and

wisdom, will forget a verdict that goes against her [interests]?!'.
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Another example: a hadithfrom A^ishah

This second example concerns a legal effect of breast-feeding.

A wet-nurse is prohibited in marriage to the one who has been

breast-fed by her, just as his natural mother would be, which in

turn means that the restrictions on how the two meet are relaxed.

A.-'ishah narrated that Salim, the slave of Abu Hudhayfah, lived

with him in his house. Abu Hudhayfah's wife, the daughter of

Suhayl came to the Prophet and said: 'Salim has attained man-

hood and he enters in our house and I feel that my husband is

not at ease about this. The Prophet — salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa-sallam

— said to her: Give your milk to [Salim], then you will become

unlawful for him and then Abu Hudhayfah will be at ease.' The

daughter of Suhayl, reports that she did so and that her husband

was then at ease about his being in the house.

On the basis of this hadith A.-'ishah held that if a woman
gave her milk to an adult, it would then be as if she had been

his wet-nurse, with the legal effect as explained above. She was

opposed by others among the Companions, including other

wives of the Prophet, and by the imams of the later generations

— Abu Hanlfah, Malik, al-Shafic
I, Ahmad ibn Hanbal and others

— because of the Quranic verse (al-Baqarah, 2. 233):

The mothers shall breast-feed their childrenfor two wholeyears, [that is]for those

[parents] who desire to complete the breast-feeding.

Those who opposed 'A'ishah also relied on a number of

hadiths. For example, the Prophet's saying: 'Breast-feeding is

out of hunger.' This means that only that is to be considered

breast-feeding which satisfies hunger, namely in early infancy

before the child turns to solid foods. When the child reaches

the age when milk does not satisfy his hunger, then foster-

mother relationship is not established with that child, and the

'MUSLIM, Sahih, Radd c
, bab radd cat al-kabir.

2
AL-BUKHArI, Sahih, Nikdh,

bab man qala: la rada cah ba cda hawlayn; MUSLIM, Sahih, Radd 1
-, bab inna-

ma al-radd'-ah min al-maja'-ah.
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legal effects of that relationship do not apply. Ibn Mas cud has

narrated something similar.
2
"Abdullah ibn al-Zubayr has nar-

rated from the Prophet: 'There is no breast-feeding but what

enters into the intestines.'
3
Fatimah bint al-Mundhir has nar-

rated from Umm Salamah that the Prophet said: 'Only that

breast-feeding forbids [marriage] which becomes a part of the

intestines and happens before the age of weaning.' After citing

that hadlth, al-Tirmidhl says:

Most scholars from among the Companions of the Prophet - salla l-

lahu 'alay-hi wa-sallam - and others hold the opinion that breast-

feeding only forbids [marriage] if it is within two years [after birth]

and what is after the full two years it does not forbid anything.

Abu TJbaydah ibn "Abdillah ibn Zamcah narrated that his mother

Zaynab bint Abi Salamah told him that her mother Umm Salamah,

the wife of the Prophet - salla l-lahu
calay-bi wa-sallam - used to say: All

wives of the Prophet - salla l-lahu ^alay-hi wa-sallam - refused to allow

anyone to enter upon them by that breast-feeding [which 'A'ishah

allowed] and they said to cA3ishah: That was a permission particular to

the wife of Abu Hudhayfah, and no one can enter upon us by such

breast-feeding and see us.

Despite the opposition to it,
cA3ishah continued to narrate

the hadlth and be guided by it, and the jurists did not see any

harm in citing it. Ibn Abi Mulaykah has reported that Qasim ibn

Muhammad ibn Abi Bakr told that hadlth of cADishah to him.

He adds: 'I endured one year or about one year not narrating

this hadlth to anyone and I was afraid of [doing so]. Then I met

Qasim and I said to him: You narrated to me a hadlth which I

could not [dare to] narrate to anyone. Qasim said: What is that?

I told him. He said: You can narrate it from me that cA3ishah

narrated it to me.'

'See AL-BAGHAWl (d. 494) Sharh al-Sunnah, v. 65.
2
ABU DAWUD, Sunan,

Nikah, bab/* radd^at al-kabir.
3
IBN MAJAH, Sunan, Nikah, bab la raddcah

ba c
dafisdl. AL-TIRMIDHI, Jdmi\ Radd<, bab ma dhukira anna l-rada

cah la

tuharrim iliafi l-sighar dun al-hawlayn. MUSLIM, Sahib, Rada c
, bab rada Qat

al-kabir. Ibid.
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Three important points can be drawn from the foregoing

discussion: (1) In the time of the Companions the desire to

understand and implement the din was stronger than anything

else, before there was any established division by doctrine, sect

or political faction. The people did not suffer from loyalties

competing with loyalty to QuPan and Sunnah, and so they were

able to differ without dividing, to disagree on particular matters

without loss of mutual respect and solidarity.

(2) Where there was discussion of how to understand and

implement hadlths, the weight given to someone's knowledge

or understanding was not a function of the individual's being a

man or woman. If a broad consensus accrued around one under-

standing rather than another, it was not on account of so-called

'patriarchal attitudes'. The historical evidence will not sustain

the view that the learned Companions or their Successors or

the jurists and scholars who were followed (i.e. imams) after

them interpreted the guidance of Qur'an and Sunnah, consciously

or unconsciously, to serve vested interests of political, economic

or gender privilege.

(3) The material, on the basis of which decisions were taken

and directions given about how to live by the guidance, was in

the public domain: people were required to bring it and keep it

in public. The seniority of some Companions, the positions of

power some had risen to, the fact that some had been specially

close to the Prophet by relationship of birth or marriage, did

not enable them to prevent the circulation of material or of inter-

pretations that they opposed. The greater authority some enjoyed

was not mysterious or charismatic; it derived from strictly known
and demonstrable qualities: breadth and depth of knowledge,

intelligence and understanding, combined with firm belief, God-
wariness and righteousness. From the examples given thus far,

in the text or the notes, it should be clear that Muslim scholars

took great pains to record as much as they could of this material,

how it passed from whom to whom, who agreed with one

interpretation or another, and who disagreed and why. In the

next chapters we shall see how the women of the ummah were

included in this scholarly activity.



Chapter 2

Women as seekers and students of hadlth

We have seen that the Law places no formal impediment in the

way of women acquiring the knowledge to understand and

practise Islam. Rather, it is a duty for them to do so, just as it is

for the men. But a law, whether it permits or forbids, while it

has educative force, does not suffice by itself to enable the

intended outcome. Also needed, alongside the law, is a wider

societal effort to establish an ethos that welcomes and enables

what the law intends. In the first part of this chapter I review

how women were urged, from the outset of Islam, to learn the

religion, and how that example was sustained in the period that

followed, by the caliphs and other rulers, by the ulema and the

men and women who enjoyed authority. It was sustained also

by the dedication of the women themselves to the task, to

travelling in the path of knowledge, to overcoming shyness. In

the second part I set out the ways in which women acquired the

necessary skills to preserve 'the knowledge', by committing

hadlth to memory, then to writing.

THE DISPOSITION TO TEACH WOMEN

The duty to teach

The Prophet's primary role was not as law-giver or ruler but as

a teacher of the din — law and rule were as means to that end:

He it is Who has sent among the unscriptured (ummiyyun) a Messengerfrom

among them, reciting to them His verses, purifying them, and teaching them the

Scripture (kitdb) and the Wisdom (hikmah). And before [that] they had certainly

been in manifest error. (al-Jumu
c
ah, 62. 2)
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The duty of embodying Islam as a way of life entailed life-long

sacrifice for the Messenger himself and for his household. The

Qur'an alludes delicately {al-Ah^ab, 33. 28-29) to the occasion

when, within that household, there was ill-feeling, perhaps reluc-

tance to go on enduring hardship, perhaps desire for recom-

pense in the form of present advantage or privilege. So 'the

choice' was put to the wives of the Prophet - either him with

hardship and the supreme recompense hereafter, or parting from

him with some goods of this world. In the narration of Jabir,

the Prophet first put 'the choice' to cADishah, advising her not

to decide hastily but to take counsel with her parent:

She said: Will I consult my parent about you, O Messenger of God?

Rather, I choose God, His Messenger and the hereafter, and I ask you

not to inform any of your wives about what I have said. The Prophet

- salla l-ldhu 'alay-hi wa-sallam - said: No-one among them will ask me

but I will tell her. God has not sent me as mu cannit [who makes it hard

for people] or as muta'-amit [who lets others fall into error]. Rather, He

has sent me to teach [people] and to make [the straight way] easy [for

them].

We do not know what 'A-'ishah had in mind in asking what

she did; but we do know his motive for refusing her because he

states it himself - he was bound by his primary duty as teacher

to communicate to people whatever would help them to

choose the right path.

Educating the children

The first stage of teaching is the upbringing of children. An
essential condition of doing that well is to respect and love the

children, girls as well as boys. It required some effort to change

attitudes that had become deeply ingrained. God's Messenger said:

'God has disliked three things from you: being disobedient to

mothers, burying [infant] girls alive, and the habit of taking and

not giving.'
2
'Abdullah ibn TJmar, eminent Companion and son

MUSLIM, Sahih, Talaq, bab bayan anna takhyir imra?ati-hi layakiin talaqan

ilia ba Qd al-niyyah. AL-JABARANl, cited in AL-HAYTHAMl (d. 807),

Ma/ma'i al-^awPid, viii. 270.
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of the second caliph, heard a man wishing his daughters dead,

perhaps because he was worried about the economic burden. Ibn

TJmar was angered and said: 'Is it you who provide their

provision?'' TJqbah ibn cAmir (d. ca. 60) narrates that the Mes-

senger of God said: 'Do not be averse to daughters. For they are

precious treasures that comfort your heart.'
cA:>ishah narrates

that he said: Whoever is tested with anything of these girls —

they will be his screen from the Fire.' Anas ibn Malik narrates

that the Messenger said: 'Whoever brings up two girls until they

become adult, he and I will come close to one other like this'

and he brought his fingers together to indicate closeness. Abu
Sacid al-Khudrl (d. 63) narrates that he said: 'Whoever has three

daughters or three sisters or two daughters or two sisters and

then he is good company for them and is wary of God in

regard to them, he will have paradise.' The Prophet's teaching

was remembered by his community: Salih ibn Ahmad, son of

the great muhaddith and jurist said: 'Whenever my father Ahmad
ibn Hanbal had a daughter born to him, he would say: The

prophets, upon them be peace, were the fathers of daughters.

And he would say: About the daughters there has come [in the

hadlths] the reward that is known.'

The Sunnah is particular about treating sons and daughters

equally. Al-Bazzar (d. 292) has cited the hadlth from Anas ibn

Malik that there was with the Prophet a man whose son came

to him: the man kissed the boy and sat him on his lap. Then his

daughter came and he sat her in front of him. 'God's Messenger

— salla l-lahu '-alay-hi wa-sallam — said to the man: Why did you

not treat them equally?'

'al-BUKHArI, al-Adab al-mufrad, i. 158.
2
AL-HAYTHAMl, Majma c

al-

^awdHd, viii. 286.
3
AL-BUKHARl, Sahib, Zakdh, bab ittaqu l-ndr, MUSLIM,

Sahih, Birr, bab fad/ al-ihsdn aid l-banat. MUSLIM, Sahih, Birr, bab fad/ al-

ihsdn aid l-bandt. AL-TIRMIDHl, ]dmic
, Birr, bab mdjd^afi l-nafaqah 'aid l-

bandt wa-l-akhawdt. Muhammad Nur ibn cAbd al-Hafiz SUWAYD,

Manhaj al-tarbijah al-nabawiyyah li-l-tifl, 324. AL-HAYTHAMl, Majma c
al-

v>awd?id, viii. 286-87.
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The Prophet emphasized the need to fix in the hearts of the

children, from as early an age as possible, a love for the dm. He

himself did this by engaging with them, playing with them, and

involving them in his practice of it. The hadiths that record his

affection for Hasan and Husayn, his grandsons, when they were

infants, and how he would keep them by him even while doing

the prayer, are widely known. Here it is fitting that we recall the

hadiths that show the same care and concern for girls.

Khalid ibn Sacid narrates from his father, from Umm
Khalid bint Khalid ibn Sac

id, who had lived for a time in Abys-

sinia, that she said: 'I came to God's Messenger - salla l-lahu

^alay-hi wa-sallam - with my father. I was wearing a yellow dress.

The Messenger of God said: Sanah, sanah, which in the tongue

of the Abyssinians meant, Nice, nice. She says: Then I started

playing with the seal of prophethood on his shoulder. My father

rebuked me [for that. But] the Messenger of God said: Let her

be. Then he prayed for her dress to last a long time. It did last

for a long time.'

Abu Qatadah (d. 54) narrates how they were sitting before

the door of the Prophet, salla l-la.hu
calay-hi iva-sallam, when he

came out carrying his granddaughter, Umamah bint Abi 1-As

ibn al-Rabic
, the daughter of his daughter Zaynab. She was then

a little child. The Prophet led the prayer keeping her on his

shoulder - he would set her on the ground when bowing, then

put her back on his shoulder as he got up: 'He went on doing

this until he finished his prayer.'

The Prophet did not forbid women from bringing their

children and nursing babies to the mosques. Rather, their being

there was expected and he would shorten his prayer out of

consideration for the children and for their mothers' need to

attend them. Thabit al-Bunani narrates from Anas ibn Malik

that he said: "The Messenger of God - salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa-

'al-BUKHArI, Sahih, Adah, bab man taraka sabiyyata ghayri-hi hatta

taFaba bi-hi aw qabbala-ha aw ma^aha-ha. IBN SAT) (d. 230), al-Tabaqdt

al-kubrd, viii. 39.
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sallam — would hear the cry of a child with his mother during

the prayer. Then he would recite the light surah [s] — or [the

narrator] said the short surahfs].'
1

Qatadah (d. 118) narrated, also

from Anas, that he said: The Messenger of God — salla l-ldhu

c
alay-hi wa-sallam — said: I enter upon the prayer meaning to

make it long then I hear the crying of a baby and I lighten the

prayer for [the sake of] the child's mother's yearning [to attend

to the baby].'
1

Keeping children on the Sunnah

Parents used to train their children from an early age to adhere

to the sunnahs of the Prophet. Khalid ibn Dhakwan (tdbi'-t) nar-

rated from Rubayyic bint Mucawwidh (d. ca. 70) that she said:

The Prophet — salla l-ldhu '•alay-hi wa-sallam — sent his messenger

on the morning of cAshura to the houses of the Ansar saying:

Whoever started [the day] not fasting, he should complete the

day [not fasting], and whoever started [the day] fasting he

should fast. She says: Then after that we used to fast that day

and make our children fast that day, and make woollen toys so

when any of them cried for food, we would give him [the toys];

so they would be busy with them until the time of breaking the

fast.'
2
Fasting on the day of cAshura is not compulsory, but the

believers were keen to encourage their children to grow in piety.

As for fasting in Ramadan, children used to do it regularly.

TJmar said to someone who was not fasting in Ramadan: Woe
to you! even our children are fasting.'

2

The Prophet said: 'That the father teaches good manners

(yu'-addib) to his child is surely better for him than giving charity

of a sd c in the path of God.'3

The reason for disciplining children is to correct them, not

to hurt. The aim, that the child acquire the authority to com-

mand him or herself to do what is right, cannot be realized if

MUSLIM, Sahib, Sa/db, bab amr al-cPimmah bi-takhjif al-saldh fi tamam.
2
AL-BUKHARl, Sahib, Sawm, bab sawm al-sibyan.

3
AL-TIRMIDHl, Jdmi c

, al-

Birr wa-l-silah, bab maja?afi adab al-walad.
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parents use words or blows in an uncontrolled way, to hurt the

child or to relieve anger and frustration at being thwarted. The

great jurist al-Kasanl (d. 587) says: "The child is to be rebuked

C-a^ard) to teach |him] manners, not to punish; because it is in

the capacity of teaching manners [that it has been permitted].

Do you not see what is narrated from the Prophet - salla l-lahu

c
alay-hi wa-sallam - that he said: Command your children to pray

when they are seven, and strike them for that when they are

ten.'
1

Encouraginggirls and women to attendgatherings

The Prophet commanded girls and adult women, even those in

a state of impurity, to attend those occasions of public assembly

where knowledge of the religion would be presented. He did not

recognize as an excuse that some poor women did not have a

jilbab (loose over-garment) to put on when going out. Umm
cAtiyyah al-Ansariyyah narrates:

The Messenger of God - salla l-lahu
calay-hi wa-sallam - commanded us

to bring them out on fid] al-fitr and fid] al-adha - adult girls, adoles-

cents, and those kept secluded (huyyad dhawat al-khudiir). As for those

in impurity, they were to leave the prayer but attend the good and the

supplication of the Muslims. I said: O Messenger of God, if someone

does not hive, jilbab} He said: Then her sister will lend her jilbab to

her.

cAbdullah ibn cAbbas, the Prophet's cousin, narrates that,

the Prophet used to command his wives and daughters to go

out to attend both Tds.
3 They already had ample opportunity to

learn from him direcdy; the reason he did this was to establish

^-KASANI (d. 587), BadaV al-sandY, vii. 63.
2
AL-BUKHARI, Sahib,

Hayd, bab shuhud al-hd?id al-Hdayn wa da^wat al-muslimin. AL-BAGHAWl

says about this hadlth {Sharh al-sunnah, ii. 61 1): 'It holds evidence that

a woman during her monthly period should not abandon remem-

brance of God, places of good, and assemblies of knowledge.' IBN

MAJAH, Sunan, Abwab iqdmat al-salah, bab maja^afikhuruj al-nisa* fi l-

Hdayn.
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the sunnah by implementing it in his own household — that was

his customary way of teaching his community.

The duty to answer the women's questions

It is obligatory for any teacher who follows the example of

God's Messenger that he listen attentively to the questions put

to him and answer them in a way that meets the questioner's

need. Anas ibn Malik narrates that a woman with some mental

disability wanted to put some matter to the Prophet but did not

want anyone else to know of it. Anas reports that the Prophet

said to her: 'O mother of so-and-so, suggest some street that you

like so that I can respond to your need there.' So he answered

her question in a public space, yet privately.
1

Al-Nawawi (d. 676)

comments:

This hadlth informs [us] of the humility of the Prophet - salla l-lahu

'alay-hi wa-sallam — that he would stand even with a weak-minded

woman to [hear and] answer her question and solve her problem in

privacy. That [way that he demonstrated] is not the forbidden [kind

of] privacy with a woman stranger because this was in a thoroughfare

of the people where they could see him and her, but could not hear

her speaking. For her question was about a matter such as could not

be revealed.

Generally both men and women attended the Prophet's

teaching in the mosque and other places. That is why we have

many hadlths which record, through the narration of both men
and women, the same sunnah,. However, on the occasions when
men were present, the women were shy to raise matters that

concerned them particularly. For such matters, a few women
were able to call upon him at his house. To satisfy those who
were thus left out, he was asked to set aside a day specifically for

them. Abu Sacid al-Khudri says: 'The women asked the Prophet

MUSLIM, Sahih, FadPil, bab qurb al-nabi 'alay-hi l-salam min al-nas wa

tabarruki-him bi-hi. AL-NAWAWl, Sharh'ald Sahih Muslim (commenting

in loco on the hadlth cited in the preceding note). AL-BUKHAri,

Sahih, 'Urn, bab haljaj'alu li-l-nisa?jawman '-aid hidah.
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- salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa-sallam - to make a specific day for them.

Then the Prophet promised them a day on which he met them

and then preached to and instructed them.'

Sometimes the Prophet would teach using analogy so that

the listener could grasp the reasoning supporting the ruling. For

example, Ibn "Abbas has narrated that a woman from the tribe

ofJuhaynah came to the Prophet and said:

My mother vowed to God to do hajj, but she was not able to do hajj

before she died. Should I do hajj on her behalf? The Prophet - salla l-

lahu c
alay-hi wa-sallam - said: Yes. Consider, if your mother had a debt,

would you not pay it back? So pay the debt to God. A debt to God

deserves the most to be paid.

About certain matters, people are shy of being explicit. The

Prophet would answer using delicate hints that an alert, intelli-

gent listener could understand. It is narrated from cA3ishah that

Asma3 bint Shakal asked about the bathing at the end of the

menstrual period. He said:

The woman should take water and leaves of the lote tree and clean

nicely, then pour water over her head, rubbing vigorously so that she

reaches to the roots of her hair. Then she should pour water over

herself. Then she should take a piece of cloth perfumed with musk

and clean with it. Asma3 asked: How will she clean with it? The

Prophet - salla l-lahu ^alay-hi wa-sallam - said: Subhdn al-lahl You will

clean with it. Then "A'ishah said to her in a subdued voice: Follow the

traces of blood.

1
AI^BUKHARI, Sahih, abwab al-ihsar wa ja^p al-sayd, bab al-hajj wa-l-

nudhiir '-an al-majyit wa-l-rajulyahujju "-an al-mar^ah. Tbis phrase (roughly

'Glory be to God1

) serves as a common exclamation to mark the

moment when Muslims recognize a matter as being beyond their

capacity to influence.
3
AL-BUKHARl, Sahih, Hqyd, bab dalk al-mar'ah

nafsa-ha; MUSLIM, Sahih, Hayd, bab isfibab istPmal al-mughtasilah min al-

haydfirsah min mask ft mawdf al-dam, ABU DAWUD, Sunan, Tahdrah, bab

al-ightisal min al-mahid; AL-NASA'I , Sunan, bab dhikr al-'-amalfi ghasl al-

mahid; IBN MAJAH, Sunan, Tahdrah, bab al-hd?id kayfa taghtasil.
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Thepractice ofthose whofollowed

With the ending of prophethood, the learned among the

community, took up the duty of teaching 'the Book and the

Wisdom' because obedience to God cannot be well established

without knowledge. The scholars urged the rulers to specify days

for the teaching of women on the basis of what has been

narrated from Ibn Jurayj, from cAta3 that Jabir ibn Abdillah

said: 'The Prophet — salla l-ldhu
calay-hi wa-sallam — stood up on

the day of cId al-fitr and did the prayer. He began with the

prayer, then gave the khutbah. When he finished, he came

down, then [came] to the women where, while leaning on the

hand of Bilal, he [preached to them and] reminded them.' Ibn

Jurayj asked Ata3
: 'Do you think it is incumbent on the imam

that he [preach to and] remind the women? "Ata3
said: 'Surely it

is incumbent on them. And why do not they do that?' He
meant that it is not something special for the Prophet.

Because of the concern among conscientious Muslims to

follow the Sunnah, people generally concerned themselves to

educate women in it. So the women carried and transmitted

knowledge, as the men did, and among them were many who,

being guided themselves, were able to guide others, to open the

ways to good, and close the doors to evil. Knowledge is among

the very best of the acts of obedience; the most learned scholar,

Umm al-DardaD
(d. 81) said: 'I have sought worship in every-

thing. I did not find anything more relieving to me than sitting

with scholars and exchanging [knowledge] with them.'
2

After explaining in detail what is incumbent on guardians

regarding the education of dependants, Ibn al-Hajj (d. 737) said:

The scholar should free himself to teach these commands (ahkdni)

to the elders and the young, male and female. God says [and then

he cites the whole of the verse, cited above pp. 4—5 (al-Ah^ab, 33.

35): The muslim men and muslim women... God has preparedfor them

AL-BUKHARl, Sahib,
c
Idayn, bab al-mashy wa-l-rukiib ila lsid... Abu

TJbaydah MASHHUR ibn Hasan Al Salaman, 'Inayat al-nisP bi-l-hadith

al-nabam, 13.
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forgiveness and a great reward]. The Prophet, salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa-

sallam, said: The women are pairs of the men. So husband and

wife and male and female slave are equal in respect of their

good qualities. The people of the early generation (sa/aj) were

firm on this path. You will find that their children and their male

and female slaves in most of their matters share in all these

virtues [listed in the verse].'

The biographical sources are full of examples of women
whose fathers took care to teach them hadith and other subjects.

The Companions and, after them, the Successors were most

particular in this. Among the latter, for example, Sacid ibn al-

Musayyab taught all his hadiths to his daughter; in the next

generation, Malik ibn Anas taught his daughter the whole of his

Muwatta. Later still, Abu Hanifah, Ahmad ibn Hanbal and

indeed some scholars in every generation, attended with care to

the education of their children. A few examples:

Under the care of her father, the qadl Abu Bakr Ahmad ibn

Kamil ibn Khalaf ibn Shajarah al-Baghdadi (d. 350), student of

the famous historian and Qur'an commentator, Muhammad ibn

Jarir al-Tabari (d. 310), the muhaddithah Amat al-Salam, Umm al-

Fath (d. 390) heard hadiths from Muhammad ibn Ismac
il al-

Baslani and Muhammad ibn al-Husayn ibn Humayd ibn al-Rabic

(both early 4th a). Al-cAtiqi (d. 441) confirms this and notes:

'Her hearing hadith is recorded in her father's handwriting.'
2

Shaykh al-Islam Abu 1-A.bbas Ahmad ibn cAbdillah al-

Maghribi al-FasI (d. 560), known as Ibn al-Hutay'ah, taught his

daughter the seven recitations of the Qur'an, the Sahlhs of al-

Bukhari and Muslim and other books of hadith. She wrote down

a great number of hadiths and studied extensively with her father,

yet it is recorded that somehow he never got to see her. When
Shujac

, one of the narrators was asked about this, he explained

that it began by chance while she was a baby: he would be busy

teaching until sunset by which time she would be asleep. This

^BN AL-HAJJ, al-Madkhal, ii. 215, cited in ibid., 22.
2
AL-KHATlB AL-

BAGHDADl, Ta^rfkh Baghdad, xiv. 444.
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somehow carried on until she had grown up, married and gone

to her own house. Imam al-Dhahabi comments on this severely:

'There is no praise in something like this; rather the Sunnah is

the opposite of it. For the master of mankind — salla l-lahu
c
a/ay-

hi wa-sallam — used to carry his granddaughter Umamah, while

he did the prayer.'

Another example is what has come in the preface of Kitdb

al-Mu^allimin of Ibn Sahnun (d. 256): 'The pious qadi "Isa ibn

Miskln used to teach his daughters and granddaughters. Qadi

lyad [d. 544] says: 'After the casr prayer he would call his two

daughters and the daughters of his brother to teach them the

Qur'an and the knowledge. The same was done before him by

Asad ibn al-Furat, the conqueror of Sicily, with his daughter

Asma3 who attained a high degree in knowledge.'
2

Some scholars ensured that their daughters' interest in

hadith and other branches of knowledge would continue by

marrying them to other scholars. For example Shaykh al-Qurra5
,

Abu Dawud Sulayman ibn Abi 1-Qasim al-Andalusi (d. 496) first

taught his daughter himself, then took her to his teachers from

whom she heard their hadiths directly. When she completed her

education, he married her to one of his more knowledgeable

students. Ibn al-Abbar (d. 658) says:

She narrated from her father a lot and she learnt from some of her

father's teachers. [...] And she is the one whose father married her to

Ahmad ibn Muhammad, a youth who read [studied] with him. [This

Ahmad] was virtuous and poor, and [the Shaykh] was pleased with his

manners and said to him once: Would you like that I marry my
daughter to you? The young person became shy and mentioned to

him an excuse that did not allow him to marry. The Shaykh married

her to him, gave herjihd^ [marriage portion] and took her to him.

Imam 'Ala5 al-Dln al-Samarqandi (d. 539), author of Tuhfat

al-fuqaha? and other books, had a daughter famed for her beauty

VldhahabI, Siyar aHam al-nubulP, xx. 347-48.
2Abu Tlbaydah

MASHHUR, cInayat al-nisP, 131.
3
IBN AL-ABBAR, Takmilah silat al-silah,

406.
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and sought after by princes and the wealthy. Her father refused

such offers because she was a scholar, one who had memorized

his Tuhfat al-fuqahP. One particular student stayed with him until

he became an expert in both the principles and practical details

of the Law, and then wrote BaddW al-sancPi'-, a commentary on

his shaykh's Tuhfat al-fuqahiP. The latter was so pleased with the

work that he married his daughter to this student, accepting the

commentary as dowry. The student, who became a very famous

jurist in his own right, was al-Kasanl.

The sources also record the scholars' attentiveness to the

education of their wives. Ibn al-Hajj says: 'In our time there

was Sldl Abu Muhammad. His wife read the whole Qui°an with

him and memorized it. Similarly she read with him the Risdlah

of Shaykh Abu Muhammad ibn Abl Zayd al-Qayrawanl (d. 386)

and half of the Muwattd of Imam Malik. Another example is

the wife of Hafiz Ibn Hajar, Uns bint cAbd al-Karim ibn Ahmad

al-Karimi al-Lakhami. Ibn Hajar enabled her to hear the Musal-

sal bi-l-awwaltyyah of his own shaykh, the great muhaddith Hafiz

al-Traqi (d. 806); also the Musalsal bi-l-awwaliyyah of Sharaf al-

Dln ibn al-Kuwayk (d. 821). Then he got ijd^ahs for her in Syria

in Dhu 1-Qacda 798, in Mina in Safar 800 and again in Rablc
al-

Akhir 800, and later on.
3

THE WOMEN'S OWN EFFORTS

We have recounted some of the efforts of men to enable the

teaching of women in order to illustrate how they followed the

Sunnah in this regard. However, that does not mean that the

women's interest in hadith was prompted only by the interest

of their guardians or husbands. Rather, for a great number of

women interest in knowledge of the din was deeply personal,

without anybody prompting them or paving the way for them.

lcAbd al-Qadir ibn Abl l-Wafa' AL-QURASHl (d. 775), al-Jawabir al-

mudiyyahfi Tabaqat al-Hanafiyyah, ii. 244-46, 278-79.
2
IBN AL-HAJJ, al-

Madkhal, ii. 215, cited in MASHHUR, cIndyat al-nisa?, 122.
3
AL-SAKHAWI,

al-Jawdhir wa-l-durarji Tarjamab Shaykh al-lslam IBN HAJAR, iii. 1208.
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Thabit has narrated from Anas that Abu Bakr called TJmar to

go with him to visit Umm Ayman since the Prophet, salla l-ldhu

'alay-hi wa-sallam, used to visit her. They found her crying, and

asked her why, reminding her that whatever is with God is

better for His Messenger. 'She said: I am not crying because I

did not know that what is with God is better for His Messen-

ger. Rather, I am crying because the revelation from heaven has

been cut off. [Saying that as she did] she made them weep also.'

During the Prophet's lifetime women were anxious not to

miss any opportunity to learn from him. Ahmad ibn Hanbal

has narrated from Abdullah ibn Rafic that he said:

Umm Salamah narrated that while she was combing her hair, she

heard the Prophet — salla l-ldhu 'alay-hi wa-sallam — saying on the pulpit:

O people. She said to her hairdresser: Wrap my hair. She said: May I

be sacrificed for you, he is only saying, 'O people'. Umm Salamah

said: I said to her: Woe to you! Are we not from the people? Then she

wrapped her hair and stood in a place in her room from where she

could hear the Prophet, salla l-ldhu 'alay-hi wa-sallam. Umm Salamah

said: Then I heard him saying: O people, while I am at the Hawd on

the Day ofJudgement you will be brought in groups. Then some of you

will be taken into other ways. So I will call to you: Come along the

way to me. Then a caller from behind me will cry out to me: Leave

them, they changed after you. So I will say: Keep away, keep away.

Fatimah bint Qays (mentioned in the previous chapter), the

sister of al-Dahhak ibn Qays, was among the early Emigrants.

Her husband was killed in the first jihad. Soon after her waiting

period had ended she heard the call to prayer and went to the

mosque and prayed there. She says: 'I was in the row of the

women. When the Messenger of God — salla l-ldhu 'alay-hi wa-

sallam — finished his prayer, he sat on the pulpit and he was

smiling. Then he said: Let everyone remain in his place. Then

he asked: Do you know why I have gathered you? They said:

God and His Messenger know best. He said: By God, I have

MUSLIM, Sahih, Fadd^il, bab Jifadd^il Umm Ayman, radi Alldhu 'an-ha.

Ibid., bab ithhdt hawd nabiyyi-nd salla l-ldhu 'alay-hi wa-sallam wa sifati-hi.
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not gathered you for [any] thing you desire or for any thing that

you fear. Rather, I have gathered you because Tamlm al-Dari,

who was a Christian, came, pledged allegiance and embraced

Islam, and told me a story which confirms what I have been

telling you about Anti-Christ.' Then Fatimah narrated the

whole long story of Tamlm al-Dari.
1

Her dedication to learning

can be gauged from the fact that, despite her recent bereave-

ment, she hastened to the mosque when she learned that there

was to be a sermon after it, then committed to memory the

very long, detailed hadlth subsequently recorded in the Sahih of

Muslim and other compilations, and confirmed in almost every

detail by other narrators (see below, p. 188).

What the women asked about

We have noted that, during the Prophet's lifetime, the women
attended assemblies where men were present, and to have their

particular matters dealt with they requested that a day be set

aside exclusively for them. The Prophet indeed encouraged his

Companions to ask him about whatever was concerning them

and about any need relating to the duties and laws of the din.

Jabir has narrated that the Prophet said: 'The cure of ignorance

is asking.'
2 He meant that for the ailment of ignorance there is

no remedy other than asking and finding out. Also, God says in

the Qui°an (al-Nahl, 16. 43): 'Then ask the people of remem-

brance if you do not know.'

The books of hadlth record many of the questions put by

women. Some examples of that we have already seen. A few

more will serve to demonstrate the range of matters that the

women were concerned about:

Abdullah ibn al-Qibtiyyah narrates from Umm Salamah

that the Prophet stated that an army heading to the House of

God will be destroyed by sinking into the earth. Umm Salamah

VuSLlM, Sahih, Fitan wa ashrat al-Sa'-ah, bab khuruj al-Dajjal. ABU

DAWUD, Tahdrah, bab fi l-majruhyatayummam. MUSLIM, Sahih, Fitan wa

ashrat al-Sa'-ah, bab al-jaysh al-ladhiya^ummu al-bayt.
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asked: 'What about one who was forced' [who did not choose

to be in that army]? The Prophet said: 'He will be sunk with

them. Then they will be raised according to their intentions.'

SacId ibn al-Musayyab narrates from Khawlah bint Hakim

that she asked about whether the woman sees in her dream

what the man sees. The Prophet, affirming it implicitly, explained

to her that bathing becomes compulsory for the woman as for

the man if, as a result of the dream, there is some emission.

Fatimah bint Abl Hubaysh wanted to know if, when after

her regular monthly period some bleeding continued, she should

leave the prayer. The Prophet distinguished regular menstrual

bleeding, the duration of which varies between individuals and

which prohibits from prayer, from bleeding from a vein, which

must be washed away and does not affect the duty to pray.

Mujahid (d. ca. 100) has narrated from Asma3 bint TJmays

the hadith about the wedding of cA3ishah when there was only

a bowl of milk for guests. When 'A'ishah offered some to her

guests they said they did not desire any. The Prophet said: 'Do

not combine a lie with hunger. Then [Asma3
] said: O Messenger

of God, if one of us says about something that she desires, "I

do not desire", will it be counted as a lie? The Prophet said: The

lie is written as a lie and the small lie is written as a small he.'

Zaynab bint Abl Salamah narrates from her mother Umm
Salamah that she said: 'I said: O Messenger of God, is there

reward for me in spending on the children of Abu Salamah [my

husband]. I can not leave them like that - they are my children as

well. The Prophet - salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa-sallam - said: Yes, there

is a reward for you in what you spend on them.'

1

AL-NASA3
I , Sunan, Taharah, bab ghusl al mar1ah tarafi manami-ha mayam

al-rajul.
2
AL-BUKHARI, Sahlh, Hqyd, bab al-istihddah; MUSLIM, Sahlh, Hqyd,

bab al-mustahadah, ABU DAWUD, Sunan, Taharah, bab man rawa anna l-

hayda idha adbarat la tada'-u l-saldh; AL-TIRMIDHl./iw^, Taharah, bab al-farq

bajna dam al-hqyd wa-l-istihadat, IBN MAJAH, Sunan, Taharah wa sunani-ha,

bab ma jPa fi l-mustahadah al-latt qad 'addat ayyama aqra?i-ha qabla an

jastamirra bi-ha al-dam, IBN ABl SHAYBAH, Musannaf, Taharahat. bab al-

mustahadah kayfa tasna
c
u. IBN HANBAL, Musnad, Musnad al-nisP. Ibid.
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About shyness in the way oflearning

As we have just seen in the examples of the kinds of questions

they asked, the women did not allow shyness to prevent them

from seeking the knowledge that would strengthen their faith

and practice and prepare them for the hereafter. Mujahid said:

'The shy one (mustahyi) and the haughty one (mustakbir) cannot

attain to knowledge.' Hafiz Ibn Hajar has commented on that:

'Shyness [haya^, shame] is a part of the faith. And that is the law-

ful [kind] that happens as respect and reverence for elders and

great people, and it is praiseworthy. As for that shyness which

leads to abandoning a legal matter — that is a rebuked and not a

lawful shyness; rather, it is timidity and lowness, and that is what

Mujahid means when he said: the shy one cannot attain knowl-

edge.'

Thus the women Companions established the example for

those after them of determined seeking after knowledge. They

did not shy from asking even about what women feel shy to hear

mentioned in front of men. Umm Salamah narrates that Umm
Sulaym came to the Prophet and said: 'O Messenger of God —

salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa-sallam — God is not shy of saying the truth.

Is a bath compulsory on a woman when she has a wet dream?

The Prophet - salla l-lahu
calay-hi wa-sallam - said: [Yes.] When

she sees the emission. Umm Salamah covered her face and said:

O Messenger of God — salla l-lahu ^alay-hi wa-sallam — do women
have wet dreams? The Prophet — salla l-lahu '•alay-hi wa-sallam —

said: Yes. May your hand be dusty! How otherwise does [a

woman's] child become like her?' cA3ishah once said: 'How

good are the women of the Ansar! Shyness did not prevent

them from acquiring understanding of their din?

'aL-BUKHARI, Sahih, cUm, bab al-hayPfi l-Hlm.
2
IBN HAJAR, Fath al-bdri,

c
Ilm, bab al-hajP fi l-Hlm.

3
AL-BUKHARl, Sahih, c

Ilm, bab al-haya? fi l-

Hlm. ('May your hand be dusty', literally rendered from the Arabic, is

typically used, though it seems otherwise, to express criticism in an

affectionate tone; there are similar usages in most languages.) Ibid.
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1

Women karningfrom the Companions

The women in the generation after the Companions, that of

the Successors, put their questions to the Companions, both to

the women and the men among them. Here is an example:

'Abdullah ibn Jabir al-Ahmasi narrates from his paternal

aunt Zaynab bint al-Muhajir that she said:

I went for hajj and with me was another woman. I set up my tent and

I made a vow not to speak. Then a man came and stood by the door

of the tent and said: al-salamu '-alaykum. My friend answered. Then he

said: What is the matter with your friend? I said: She will remain silent

for she has vowed not to speak. He said: Speak, for [that kind of vow]

is from the practice of Jahiliyyah. She says: I asked him, who are you,

may God have mercy on you? He answered: I am a man from the

Emigrants. I asked: From which group of Emigrants? He said: From

the Quraysh. I said: From which Quraysh? He said: You are a brig one

for questions! I am Abu Bakr. I said: O caliph of the Messenger of

God! We are fresh from the Jahiliyyah, when no one us would feel

security from others. God has brought to us what you see [meaning

the peace and security around them]. So how long this will continue?

He said: As long as your imams remain righteous. I said: Who are the

imams? He said: Are there not among your people those nobles and

leaders who are obeyed? I said: Surely. He said: Those are the imams.

WOMEN'S PRESERVING OF THE HADlTH

A sound hadith is defined as one whose narrator has preserved

it unchanged from the time he heard it until he conveyed it.

Preservation entails alert listening to the words, understanding

their meaning, holding that meaning, holding the wording,

being firm on it with full awareness and checking it until its

transmission. It is by two means: memorization and writing.

'iBN SAT), al-Tabaqat al-kubra, viii. 470.
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Memorisation

Memorization, or preserving by heart, was the most popular

form among the Companions, the Successors, the Followers,

and those who came after them among the imams and experts

of hadith. This is because knowledge preserved in the heart

becomes part of the person, accompanies them always, almost

like a mother tongue. Affan ibn Muslim (d. 219) said: 'I asked

"Ubaydullah ibn al-Hasan to bring out for me the book of al-

Jurayri. He refused and said: Go to Hilal ibn Haqq; he has got

it. Then he said: I have found the most directly useful {ahdar)

knowledge is the one I preserved in my heart and uttered by my
tongue.'

1 cAbd al-Razzaq said: 'Any knowledge that does not

"enter with its owner into the bathroom" — then do not consider

it as knowledge.' Al-Asma-1

! (d. 217) says: Any knowledge that

does not "enter with me in the bathroom", it is not knowledge.'

What is narrated about the memory of the traditionists may

seem to us to be exaggerated. cAli ibn Khashram narrates that

he discussed with Ishaq ibn Rahawayh (d. 238) the report of al-

Sha'hl saying: Any black that I wrote on any white - I know it

by heart; and it never happened that anyone narrated a hadith

to me and I asked him to repeat it.' Then Ishaq said to me
[

cAli

ibn Khashram]: Are you surprised at this, O Abu Hasan? I

said: Yes. Then Ishaq said: Then let me tell you about myself. I

never wrote anything but [that by doing so] I learnt it by heart.

And now it is as if I am looking at more than 70,000 hadiths in

my book.' He meant that he knew the hadiths by heart and

could see them as if reading from his book.

The women memorized the hadiths of the Prophet as the

men did. The wives of the Prophet, salla Uahu calay-hi wa-sallam,

and other women who heard him knew his sayings by heart.

Some among them narrated a large number of hadiths, notably

cA3ishah. Nor are these hadiths narrated by women short texts.

'al-KHATIB AL-BAGHDADl, al-jami'- li-akhlaq al-rdwt, ii. 250. The

bathroom expression is used because that is where books were never

taken. Ibid.
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Rather, some are very lengthy. We mentioned how Fatimah bint

Qays was able to commit to memory the long hadith of Tamlm

al-Dari after hearing it once, and for years she taught it to her

students from memory. Al-TabaranI compiled al-Ahddith al-tiwal

(The long hadlths), which contains several narrated by women.

Sacid ibn al-Musayyab, considered the leading Successor,

was exceptionally knowledgeable of Prophetic hadlths. His

daughter learnt all of them by heart. Abu Bakr ibn Abl Dawud

(d. 316) reports that cAbd al-Malik ibn Marwan (the Umayyad

caliph (r. 65-86) asked for Sac
id's daughter's hand in marriage

for his son al-Walld. SacId refused the proposal, preferring to

marry her to one of his impoverished students. He, the husband,

said about her: 'She was among the most beautiful people, and

most expert of those who know the Book of God by heart, and

most knowledgeable of the Sunnah of the Prophet, salla l-lahu

c
alay-hi wa-sallam, and most aware of the right of the husband.'

Abu Nucaym (d. 430) has narrated that 'one morning her hus-

band took his cloak to go out. She said: Where are you going?

He said: To the assembly of Sacid to get knowledge. She said to

him: Sit here, I will teach you the knowledge of Sac
id.'

Similarly, Imam Malik's daughter learnt all of his hadlths and

memorized the whole Muwatta, the best book of its time combin-

ing hadith and fiqh (jurisprudence). Al-Zubayr (d. 256) says:

'Malik had a daughter who knew his knowledge [the Muwatta\

by heart, and she used to be behind the door. When the reader

made a mistake, she would correct him.' Muhammad, his son,

was not drawn to study and scholarship. Sometimes he would

pass by with his clothes in disarray. Malik would say to his

students: 'Good manners are in the hand of God. This is my son

and this is my daughter.'
2 Another Madinan who narrated

extensively from Malik among others is
cAbidah al-Madaniyyah.

She was famed for knowing a lot of hadlths by heart Ibn al-

Abbar says: 'She narrated a lot of hadlths.'
3

VbO NU'AYM, Hilyat al-awliya>, ii. 167-68.
2
AL-QADl qYAp , Tartib al-

madarik, i. 109-10.
3MASHHUR, Hnayat al-nisP, 75.
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While these prodigious feats of memory may appear, to us,

to be exaggerated, they are likely to be accurate. It is a question

of will combined with training. As of this writing, there are in

Damascus 35 women who know the whole Sahib of al-Bukhari

(including its chains of narrations) by heart. They are students

ofmy shaykh, the excellent muhaddith, Nur al-DIn Itr.

Writing

Initially the Prophet prohibited the writing down from him of

anything other than the Qui°an, lest it be mixed with the Qur>an.

Later, he allowed the writing down of his sayings. It has been

narrated from him, from "TJmar ibn al-Khattab and other

Companions that they said: 'Secure the knowledge by writing.'

Writing was rare in Arabia until, from the early days of

Islam, its importance was recognized. The Companions acquired

this skill, and they began in it by copying out the verses of the

Qur'an and the hadith. Women also took part in this effort.

The Prophet himself instructed Shifa3 bint 'Abdullah to teach

writing to his wife Hafsah. Ibn cAbd al-Barr (d. 463) says: '[Shifa
7
]

was among the virtuous and intelligent women. The Prophet

used to visit her.' Similarly, "A'ishah and Umm Salamah, and

many other women Companions were well known for writing.

The letters of A.-'ishah and Umm Salamah are recorded in the

sources. Al-Qalqashandi (d. 821) has mentioned that a group of

women knew the skill of writing, and no one from among the

Wa/"objected to that.
4

The art of writing spread rapidly among women from the

beginning of the second century AH onwards. The biographical

dictionaries affirm that writing and the practice of calligraphy

were taught from childhood, that even slave girls became profi-

cient in it. They used to do calligraphy on shirts, flags, banners,

cloaks, sleeves, turbans, bandages, headbands, pillows, handker-

'iBN CABD AL-BARR, JamiH baydn al-Hlm wa fadli-hi, 91.
2
IBN HANBAL,

Musnad, Musnad al-nisa-\ vi. 372.
3
IBN CABD AL-BARR, al-lstfabfi ma'-rifah

al-ashab, ii. 740.
4
al-QalqashqandI, as cited in MASHHUR QInayat al-nisa?

bi-l-hadith al-nabawt, 114.
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chiefs, curtains, sheets, beds, sofas, cushions, crowns, the frames

of windows and doors, and many other things.

When, in the later centuries, people relied on the major com-

pilations of hadlth, which not all could memori2e, writing became

essential. There are many examples of women who wrote books

of hadlth in their own hand. Here I will mention a few examples

of muhaddithat celebrated for their calligraphy.

Fatimah bint al-Hasan ibn CAH al-Mu^addib al-Attar (d. 480),

also known by her kunyah Umm al-Fadl and as Bint al-Aqra3

,

followed the famous calligrapher Ibn al-Bawwab (d. 413) in the

art and passed it on to many. The people referred to her writing

as exemplary.
2 Ibn al-jawzl says: 'Her writing was extremely

beautiful; she used to write on the pattern (tariqah) of Ibn al-

Bawwab. The people practised under her. She was invited to

write the peace treaty [with the Byzantines]. She travelled for

the writing to cAmid al-Mulk Abu Nasr al-Kindl [d. 456] .

3
Ibn

Kathir says: 'She used to write the
i

mansuV calligraphy on the

pattern of Ibn al-Bawwab.'
4 Al-Samcanl says: 'I heard Muham-

mad ibn cAbd al-Baqi al-Ansari saying: I heard Fatimah bint al-

Aqra3 saying: I wrote a paper for cAmid al-Mulk and he gave me
one thousand dinars.'

5 Evidendy she was an important figure

whose art was highly regarded and valued, and she travelled in

this work.

Al-Samcani says about 'Fakhr al-Nisa5' Umm Muhammad
Shuhdah, daughter of the famous muhaddith Abu Nasr Ahmad ibn

al-Faraj al-Dlnawari (d. 574): 'She was from among the descen-

dants of traditionists, distinguished, eloquent, and had beautiful

handwriting. She wrote on the way of Bint al-Aqra3
. In her time

there was no one in Baghdad who had handwriting like her.

Usually she wrote for the caliph al-Muqtafi [r. 530—55].
6 Ibn al-

Jawzi praises her calligraphy, her goodness and works of charity

'aL-WASHSHA', al-Zarfwa-l-^urafP, 317, 355
2
AL-DHAHABl, Siyar a'-lam al-

nubalP, xviii. 480.
3
IBN AL-JAWZl (d. 597), al-Munta^amft ta?rikh al-muluk

wa-l-umam, ix. 40.
4
IBN KATHlR, al-Bidajah wa-l-nihayah, sub anno 480. AL-

DHAHABl Siyar a'-lam al-nubala^, xviii. 481.
6
AL-DHAHABI Ta?rikh al-lslam

{sub anno 570-80), 147.
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through a long life. Al-SafadI (d. 764) notes her extensive

knowledge of hadlth, her piety, God-wariness, benevolence and

calls her 'the calligrapher, the pride of womanhood, a muhad-

dithah of Iraq with a high isnad.'
2 Her style of writing {mansub)

gained much popularity and was taken up generation after
3

generation.

Another late example is of Fawz bint Muhammad ibn Hasan

ibn Yahya ibn CAH from the descendants of al-
cAfif ibn Mansur.

The vizier al-Hadl ibn Ibrahim says: 'She was one of the scholars;

she had a novel handwriting. Her calligraphy is well-known in

the Qui°ans and prefaces that are with us and with others also.

She used to teach Arabic to her relatives among the men. Her

grave is in Sanc
a at al-Mashhad al-Ahmar near the mosque of

Ibn Wahb.'
4

Writing marginal notes

Another application of the skill of writing was the women's

scholarly annotation in the margins of the books they studied.

The great man of letters al-Jahiz (d. 255) says: 'Ja
c
far ibn Sacid

the milk-brother and chamberlain (hq/ib) of Ayyiib ibn Ja
c
far

told me that Ja
c
far ibn Yahya's Tawqfdt (concise writings) was

mentioned to cAmr ibn Mas cadah. He said: I have read the

tawqfdt of Umm Ja
cfar in the margins and at the foot [of the

pages] of the books, I found them better in shortness and more

encompassing in the meaning.'

Comparison and correction

The people of hadlth were very strict about writing. They would

accept a book only if it had been compared with the original of

the shaykh from whom the book's author says he is narrating.

Al-Khatib al-Baghdadl says: 'I asked the qadi Abu 1-Tayyib

Tahir ibn Ahdillah al-Tabari about one who finds [in his written

'ibn AL-JAWZI, al-Mashaykhah, 209.
2
AL-SAFADI, al-Wafi bi-l-wafayat, xvi.

190.
3
See IBN HAJAR, al-Majma'- al-mu^assas, iii. 255-56. ^Abdullah

Muhammad AL-HIBASHI, Mu Qjam al-niscP al-Yamdniyyat, 162. al-Jahiz, al-

Baydn iva-l-tabyin, i. 106—07.
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notes a reference] to a shaykh named and described in the

written [notes] but he does not [now] know him. The qadl said:

It is not allowed for him to narrate that writing. The writing

from which one narrates must have been compared with the

original of the shaykh from whom [the narrator] is narrating.'

Hisham ibn cUrwah (d. 146) recalls: 'My father would ask me:

Have you written? I would say: Yes; then he would ask: Have

you compared? I would say: No. Then he would say: You have

not written.' Abu Muhammad Aflah ibn Bassam says: 'I was

with al-Qacnabi and I wrote down his hadlth. He asked me:

Have you written down. I said yes. Then he asked, have you

compared? I said, no. He said, then you did not do anything.'

Women traditionists adhered to the same strict practice.

The great muhaddithah Umm al-Kiram Karimah bint Ahmad ibn

Muhammad ibn Hatim al-Marwaziyyah (d. 465) is a famous

narrator of Sahih al-Bukhdri. Her version of it has always been

particularly popular. She compared her copy with her shaykh al-

Kushmihanl's original. Later she settled in Makkah, where the

people came to her from everywhere and heard the whole Sahih

from her. She would not allow anyone to narrate from her

unless they had compared with her original. Al-Dhahabi says:

'Whenever she narrated, she would compare with her original.

She had knowledge and good understanding [combined] with

goodness and worship.' Al-Safadi says: 'Her book was very

accurate.'
3
Ibn al-lmad (d. 1089) says: She would be most

accurate with her book and compare its copies.' Abu 1-

Ghana-'im al-Narsi says: 'Karimah brought for me her original

copy of the Sahih. I sat down in front of Karimah and wrote

down seven pages and read them with her. I wanted to

compare [my copy] with her original by myself. She said: No, [I

do not permit it] unless you compare it with me. Then I did

comparison with her.'

'AL-KHATiB AL-BAGHDAdI, al-Kifayah, 237.
2
AL-DHAHABI, Siyar a^lam

al-nubalP, xviii. 233. " AL-SAFADI, al-Wafi' bi-l-wafayat, xxiv. 338. IBN AL-

1MAD, Shadharat al-dhahab, iii. 314. AL-DHAHABI Siyar aHam al-nubalP,

xviii. 234.



Chapter 3

Occasions, travels, venues for learning hadith,

and kinds of learning

This chapter begins with an account of the conditions and

circumstances of the occasions, some public, others private, on

which the women had an opportunity to learn the religion from

the Prophet and his Companions. Next, it explains the prece-

dents for travelling for the sake of learning hadith, how those

precedents were followed up in later centuries, and the different

venues where the women studied. The chapter ends with a brief

survey of the ways in which hadiths were learnt and diffused.

PUBLIC OCCASIONS

The women sometimes attended as a group. Shahr ibn Hawshab

has narrated from Asm!3 bint Yazid that, in one such gathering,

on seeing a woman who had on two gold bracelets, 'the Prophet

- salla l-lahu
c
a/ay-bi wa sallam - said to her: Would you wish God

to make you wear two bracelets of fire?' Asma* says: 'By God, I

do not remember if she took them off [herself] or I took them

off.'
1

The group could include young girls: Umm CA1I bint Abi

1-Hakam narrates from Umayyah bint Qays Abi 1-Salt al-Ghifa-

riyyah that she came among a company of women of the Ghifar

tribe to the Prophet. It was the occasion of the Khaybar cam-

paign and the women wanted to go to the batdefield in order to

tend the wounded. The Prophet permitted this, saying: 'With the

IBN HANBAL, Musnad, musnad al-nisa'-'.
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blessing of God.' Then, Umayyah bint Qays tells her own part

of the story:

Then we set out with him. I was a young girl. He made me sit on his

she-camel behind the luggage. He got off in the morning and made

his camel sit down. I saw the bag had got traces of blood from me. It

was the first time I had a period. Then I sat forward on the camel [to

hide it] and I was embarrassed. When the Messenger of God - salla l-

lahu
calaj-hi wa sallam - saw what happened to me and the traces of

blood, he said: Perhaps you have had menstrual bleeding? I said: Yes.

He said: Attend to yourself. Then, take a container of water, then put

salt in it, then wash the affected part of the bag, then come back.' I

did so. When God conquered Khaybar for us, the Prophet - salla l-

lahu '•alay-M wa sallam — took [out of the booty] this necklace that you

see on my neck and gave it to me and put it on my neck with his

hand. By God it will never be parted from me.

It remained on her neck until she died, and she made a will that it

should be buried with her. Also, whenever she cleansed herself she

used salt in the water and she stipulated in her will that salted water be

used for the washing of her [body before burial].'

This hadlth demonstrates that the Prophet permitted women
to accompany him at home and while travelling — in this case

on a military campaign, when he was surrounded by an army of

men. Also, in its account of a personal memory (and the neck-

lace) treasured for a lifetime, it presents a striking example of

how fondly the Prophet was loved by those who learnt from

him. Their fondness mirrors his solicitude for them, and the

tenderness with which he responded when someone came to

him with a need. The respectful attentiveness that has ever

since characterized the traditional attitudes of Muslim students

before their teachers, male or female, is derived as much from

the example of the women as from the men who attended

upon and served him. Shahr ibn Hawshab has narrated from

Asma3 bint Yazid that she said: 'I was holding the rein of

"Adba', the she-camel of the Prophet - salla l-lahu
c
alaj-hi wa

'iBN SA<D, al-Tabaqat al-kubra, viii. 293.
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sallam — when [verses of the] surat al-Ma?idah [were] revealed to

him. Because of the heaviness of the revelation the camel's leg

(
cadud) was on the point of buckling (daqqd).'

Another hadith from Asma3 bint Yazld illustrates how the

women, when they called on the Prophet while he was with his

Companions, were not inhibited from putting their questions to

him.

Asma* said: May my father and mother be sacrificed for you, O
Messenger of God — salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam — I am a representa-

tive (wafidah) of the women to you. God has sent you as a Messenger

to all men and women. So we have believed in you and your God.

[Now,] we women are confined to the houses and bearing your

children. You men [in what has been commanded to you] have been

preferred over us by the jumu'-ah and [other] congregational prayers,

visiting the sick, attending funerals, [doing] hajj after hajj and, more

than that, the jihad in the path of God. When [you] men go for hajj or

'umrah or jihad, we look after your property, we weave your clothes,

and bring up your children. Will we not share with you in the reward?

The Prophet — salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa sallam — turned to his Companions

with his whole face, then said: Have you heard any woman asking about

her religion better than this? They said: O Messenger of God — salla l-

lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam — we never thought that any woman could be

guided to something like that. Then the Prophet - salla l-lahu 'alay-hi

wa sallam — turned to her and said: Understand, O woman, and tell the

other women behind you that [a wife's] looking after her husband,

seeking his contentment and going along with his assent is equal to all

that [i.e. all that the religion has commanded to the men]. [Narrator's

comment:] The woman went back and her face was shining with

happiness.

The hajj; hajjat al-wada*-

The hajj pilgrimage, considered from the viewpoint of its being

a public occasion, differs from the daily prayers at the mosque

in that it happens only once a year, and indeed for the vast

^BN HANBAL, Musnad, musnad al-nisP.
2
IBN AL-ATHlR (d. 630), Usd al-

ghabah, vii. 17-18.
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majority of believers only once a lifetime. The restrictions that

apply to women's attendance at the mosque - praying in clearly

separated rows and, where practicable, having different

entrances to the mosque building, etc. - do not apply to the

pilgrimage. By contrast with attendance at a local community

mosque, in the great throngs of Makkah and Madinah during the

hajj period, there is relatively little chance of repeat encounters

between men and women of a kind that might distract them

from the normal purpose of going to the mosque. Accordingly,

we would expect that the women who attended the hajj during

the lifetime of the Prophet would have heard as many hadiths

as the men heard on the same occasion. That is indeed the case,

and there is a reassuring identity in the content of what is

narrated by different routes from the men and from the women.

Hajjat al-wadd c
, 'the farewell pilgrimage', so called because it

was the last hajj to be led by the Prophet himself, was his final

major address to the Muslims en masse. It was attended by a

very large number of women and children, as well as the men.

It is an important source of hadiths relating to the faith in

general and to details of the rites of pilgrimage in particular.

Some examples of the latter:

cADishah narrates that AsmaD bint "TJmays the wife of Abu
Bakr, while going for hajj, delivered beside a tree. The Prophet

asked Abu Bakr to ask her to take a bath and then to put on

ihram} From this report the jurists have derived that women,

even in the state of impurity can put on ihram and the bath is a

sunnah of putting on the ihram and does not mark the ending of

the state of impurity. In another hadlth, "A^ishah said: 'I could

still see stains of perfume on the head of the Messenger of God
- salla l-lahu

calay-hi ma sallam — when he was in the state of

ihram!
2
Because of this hadlth Abu Hanifah and other jurists

'MUSLIM, Sahib, Hajj, bab ihram al-nufasa"> wa istihababi ightisali-ha li-l-

ihranr, AL-NASA5
! , Sunan, Hajj, bab ma tafalu l-nufasP Hnda l-ihram.

2AL-BUKHARl, Sahih, Hajj, bab al-tib Hnda al-ihrdm; MUSLIM, Sahih, Hajj,

bab al-tib li-l-muhrim Hnda al-ihrdm.
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have held that before making the intention for hajj or cumrah

one can apply perfume, even if traces of it remain after putting

on ihram. In another hadith cA3ishah reports: "We were in the

state of ihram with the Prophet — salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa sallam.

When a stranger passed by us, we would let down our head-

covering [i.e. so as to veil the face], and when [the stranger] had

passed us, then we would raise it [again].' The jurists have

inferred from this that for women in general (i.e. other than the

Prophet's wives) head-coverings may be worn during the time

of hajj provided they do not touch the face. Yusuf ibn Mahak

narrated from his mother from "A'ishah that she said: 'I said: O
Messenger of God, should we not build for you a house in Mina?

He said: No, Mina is a station of those who arrive earliest.'

The meaning is that one cannot reserve a place for oneself at

Mina. Mughlrah ibn Hakim narrated from Safiyyah bint Shay-

bah, from Tamlik (a woman Companion who had a house

overlooking Sara and Marwah) that she said: 'I watched the

Prophet — salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa sallam — while I was in my upper

room between Safa and Marwah and he was saying: O people!

God has prescribed the sa c
j [the running between Safa and

Marwah] for you, so do sa cj.'

The hajj was also an opportunity to get answers to more

general questions, not connected to the rites of pilgrimage. A
couple of examples must suffice to illustrate how the women, in

spite of the press of people, managed to put their questions

direcdy to the Prophet.

"Abdullah ibn "Abbas has narrated that Fadl ibn "Abbas (who

is reported to have been an exceptionally handsome boy) was

sitting behind the Messenger of God during the hajj. A woman
from Khath'am came and began to stare at Fadl, who stared

back. The Prophet turned Fadl's face away with his hand to

ABU DAWUD, Sunan, Mandsik, bab Jt l-muhtimah tughatti wajha-hd; IBN

MAJAH, Sunan, Mandsik, bab al-muhrimah tusdil al-thawb '•aid wajhi-hd.
2
ABU DAWUD, Sunan, Mandsik, bab tahrim haram Makkah; IBN MAJAH,

Sunan, Mandsik, bab al-nu^ul bi Mind. IBN ABl CASIM (d. 287), al-Ahdd

wa-l-mathdni, vi. 222.
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prevent that. Then the woman asked: 'O Messenger of God,

God's command to do hajj has become valid on my father when
he is very old and cannot sit on a camel. Can I do hajj for him?

The Prophet - salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa sallam — said: Yes. And that

was during hajjat al-wadd'-.' Jabir ibn cAbdillah narrates: 'A

woman brought her child to the Prophet — salla l-lahu
c
alaj-hi wa

sallam — during his hajj and said: O Messenger of God, is there a

hajj for this child? He said: Yes, and you will get reward [for

that].'
2

It is remarkable that the women were so intent on finding

out what the religion required of them and then so zealous in

preserving and transmitting what they learnt. Equally remarkable is

the degree of conformity between their different accounts — the

minor variations serve as evidence of their truthfulness in re-

porting what they remembered.

Shablb ibn Gharqadah narrates from Jamrah bint Quhafab

that she said:

I was with umm al-miPminin Umm Salamah during hajjat al-wada c
. Then

I heard the Prophet — salla l-lahu
calay-hi wa sallam — say: O my ummah

(ja ummata), have I conveyed the message to you? She says: My little

boy asked why is the Prophet — salla l-lahu
c
alaj-hi wa sallam — calling to

his mother? She says: I said: My son, he means his ummah. And he was

saying: Listen! The property of each of you, your honour, your blood

[i.e. life] is inviolable to you as this day is inviolable in this town in this

month.

Rabicah ibn cAbd al-Rahman ibn Husayn narrated about his

grandmother Sarra3 bint Nabhan who had been a temple

priestess before embracing Islam:

She heard the Messenger of God in hajjat al-waddc on the day that is

called 'the day of the heads' [i.e. the day of the sacrifice] say: What is

'aL-BUKHARI, Sahib, Hajj, bab wujub al-hajj wa fadli-hi; MUSLIM, Sahib,

Hajj, bab al-hajj '-an al-'-dji^. AL-TIRMIDHI, ]dmi c
, Hajj, bab majcPaji

hajj al-sabi; IBN MAJAH, Sunan, Manasik, bab ma ja?a ji hajj al-sabf,

MUSLIM has narrated it from Ibn cAbbas in Sahih, Hajj, bab sihhat hajj

al-sabi
3ABU NU'AYM ASBAHAnI, Ma c

rifat al-sahabah, v. 206.
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this day? [The people] said: God and his Messenger know best. He
said: This is the best of the days of tashriq [10 Dhu 1-Hijjah]. Then he

said: What is this town? They said: God and His Messenger know

best. He said, al-mash'-ar al-haram. Then he said: Listen! the blood of

each of you, your properties and your honour, are inviolable in this

town of yours. Listen! I do not know, perhaps I will not see you after

this day, so the nearest of you must convey to the furthest of you.

Listen! have I conveyed the message? They answered: Yes. Then he

made his way back to Madinah where he died.'

PRIVATE OCCASIONS

Women had an advantage over men in being able freely to visit

the Prophet's wives and using this opportunity to learn. Some
examples have come earlier. I give here a few more:

cAbd al-Rahman ibn Humayd has narrated from his father,

from his mother Umm Kulthum bint TJqbah from Busrah bint

Safwan that she said: "The Messenger of God — salla l-lahu
Q
alay-

hi wa sallam — called on [us] while I was combing the hair of

'-A'ishah. He said: Busrah, who is proposing marriage to Umm
Kulthum? I said: So-and-so and cAbd al-Rahman ibn cAwf. He
said: Then why not marry [her] to

cAbd al-Rahman ibn cAwf,

for he is among the best of the Muslims and of their leaders? I

said: Umm Kulthum dislikes to marry someone who already

has a wife; nor does she like to ask cAbd al-Rahman [to divorce]

his previous wife, for she is her cousin. Then the Prophet —

salla l-lahu '-alay-hi wa sallam — repeated his suggestion and said: If

she marries [him] she will be happy and she will rejoice [in it]. I

came back and I told Umm Kulthum. She called cAbd al-

Rahman, and [her relatives] Khalid ibn Sacid ibn al-
cAs and

cUthman ibn cAffan. These two married her to
cAbd al-Rahman

ibn cAwf.
2

Zaynab, the wife of cAbdullah ibn Mas cud, was an artisan,

able to make some income by selling the things she made. This

'iBN ABl ASIM, al-Ahad wa-l-mathant, vi. 92. ABU NUAYM ASBAHANl,

Ma c
rifat al-sahdbah, v. 195; AL-HAKIM, al-Mustadrak ^ald l-Sahihayn, Hi. 350.
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is an important hadlth narrated from her by cAmr ibn al-Harith,

and worth quoting in full:

She said: The Prophet - salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam - gave a speech to

us women in which he said: Give charity, even if it is from your

jewelry, because [otherwise] you may be the most [numerous] among all

the people of the Fire on the Day of Resurrection. She said: My
husband 'Abdullah was a man of light hand [i.e. of little wealth]. I said

to him: Ask the Messenger of God for me - salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam

- is it enough for my [giving] charity that I spend on my husband and

on orphans under my guardianship? She said: Awe of the Prophet -

salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam - was settled in the heart of the people;

[for that reason] my husband said to me: You go and ask him. She

said: Then I went out until I came to his door, where I found a woman

from the Ansar, her name was also Zaynab, and she had come to ask

the same question. She says: Then Bilal came out to us; we said to

him: Ask the Messenger of God - salla l-lahu '•alay-hi wa sallam - for us:

is it enough for our [giving] charity if we spend on our own husbands

and orphans under our guardianship. She says then Bilal went inside

and said to the Prophet - salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam - that it is Zaynab

at the door. The Prophet - salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam - said: Which

Zaynab? Bilal said: Zaynab, the wife of 'Abdullah, and Zaynab, a

woman from the Ansar. They are asking you about spending on their

husbands and orphans under their guardianship. Will that be enough

for their [giving] charity? She says: Then Bilal came out to us and said:

The Messenger of God - salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam - says: For you

there is double reward: the reward of [being good to family] relations

and the reward of [giving] charity.

The circumstances of this hadifh are of particular interest

in that they demonstrate that 'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud - famous as

one of the leading jurists in the early period of Islam - saw no

harm in his wife's going out for advice on a matter that he

could have followed up himself. Also, the Prophet's concern to

identify the questioner is a reminder that knowing about the

'al-BUKHArI, Sahih, Zakah, bab al-^akdh 'aid l-^awj wa-l-aytam fi l-hijr,

MUSLIM Sahih, Zakah, bab fail al-nafaqah wa-l-sadaqah 'aid l-aqrabtn wa-l-

Zawf...

.
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questioner is relevant to identifying their need precisely and

making the form of the answer appropriate to their ability to

understand and willingness to act upon the advice. That in turn

means that he did not disdain to take an interest in the personal

circumstances of his Companions. His concern for them was

not formal or abstract, but warm, intimate, and that is why, or

at least partly why, he was so deeply trusted and loved by them.

Anas ibn Malik narrates from Salamah, who looked after the

Prophet's son, Ibrahim, that she said:

O Messenger of God — salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam - you convey all

good news and glad tidings to the men, and do not tell women glad

tidings. The Prophet - salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam - said: Have your

companions [meaning other women] sent you for this? She said: Yes,

they have commanded me to ask you this question. The Prophet —

salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam — said: Will one of you not be content [to

know] that when she is pregnant by her husband and he is happy with

her, she gets the same reward as one who is fasting the day and

praying the night in the path of God? [That] when she has labour

pains, those who are in the heaven and the earth do not know what

comfort has been hidden in store for [her]? [And that] when she

delivers the child, for every sucking that child does, she has a good

deed [added to her reckoning]? [And that] when the child causes her

to wake in the night, she gets the reward [the equal of] of freeing

seventy slaves in the path of God? Salamah, do you know, who I

mean by this great reward? It is for those women who are pure,

righteous, obedient to their husbands and never ungrateful to them.

We know that the Prophet visited his Companions in their

houses, that he called on his female relatives and, when there was

a need for that, also on other women. Muhammad ibn Sulay-

man ibn Abl Hathmah has narrated that the Prophet prayed in

the house of al-Shifa3 on the right side as one enters. He prayed

also in the house of Busrah bint Safwan. On such occasions

Vbu NUcAYM ASBAhAnI, Ma'rifat al-sahabah, v. 253.
2
Ibn Shabbah AL-

NUMAYRl (d. 262), Akhbar al-madlnah al-nabawiyjah, i. 74.
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the women of that house were able to profit from the chance

to hear his judgements, to put questions and learn from him.
cAbdullah ibn al-Harith al-Hashimi has narrated from

Umm al-Fadl that she said:

The Messenger of God — salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam — was in my house.

Then a bedouin came and said: O Messenger of God, I had a wife

then I married another one. My first wife claims that she has breast-

fed the second one once or twice. The Prophet — salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa

sallam — said: One or two actions of breast-feeding do not make anyone

unlawful.

Yazid ibn al-Had narrated from Hind bint al-Harith, from

Umm al-Fadl that she said:

The Prophet — salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam - called upon pier husband]
cAbbas, the uncle of the Prophet, while he was ill.

cAbbas wished to

die. The Prophet — salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam — said: O cAbbas, O
uncle of the Messenger of God, do not wish death. For if you are a

good-doer you will increase your good deeds and that will be better

for you. And if you are a wrong-doer, then if you are respited, you will

have a chance to ask forgiveness. So do not wish death.

The Prophet visited al-Rubayyic bint Mu-'awwidh on the

morning of her marriage. She narrates:

The Messenger of God — salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam — called upon me
on the day of my marriage and sat down on [this] spot on this bed of

mine, and two girls were beating duff And singing about my fathers

who were killed in the battle of Badr. In their song, they said: We
have a prophet who knows what will happen tomorrow. The Prophet

of God, salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam, said: As for this bit, do not say it.

'MUSLIM, Sahih, Radd', bab al-massah wa-l-massatdn; IBN MAJAH, Sunan,

Nikdh, bab Id tuharrim al-massah wa la al-massatdn; AL-NASA5
! , Sunan,

Nikdh, bab al-qadr al-ladhi
'

yuharrimu min al-radd'ah; AL-DARIMl, Sunan,

Nikdh, bab kam rad'ah tuharrim. IBN HANBAL, Musnad, musnad al-nisd?.
3
IBN SAT), al-Tabaqat al-kubrd, viii. 477; AL-BUKHARl, Sahih, Nikdh, bab

darb al-dufffi l-nikdh wa-l-walimah; ABU DAwUD, Sunan, Adab, bab fi l-

nahy 'an al-ghindx, AL-TIRMIDHI, Sunan, Nikdh, bab ma ja?a fi i'lan al-

nikdh; IBN MAjAH, Sunan, Nikdh, bab al-ghind? wa-l-duff.
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Anas ibn Malik narrates that the Messenger of God visited

Umm Sulaym and did nafl prayer in her house and said: 'O

Umm Sulaym, when you ptayfard salah, then say subhan al-lah ten

times, al-bamdu li-l-lah ten times and al-lahu akbar ten times. Then

ask God whatever you want: for you will be answered with Yes,

Yes, Yes.'
1

Anas ibn Malik also narrates:

The Prophet - salla l-lahu '-alay-hi wa sallam - used to visit Umm Sulaym

and she would offer him something that she prepared for him. I had a

brother younger than me whose kunyah was Abu °Umayr. One day,

the Prophet - salla l-lahu '-alay-hi wa sallam - visited us and said: Why is

Abu TJmayr down-hearted? Umm Sulaym said: his sa
cwah [a small

bird] that he used to play with has died. The Prophet - salla l-lahu

'-alay-hi wa sallam — began to stroke his head and said [consoling him

with a litde rhyme]: O Abu TJmayr, what befell nughayr [the bird]?

The Messenger of God respected Umm Haram for his kin-

ship with her and used to visit her home and take rest there.

She was the maternal aunt of Anas ibn Malik. He narrates:

Umm Haram bint Milhan narrated to me that the Messenger of God
- salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam — took rest in her house once. Then he

woke up and he was smiling. I said: O Messenger of God - salla l-lahu

^alay-hi wa sallam - why are you smiling? He said: Some people of my

community were shown to me riding the sea like kings on thrones. I

said: O Messenger of God - salla l-lahu '•alay-hi wa sallam - pray to God

that He makes me among them. He prayed and said: You are among

them. Then TFbadah ibn al-Samit married her and travelled with her

to [join] the naval campaign. [On the way] she died after falling down

from her mount.

!

IBN SAT), al-Tabaqat al-kubra, viii. 426.
2
Ibid., All; AL-BUKHARl, Sahih,

Adab, bab al-kunyah li-l-sabi wa qabla an yulad li-l-rajul; MUSLIM, Sahih,

Adab, bab istihbab tahnik al-mawliid Hnda wiladati-hi; ABU DAWUD, Sunan,

Adab, bab Ji l-rajulyatakanna wa laysa la-hu walad. AL-BUKHARl, Sahih,

Ta c
bir, bab al-ru^yah bi-l-nahar, IBN AL-ATHlR, Usd al-ghabah, vii. 305.

(The naval campaign, to Cyprus in 27 AH, took place under Mul-

wiyah's governorship during the caliphate of °Uthman.)
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The Night Journey of the Prophet took place when he was

in the house of his cousin Umm Hani bint Abi Talib. The

biographer Ibn Ishaq cites the hadith from her that she said:

That journey took place when the Messenger of God was in my
house. He slept the night there. He prayed Hsha. Then he slept and we

also slept. When it was a litde before the dawn he woke us up. After

he did the morning prayer and we also did it with him, he said: 'Umm
Hani, I prayed with you in the night prayer as you saw in this valley.

Then I came to Jerusalem and prayed there. Then he mentioned the

whole story.

With the ending of prophethood the duty to teach, for

which the Prophet had prepared them, was carried by the

learned ones among his Companions and those after them who
emulated them in virtue and piety. Women were among these

teachers but here our interest is on their efforts as students. A
substantial body of information about the qualities of the Com-

panions and their teaching relies on those efforts. In his account

of Unaysah al-Nakhaciyyah, Ibn cAbd al-Barr says that she said

about Mucadh's coming to the Yemen: 'Mucadh said to us: I am
the messenger of the Messenger of God to you. Pray five times

a day, fast the month of Ramadan, do the hajj of the House [in

Makkah], those among you who can manage it. And Mucadh at

that time was eighteen years old.' Ismac
Il al-Bazzar has narrated

that Umm cAfif said: 'I saw CAU ibn Abi Talib wearing a red

cloak like the cloaks of labourers; it had a white patch on it.'

Abu Ubaydah has narrated from Lu'lu'ah, the freed slave of

Umm al-Hakam bint cAmmar that she described cAmmar for

them and said that 'he was tall, brown... broad-shouldered, and

he did not change [his] white hair [by dyeing it].'

The women visited scholars in their homes to ask them

about matters of religion or guidance in it. Umm Talq narrates:

'I called on Abu Dharr and I saw him — hair disordered, dusty;

^BN HISHAM, al-Slrah al-nabawiyyah, ii. 43-44. IBN A.BD AL-BARR, al-

lsff-ab, ii. 708.
3
IBN ABI L-DUNYA, al-Khumiil iva-l-tawadu c

, no. 132. IBN

SAT), al-Tabaqat al-kubrd, iii. 264.
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in his hand, wool [and] he had two sticks that he was knitting

with. I did not see anything in his house. So I gave him some

flour and grilled flour. Then he said: As for your reward, it is

upon God.' Abu 1-Sabah has narrated from Umm Kathir bint

Marqad that she said: 'I and my sister called on Anas ibn Malik.

I said: My sister wants to ask you something, but she feels shy.

He said: She should ask, for I have heard the Messenger of

God say 'Seeking knowledge is a duty'. My sister said to him: I

have a son who is [spending much time] playing with pigeons.

He said: It is the pastime of hypocrites.'
2
Bishr ibn "Umar

narrates from Umm cAbdan, wife of Hisham ibn Hassan, that

she said: "We were staying with Muhammad ibn Slrin as guests.

We used to hear his weeping in the night [i.e. during prayer and

supplication] and his laughter in the day [as part of entertaining

his guests].'
3 Asim al-Ahwal narrates from Karimah bint Sirin

that she said: 'I asked Abdullah ibn "Ulnar: I have bound myself

to fast every Wednesday; and the coming Wednesday is the day

of sacrifice. He said: God has commanded fulfillment of vows

and the Prophet — salla l-lahu ^alay-hi wa sallam — has prohibited

fasting on the day of sacrifice.'
4
Ibn "Ulnar was indicating that

she must do the fast as she had vowed to, but on another day.

TJmar ibn Qays narrated from his mother that she called

on 'Abdullah ibn al-Zubayr in his house while he was praying.

A snake fell from the roof onto his son Hashim, and coiled

itself on his stomach:

All the people of the house cried Snake! and chased it until they killed

it. But "Abdullah ibn al-Zubayr continued praying. He did not turn his

face and he did not hasten. He finished his prayer after the snake had

already been killed. Then he said: What happened to you? Hashim's

'AL-DHAHABI, Siyar aHam al-nuhala\ ii. 74.
2
BAHSHAL AL-WASITl (d.

292), Ta^rfkh Wasit, 70. 'Hypocrites' in Islamic usage means those

whose religion is, by the standards of the Companions, enfeebled by

other goals than doing God's will.
3
AL-KHATlB AL-BAGHDAdI, TcPrikh

Baghdad, v. 335'
4
IBN HIBBAn (d. 354), K. al-Thiqat, v. 343.

5
IBN

CASAKIR, Ta^rikh Dimashq al-kabir {al-Ju^ al-thalith min tarajim half al-

Q
ayn), 413.
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1

mother said: May God have mercy on you! If we do not, does not

your son also matter to you? "Abdullah ibn al-Zubayr said: Woe to

you! what would have been left ofmy prayer if I had turned away?

Hajjaj ibn Hassan narrates that he and his sister called on

Anas ibn Malik. Addressing Hajjaj, his sister al-Mughlrah said:

You, at that time were a young boy and you had two plaits in your

hair. Anas ibn Malik passed his hand over your head and blessed you

and said: Shave these two plaits or cut them off, because they are [in a

distinctively] Jewish style.

Sometimes, following the Prophet's example, it was the

scholars who would call on the women. Hazzan ibn Sacid has

narrated from Umm al-Sa'bah that she said: 'Abu 1-Darda3
visited

us at the time of fitnah when we were gathered and said: Die,

[so that] the rule of children does not reach you [i.e. Die, so that

you do not have to live to see Muslims subjected to dynastic

rule].' Ismac
il ibn TJbaydullah has narrated from Karlmah bint

Hashas al-Muzaniyyah that she said: 'I heard Abu Hurayrah in

the house ofUmm al-Darda3 saying: The Messenger of God said:

Three things are [remnants from the time] of unbelief — exces-

sive bewailing of the dead; tearing of the clothes; and accusing

people about their lineage.'

TRAVELLING

Travelling for knowledge is among the higher qualities that the

Prophet encouraged: 'Whoever walks a way for seeking knowl-

edge, God will facilitate for him a way to paradise.' It has long

'ABU DAWUD, Sunan, Tarajjul, bib ma jPa fi l-rukhsa. Muslims are

discouraged from imitating non-Muslims in matters and manners con-

nected to the non-Muslims' religious symbols or worship. AL-KHATIB

AL-BAGHDADl, Talkhis al-mutashabih, i. 406. Fitnah here refers to the

civil strife among the Muslims from the latter part of the rule of

Tlthman through the rule of CAH.
3
IBN CASAKIR, Ta^rikh Dimashq,

tarajim al-nisd^, 314. MUSLIM, Sahih, Dhikr wa-l-du'-P, bab fadl al-ijtima'~

c
ald tilawat al-Qur'an; IBN MAJAH, Sunan, Muqaddimah, bab fadl al-

'•ulamP wa-l-hathth '•aid talab al-Hlm.
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been an established tradition among Islamic scholars, particu-

larly among the muhaddithiin. Ibrahim ibn Adham (d. 162) said:

'God removes the trial from this ummah, because of the travel-

ling of the people of hadith.' Imam Malik has narrated from

Yahya ibn SacId from SacId ibn al-Musayyab that he said: 'I used

to travel for days and nights for a single hadith.' Nasr ibn

Marzuq narrates from cAmr ibn Abl Salamah that he said: 'I

said to Awzac
i: Abu cAmr [kunyah of Imam Awzac

i], I have been

accompanying you all the time for the last four days and I did

not hear from you except thirty hadiths. He said: Do you

consider thirty hadiths little in four days? Jabir ibn cAbdillah

travelled to Egypt [for one hadith]: he bought a camel and rode

it until he arrived there and asked TJqbah ibn cAmir about a

single hadith and came back to Madina. And you consider thirty

hadiths little in four days!'

It is preferred that study begins with the scholars of one's

own locality, and among them those with higher (i.e., shorter)

isnads, with fewer narrators in the chain, bringing one closer to

the original source. After that, one should go to hear and study

hadith with teachers in other towns. Ahmad ibn Hanbal com-

mended travelling to get a higher isndd, and gave this example:

"Alqamah and al-Aswad received the hadith of TJmar through

other people, but they would not be satisfied until they travelled

to TJmar [himself], then heard [the hadith] from him [directly].'

Hayjourneys

Women also travelled to get the knowledge of the scholars of

other towns. We showed earlier that women accompanied the

men on some military campaigns and, despite the rigours of this

kind of travelling, accumulated hadiths and sunnahs on the way.

However, for obvious reasons, the major focus of Muslim

travelling was, and remains, the annual pilgrimage to Makkah and

Madinah. The hajj quickly became established as the occasion

'aL-HAKIM, Ma c
nfat ^ulum al-hadith, 10-11.

2
IBN AL-SALAH,

Muqaddimah, 148.
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for scholars from different centres of learning in the Islamic

world to meet. Sometimes, students of hadith undertook hajj

journeys with the primary intention of meeting the ulema. The

meetings and exchanges among scholars diffused the Sunnah

widely and thereby gave an enduring cohesion and solidarity to

the Islamic way of life. This cultural unity was, for all practical

purposes, disconnected from political power and was therefore

only very briefly, and only regionally, reflected in political unity.

It is important to reflect on, and properly acknowledge, the

central role of women, as scholars and teachers, and as the first

resource for children growing up in Islam, in preserving and

sustaining, and diffusing, the Sunnah.

We have seen examples of hadiths that the women acquired

during hajjat al-wada
1
-. I give below examples of their learning,

after the Prophet passed away, from his Companions and their

Successors.

Al-Hakam ibn Jahl narrates from Umm al-Kiram that she

said: 'There [during the hajj] I met a woman in Makkah who
had a lot of servants, and she had no jewelry other than silver. I

said to her: Why does no one from among your servants have

any jewelry other than the silver. She said: My grandfather was

with the Messenger of God — salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa sallam — and I

also was with him and I had two golden earrings. The Messenger

of God — salla l-ldhu '•alay-hi wa sallam — said: Two metals of the

Fire. So no-one from our house wears any jewelry other than

silver.'

Yunus ibn Abl Ishaq narrates from his mother al-
cAliyah

bint Ayfac ibn Sharahil that she did hajj with Umm Mahabbah.

The two of them called on cA3ishah, greeted her with salam, and

asked her questions and heard hadiths from her. Abu Hibban

narrates from his father from Maryam bint Tariq that she told

'AL-DHAHABl (Siyar aHam al-nubala?, viii. 457) says: 'A large number of

hadith students took journeys and their motive would not be other

than meeting Sufyan ibn TJyaynah for his imamah and the highness

of his isnad.'
2ABU NU'AYM ASBAHAnI, Ma^rifat al-sahabah, v. 407.

3
IBN

SAT), al-Tabaqat al-kubra, viii. 487.
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him how she, among a group of Ansari women had called on

"A'ishah during the hajj and asked her about intoxicating drinks

and their ingredients and containers. This is a long hadith. Abu

Hibban says: 'My father narrated this hadith to me when Mary-

am bint Tariq was still alive.'

Kathir ibn Ziyad narrates from Mussah al-Azdiyyah that she

said: I did hajj, then I called on Umm Salamah. I said: O umm

al-mu^minin, Samurah ibn Jundub commands the women to do

the prayer missed on account of the menstrual period. She said:

No, they are not to do the missed prayer. The women used to

sit [i.e. not stand to pray] for forty days on account of post-

natal bleeding. The Prophet - salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi rva sallam -

never ordered them to do the missed prayer of that time.'

Ismac
Il ibn Abl Khalid narrated from his mother and his sister

that both called on cA3ishah during the hajj in Mina. 'A woman

asked her: Is it allowed for me to cover my face while I am in

the state of ihrdm? [Wishah] lifted her scarf from her chest and

put it over her head.'
3
She demonstrated in this way that only

the head should be covered, not the face.

In later periods also, the hajj served as an opportunity to

meet scholars and learn from them. One example is Maryam

(also known as Umm Hani, d. 871) bint al-Shaykh Nur al-Dln

Abu 1-Hasan cAli ibn Qadi al-Qudat Taqi al-Dln al-Hurimiyyah.

She was a granddaughter of the qadi Fakhr al-Dln Muhammad
ibn Muhammad al-Qayati, and the mother al-

cAllamah Sayf al-

Din al-Hanafi, born on 15 Sha'ban 678, a Friday, in Egypt. Her

maternal grandfather was specially solicitous of her education

and took her to Makkah, where she studied hadith with cAfif al-

Dln al-Nashawari, Abu l-
cAbbas ibn cAbd al-Mutic

; Shihab al-

^Ibid., 488.
2
ABU DAWUD, Sunan, Taharah, bab majPaji waqt al-nufasa?;

AL-TIRMIDHl, Jdmic
, abwab al-Tahdrah, bab ma j(Pa fi kam tamkuthu al-

nufasP; IBN MAJAH, Sunan, Taharah, bab ma ja>a fi l-nufasa? kam tajlisr,

AL-DARIMl, Sunan, Taharah, bab al-mar^ah al-h<Pid tusaltt fi thawbi-hd.

3
IBN SAT), al-Tabaqdt al-kubrd, viii. 494.

4
AL-SAKHAWl, Daw* al-Lamf,

xii. 156.
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Din Zahirah and Muhibb al-Dln al-Tabari. She continued her

studies in Egypt.

Women also undertook journeys that were expressly for

knowledge. The famous expert of hadlth, much sought after for

her high isndd, Shaykhah Umm al-Kiram Karimah bint Ahmad

ibn Muhammad ibn Hatim al-Marwaziyyah, (d. 463) travelled in

the path of knowledge to Sarakhs, Isfahan, Jerusalem, and then

to Makkah. Al-DhahabI says: 'Her father was from Kushmlhan

then travelled with her to Jerusalem and returned with her to

Makkah [ ] She studied Sahih a/-BukhM with Abu 1-Haytham

al-Kushmlhani; she studied also with Zahir ibn Ahmad Sarakhsl

and Abdullah ibn Yiisuf ibn Bamuyah al-Asbahanl'

Another scholar who made many journeys in the cause of

knowledge of the religion is the shaykhah of high isndd Umm
cAbd al-Karim Fatimah bint Sacd al-Khayr ibn Muhammad ibn

Sahl al-Ansari al-Andalusi al-BalansI (P525-600). Her life's work

contributed gready to consolidating and extending the knowledge

of Baghdad and the Islamic east before the catastrophe brought

to this region by the Mongols. She was following in the wake of

other great scholars who responded to the (earlier) disruption

and destruction, wrought by the Crusaders and their occupation,

by carrying 'the knowledge' westwards through Syria and the

Levant to Egypt. It is improbable that Fatimah, who travelled

so much and so widely, did not travel to the Haramayn, but the

sources do not record that she did the hajj. Her extraordinary

toil (she was attending hadlth classes from the age of four or

seven) and achievement are a fitting summary of this chapter.

Following an overview of the venues where women (and men)

studied hadlth, the different ways in which hadlths were passed

from teachers to students, and the documentation that accom-

panied this, I present a brief sketch of the scholarly career of

Fatimah bint Sacd al-Khayr. The map accompanying this sketch

should give some sense, both of the physical effort of covering

such distances at that time, and of the 'travel networks' among

'AL-DHAHABI, SiyaraHam al-nubalP, xviii. 233.
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scholars. While the sources do not specify the route of scholars'

journeys, the line of travel as shown follows well-established

trade routes and so is fairly reliable — Sacd al-Khayr, the father,

was a merchant as well as a muhaddith.

VENUES

The sources record that hadith classes were sometimes held in

shops whose owners were scholars of hadith or interested in

hadith. This practice was very popular in the early period (there

are examples from Kufah, Basrah, Baghdad, Wasit and Damas-

cus), but there are also examples from later centuries. Gardens

or orchards and farms were also used for hadith classes, but we

will mention these in a later chapter. Ribdts, typically located

on the edge of cities, functioned as retreats where people would

go to deepen their knowledge and understanding, and strengthen

their practice, of the religion. Hadith classes were a core element

of the teaching and well-attended, specially in the later period.

Ribat Qalanisi (Damascus) was perhaps the most important one,

where hadith classes were held regularly and well attended by

both men and women. Shaykh Ahmad ibn cAli al-Sulami's ribat

in Damascus was also popular: Shaykhah Rabicah bint cAli ibn

Mahfuz ibn Sasra studied Hadith Abi Amr cUthmdn ibn Muham-

mad al-Samarqandi there in 572. Khadijah bint Abi Bakr ibn Sal-

man al-Wac
iz al-Hamawi studied, in a class of twenty students,

Ahadith Talut of Abu TJthman Talut ibn "Abbad al-Sayrafi al-

Basri (d. 238) with cAbd al-Jalil ibn Abi Ghalib ibn Abi 1-Mac
ali

al-Surayjanl in a Damascus ribat in 610. Asiyah bint Muham-

An example: Asma3 bint Ahmad ibn cAlam ibn Mahmud ibn tJmar al-

Harranl attended a class of 17 students on K. al-Adab of AL-BAYHAQl (d.

458) with Zayn al-DIn Ayyub ibn NiSnah ibn Muhammad ibn Nicmah
al-Maqdisi in his shop in the book-sellers' market in Damascus in 724.

Ribat: originally a 'border stronghold or fortress'. The duty to guard the

frontiers of Islam is strongly urged in several Prophetic hadiths; many
eminent Companions served as sentries in the ribdts. LEDER et aL,

Mu cjam al-sama'-at al-Dimashqijyah, 305-06. Ibid., 119, 290.
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mad ibn CAH al-Dimashqi al-Iskaf studied AmaB Ibn Bishran of

Abu 1-Qasim cAbd al-MaHk ibn Muhammad ibn Bishran (d. 430)

with Diya3 al-Din 'Isa Abu Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Razzaq al-

Maghari in Ribat al-Qalanisi in 703.

However, in all periods, the principal venues where women
studied hadith were their own or relatives' houses, or the houses

of others, and in mosques and schools.

Houses

Women's study of hadith began in their homes if anyone from

the family or from outside would teach them there. The teachers

could be men or women. Sometimes the women students would

attend classes in the teachers' houses, a practice that has lasted

to our time. I give a few examples from the later periods, as

found in the sources.

It is recorded that in Damascus in the year 685, the shaykhah

Umm Muhammad Aminah bint al-Imam al-Zahid Taqi al-Din

Abl Ishaq Ibrahim ibn cAli Ahmad ibn Fadl al-Wasitiyyah al-

Dimashqiyyah (d.740), studied at home with her father al-FawPid

al-Multafa%ah wa-l-Fawd^id al-Multaqatah, containing the hadiths

of Abu 1-Fath Abdullah ibn Ahmad ibn Abl 1-Fath al-Khiraqi

(d. 579), selected by Muhammad ibn Makki ibn Abi 1-Raja
3 ibn

al-Fadl.
2
In Qasyun in Damascus in 718, Malikah bint al-Jamal

ibn cAli studied K al-Shukr li-l-lah ta
Q
dla of Ibn Abl 1-Dunya (d.

281) with her maternal grandfather Abu Bakr ibn Zayn al-Din

Abi l-
cAbbas Ahmad ibn cAbd al-Da3im al-Maqdisi in his

house.
3
She studied, also with him and in his house, K. al-Karam

wa-l-jiid wa-l-sakha? al-nufiis of Abu Shaykh Muhammad ibn al-

Husayn al-Barjalani (d. 238).

Among those who attended classes in the houses of others

is Asma5 bint Abi Bakr ibn Yunus al-Dimashqiyyah (d. 691). She

studied the Hadith Quss Sdcidah a/-
cIyddi in the narration of Abu

Ahdillah Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Ibrahim al-Mucaddil al-

Razi (d. 525), with Ja
c
far ibn cAli ibn Hibatillah al-Hamadani. in

l

Ibid, 142, 149.
2
Md., 67-68, 149. ^Ibid., 57, 61. "ibid., 106-07.
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the house of Ibn al-Hilal in 635. Another example is
cAdliyyah

bint Abl Bakr ibn 'A-'idh, the grandmother of Abu Bakr ibn

Muhammad ibn TJmar al-Aqrabani. She studied Forty Hadiths of

Abu 1-Hasan Muhammad ibn Aslam ibn Salim al-Kindi al-Tusi

(d. 242) with Badr al-Din Muhammad ibn Abl 1-Hazm in the

house of a fellow-student, Ismac
Il ibn Ibrahim ibn Salim al-

Khabbaz. Sometimes student and teacher were both women
and the teacher's house was the venue: for example, Khatun

bint Abdillah studied the sixth part of al-Fawd^id al-Muntaqdh al-

ghara^ib Qan al-shuyukh al-
c
awdli, narrated by Abl Tahir Muhammad

ibn cAbd al-Rahman al-Mukhallis, selected by Abu 1-Fath ibn

Abl 1-Fawaris, with the aged shaykhah Umm al-Fityan Hantamah

bint al-Shaykh Abu 1-Fath al-Mufarrij ibn CAU ibn Maslamah (d.

ca. 630) in her house in Damascus in 628. Then again the class

might be held in a house other than that of either student or

teacher: for example, Arninah bint Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn

Ahmad ibn Ahmad ibn cAbdillah ibn Rajih studied Amdli Abi

Bakr Muhammad ibn Sulaymdn ibn al-Harith al-Bdghindi al-Wdsiti

with Shaykhah Umm Muhammad Hadiyyah bint CAH ibn cAskar

al-Baghdadl (d. 712) and Sacd al-Din Yahya ibn Muhammad ibn

Sacd ibn Abdillah al-MaqdisI (d. 721) in the house of Shaykh

Shams al-Din cAbd al-Rahman ibn Taj al-Din cAbd al-Rahman

ibn TJmar Ibn Twad al-Maqdisi in 710.

The scale of the women's efforts with hadith study in

private homes may be gauged from the list transcribed below of

the women who, with Taqi al-Din Muhammad ibn Tarkhan ibn

Abi 1-Hasan al-Dimashqi, were teaching a very large class in the

house in Damascus of Shaykh Muwaffaq al-Din in 627. The

class was on some of the hadiths of al-Dibaji and others. Most of

the teachers were women — it is likely, as the names show, that

they were family of the house-owner. I have not transcribed the

X

Ibid., 75, 216.
2
Ibid., 140, 418.

3
SALIH IBN GHALIB IBN <ALl, 'ai-Fawd^id

al-muntaqdh al-ghard^ib
can al

the end of Sittah majdlis min

Madrasah al-'-Umariyyah, 131.

4
al-muntaqah al-ghara?ib

can al-shujukh al-'-awalf, Muqaddimah. sama'-at at

the end of Sittah majdlis min AmaB ai-Baghindi, 220. MUTlc AL-HAFIZ, al
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names of the students (there are too many), but I counted

among them 24 women. A copy of the document itself is on the

following page.

Umm Ahmad Amlnah

Umm cAbdillah Khadljah bt.

Shaykh Abi 'Umar b.

Qudamah
Umm Hamzah Sarah bt.

cUbaydillah b. Ahmad b.

Muhammad b. Qudamah
Umm Ibrahim cAziziyyah bt.

cAbdal-HadIb.Yusufb.

Muhammad b. Qudamah
Umm Ibrahim Asiyah bt.

Shujah

Umm Muhammad Zaynab bt.

Ahmad b. Ubaydullah b.

Ahmad b. Muhammad b.

Qudamah
Umm cAbd al-Rahim bint

cAbd al-Rahim b.
cAbd al-

Wahid al-Maqdisi

Umm Muhammad Safiyyah

and Umm Muhammad
Zaynab bt. Muhammad b.

Ibrahim b. Sacd b. Ahdillah

al-Maqdisi

Umm cAbd al-Rahim bt.
cAbd

al-Rahim b.
cAbd al-Wahid

al-Maqdisi

Umm Sulayman cA5ishah

Umm Ahmad Safiyyah and

Umm Muhammad Fatimah

bt. Shaykh Muwaffaq al-Din

b. Qudamah
Umm Ahmad Safiyyah bt.

Ahmad b. TJmar b.

Muhammad b. Ahmad b.

Qudamah
Umm cAbdillah Asiyah and

Umm Muhammad Fatimah

bt. Muhammad b. Khalf b.

Rajih

Umm "Umar Fatimah bt.
cAbd

al-Da'im b. Nicmah
Umm Muhammad Zaynab

and Umm Ahmad Asiyah

bt.
cAbd al-Wahid b. Ahmad

b.
cAbd al-Rahman b.

Ismac
il b. Mansur

Umm Ahmad Zaynab and

Umm cAbdillah Fatimah bt.

Makki b.
CA1I al-Harranl

Umm Muhammad Safiyyah

and Umm Muhammad
Zaynab bt. Muhammad b.

Ibrahim b. Sacd b.
cAbdillah

al-Maqdisi

Names ofwomen teachers, extracted and transcribed

from the samd'- shown on the next page.
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Sama c of a very large class on some of the hadiths of al-Dibaji and

others, held in the house in Damascus of Shaykh Muwaffaq al-DIn in

627.

T.
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Mosques

Since the beginning of Islam mosques have had a central role in

the transmission of knowledge and, formally and informally,

served as schools for the community.
1 The Prophet's mosque

in Madinah was the first madrasa in Muslim history. The Com-

panions taught in the main mosques in Makkah, Madinah,

Kufah, Basrah, Damascus, Jerusalem and Egypt. After them,

the Successors did the same. Later Abu Hanifah, his students

and others scholars did likewise. Sometimes in a single mosque

many teachers would hold classes, each at a different pillar of

the mosque. Particularly well-known and revered teachers

attracted huge numbers of students.

Women attended the mosques as the men attended. Hind

bint Usayd ibn Hudayr al-Ansariyyah learnt surah Qaf from

hearing the Prophet recite it in the prayer. Ibn Jabir and

TJthman ibn Abi l-
cAtikah say: 'Umm al-Darda5 was an orphan

under the guardianship of Abu 1-Darda3
; she used to come to

the mosques with Abi l-DardaD in two garments [i.e. her head

was not covered] and she prayed in the men's rows, and used to

sit in the circles of the teachers learning the Qur'an, until Abu 1-

Darda3 asked her one day to join the women's rows.

One of the famous mosques where women regularly

attended hadlth classes was Jamic al-Hanabilah, also known as

al-Jami
c al-Muzaffari in Salihiyyah in Qasyun, Damascus. The

building of the mosque started in 598. Dr. Muhammad Mutic
al-

Hafiz has written a 720-page history of this mosque, including

in it records of the hadlth classes held there, with the names of

1

This is true of all communities, mainstream and minorities; for an

interesting account of the use of mosques by women of the IbbadI

tradition, see Muhammad cAli DABUZ, Ta^rfkh al-maghrib al-kabir, 406-

07, and Badriyyah bint Hamad AL-SHAQSIYYAH, al-Strah al-^akiyyah li-l-

mar>ah al-Ibbadiyyah, 21.
2
For examples, see cAJjAj AL-KHATlB, Usui al-

hadith, 145.
3
AL-BUKHARi, al-Ta^rikh al-saghir, i. 193; AL-DHAHABl, Siyar

a^lam al-nubala?, iv. 278.
4
MUTlc AL-HAFI?, Jami^ al-Hanabilah al-

Mu%affari (Beirut: Dar al-Basha'ir al-Islamiyyah, in 1423/2002). (See

photo, p. 96 below.)
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the many women who studied different compilations of hadith.

Another prestigious teaching venue was the great Umayyad
Mosque in Damascus: here too women students attended the

same classes as men. For example: Asma3 bint Ahmad ibn cAlam

ibn Mahmud ibn TJmar al-Harranl studied, in a class of 20, al-

Majalis al-khamsah of Abu Tahir Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-

Silafi al-Asbahanl (d. 576) with Ismail ibn TJmar ibn Abl 1-Fadl

ibn Nasr al-HamawI "TMya3 al-Dln in al-Jamic al-AmawI in 724;
1

Qatlu al-Rumiyyah studied, in a class of 43, the third part of K.

al-Qada? ofAbu 1-Harith Surayj ibn Yunus ibn Ibrahim ibn Shu-

ayh al-Balkhi (d. 235) with four teachers — Jamal al-Dln Yusuf

ibn al-Zakl cAbd al-Rahman ibn Yusuf al-MizzI, cAlam al-Dln

al-Qasim ibn Muhammad ibn Yusuf al-Birzall, Shams al-Dln

Muhammad ibn Ibrahim ibn Ghana-'im al-Muhandis and Shams

al-Dln Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn CAH ibn cAbd al-Ghani al-

Raqql in al-Jamic al-Amawi in 733.

Another important mosque where women attended hadith

classes was the Jami c of Bayt al-Abbar (Syria). An example is

Ruqayyah bint Dawud ibn "TUmar ibn Yusuf ibn Yahya al-ShaficI,

who studied — in a class of 22 — K. al-Karam wa-l-jiid wa sakha al-

nufus of Abu Shaykh Muhammad ibn al-Husayn al-Barjalanl

(d. 238) with Fakhr al-Dln Muhammad ibn Ibrahim ibn Musal-

lam ibn Salman al-Irball, in 631.
3

Schools

Women also attended hadith classes in schools. The registers of

attendance show that most such classes were attended by male

and female students together, and their teachers, sometimes of

the same class, were likewise both male and female.

Among the famous schools where the women attended

hadith classes in large numbers was al-Madrasah al-
cUmariyyah,

founded by Shaykh Abu "TJmar al-MaqdisI in 557 in Salihiyyah

in Damascus. Registers of attendance at this school have been

'LEDER etal, Mutant al-sama'-at al-Dimashqijyah, 307, 106. Ibid., 93, 478.

hbid, 106, 307.
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compiled in the history of it by Dr. Muhammad Mutlc al-Hafiz.

Among the earliest documents relates to the year 604, when the

famous teacher of hadith Abu Hafs cUmar ibn Tabrazad taught

several books of hadlth including AmaB al-Qadi Abi YaHa al-

Farrd^. The class was attended by Khadijah bint al-Shaykh al-

Imad Ibrahim ibn cAbd al-Wahid al-Maqdisiyyah and other

women in a class of 124 students.

Another famous Damascus school of hadlth was Dar al-

Hadlth al-Nuriyyah, where the shaykhah Umm Muhammad
Aminah bint al-Imam al-Zahid Taqi al-Dln Abi Ishaq Ibrahim
cAli ibn Ahmad ibn Fadl al-Wasitiyyah studied K. Tub/ah '-Id al-

Fitr of Zahir ibn Tahir ibn Muhammad al-Shahhaml al-Mucaddil

(d. 533) and Hadlth Abii Tahir al-Ziyddi with CAU ibn Ibrahim ibn

Dawud ibn al-
cAttar al-Dimashqi in 724.

2

Equally prestigious was al-Madrasah al-Murshidiyyah, where

Asma3 bint Ahmad ibn cAlam ibn Mahmud ibn IJmar al-Har-

rani studied Majlis al-Bitaqah of Hamzah al-Kinani (d. 357) with

three great teachers of hadlth: the sultan Asad al-DIn Abu
Muhammad cAbd al-Qadir ibn cAbd al-

cAziz al-Ayyubi, Shihab

al-Din Abu l-
cAbbas Ahmad ibn Abi 1-Hasan CAH ibn al-Hasan

ibn Dawud al-Jazari al-Kurdl, and Imad al-Din Abu Bakr ibn

Muhammad ibn al-Shaykh Radi al-Din cAbd al-Rahman ibn

Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Jabbar al-Maqdisi in 733.
3

In another school, the Madrasah al-Mismariyyah Asma3

bint Abi Bakr ibn Hamzah al-Mardawi studied, in a class of 19,

Hadlth Bakr ibn Ahmad a/Shird^i, in 688 — her teacher was

Zaynab bint Makki al-Harrani (d. 688) .

4

In the sixth century, perhaps the most important centre in

Damascus for learning hadith was Dar al-Hadith al-Ashra-

fiyyah, where, later on, renowned scholars like Abu 1-Hajjaj al-

Mizzi (d. 742) would teach. Women also attended classes there in

large number. For example, Asma3 bint al-Imam Taqi al-Din

Ibid., 138, 289. Ibid., 125, 149. sama cat'm Majlis al-Bitaqah from AmaB
4THamzah al-Kinani, MS Dar al-Kutub al-Zahiriyyah, Damascus. LEDER

etal, Mujam al-sama'-dt al-Dimashqiyyah, 50, 215.
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Abu cAbdillah Muhammad ibn Sulayman al-Jabir studied in a

class of 28 the Forty Hadtihs of Hasan ibn Sufyan ibn cAmir al-

Shaybanl (d. 303), with the head of the school, Hafiz Abu 1-

Hajjaj Jamal al-Din Yusuf ibn cAbd al-Rahman al-MizzI in 741.

Dar al-Hadlth al-Diya'iyyah was another school of hadith

in Damascus. Here Shaykhah Asma5 bint Muhammad ibn al-

Kamal cAbd al-Rahman al-Maqdisiyyah studied, in a class of 34,

Amali al-Naqqdsh with the most famous teacher of hadith at

that time, Fakhr al-Din cAli ibn Ahmad al-Bukhari in 660.

WAYS OF RECEIVING HADITH

Hadith experts distinguish eight ways of receiving a hadith, with

corresponding formulas that should prefix the transmission of

the hadith to someone else. Women made as good use of each

of these eight ways as did men:

/ Sama c
(hearing)

The high tradition has been to hear the hadith, together with

the chain of narrators connecting it to the Prophet, spoken by

the teacher. About sama Q
, hearing the words of the teacher spoken

from memory or from the teacher's book, Ibn al-Salah says:

'This type is the highest of all according to the majority of the

scholars. Whoever hears from the shaykh, he can say: "I heard

(samftu) so-and-so say" or "he narrated to me (hadath-ni)" or "he

narrated to us" or "he informed us (akhbar-na)" or "he provided

to us information (anbd^-na)" .'
3
Al-Khatlb al-Baghdadl affirms,

from this range of expressions, that 'the highest expression is to

say: "I heard".'
4

When reliable books of hadlths were compiled, people

started 'hearing' these books from their teachers, with the chain

of authority going back to the authors of these books and from

them to the Prophet. This way has continued to our time.

x

Ibid., 64, 216.
2
lbid.

%
111, 216.

3
IBN AL-SALAH, Muqaddimah, 80.

4
AL-

KHATlB AL-BAGHDADl, al-KJJayah, 283.
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Whether the books are small or large, the originals of the books

(manuscripts) have a chain of references, starting with copyist(s)

of the particular work and ending with its author(s); most also

have an appendix documenting the occasions of sama'- with a

list of those who attended. It is from such documentation that

one realizes how commonly women attended these occasions,

and often children also.

It was a controversy among scholars whether or at what

age children could be counted as having 'heard' and therefore

qualified to transmit hadlth. Al-Khatib al-Baghdadl discusses

the controversy in detail and then concludes: "The majority of

scholars hold that hearing of hadlth is allowed even for those

who are less than this age [five]. And that is the correct opinion

according to us.'
1

Ibn al-Salah says: 'What the practice of the

later people of hadlth has been established on [i.e. the general

rule for them] is that they write for a five-year-old or more that

"he heard" and for less than five that "he attended or he was

brought [to the assembly]". What is proper in [this matter] is

that the condition of each [individual] child be examined: if we

find him above the condition of one who does not compre-

hend what is said, we will validate his hearing [...].' Ibn al-Salah

then gives an example of someone who narrated what he heard

when he was a child, was questioned about it, and his account of

what he understood not found wanting.

'A'ishah was certainly what we would call a child prodigy,

and so her hearing of hadiths as a young girl may be considered

out of the ordinary. But the examples of young girls listening to

hadlth and attending assemblies for that purpose, specially in

the later centuries, are plentiful.

2 al-^Ard

The term al-
card (literally, 'offering') refers to reading out the text

to the teacher. Ibn al-Salah says: 'It is the same whether you

read out, or someone else reads and you are hearing [it being

l

Ibid., 54-56.
2
IBN AL-SALAH, Muqaddimah, 79.

3
AL-KHATlB AL-

BAGHDADl, al-Kifayah, 58.
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read out], or whether you hear [it being read out] from a book

or from your memory, or whether the shaykh knows by heart

what is being read out to him or he does not know but is

[himself] holding his original or another reliable person in the

class is holding it.' Al-Khatlb says: 'Most fuqaha? and all the

imams of the knowledge [i.e. hadlth] and athar hold that reading

to the teacher is like hearing from him.' Imams Malik ibn Anas

and Sufyan al-Thawri also considered the reading by the teacher

or the reading to him as the same.

The best and most usual expression to indicate reception

through card is to say: 'I read to so-and-so'; or 'it was read to

so-and-so and I was hearing and he approved it'. One may also

use the same expression as for sama c on condition of proper

clarification: 'He narrated to us by our reading to him' or 'he

informed us by our reading to him'. In later periods people

used 'he narrated to us' for sama'- and 'he informed us' for 'ard.

Ibn al-Salah cites Muhammad ibn al-Hasan al-Tamlml al-Jaw-

hari as saying: "This is the opinion of most people of hadlth,

whose number cannot be counted. They made "he informed

us" an indicator of saying "I read to him".'

3 Ija^ah

Ija^ah is the teacher's formal permission to someone to narrate

from him all of his narrations or his writings. The ijd^ah can be

of several kinds, (a) The teacher gives permission to a specified

person for a specified thing, with words to the effect that 'I

have given you permission [to transmit] such-and-such a book

or what is contained in my list'. This is the highest type of

ija^ah, and the later scholars are unanimous in allowing it.

(b) The teacher gives permission to a specified person for an

unspecified thing, meaning: 'I have permitted to you all my
narrations.' The majority among traditionists and jurists allow it.

'iBN AL-SALAH, Muqaddimah, 82.
2
AL-KHATIB AL-BAGHDADl, al-Yafayah,

259-60.
3
AL-BUKHARl, Sabth, cUm, bab maja?afi l-Hlm.

4
IBN AL-SALAH,

Muqaddimah, 83.
5
Ibid.

6
Ibid, 90-92.

7
Ibid, 92.
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(c) That the teacher gives permission without specifying who or

what is permitted; something like: 'I have given permission to

all Muslims, or to everyone who has lived [and so could have

heard from me] within my lifetime.' This kind of ijd^ah dmmah is

disputed and usually disallowed without some limiting attribute.

About ijd^ahs in general, al-Khatib al-Baghdadl says: "The

people differ regarding ijd^ah of hadiths. Some of them allow it,

others do not. Those who accept it are more numerous. Then,

of those who accept it, some differ regarding the obligation to

act upon those hadiths [that have reached them in this way].

The Zahiris and some later scholars hold that it is not obliga-

tory to act upon the contents of these hadiths because they are

like unconnected chains, or they are like narrations from obscure

people. The majority of the scholars say that it is obligatory to

act upon them.'

4 al-Munawalah

Mundwalah (presentation) is that the teacher hands his original

or what is in its place, to the student, or the student brings the

original to the teacher, who then says words to the effect: 'This

is my hadith or my book, so narrate it'. The condition is that

the teacher transfers control, either by making the student the

new owner or by lending the text to him so he can copy from it

and compare with it. The majority of earlier and later people

affirm that it is not allowed, for narrating hadiths got through

mundwalah, to use 'he narrated to us' or 'he informed us', unless

the terms are sufficiently defined. Ibn al-Salah says: 'The

correct and chosen opinion, on which the practice of the

majority of scholars is [based] - and it is preferred by the

people of piety and accuracy — is that they disallow using the

expressions "he narrated to us" or "informed us' or similar to

that, unconditionally. Rather, one should detail it, so he should

say, "So-and-so has informed us through mundwalah or i/d^ah"

or like that.'

X

Ibid.
2
AL-KHATlB AL-BAGHDADI, al-Kifdyah, 311.

l
lbid., 101.
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5 al-Mukdtabah

The term mukatabah means correspondence whereby the teacher

transmits a written copy of his hadlth to the student; if combined

with explicit permission to narrate the hadlth from him, it

becomes like an ija^ah} Ibn al-Salah says: 'Many great scholars

of hadlth like Layth ibn Sacd and Mansur allow in mukatabah use

of the expression "he narrated to us" or "he informed us". But

the preferred way is of those who say "So-and-so wrote to me".

This is the correct way and appropriate to the people of

caution. Similarly if he says "he informed [us] by writing".' An
early example of a woman's using correspondence is Umm
cAbdillah bint Abi Hashim. She wrote to the Companion, al-

Nucman ibn Bashlr (d. 65) asking him what had passed on the

tongue of Zayd ibn Kharijah in his last moments of life. In

effect she was asking for a report of what al-Nucman ibn Bashlr

'heard', and he wrote her a detailed letter in reply.

6 al-Vlam

The term flam is used where the teacher informs the student

that this hadlth or this book is his hearing or narration from so-

and-so without explicidy permitting that student to narrate it

further.
4
Ibn al-Salah says, after mentioning the difference of

opinion among scholars about this: 'The preferred opinion is

what has been mentioned by many scholars of hadlth that

narration of [hadlth received like] that is not allowed.'

7 al-Wasiyjah

Wasiyyah is when the shaykh by a will at the time of his death or

by other writing consigns his original(s) to a specific individual.

Some scholars have allowed narration on the authority of a

wasiyyah, but the majority, in the absence of explicit permission

(i.e. an ija^ah) from the shaykh, do not allow it.

X

lbid., 103.
2
Ibid., 104.

3Abu 1-Hasan CM AL-MA'AFIRl, al-HadPiq al-

ehannP fi akhbar al-nisa?, 83-84.
4
IBN AL-SALAH, Muqaddimah, 104.

hbid., 105.
6
Ibid, 105-06.
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8 al-Wijadah

Wijddah (literally, 'finding') is a person's discovering a hadith or

book, recognizing its author by the handwriting, then saying: 'I

found in the handwriting of So-and-so...' In this case he is not

allowed to use the expression 'So-and-so informed us' unless he

has an ijd^ah. An example of wijddah, from the time of the

Companions' Successors, is that Hammam ibn Yahya narrated

that the mother of Sulayman al-Yashkuri brought out his book,

and it was read out to Thabit, Qatadah, Abu Bishr, al-Hasan

and Mutarrif. Then they, except for Thabit, narrated the whole

of that; Thabit narrated from it only one hadith. Muhammad
ibn "Abdillah ibn Ibrahim al-Shafic

I says: Samanah bint Hamdan
narrated to me saying: 'I found in the book of my grandfather

al-Waddah ibn Hassan, where he says:
cAmr ibn Shimar has

narrated to us from Abu Ja
cfar Muhammad ibn CAH, from cAli

ibn Husayn, from Jabir ibn cAbdillah, that when the Prophet -

salla l-lahu
calay-hi wa-sallam — sat down on the pulpit he would

,3
say...

Documentation ofthe samd'- andija^ah

It has long been an established tradition among the scholars of

hadith to preserve samd c
s and ijd^ahs. These documents are a

precious resource. The samdcs, typically found appended to the

book or written into its margins, contain a statement of the

date and venue of the assembly, the name of the person(s)

keeping the record and other details; description(s) of the

teacher(s), a list of those who attended with their titles, kunyahs,

names and genealogy; also comments such as who and how
many attended all the sessions in a course of study without

missing any, those who missed something, even those who
were dozing or talking in class. The reproductions should give

some idea of what these samd c
s look like; they vary greatly in

style, some being very formal and written in an accomplished

X

lbid., 106.
2
AL-KHATlB AL-BAGHDADl, al-Kifoyah, 354.

3
Id., Ta^nkJ]

Baghdad, xiv. 440-41.
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hand, others in the style of notes squeezed in where place could

be found and less easy to read.

To get an ija%ah a common practice was to circulate a

formal letter of request or istidW. Below, I give partial translation

of two samd'-s mentioning the shaykhah, Umm Muhammad
Aminah bint Ibrahim al-Wasitiyyah; in one, she is recorded as

attending, the other as hearing. She was born in about 664.

She attended, when she was three years old, a class on Forty Hadtths of

cAbd al-Khaliq ibn Zahir ibn Tahir al-Shahhaml (d. 549), compiled by

cAli al-Shahrastani, with the shaykh, Badr al-DIn Abu Hafs cUmar ibn

Muhammad ibn Abl Sacd ibn Ahmad al-Kirmani al-Naysaburl, who

heard the book from Abu Bakr al-Qasim ibn Abl Sacd al-Saffar, in al-

Jamic al-Muzaffarl in Mt. Qasyun on Saturday 25 Safar 667 with the

reading of Najm al-Din Musa ibn Ibrahim ibn Yahya al-ShaqrawI, and

he gave her permission.

She heard ]u^ Hanbal ibn Ishaq from her father Abu Ishaq Ibrahim

ibn cAli Ahmad ibn Fadl al-Wasiti, by his hearing from al-Shaykh Abu

Abdillah Muhammad ibn Abl 1-Barakat ibn Abl 1-Sa
cadat al-Harlmi,

by his narration from Abu Shakir Yahya ibn Yusuf al-Saqlatunl, by his

hearing from Abu 1-Hasan ibn Shadhan al-Baghdadl al-Bazzaz, from

Abu cAmr IJthman ibn Ahmad ibn al-Sammak, from Abu All

Hanbal ibn Ishaq al-Shaybani. That was on Sunday 17 Jumada al-Ula

673 at the house of the shaykh in Mt. Qasyun in Damascus.

In both translations above, the names of others attending

the class are omitted. Next, translation of an istid'-a? and ijd^ah

document (see photocopy on the next page):

In the name of God, the Merciful, the Compassionate.

It is requested from the favour of the master of the people of hadlth,

- may God increase their number - to grant ija^ah to the faqth Abu

TJmar Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Qudamah, for his

al-Wafayat, i. 343. samd'-dt in al-Arba'-un of '•Abd al-Khdliq

ibn Zdhir al-Shdhhdmi, takhnj al-Sharastanl, MS Dar al-Kutub al-

Zahiriyah, Damascus. Samd'-dt at the end ofJu%> Hanbal. Translated

from the photocopy of the ijd^ah in MUTI' AL-HAFIZ, al-Madrasah al-

'•Umariyyah, 97.
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1

son 'Abdullah, his daughter Zaynab, the son of his son Ahmad ibn

TJmar, for Muhammad ibn Khalaf ibn Rajih ibn Bilal ibn "Isa, for his

son Abu 1-Fath Ahmad, daughter of Asiyah, and for their mother

Aminah bint Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Qudamah, for all the

hadiths that they received by hearing and then received by ijd^ah, and

the rest of what is allowed for them to narrate, without them [the

shaykhs, giving permission and] being responsible for whatever

invalidates the ijd^ah. May they continue doing service [to the people].

Written in the last ten [days] of Safar in 579. And praise is due to God

alone, and His Mercy on Muhammad the Prophet and His peace.

htid^d? and first words of the ija^ah translated above. (Detail of p. 97

MUTT AL-HAFIZ, al-Madrasah al-^Umariyjah.)

I have given them ijd^ah, may God guide them to His obedience, in all

that they asked ijd^ah for, after avoiding what can weaken an ijd^ah.

May God guide us and them to what pleases Him. Written by

Muhammad ibn Hamzah ibn Muhammad ibn Abi 1-Saqr on 24 Safar,

579 in Damascus, while praising God, Glorified is He, and praying for

mercy and peace on our master Muhammad, his family and his

Companions.

Like that I [too] say [that] I have given them - may God increase their

number, and guide them [to] what pleases Him in this world and the

next world - permission for all my masmff-dt and ijd^dt on the way of

the salaf, may God have mercy on them. It is written by Barakat ibn

Ibrahim ibn Tahir ibn Barakat al-Khushuc
I al-Qurashl. That was on

Wednesday 12 Rabic al-Akhir 579.
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Querying ija^ahs

The scholars discussed and queried ijasphs both assiduously and

responsibly. They did not allow narration unless the ija^ah was

confirmed. Here is an example:

The great scholar of hadlth Abu 1-Fath al-Yacmuri ibn Sayyid al-Nas

[d. 734] was asked: Who gave ijd^ah to Ruqayyah bint Ismac
il ibn al-

Anmatl [d. 676]?

Then he answered: As for Ruqayyah bint Isma'Il al-Anmati, I have got

some ijd^ahs with her father's handwriting in the year 612 and around

that [year]. In none of these ijd^ahs, is she mentioned. Rather in those

ijd^ahs ate mentioned her brother Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn Isma'Il

al-Anmati, our Shaykh and his sister Zaynab. There are ijd^ahs of the

year 614 where she [i.e. Ruqayyah] is mentioned. That means she was

born around that time. And I have seen in the handwriting of "Isa al-

Anmati [so] that I do not have any doubt of it:

'It is requested from the masters, the imams, to grant i/d%ab

for the people for whom the ijd^ah is requested in the page

opposite to this, and for Ruqayyah bint Isma'il ibn cAbdillah

al-Anmati. Everyone narrates all that is valid from their

narration and words, and for them is the reward.'

It was dated at the end ofJumada al-Ula year 614, and similarly, they

grant ijat^ah to Safl and Jumu'ah, both brothers and slaves of Ibn al-

Anmati with the group, whatever has been asked for, according to the

conditions of ijd^ah. May God benefit all thereby. Amen. Below that is:

'I gave them ijdyah, may God guide them, to narrate what

they have asked with the condition of its validity. Written by
cAbd al-Samad ibn Muhammad ibn Abl 1-Fadl al-Ansari.'

Below that is:

Like that says Muhammad ibn Hibatullah, ibn Muhammad
ibn Mucammil al-Shlrazi on 26 Muharram year 615 in

Damascus.

Then Abu 1-Fath ibn Sayyid al-Nas records other ijd^ahs for

Ruqayyah with full documentation and dates to make it clear

that she had ijd^ah from those shaykhs.

'Muhammad Al^RAWANDt, Abu l-Fath al-Ya'-marf. cd-Ajwibab, ii. 229-32.
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FATIMAH BINT SAT) AL-KHAYR (P525-600)

Fatimah's father, Sacd al-Khayr, was himself a scholar. One of his

eminent students, al-SamcanI (author of al-Ansdb), describes him

as muhaddith, faqih, and righteous. He travelled from his home-

city of Valencia, at the western end of the Islamic world, all the

way to China. The reason for his migration is not given. It is

most probable that as Muslim power in Spain waned further,

Christian rulers were emboldened to make life for their Muslim

subjects increasingly intolerable and for learned, pious Muslims

impossible. Al-Sam'ani
1

says that Sacd al-Khayr faced much hard-

ship, crossed many seas and, through trade, attained considerable

wealth. He studied with many teachers in Baghdad, Isfahan,

Hamadan and other places. He had several daughters (then,

much later, a son) and was most particular about their attending

hadlth classes, travelling with them extensively and repeatedly

to different teachers. He also taught them himself.

Fatimah's year of birth is given as 525; 522 is more likely.

The place is given only as 'in China', i.e. east of Kashghar. She

began very young: a samdc records her hearing al-Daraqutnl's K
al-Du c

afi al-matriikin in Dhu 1-Qacdah 529; a sama c
at the end of

a copy of al-Khatib al-Baghdadl's al-Jdmi
c

li-akhlaq al-rdwi wa

ddab al-sdmf records her hearing it in Rabic al-Awwal and Rablc

al-Akhir 529. Al-Mundhiri notes that Sacd al-Khayr took her

several times to the same teachers to consolidate her knowledge.

In Isfahan she studied with Fatimah al-Juzdaniyyah, main

narrator in her time of the compilations of al-Tabaranl. Fatimah

Sacd al-Khayr heard from her all of Mu'-jam al-kabir (printed

now in 37 volumes) and Mu cjam al-saghir (2 volumes).

'al-SAM'ANI, al-Ansab, in loco 'al-balansi'.
2
IBN NUQTAH, al-7aqyid, 409.

3
AL-MUNDHIRI, Takmilah, ii. 15.
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In Baghdad, where it appears she was settled for a time,

among her principal teachers were Abu 1-Qasim Hibatullah ibn

Muhammad ibn Husayn, main narrator of Ibn Hanbal's Musnad,

Abu 1-Qasim Zahir ibn Tahir al-Shahhami, Abu Ghalib Ahmad
ibn al-Hasan ibn al-Banna3

, and others travelling to the capital.

The list of the books she mastered would be long indeed. After

marriage, she moved with her husband to Damascus and from

there to Cairo.
1 Much of her teaching career was based in those

two cities, and many scholars travelled there expressly to study

with her.

Fatimah married Zayn al-DIn Abu 1-Hasan CA1I Ibrahim ibn

Naja, one of her father's students who clearly impressed. He
was born in Damascus in 508, and described as pious, noble,

high-minded, of praiseworthy character, exceptionally eloquent.

He was called al-WaH^ for his fame as a preacher, and al-Ra^is

for the social standing he enjoyed through relations with the

Ayyubid court: he served as secretary for Nur al-DIn. The his-

torian Abu Shama records that he was held in high esteem by

both Salah al-DIn al-Ayyubl (famous for recovering Jerusalem)

and his successor. Yet, despite the great wealth that had come

to him, al-Dhahabi reports that Ibn Naja, died so poor that his

friends paid for his shroud. There is no account of how he

unburdened himself of so vast a fortune. Perhaps he was very

generous in giving it away and successfully concealed the fact.

He died in 599, a year before Fatimah.

Al-Dhahabi says: 'She saw much honour and wealth.' Yet,

neither father, nor husband, nor Fatimah herself appear to have

been distracted by that wealth into any indiscipline or indolence.

To the end of her life, she remained active in diffusing her vast

body of knowledge. Muhammad ibn Ismac
il, later famed as

Khatib Marda, carried to his home city her teaching of Musnad

Abi Ya^la^ Hadith al-Khiraqi* Zijaddt AmaR Imam Malik, and

'AL-DHAHABI, Ta^rikh al-lslam {sub anno 591-600), 461. Id., Siyar a Qldm

al-nubaliP, xxi. 393—96. I

4
Ibid.,i.263.

5
Ibid.,u. 114.

al-nubalP, xxi. 393-96.
3
IBN HAJAR, al-Majma c al-mu^assas, i. 482-83.
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other works. Ismac
il ibn cAzzun read with her al-Tabaranl's

Mu^jam al-kabir, as did Diya3 al-Dln al-Maqdisi, who carried it

to Damascus. "Abdullah ibn cAbd al-Wahid ibn cAllaq studied

with her Hadlth al-Qudun, FawPid Abu Nasr, and Ju^ al-Ghit-

riji. His home-city was in Egypt. Her knowledge of hadlth passed

to Tinnis in Egypt through Abu 1-Qasim ibn Husayn al-Qurashl

al-Tinnlsi; to Hamadan through the jurist Abu Muhammad
Ishaq ibn Muhammad al-Hamadanl; through Abu 1-Hasan ibn

al-Qasim al-JItl to Jit (near Nablus). It is not practical to try to

list here all her students or all the places they came from and

returned to with her teaching. The entry for Fatimah bint Sacd

al-Khayr in the Dictionary that I have compiled of the Muhad-

dithdt runs to 20 pages.

She died in Cairo in the year 600, at the age of 78. She was

buried below the mountain called Muqattam.

Courtyard, al-Jami
c al-Hanabilah al-Muzaffarl, Damascus.

(Photo: Yahya Michot)

l

Ibid.
2
Ibid, ii. 383-84. ^bid, i. 322.

4
Ibid, i. 329.

5
Ibid, ii. 212.

6
AL-

MUNDHIRI, Takmilab, ii. 50.
7
Ibid, iii. 283.

8
Ibid, ii. 14.



Chapter 4

The women's teachers

The women were not restricted to learning from only other

women. It appears rather that they studied with whoever they

had the opportunity to study with. The minimum required of

women in looking for teachers is well set out by Ibn al-Jawzi.

He says:

The woman has [the same] duty as the man; so it is [incumbent] upon

her to learn about her duties and obligations until she is firm and sure

how to perform them. If she has a father or brother, or husband or

any blood relation who can teach her the obligations of the religion

and instruct her in how to do her duties, that will suffice her. If there

is no one there [among close family] she must ask others [outside the

family] and learn from them. If she is able to find a woman who can

teach her, she will learn from her. If not, she will learn from the old

and elderly men without privacy: and she will suffice with what is

necessary [for her to know]. [After that] whenever any new situation

arises about her religion she should ask and not be shy; for God does

not shy from the truth.

For women who desired to go further or to specialize, it was

permitted to study with younger teachers if the teaching was

done in an open way, within the Sharicah bounds. Typically, the

women would begin with the knowledgeable women or men of

the household, then continue with local teachers outside the

family circle, and then to such teachers as might be visiting the

locality, and finally teachers in other towns and cities. Some

details follow in the examples below. The examples have been

^BNAL-JAWZl (d. 591),Ahkdm al-nisaf, 131.
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chosen principally to demonstrate that this practice was consis-

tent in all periods and in different regions.

TEACHERS WITHIN THE FAMILY CIRCLE

From the outset women learnt hadlth from their mothers - the

Companions taught their daughters, who were their Successors.
cAbd Rabbih ibn al-Hakam has narrated from the daughter of

Ruqayqah from her mother that she said: 'When the Prophet —

salla-l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa-sallam — came seeking victory at Ta'if, he

came to me [...]' and then she mentioned the whole hadlth.

Hubabah bint cAjlan also got hadlth from her mother: She has

narrated from Hubabah bint cAjlan from her mother, Umm
Hafs, from Safiyyah bint Jarir, from Umm Hakim bint Waddac

that she said: 'I heard the Messenger of God - salla-l-ldhu '•alay-hi

wa-sallam — saying: The prayer of a father passes the curtain',

meaning that it reaches God directly, without being mediated or

impeded. Similarly, in later centuries women learnt from their

mothers: AltJ bint Nasir al-Dln Muhammad learnt hadlth from

her mother, the great muhaddithah, Umm Muhammad "A'ishah

bint Sayf al-Dln Abu Bakr ibn ^sa al-Hanafi (d. 793). One of

the hadlth works that she studied with her was Fawa^id of Abu
Ahmad al-Hakim (d. 378) in Muharram 793 in the Madrasah al-

Khatuniyyah al-Buraniyyah.

Among women from the earlier period who studied with

their fathers are: Buhaysah al-Fuzariyyah (tdbi'-iyyah), who nar-

rated from her father from the Prophet; Jabalah bint Musaffah

al-
cAmiriyyah (tabiSyyaB), who narrated from her father from

CAU;
5
and Hafsah bint cAbd al-Rahman ibn Abl Bakr al-Siddiq.

6

In the later centuries: Hind bint Ja
c
far ibn cAbd al-Razzaq (5th c.)

IBN AL-ATHiR, Usd al-ghdbah, v. 454.
2
IBN MAJAH, Sunan, Du'-P, bab

da'-wat al-walid wa da cwat al-ma%lum. See Abu Ahmad AL-HAKIM, FaivdHd

{ma ittasala ilay-nd), 100. AL-MIZZI, Tahdhlb al-kamdl, xxxv. 138. IBN

HAJAR, Tahdhib al-tahdhib, xii. 434. AL-MIZZI, Tahdhib al-kamdl, xxxv.

153.
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studied with her father; Umm Salamah Aminah studied with

her father, Abu SacId Hasan ibn Ishaq ibn Bulbul al-Naysabiirl

(d. 348) ;

2
Warac studied with her father Ahmad ibn cAbdillah

ibn al-Hasan ibn Muhammad al-Khallal (5th c.) Lu-'lu'ah studied

the whole alArba c
in hadith min al-musawat mustakhrajah '-an thiqdt

al-ruwat of Hafiz Ibn cAsakir, with her famous father, Shaykh

Imad al-Din ibn "Asakir al-Dimashql in 718; Amat al-Rahlm

al-Yunlniyyah (d. 739) studied the women's hadith from Musnad

of Ahmad ibn Hanbal with her father, the great muhaddith and

jurist Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Yunlnl (8th c.); in India the

great scholar of hadith and fiqh, Khadijah al-Dihlawiyyah (early

14th c.) studied hadith and other subjects with her father, Imam
Muhammad Ishaq al-DihlawI (d. 1262).

There are women who received knowledge of hadith from

their grandmothers. For example, Aminah bint cAbd al-Rahman

ibn Abl Layla narrated from her grandmother Umm Layla that

she said: We pledged allegiance to the Prophet — salla-l-ldhu
Q
alay-

hi wa-sallam.' The muhaddithah and jurist Fatimah bint al-Mundhir

ibn al-Zubayr got many hadlths from her grandmother Asma3

bint Abl Bakr, which she then passed on to her students. A
later muhaddithah, Asma3 bint Abl Bakr ibn Hamzah al-MardawI

studied Hadith Abu Bakr ibn Ahmad al-Shira^ with her grand-

mother, Zaynab bint Makkl ibn CAU ibn Kamil al-Harranl (the

teacher of al-Mizzi, Ibn Taymiyyah and al-Dhahabi) in Madras-

ah al-Mismariyyah in Jumadah al-Ula 688. She also studied

other books with her. Umm al-Khayr bint cAbdillah Muham-
mad ibn Zahirah al-Qurashl studied Nuskhah Abi Mu cdwiyah,

Nuskhah Bakkdr ibn Qutaybah and al-Masdbih of al-Baghawi

1 2
IBN 'ASAkir, Ta-'rikb Dimashq, (tarajim al-nisa*) 436. See the account of

al-Hasan ibn Ishaq ibn Bulbul in IBN AL-cADlM, Bughyat al-talab, 2295-

98.
3
AL-DHAHABl, Ta^rikh al-Islam {sub anno 561-70), 402.

4
See IBN

ASAKIR, alArba'-In hadith min al-musawat mustakhrajah 'an al-ruwat, 228.
5
AL-DHAHABl Mufam al-shuyukh, i. 189.

6
IBN HIBBAN, K al-Thiqdt, iv. 63.

Ibid., v. 301. See LEDER et al., Mu cjam al-sama c
at al-Dimashqiyyah, 50,

215.
9
Seeibid., 139,215.
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(d. 494) with her maternal grandmother, Umm al-Hasan bint

Ahmad ibn Qasim al-Harazi in Makkah in 762.

Among the women who received hadith from their

grandfathers is Munyah bint °Ubayd ibn Abi Barazah al-Aslami.

Umm al-Aswad has narrated from Munyah bint "TJbayd that

she narrated from her grandfather Abu Barazah that he said:

'The Messenger of God - salla-l-ldhu 'alayhi wa-sallam - said:

Whoever consoles a woman who has lost her child, God will

grant him a cloak to wear in paradise.' Umm Aban Hind bin

al-Wazic ibn Zaric also received hadith from her grandfather,

the Companion, Zaric ibn cAmir al-
cAbdi.

3 Duhaybah and Safiy-

yah, daughters of "Ulaybah al-
cAnbariyyah, got hadith from their

grandfather Harmalah ibn Abdillah al-Anbari, a Companion,

and also from their father's grandmother, Qaylah bint Makhra-

mah, another Companion.
4

Sitt al-
cArab bint Muhammad ibn

Fakhr al-DIn al-Bukhari (d. 690) studied a lot of books of hadith

with her grandfather Abu 1-Hasan Fakhr al-DIn CAH ibn al-

Bukhari (d. 767, a teacher of al-Mzzi and Ibn Taymiyyah).

Among the books she studied with him are: the Sahib Muslim,

al-Sunan al-kubra of al-Bayhaql and FawPid Sammiiyah.

Marriage did not stop women from continuing their study

of the Sunnah. Indeed, some of them turned to their husbands

to improve their store of knowledge (examples of husbands

learning from wives will come in a later chapter). Buqayrah,

wife of the great Companion Salman al-FarisI received and

narrated hadith from him.
6
So also did Jumanah bint al-

Musayyab ibn Najabah, wife of the Companion Hudhayfah ibn

al-Yaman.
7
Similarly, Zaynab bint Kat ibn 'Ujrah, wife of the

famous scholar among the Companions, Abu Said al-Khudrl,

received hadith from him, copiously recorded in the major

^BN FAHD, al-Durr al-kamln, 1594.
2
AL-TIRMIDHI, Sunan, JanPi^ bab

akharfifadlal-ta^ah.
3
IBN HAJAR, Tahdhib al-tahdhib, xii. 485.

4
AL-MIZZl,

Tahdhib al-kamal, xxxv. 168.
5
TAQl AL-DlN AL-FAsI, Dhayl al-taqyid, ii. 375.

6
IBN SAT), al-Tabaqat al-kubra, iv. 92.

7
IBN MAkOlA (d. 475), al-Ikmalfi

raf al-irtiyab, ii. 532.
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hadlth compilations. Among the Successors, Umm al-Darda3
al-

Sughra received many hadlths from her husband Abu 1-Darda3
.

Safiyyah bint Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Muhsin al-Makhzumiy-

yah al-Makkiyyah heard directly from her husband Musalsal bi-l-

awwaliyyah, in RabF al-Awwal 743.
2
Sitt al-Fuqaha^ bint Ibrahim

al-Wasitiyyah studied AmaBlbn Bishran of Abu 1-Qasim cAbd al-

Malik ibn Muhammad ibn Bishran (d. 430) with her husband

Diya-1 al-Dfn Tsa ibn Abi Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Razzaq al-

Maghari al-Hanball in Ribat al-Qalanisi on 22 Safar 703. Zaynab

bint Ismac
il ibn Ahmad studied Hadlth of Abu cAmr TJthman

ibn Muhammad al-Samarqandi (d. 345) with her husband QadI

TaqI al-Dln Sulayman ibn Hamzah al-MaqdisI in his house in

715. Dunya bint Hasan ibn Balban studied Hadlth Abu Husayn
cAbd al-Wahhab ibn al-Hasan ibn al-WaEd al-Kilabi (d. 396) with

her husband the great muhaddith and historian cAlam al-Dln al-

Qasim ibn Muhammad ibn Yusuf ibn al-Birzali in 728.

Women received hadlth also from other members of the

family and household — brothers, sisters, aunts and uncles, on the

father's or the mother's side — and slaves received hadlth from

their masters or mistresses. The great muhaddithah and jurist,

Umm Hudhayl Hafsah bint Sirln, sister of the renowned Muham-

mad ibn Sirln, received hadlth from her master Anas ibn Malik.

Hisham ibn Hassan from Iyas ibn Mucawiyah saying: 'I did not

meet anyone whom I can prefer over Haf?ah'. He was asked:

What about Hasan al-Basri and Muhammad ibn Slrin?' He said:

As for me I do not prefer anyone over her. She learnt the

Qui°an by heart when she was twelve years old.' Though born

a slave, Hafsah bint Sirln made the best of the opportunity

presented to her and became one of the most important

scholars of her time. Some considered her superior to Hasan al-

Basri. Her hadlths from her master are in Sahih al-Bukhdri. For

^BN HAJAR, al-habahfi l-tamy\al-sahabah, viii. 97.
2
TAQl AL-DIN AL-FASl,

al-'-lqd al-thamin, vi. 41.
3
See LEDER et al, Mu'-jam al-sama'-dt al-Dimash-

142, 319.
4
Ibid, 110. 312.

5
Ibid, 130, 304.

6
IBN HIBBAN, K al-

Thiqat, iv. 194.
7
AL-MIZZl, Tabdhib al-kamdl, xxxv. 152.
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example, cAsim narrates from her from Anas that the Prophet

said: 'Plague is martyrdom for every Muslim.'

TEACHERS OF THE LOCALITY

After learning within the near circle, the women would study

with other teachers in their town. Again, the example was set by

the first generations of Muslims: the Successors in Madinah

narrated from the Companions, including wives of the Prophet.

Similarly, in every city where the Muslims setded, the women

received knowledge of the Sunnah from the scholars in that lo-

cality. The first three centuries are full of examples, but here I

will mention examples from the later centuries:

Jumua4i bint Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-Mahmiyyah of

Nishapur received the hadith from the teachers of her town.

Shaykhah Asma3 bint Muhammad ibn al-Hasan al-Dimashqiyyah

(d. 595) studied hadith with the judge of her home town Abu 1-

Mufaddal Yahya ibn CA1I ibn cAbd al-
cAziz al-Qurashl and Abu

Muhammad cAbd al-Karfm ibn Hamzah al-Sulaml. Umm al-

Raja5 Zubaydah bint Muhammad ibn Ahmad of Isfahan studied

hadith with the teachers of her town, Abu 1-Husayn Ahmad ibn

cAbd al-Rahman al-Dhakwanl, Abu Ahdillah al-Qasim ibn al-

Fadl al-Thaqafl and Abu Hafs TJmar ibn Ahmad al-Simsar.

The famous tenth century hadith expert from Baghdad, Shuhdah

bint al-Muhaddith Abl Nasr Ahmad ibn al-Faraj ibn TJmar al-

Dlnawarl, studied hadith with the famous teachers of Baghdad,

Tirad ibn Muhammad al-Zaynabl, Ibn Talhah al-Nic
alI, Abu 1-

Hasan ibn Ayyub, Abu 1-Khattab ibn al-Batir, Ahmad ibn Abd
al-Qadir ibn Yiisuf, al-Hasan ibn Ahmad ibn Salman al-Daq-

qaq, Thabit Bundar, Abu Yasir Ahmad, Abu 1-Wahid ibn

cAlwan al-Shaybanl, Ja
cfar al-Sarraj, Abu Mansur Muhammad

ibn Harlsah, Mansur ibn Hayd al-Naysaburl, Abu 1-Barakat

1

AL-BUKHARl, Sahih, Tibb, bab ma judhkaru fi al-ta'-un. AL-SAYRAFlNl

(d. 641,), al-Muntakhab min kitdb al-Siyaq li ta?rikh Nasyabur, 183. AL-

MUNDHIRl, al-Takmilah li-wafayat al-naqlah, i. 314. AL-SAM'ANI, al-

Muntakhab min Mu'-jam al-shuyukh, iii. 1883.
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Hamd ibn cAbdillah al-Wakll, Abu Ghalib al-Baqillanl and a

sizeable group of others.
1

Zahidah bint Ibrahim ibn cAbd al-

cAziz ibn CAH ibn Muhammad al-Mawsili al-Khabbaz studied

Intikhab al-Tabarani li-ibni-hi
Qald Ibn Paris with 21 teachers in

71 8.
2
"A'ishah bint Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Hadl al-Maqdisi the

great muhaddithah of her time studied with Ahmad ibn Abl Talib

al-Hajjar: Sahih al-Bukhdri, K. Dhamm al-kalam of al-Harawi, Ju^
Abl l-Jahm, Amali Ibn al-Nasri, Musnad cUmar of al-Najjad, al-

Arba'-un al-Ajurriyjah, Musnad cAbd ibn Humayd; with Qadi

Sharaf al-DIn "Abdullah ibn al-Hasan ibn cAbdiUah ibn al-Hafiz

cAbd al-Ghani: Sahih Muslim; with cAbd al-Qadir ibn cAbd al-

cAziz ibn al-Mucazzam Isa al-Ayyubl: the whole of the Sirah by

Ibn Ishaq in the rescension of Ibn Hisham, andJu^ al-Bitdqah.

VISITING TEACHERS

Women also received hadith from teachers visiting their towns.

As before, the practice has the best precedent. On her way back

from the Battle of the Camel, cA:,ishah stayed as the guest of

Safiyyah bint al-Harith al-
cAbdari in the house of "Abdullah ibn

Khalaf in Basrah. Here Safiyyah and other women of Basrah

crowded round her to learn the Sunnah from her, and to put

many questions of law, which she answered, and which are all

well documented in the compilations of hadith. Ayyub al-

Sakhtiyanl, narrated from Muhammad ibn Slrln that 'A.-'ishah

came down as a guest to Safiyyah Umm Talahah al-Talahat. On
seeing Safiyyah's daughters 'A.-'ishah said: 'The Prophet — salla l-

lahu c
alay-hi wa-sallam — entered and in my room there was a girl.

The Prophet — salla l-lahu ^alay-hi wa-sallam — gave me a piece of

material he had and asked me to make it into two pieces, and

give one piece to this girl and give the other piece to the girl

who is in the house ofUmm Salamah, because they seem to be

'al-DHAHABI, Ta^rikh al-hldm, {sub anno 571-580) 146. ^eir names

can be found in MUTT AL-HAFIZ, al-Jam? al-Mu^affan, 462.
3
TAQI AL-DIN

AL-FASI, Dhayl al-taqyid, ii. 381.
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adults.'
1

'Abdullah ibn TFbayd, the miPadhdhin of the mosque of

Jurdan, narrated from TJdaysah bint Uhban that he said: When
cAli ibn Abi Talib came here to Basrah, he called on my father,

and said: O Abu Muslim, are you not going to help me against

these people? My father said: Yes I am. Then he called his slave-

girl and said: O girl, bring [me] my sword. She brought it. Then

he drew out a hand-span of it — there it was, a wooden sword.

Then he said: My friend and your cousin [i.e. the Prophet] took

from me this covenant that when there hfitnah among Muslims,

then make a sword from wood. Now if you want I can come

with you.
[

CAU] said: No. I do not need you and your sword.'

Similarly, when Abu Hurayrah came to Damascus and stayed as

a guest in the house of Abu 1-Darda3
, the women used the

chance to learn from him. Ismac
il ibn TJbaydillah has narrated

from Karimah bint al-Hashas al-Muzaniyyah that she said: Abu
Hurayrah narrated to us when we were in the house of Umm
al-Darda3 that he heard the Messenger of God — salla l-lahu

c
alay-

hi wa-sallam — narrating from his Lord that He said: I am with

My slave as long as he remembers Me and his lips move with

remembrance of Me.'

The most important and highest chain to Sahlh al-Bukhdriis

one that goes through the great muhaddith Abu Abdillah al-

Husayn ibn al-Mubarak al-Zabidi. His place of residence was

Baghdad. When once he visited Damascus the people crowded

to him to read the Sahth with him. The class was arranged in al-

Jamic al-Muzaffari, beginning at the end of Shawwal 630 and

concluding on 10 Dhu 1-Qacdah of the same year. The whole

Sahth was read to al-Zabidi in 22 sessions, and the class was

attended by the most eminent scholars and jurists. The last

surviving person to narrate from al-Zabidi after attending these

sessions was Abu l-
cAbbas Ahmad ibn Abi Talib al-Hajjar, by

1 2
ABU DAWUD, Sunan, Salah, bab al-mar'ah tusalB bi-ghayr khimar. IBN

MAJAH, Sunan, Fitan, bab al-Tathbit ft l-fitnah. AL-BUKHARl, Sahlh,

Tawhid, bab qawlAllah — la tuhartik bi-hi lisanak; IBN HAJAR, Fath al-ban,

xiii. 611; AL-MIZZ1, Tahdhib al-kamal, xxxv. 292-93.
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whom the chain of narration to the Sahih was much shortened

for those after him because he lived such a long life. Women
also benefited from this precious opportunity and attended the

same sessions on the Sahih, and in great numbers. Among them

were Khadljah bint Muhammad ibn Sacd ibn Abdillah al-

Maqdisiyyah (d. 701), and the long-lived Shaykhah Zaynab bint

Sulayman ibn Ibrahim ibn Rahman al-Is
cardi (d. 705). Ibn Hajar

confirms this in his account of her: 'She heard the Sahih from

Abu Abdillah al-Husayn ibn al-Mubarak al-Zabldl.' Shaykhah

Umm al-Khayr Fatimah bint Ibrahim ibn Mahmud al-Bata'i-

hiyyah also attended and al-Dhahabl confirms it: 'She heard the

Sahih from al-Zabldl.'

The long-lived shaykhah Umm al-Hasan Fatimah bint cAbd
al-Rahman ibn cAmr al-FarTa3 only attended two sessions and

narrated them.
4
Al-Dhahabl says of Hadiyyah bint CAH Ibn Asakir

al-Baghdadl: 'She attended the class of al-Zabldl.' Another

shaykhah, one well known for her higher isnad, Sitt al-Wuzara3

bint "Ulnar ibn As'ad ibn al-Munajja al-Tanukhiyyah also attended.

TaqI al-Dln al-FasI says of her: 'She studied with Husayn ibn al-

Mubarak al-Zabldl, al-Sahih in al-Jamic al-Muzaffari and also

Musnad a/-Shafi
c
i.'

6
Ibn Hajar says in his account of "A'ishah bint

Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Hadl al-Maqdisiyyah: 'She was the last

person who narrated Sahih al-Bukhdri with high isnad by her

hearing [it]; and it is a wonderful coincidence that Sitt al-WuzaraD

was the last woman in the world among all those who narrated

from al-Zabldl and she died in 716, while this
cA5ishah is similar

to her in dying in 816 and she had above [Sitt al-Wuzara3
] this

quality that even from among the men who heard from al-

Hajjar, the colleague of Sitt al-Wuzara3
, none remained in the

world other than herself. Between the death of 'A.-'ishah and Sitt

'Muhammad IBN JABIR (d. 749), Bamamaj al-Wadi Ashi, 169; AL-

DHAHABI, Mu'jam al-shujiikh, i. 232.
2
IBN HAJAR, al-Durar al-kaminah, ii.

119.
3
AI^DHAHABl Dhajl al-Hbar, 60.

4
IBN HAJAR, al-Durar al-kaminah, iii.

351.
5
AL-DHAHABI Mu'jam al-shuyukh, ii. 362.

6
TAQl AL-DlN AL-FASI,

Dhayl al-taqyid, ii. 397.
7
IBN HAJAR, al-Majma'- al-mu^assas, ii. 351.
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al-WuzaraD the difference is exactly one hundred years.' In the

thirteenth century Umm al-Fadl Nafisah bint Abu l-'Izz Ahmad
ibn Yusuf al-Shanwani studied with Hafiz Muhammad al-

Murtada al-Zabldl Thuldthiyydt of al-Bukhari - i.e. those hadiths

with only three narrators before al-Bukhari — and Arbcf-iin of al-

Nawawl in 1189 in the house of her father.

TEACHERS IN OTHER TOWNS

Women also got hadiths from teachers of other towns, either

by travelling to them, or by correspondence, or by request of

ijd^ahs. Among those who travelled in the path of knowledge,

the Kufan muhaddithah Jasrah bint Dajajah al-Amiriyyah, got

hadlth in Madinah from cAli ibn Abi Talib, 'A'ishah and Umm
Salamah, and from Abu Dharr al-Ghifari. Muhammad ibn al-

Sa'ib ibn Barakah narrated from his mother that she said: 'I did

tawaf of the House in a group of women from Banu al-

Mughlrah in the company of cA3ishah. The women mentioned

Hassan ibn Thabit and attacked him [for his part in the slander

about 'A'ishah]. "A'ishah reminded [them of] Hassan's poetic

verses in praise of the Prophet — salla l-ldhu '•alay-hi wa-sallam —

and said: I hope that God will enter him into paradise because

of [it].'
3

In later centuries Fatimah bint cAbd al-
cAz!z al-Qazwinl

studied hadlth with Abu 1-Husayn Ahmad ibn cAli al-Jawhari al-

Mawsill in Tripoli, and with Abu Muhammad Tahir ibn Nasr al-

Asfijabl and the qadl Abu 1-Fadl Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn

"Isa al-SacdI in Egypt. She setded in Sur. Jumucah bint Ahmad
ibn Muhammad ibn TJbaydullah al-Mahmiyyah of Nishapur (d.

ca. 396), having studied with the teachers of her town, did hajj

and heard from various teachers on the way. Al-Sulaml says: 'I

heard her say: In Baghdad I called upon Shaykh Abu 1-Husayn

!

See sama'-at at the end ofju^fi-hi Thulathijydt ALrBUKHARI.
2
AL-MIZZl,

Tahdhib al-kamal, xxxv. 143. See AL-DHAHABI, Siyar aHdm al-nubald'
1
, ii.

515.
4
AL-SUYUTl (d. 911), al-Minjam fi l-mu'jam, 95-97, 85.

5
AL-

SAYRAFlNl, al-Muntakhab min kitdb al-Siydq li-l-Ta^rikh Naysdbur, 183.
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al-Khudri, and he asked me: Who did you 'accompany' [i.e.

study with for a long time]? I said: I 'accompanied' al-Nasra-

badi. Then he asked me: What do you remember of his sayings?

I said: I heard him say: Whoever's connection (nisbah) is correct,

his knowledge is perfect. On that al-Khudri [being impressed

by what he heard] remained silent. When I came back al-

Nasrabadi was pleased and said: That is how it should be for

anyone who calls upon a shaykh.'
1

This woman scholar travelled

continually to learn from different teachers in different places.

Where the women could not travel to the scholars they

would resort to correspondence with them. For example Fati-

mah, also called Sutaytah, daughter of the qadi Kamal al-DIn

Mahmud ibn Shirin al-Hanafi, used to write letters to scholars.

When Hafiz al-Sakhawfs brother died, she wrote to him to

console him.

The women got ijd^ahs from the scholars of other towns.

For example cA3ishah bint TJmar ibn Rushayd al-Fihri of Sabta

in Morocco received ija^ahs from a lot of scholars in Egypt,

Makkah, Madinah and Syria. Another example is Asiyah bint

Jarullah ibn Salih al-Shaybanl (d. 873): the large number of

scholars who gave her ijd^ahs are listed by al-Suyuti (d. 911):

there are 105 names in his list, from different towns and

places.

NUMBER OF TEACHERS

Among the narrators of hadith there are those who had no

more than one or two teachers. About such narrators a genre

of writing developed among the people of hadith called 'al-

wuhdan wa-1-mathanf. At the end of the most famous of these

compilations, al-Ahdd wa-l-mathdni of Abu Bakr ibn Abi cAsim

(d. 287), are mentioned those women who have narrated only

one or two hadiths.

'aL-SULAMI (d. 412), Dhikr al-niswah al-muta
c
abbiddt, 423. The term of

genealogy {nisbah) is here used metaphorically to indicate the spiritual

connection between master and disciple. AL-SAKHAWl, al-Daw^ al-

lami'-, xii. 111.
3
AL-SUYUTI, alMinjamfi l-mu'-jam, 95-97, 85.
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However, many women received hadiths from a great

many narrators, most famously "A^ishah who, as well as narrat-

ing direcdy from the Prophet himself, also narrated from Ham-
zah ibn cAmr al-Aslami, Sacd ibn Abl Waqqas, "Ulnar ibn al-

Khattab, her father Abu Bakr al-Siddiq, Judamah bint Wahb al-

Asadiyyah, and Fatimah, the daughter of the Prophet. The

Successor, Umm al-Darda3 narrated from her husband Abu 1-

DardaD
, Salman al-Farisi, KaTs ibn cAsim al-Ashc

ari, "A'ishah,

Abu Hurayrah, Fadalah ibn "Ubayd al-Ansari. In later centuries,

the renowned muhaddithah Shuhdah received hadith from Tirad

ibn Muhammad al-Zaynabi, Ibn Talhah al-Nic
ali, Abu 1-Hasan

ibn Ayyub, Abu 1-Khattab ibn al-Batir, Ahmad ibn cAbd al-

Qadir ibn Yusuf, Hasan ibn Salman al-Daqqaq, Thabit Bundar,

Abu Yasir Ahmad, cAbd al-Wahid ibn IJlawan al-Shaybani,

Ja
cfar al-Sarraj Abu Mansur Muhammad ibn Harisah, Mansur

ibn Hayd al-Naysaburi, Abu 1-Barakat Hamd ibn cAbdillah al-

Wakil, Abu Ghalib al-Baqillani and many others.

As for women who received ija^ahs, the lists of the teachers

of some of them are, as I mentioned just above, very long

indeed. For example Asiyah bint Muhammad al-lrbili received

ija^ahs of over two hundred teachers, both male and female.

Among those teachers are: the Shaykhah Umm Muhammad
Zaynab bint Ahmad ibn TJmar ibn Shukr al-Maqdisi, cAbd al-

Hafiz ibn al-Shaykh Badran al-Maqdisi, Muhammad ibn

Hibatullah al-ShlrazI, TJmar ibn cAbd al-Muncim ibn "Ulnar al-

Qawwas, cAli ibn Ahmad ibn Abl 1-Fahim, Umm Muhammad
Sitt al-

cArab bint al-Shaykh Taj al-Dln cAbd al-Rahman ibn

"Ulnar al-Sulami, Umm Ibrahim Fatimah bint Ibrahim al-

Baclabakkiyyah, the long-lived imam Kamal al-Din Humam ibn

Muhammad al-Hanafi, Umm Muhammad Zaynab bint al-

Kamal, and Amat al-
cAziz Khadijah bint Yusuf ibn Ghunaymah.

1

AI^MZZL Tahdhib al-kamdl xiii. 227.
2
AL-DHAHABl, Ta?rikh al-hlam

{sub anno 571—580), 146. ' Majmu^at al-Ijd^at al-makhtutah fi l-Madrasah

al-DiyPiyyah bi-sajh Qdsyiin.



Chapter 5

The reading matter

What women studied varied from one place to another, even

between schools in the same city, and it varied between periods.

It is therefore difficult to present a satisfactory overview of it.

Nevertheless, it may still be useful to attempt a general sketch,

and mention those elements of a formal curriculum in the later

centuries that were stable across many parts of the Islamic world.

After that, in the concluding section of this chapter, I survey the

kinds of hadlth books that became and remained popular.

THE FIRST THREE CENTURIES

Women's education in pre-Islamic Arabia was, aside from the

traditional household skills, mostly oral, confined to poetry, fine

speech and horsemanship, with writing skills among them very

rare. As Islam became established, the scope of their education

and culture widened rapidly. They learnt the QuPan by heart,

with some also studying variants among the known recitations;

they acquired the hadlth of the Prophet and understanding of

the religion through the Sunnah. Some were so proficient, and so

devoted to the dm, that they became jurists and muftis. They

were also trained in writing and speaking, and the different

modes of eloquence.

In the first three centuries, there was no established, formal

programme of Islamic education for either men or women.

However, we can derive from the general culture of that time

that what students began with was language, with the aim of

skill in different styles of expression. Arabic grammar, in the

strict sense of the term, developed from the second century on.

However, an awareness of the need to know grammar in order
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to avoid errors in understanding the commands of God and the

teaching of His Messenger is traditionally dated to the caliphate

of CAU ibn Abi Talib. According to the renowned man of letters

al-Mubarrid (d. 285), awareness of the need to think about

grammar may have arisen because of a woman. He said: Al-

Mazinl narrated to us that the cause of the foundation of gram-

mar was that the daughter of Abu 1-Aswad [d. 69] once said to

her father ma ashadda al-harri? [What is ithe most violent of heat?

instead of ma ashadda al-harra! How violent the heat is! So] he

said: Pebbles in the hot earth. She said: I meant to express my
shock at the heat. Then he said: Have people begun to make mis-

takes [like that]? Then he told cAli about that; [and then AH]

dictated to him some basic rules that were later expanded by

Abu 1-Aswad.'
1

After or alongside acquiring language skills, the girls would

turn their attention to the Qui°an, learning how to recite and

memorize it, and understand its meaning. Only then would they

start learning hadlths by memorizing and then narrating them.

Those with more aptitude would go on to learn how to think

about the 'scholarly apparatus' of the hadlths — their occasions

and their narrators — how to distinguish among narrators and

chains of narrators, and learn the sunnahs that derive from the

hadlfh and how to implement them.

THE FOURTH TO THE SIXTH CENTURIES

Systemization of the curriculum, beginning in the fourth,

developed in the fifth century under the guiding hand of the

great vizier Nizam al-Mulk Qiwam al-Din Abu AH al-Hasan

ibn CA1I ibn Ishaq al-Tusi (408—84). A shrewd and far-sighted

administrator, and himself interested in knowledge, he estab-

lished scholarships and grants for students and founded large

colleges in Baghdad, Nishapur and Tus. He also founded many

madrasas, notably in Marw, Herat, Balkh, and Basrah. Philoso-

phy, theology (kalam), logic, and practical sciences like mathe-

AL-DHAHABl, Siyar a'-lam al-nubala^, iv. 83.
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1

matics, medicine and engineering were part of the curriculum

of the 'Nizamf colleges and schools, and these subjects spread

to other schools albeit taught at an elementary level.

From my study of biographies of the women scholars of

this period I can affirm that girls usually began their studies with

Arabic language and developed reading, speaking and writing

skills. At the same time they would learn the Qui°an, reciting

and memorizing it. Some learnt the whole of it by heart at a

remarkably early age. One example of that is Fatimah bint CAH
ibn Musa ibn Ja

c
far al-Tawusiyyah al-Husayniyyah (5th c), who

had memorized the Qui°an before she was nine years old. Later,

she learnt hadlth with her father (d. 464).

Grammar must have been part of the syllabus since the

second-third century, though the earliest reference that I have

found to a woman's expertise in it is from the fourth. It comes

in the account of Maryam bint Jahsh, wife of the great Yemeni

scholar Jamal al-Dln cAli ibn Abi 1-Fawaris al-Hamdani (4th a). It

is an illustration of her knowledge and her acuteness of mind

that she was able subtly to resolve a difficult point for her hus-

band. He had been engaged in debate with some adherents of

the Murjic
I heresy. These are people who held that faith in the

heart — even if undisclosed, regardless of what one utters with

one's tongue, regardless of any deeds that one does with one's

limbs - suffices to secure salvation.
CA1I alluded to the verse in

surat al-A c
rdf(6. 40), quoting the end of it: 'Indeed those who

belie Our signs (aydt) and disdain them - for them the gates of

the heavens will not be opened, nor will they enter the Garden,

until the camelpasses through the eye of the needle.' The Murjic
i who

was debating said: 'This is easy for God, with His power, if He

wills, He passes the camel through the eye of the needle' When CAH
returned home his mind was still preoccupied, and he was

sleepless because of the MurjiTs retort. Maryam asked him

what the matter was. After he had explained it, she said: 'In the

verse of the Qur'an the camel is the subject [of the verb], not

'See IJmar Rida KAHHALAH (d. 1407), AHam al-nisP, iv. 86.
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object.' Her husband now understood what he could have said

in answer to the Murjic
I, was content and slept. Early next

morning he went to his companions and told them what should

render the Murjic
Is speechless.

The biographers' account of Amat al-Wahid bint al-Husayn

ibn Muhammad al-Dabbl al-Mahamill (d. 377) sheds light on

the syllabus from the beginning of the fourth century. Al-Dara-

qutnl says: 'She memorized the Qur'an, and learnt fiqh according

to the madhhab of Imam al-Shafr% inheritance law and its mathe-

matical calculation, dawr, grammar and other sciences.' Also, al-

Dhahabl says: 'She narrated from her father, from Ismac
il al-

Warraq, cAbd al-Ghafir ibn Salamah, and memorized the Qur'an

and studied the fiqh according to the madhhab of Imam al-Sha-

fi
c
i, inheritance law, dawr, and Arabic language and grammar,

and other Islamic sciences.'

In this period, study of Sahih al-Bukhdri became widespread

among men and women. The most famous woman of the fourth

century to hear the whole Sahih direcdy from her teacher - Abu
1-Haytham al-Kushmlhani (d. 389) - was the great scholar,

Shaykhah Umm al-Kiram Karimah bint Ahmad ibn Muham-

mad ibn Hatim al-Marwazziyah (d. 463). Also in this period

the Sahih al-Bukhdri was introduced into Spain. Khadijah bint

Abl Muhammad "Abdullah ibn Sacid al-Shantiyall (in the fifth

century) heard the whole of it from its famous narrator, Abu
Dharr cAbd ibn Ahmad al-Harawi.

5
Ibn Bishkwal (d. 578) says:

'I have seen her samd Q in the originals of her father in his hand-

writing; and she came with him to Spain.'

Women also studied the Sahih of Muslim, even engrossing

themselves in mustakhraj of it — the narration of its texts by a

'See LEDER et al, Mu cjam al-nisa? al-Yamaniyyat, 177.
2
AL-KHATlB AL-

BAGHDADl, Ta^rikh al-Baghdad, xiv, 443. al-Jurjanl (d. 816; al-Ta c
rif2t, 76)

defines dawr as a kind of argumentation in which each proposition is

dependent upon the next in a circular chain. AL-DHAHABl Ta^rikh al-

Islam (sub anno 351-80), 607.
4
AL-DHAHABl Siyar a cldm al-nubala?, xviii.

223.
5
IBN BISHKWAL (d. 578), K al-Silah, ii. 696.

6
Ibid.
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different route with higher isnad. The renowned scholar Fatimah

bint al-Ustadh Aba cAli al-Hasan ibn cAli al-Daqqaq (d. 480),

wife of Abu 1-Qasim al-Qushayrl,
1

heard the whole Sahih AM
Awanah {mustakhraj of Sahih Muslim) and then later transmitted

it. Ibn Hajar, in the account of his teacher Muhammad ibn

Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Latif al-Takrlti says, after mentioning

his isnad for Sahih Ahi Awanah to cAbd al-Rahlm ibn al-Hafiz

Abl Sacd ibn al-Samc
anI: 'He heard it from Abu 1-Barakat al-Fu-

rawi, who heard it from Fatimah bint CA1I al-Daqqaq, who heard

it from Abu Nucaym cAbd al-Malik ibn al-Hasan al-Isfrayini, who

heard it from Abu cAwanah.'

Some women took an interest in hadith books written on

specific topics. For example, Fatimah bint Ahmad ibn al-Fadl

al-
cAnaz! studied Kitab al-Salah of Abu Nu'aym al-Fadl ibn Dukayn

with Shaykh Abu Bakr al-Ac
raj Muhammad ibn cAbdillah ibn

Ahmad ibn Shadhan in 43 1.
3
Others specialized in sub-disci-

plines of the sciences of the Qur'an and Sunnah. For example,

Umm Sacd Asma3 bint Ahmad ibn <Abdillah ibn Ahmad al-

Bahraniyyah (5fh c.) specialized in the science of nasikh (abro-

gating) and mansiikh (abrogated). Ibn Hajar narrated K al-Nasikh

wa-l-mansiikh of "Ata3 al-Khurasani (d. 135) from Ahmad ibn Abi

Bakr from Sulayman ibn Hamzah, from Ja
cfar ibn cAli from

Abu Tahir al-Silafi from Asma3 bint Ahmad al-Bahraniyyah,

with her isnad to the author.

Tasanwufhe.ca.me very popular in this period in many parts

of the Islamic world and books on different aspects of the

ascetic life were widely studied. Shaykhah Umm al-Dalal Amat

al-Rahman bint Abl 1-Qasim cAbd al-Wahid ibn al-Hasan ibn al-

Junayd (d. 487) studied K. al-Tafarrud wa-l-^u^lah of Abu Bakr

Muhammad al-Husayn al-Ajurrl with Abu 1-Qasim cAbd al-

Malik ibn Muhammad ibn Bishran.
5 One consequence of the

'See IBN NUQTAH, al-Taqyid, 497; AL-DHAHABl Siyar a'-lam al-nubala*,

xviii. 479.
2
IBN HAJAR, al-Majma^ al-Mu^assas, ii. 481. See the sama^at'm.

ABU NUCAYM al-Fadl IBN DUKAYN, K. al-Salah, 51. IBN HAJAR, al-

Mu Qjam al-mufahras, 113.
5
IBN HAJAR, al-Majma^ al-mu^assas , i. 573-74.
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emphasis on asceticism was deepened regard for preaching and

the writings of those famous for affecting sermons. The long-

lived Khadijah bint Muhammad ibn CAU al-Wacizah al-Shahja-

haniyyah (376-460) studied AmaR of Abu 1-Husayn ibn Samcun

al-Wac
iz with its author. A.-'ishah bint Hasan ibn Ibrahim al-

Wacizah (d. 460) wrote down the Amali of Ibn Mandah, receiv-

ing the work directly from him.

Also in this period, interest in the 'Forty hadlths' genre

blossomed. It is recorded in the account of Umm al-'Ala3 , the

grand-daughter of Shaykh Abu 1-Tayyib cAbd al-Razzaq ibn

Shammah that she attended the reading of the Forty Hadlths of

Abu Bakr ibn al-Muqrl (d. 381) with her grandfather in 455.
3

As for poetry and literature, there is the example of Ishraq

al-Suwayda3
{ca. 450), the slave of Abu 1-Mutarrif cAbd al-Rah-

man ibn Ghalbun al-Qurtubi, from Valencia in Spain. She

studied Arabic grammar, language and literature and became so

expert in ^ariid (prosody) that she was called al-Axudiyyah. She

also learnt by heart and lectured on two important works on

literature: al-Kamil of Abu l-
cAbbas al-Mubarrid and Amali of

Abu CA1I al-Qall Another woman, the daughter of Sharif al-

Radi learnt the Nahj al-baldghah from her uncle. Ibn al-Ikhwah

al-Baghdadi (d. 548) narrated the book from her.

FROM THE SEVENTH TO THE NINTH CENTURIES

The education of women did not change much in this period,

though it became more organized. The early emphasis on the

language and grammar remained, with students memorizing con-

cise works on the subject: for example, Nudar bint al-Shaykh Abl

Hayyan (d. 730) learnt by heart an elementary text on grammar.

'AL-KHATiB AL-BAGHDADI, Ta^rikh Baghdad, xiv. 447.
2
AL-DHAHABl

Siyar a cldm al-nubalP, xviii. 302. See the sama'-at at the end of Ibn al-

Muqri, al-Arba^un in TAKALAH, Muhammad Ziyad ibn Tlmar, Jamharat

al-ajt(cP al-hadithiyyah, 133. See al-Aws! AL-MARAKASHl, al-Dhayl wa-l-

taktnilah li-K. al-mawml wa-l-silah, 480. KAHHAlah, AHam al-nisP, ii.

295.
6
IBN HAJAR, al-Durar al-kaminah, iv. 395.
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Commitment to memorizing the Qur'an and understanding it

also continued. Some learnt it at an early age — like Sharaf al-

Ashraf bint cAli ibn Musa al-Tawusiyyah al-Hasaniyyah, who
memorized the whole Qur'an, when she was twelve; others did

so much later in life — like Umm al-Hasan Karimah bint Ahmad
ibn CAH al-Ablwardl (d. 555), who memorized parts of the Qur'an

and recited them regularly, as well as studying the hadlth sciences.

Some women made a particular study of the seven recitations,

like Umm al-lzz bint Muhammad ibn CAH ibn Ghalib al-
cAb-

dari al-Dani (d. 617). Some of them learnt books of tajmd. In

786 Husn bint Shaykh Muhammad ibn Hasan al-Sacdiyyah al-

Makkiyyah (d. 842) learnt part of al-Shatibiyyah and another work

on the subject.

There are other women who specialized in some sciences

of the Qur'an. cA3ishah bint cAbd al-Rahlm ibn Muhammad ibn

Ahmad ibn al-Zujaj studied with her teachers GharPib al-Qur'an

of Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn cAziz al-Sijistani (d. 330), and Fa-

diPil al-Qur'an of Abu cAbdillah Muhammad ibn Ayyub al-Bajall

(3rd c.).
6
The long-lived shaykhah, famed for her higher isndd,

Daw3 al-Sabah cAjibah al-Baqdariyyah al-Baghdadiyyah (d. 647)

learnt FadcPil al-Qur'an of al-Bajall from Abu 1-Hasan cAbd al-

Khaliq al-Shirazi with an isndd to its author. She studied K. Akh-

laq hamalat al-Qur'an of Abu Bakr al-Ajurri (d. 360) with Abu 1-

Fath Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Baql by his isndd to its author; and

Mushkil al-Qur'an al-
Qa%im of Muhyi 1-Sunnah al-BaghawI with

Hafiz Abu Musa al-Madinl, who got it from the author.

Summaries oifiqh were popular in the syllabus: among the

Hanafis, Mukhtasar al-Quduri; among Malikls, al-Risdlah al-Qayra-

waniyyah; among Shafic
Is Mukhtasar al-Mu^ani. Al-Dhahabi has

'kAHHALAH, A'-lam al-nisa? ii. 292. AL-SAMcANl, al-Muntakhab min

Mu'-jam al-shuyiikh, iii. 1918. AL-DHAHABI says: 'She was well versed in

the seven readings.' Ta^rfkb al-Islam {sub anno 611—20), 328. IBN FAHD,

Mu'jam al-shuyiikh, 310; al-Durr al-kamm, 1411. KAHHALAH, A'-lam al-

nisa\ iii. 158.
6
Ibid.

7
Siraj al-DIn AL-QAZwiNi, Mushaykhah, MS, 48.

s
Ibid,

83.
9
Ibid., 95.
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recorded that Mukhtasar al-Mu^ani was among those useful books

given as dowry to the bride at the wedding. Some speciali2ed in

works oifiqh written by and for experts. Fatimah al-Samarqand-

iyyah (6th c.) memorized all of Tuhfat al-fuqaha? . Others studied

specific topics mfiqh - for example Shaykhah Umm Muhammad
Khadijah bint Abl cAbdillah Muhammad al-Harraniyyah (d. 634)

studied K. al-Amwalol al-Azdi with her father.

As for the 'Six Books', the principal compilations of hadlth,

the examples of women's interest in them will be given under a

separate heading. Some were interested in other sound works

of hadlth also, those less popularly known. Khadijah bint Shams

al-Dln Muhammad ibn Abi Bakr ibn Ahmad ibn cAbd al-Da'im

studied Sahib Ibn Hibban with Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Abl

1-Hayja3 ibn al-Zarrad al-Harlri.
3 Umm al-Haya Hafsah bint Abl

Ahdillah Ahmad ibn Mulacib al-Baghdadiyyah al-
cAzajiyyah (d.

612) learnt Sahifah of Hammam ibn Munnabih (d. 131) from

Abu 1-Fadl Muhammad ibn TJmar al-Urmawi with his sanad to

the Companion Abu Hurayrah.
4 The long-lived shaykhah of high

isndd Tajanni bint Abdillah al-Wahbaniyyah (d. 575) learnt Hadith

al-Mukharrani wa-/-Marwa^f and Amali al-Mahamili with Husayn

ibn Ahmad ibn Talhah al-Nic
alI,

6
and Ju^ Hi/a/ with Tirad ibn

Muhammad ibn CA1I al-Zaynabi, who got it from its author.

Umm al-Khayr Halimah bint al-Hafiz ibn cAsakir studied/^5 cAli

ibn Muhammad al-Himyari'with her father in 541.

Hadiths narrated principally through women were a special

interest. Sitt al-
cArab bint Muhammad ibn All ibn al-Bukhari

(d. 767) studied Fada?il Fatimah of Abu Hafs TJmar ibn Shahin

with her grandfather.
9
Sitt al-Sham bint Khalil ibn Nasr studied

41 hadiths from Musnad al-nisP al-sahdbiyjat with Yusuf ibn
cAbd al-Hadl in 808.

10 cA3ishah bint Badr al-Din al-Zarkashi

'al-DHAHABI, Siyar a"-lam al-nubala?, xiv. 233. cAbd al-Qadir AL-

QURASHl, al-Jwahir al-mudPiyyah fi Tabaqat al-Hanafijyah. DIYA' AL-DiN

AL-MAQDISI, Dhayl al-taqyid, ii. 364.
4
AL-QAZWiNl, Mushajkhah, MS, 75-

76.
5
IBN HAJAR, al-Majma^ al-mu^assas, ii. 19-20.

6
Ibid, ii. 234. Ibid, ii.

346.
8
See sama cat at end of Juf cA/i ibn Muhamad AL.HIMYARI.

9
IBN

10 - -

HAJAR, al-Majma^ al-mu^assas, ii. 225. KAHHALAH, AHam al-nisP, ii. 155.
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studied with her father his book al-hdbah fi-md istadrakat

cA y
ishah

Qald l-sahdbah in 794.

From the sixth century onwards, women are found learning

books written on the principles of hadlth and narrators of hadlth.

Shaykhah cAzizah bint Abl 1-Hasan cAli ibn al-Tarrah (d. 600)

received the whole of al-Kijayahft' qawdnin al-riwdyah of Abu Bakr

al-Khatlb (d. 463) from her grandfather, who narrated it direcdy

from the author.
2
Khadljah bint "Umar ibn Abl Bakr studied K.

al-Ta^rikh of Yahya ibn Macin with Abu 1-Fadl Ismac
fl ibn Ahmad

al-lraqi in 652.
3
Fatimah bint al-Mubarak studied al-Ta^rikh al-

kabtr of Imam al-Bukharl in 503 with Hafiz Abu l-Ghana'im al-

Narsi.
4
The long-lived Shaykhah Zaynab bint Makki al-Harra-

niyyah (d. 688) studied K. al-Nasab of Zubayr ibn Bakkar with

TJmar ibn Tabrazad.
5 Daw3 al-Sabah <Ajibah (d. 647) studied

Ibn Mandah's (d. 395) Ma Q
rifat al-sahdbah with Mascud al-Thaqafi.

6

Sitt al-Taraf bint al-Imam Abu 1-Qasim cAbd al-Rahman ibn al-

Husayn al-Tinnisi studied part of Ta^rikh Jurjdn of al-Sahmi (d.

427) with her father in 597.
7
In 529, Rablcah bint Sacd al-Khayr

read K. al-Du^afi? wa-l-matrukin with Imam Abu Mansur Muham-

mad ibn cAbd al-Malik ibn Khayrun; and al-Jdmi^ li-akhldq al-

rdwi tva dddb al-sdmf with Abu 1-Qasim al-Mubarak ibn al-Buzu-

rl.
9 The great scholar and expert in Qur'anic reading, Umm al-

Khayr Fatimah bint Abl 1-Hasan cAli ibn al-Muzaffar al-Bagh-

dadiyyah (d. 532) studied K. Gharfb al-hadith of Abu Sulayman al-

Khattabl with Abu 1-Husayn cAbd al-Ghafir al-Farisi.
1 Umm

al-Husn Kamal bint al-Hafiz Abi Muhammad cAbdillah ibn

Ahmad ibn T^mar ibn al-Samarqandl (d. 558) studied Taqyid al-

^ee the samd 1
- on the last page of al-IsdbahJi ma istadrakat A^ishah '-aid

l-Sahabah.
2
DIYA:> AL-DlN AL-MAQDISI, Thabat al-masmu^dt, 205-06. See

samd cdt in Yahya IBN MAIN, K. al-Ta'rikb, iv. 509-10.
4
See samdc

at the

end of vol. 1 of AL-BUKHARl, Ta^rikh al-kablr.
5
DIYA' AL-DlN AL-

MAQDISI, Dhayl al-taqyid, ii. 372. Ibid., 383. Abu 1-Qasim AL-SAHMI

(d. 427), Ta^rikh Jur/dn, 368.
8
See samdc

at the end of AL-DARAQUTNl

(d. 385), al-Du^afd? wa-l-matrukun.
9
See sama'-dt in the first part of AL-

KHATlB AL-BAGHDADl, al-jdmi'- li-akhldq al-ram wa dddb al-samf, p. 59,

and what follows. AL-SAMcANl, al-Tahbir, ii. 256.
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Him of al-Khatib al-Baghdadi with her father. Asma3 bint Abi

Bakr ibn Musa ibn al-Khallal studied Su^alat al-Hafi^ al-Silafi

with Shaykh Imam Abu 1-Fadl Ja
c
far ibn CA1I ibn Hibatullah al-

Hamadhani in 635. Umm al-Fadl Zaynab bint Abu Ishaq Ibra-

him ibn Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Qaysi (d. 610) studied K. al-

Asma? al-mubhamah ft l-anba? al-muhkamah of al-Khatib al-Bagh-

dadi with Imam Abu 1-Fath Nasrullah ibn Muhammad al-Mis-

sisi. Umm al-Hasan Asma3 bint al-Jamal al-Mahranl (d. 867)

studied BJwaydt al-abncf '•an al-abnP of al-Khatib al-Baghdadi with

al-Kamal Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Nasrullah and Ahmad
ibn cAbd al-Ghahb.

4

Another focus of study was biography of the Prophet and

the story of his batdes. Shaykhah Daw-1 al-Sabah cAjibah al-Baq-

dariyyah studied al-ShamiPil of al-Tirmidhi with al-Qasim ibn al-

Fadl ibn cAbd al-Wahid and Raja3 ibn Hamid ibn Raja3
al-

Mac
dlni.

5 Umm al-Hana3 Asma3 bint Abi Bakr al-
cUthmanI al-

Muraghi studied al-Shifa? and al-Burdah with al-lzz ibn Jamacah

in 767.
6 Umm Ahmad Khadijah bint Muhammad ibn Khalaf

ibn Rajih al-Maqdisi studied the whole Magba^F of al-Waqidi in

603.
7
Interest in the battles of the Prophet led to interest in the

history of later conquests. The famous eighth century scholar

Zahrah bint al-Muhaddith Kamal al-Din "Umar ibn Husayn ibn

Abi Bakr al-Khutani al-Hanafi studied K. Futuh Misr wa-l-Maghrib

of Abu 1-Qasim cAbd al-Rahman ibn cAbd al-Hakam al-Msri

(d. 257) with Kamal al-Din Abu 1-Hasan cAli ibn Shujac al-Msri.
8

Interest in theology also continued: Zaynab bint TJmar al-

Kindi (d. 699) learnt K. al-Tawhtd of Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn

Ishaq ibn Khuzaymah (d. 311) with Abu Rawh cAbd al-Muc
izz

1 - 2
AL-KHATIB AL-BAGHDADI, Taqyid al-Hlm, Muqaddimah 25. See samd^at

at the end of StPalat al-Hafi^ AL-SILAFI, 127. AL-KHATlB AL-

BAGHDADl, K al-AsmcP al-mubhamahft l-anba? al-muhkamah, Muqaddimah.

IBN FAHD, Mu cjam al-shuyiikh, 397. IBN HAJAR^ al-Majma<- al-mu^assas, ii.

14-18.
6
AL-SAKHAWI, al-Daw'' al-lami

c
, xii. 6. See sama^ in MUTtc AL-

HAFIZ, al-Madrasah al-
cUmariyyah, 109.

8
IBN HAJAR, al-Majma c

al-

mu-'assas, ii. 14—42; al-Mu'jam al-mufharas, 179.
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9

ibn Muhammad al-Harawi, with his sanadgoing back to Ibn Khu-

zaymah.
1 Daw3 al-Sabah cAjibah al-Baqdariyyah received K. al-

Tawhid of Ibn Mandah (d. 395) from Hasan ibn "Abbas al-Rus-

tami, Mas cud ibn al-Hasan al-Thaqafi and Abu 1-Khayr ibn al-

Baghban, all three from cAbd al-Wahhab ibn Mandah from his

father, its author.
2
She also studied DaliPil al-Nubuwwah of al-

Bayhaqi with al-Mubarak ibn cAli ibn al-Tabbakh, and K. al-

Imdn of Abu 1-Hasan cAbd al-Rahman ibn "Ulnar al-Zuhri, with

Mas cud al-Thaqafi.
4

FROM LATER NINTH TO THIRTEENTH CENTURIES

From the later ninth-tenth century on, there was a decline in

hadlth scholarship across the Islamic world. The numbers of

men and women engaged in it decreased and so did their read-

ing material. Nevertheless, primary education remained more or

less the same, with Arabic grammar as the starting point. Some

students memorized concise works on grammar. Umm al-Haya3

Umamah bint Qadi al-Qudat Athir al-DIn Muhammad ibn al-

Shahnah al-Hanafi (d. 939) knew by heart some of Mulhat al-

frdb and other books.'

Besides grammar, interest in the QuPan remained strong.

Buran bint Muhammad Athir al-DIn (d. 938) read the QuPan,

studied books and copied them. The emperor Awrangzeb

Alamgir (d. 1113) paid Maryam al-Kashmlriyyah 30,000 gold

dinars after his daughter Zayb al-Nisa3 memorized the QuPan

with her. Zayb al-Nisa3 also learnt writing and different styles of

calligraphy, and she studied hadlth andfiqh according to the syl-

labus of that time.
7 The syllabus for women was then the same

as the men's, and included Arabic grammar, mathematics, logic,

philosophy and other sciences. That was not the case in India

only: an example from Yemen in the same period is Zaynab

'iBN HAJAR, al-Mu'-jam al-mufiaras, 52. Id., al-Majma 1
- al-mtfassas, i. 517.

hbid., ii. 38, 39.
4
Ibid., 43. IBN AL-HANBALl (d. 971), Dun al-hibab fi

ta^rikh a Qyan Halab, i. 338.
b
lbid., 403. ?cAbd al-Hayy AL-HASANl (d.

1341), Nu^hat al-khawdtir, vi. 99-100.
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bint Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Mu'ayyadl (d. 1114), who studied

grammar, logic, theology, fiqh, astrology, astronomy, literature

and other sciences. Jahan Ara Begum bint al-Sultan Shahjahan

(d. 1092) studied the art of Qur'anic recitation and tajmd with

Sitt Khanum, learnt calligraphy, Persian and became expert in

composition, poetry, household management and other skills.

Some women turned, after tajmd, to hadlth. Khunathah

bint Bakkar ibn "All al-Mac
afiri (d. 1159) was an expert in all

seven recitations and a scholar of hadlth. Hadlth education

began with the Forty Hadiths of al-Nawawi. Zayn al-
cArab bint

Muhammad Kamal al-Din (10th c.) knew by heart al-]a%ariyyah

in tajmd, and al-Nawawi's Forty Hadiths. Fatimah bint Abdillah

al-Manshawiyyah studied Forty Hadiths of al-Nawawi and Thu-

lathiyy'at al-Bukhdn"with Hafiz Murtada3 al-Zabldi in 1189.

Some women did go further in hadlth study. Amat al-

Khaliq bint Zayn al-Din cAbd al-Latif al-Qahiri (d. 902) studied

in 816 with Jamal al-Din al-Hanball some parts of Fawa?id of

Tammam al-Razi (d. 414), large parts of the Slrah of Ibn Hisham,

MusnadAhmad [ibn Hanbal], al-Ghaylaniyyat and other books of

hadlth. She received ijd^ahs from many scholars. She also

studied Mashyakhah of Ibn al-Bukharl and al-Mujam al-saghir of

al-Tabaranl.
7
In 857 Aymalik bint Ahmad studied with Abu 1-

cAbbas Ahmad ibn Hilal al-Azdi K. al-Tamvabln of Muwaffaq al-

Dln ibn Qudamah (d. 620).
8
Bay Khatun bint Ibrahim al-Hala-

biyyah (d. 942) studied Minhaj of al-Nawawi and part of ^Ihya?

^ulum al-dln with Zayn al-Din al-Shammac
. Bulbul bint Abdil-

lah al-Rumiyyah studied with her master, Shaykh Yusuf ibn

cAbd al-Hadi the Forty Hadiths of Abu Bakr ibn al-Muqri in

LEDER et aL, Mujam al-niscP al-Yamaniyyat, 91. AL-HASANl, Nusjoat al-

khawatir, v. 135.
3KAHHALAH, AHam al-nisP, i. 375.

4Ahmad ibn

Muhammad AL-HALABl (d. 1003), Mufat al-adhhan, ii. 871.
5
See

sama c
at at the end of Thulathiyyat AL-BUKHARI.

6
AL-SAKHAwI, al-Daw^

al-lamf, xii. 12.
7
AL-SUYUTI, al-Minjam jt l-mujam, 98.

8
IBN QUDAMAH,

K. al-Tanwabln, Muqad-dimah. Muhammad Raghib AL-TABBAKH (d.

1370), I Qldm al-nubala> v. 507.
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880, and in 897 Hadith al-Bagham wa Ibn SdHd wa-l-Hdshimi and

Fadd?il Bayt al-Maqdis of Hafiz Diya3 al-DIn al-MaqdisI (d. 642).
2

Habibah bint Shaykh al-Islam cAbd al-Haqq al-Sanbati (10th c.)

studied with her father Amali al-Mahdmili and Hadith Sa cddn ibn

Nasr. Khadijah bint Muhammad ibn Ibrahim al-Muqri al-Hanafi

(d. 935) studied the Sahih of al-Bukhari with Shaykh Badr al-DIn

al-Ghazzi. Sarah bint Numayr studied with Hafiz ibn Nasir al-

Din al-Dimashql (d. 842) his book a/-Lafc al-mukarram bi-fadl

Ashiird? al-Muharram? Sabirin al-Nubiyyah (10th c.) studied the

FawcPid al-'-Iraqiyyin of al-Naqqash with Umm Hani al-Huriniy-

yah. Zaynab bint Akta (1 1th c.) studied al-Mu cjam al-awsat of al-

Tabarani with Shaykh cAbd al-Haqq ibn Muhammad al-San-

bati.
7

Besides general and specialized study of hadith, women
also studied sirah and kaldm. For example, in 906 cA:i

ishah bint

Hasan ibn All al-Kinani read Sirab of Ibn Hisham and DalcPil

al-nubuwn>ah with Hafiz Yusuf ibn cAbd al-Hadl.

IN THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY

The Qui°an continued to be the foundation of the syllabus in

this century as before. Khadijah bint Ahmad ibn cAzzuz al-

Fasiyyah (d. 1323) knew the Qui°an by heart and read it with

different readings, with Abu All al-Hasan Janbur. After that the

women would study the common syllabus, comprising language

and rational and traditional sciences. The long-lived muhaddithah

Amatullah bint cAbd al-Ghani al-Dihlawiyyah (d. 1357) studied

See sama'-at at the end of al-Arbcfiin of Ibn al-Muqri in TAKALAH,

Jamharah al-Aj^a? al-hatEthijyah, 130. See sama'-at at the end of al-Hadtth

al-Bagham wa Ibn SaHd al-Hashiml, ibid., 270. See Shicdr al-ibrarfi' 1-adHyah

wa-l-adhkdr in IBN MANDAH, al-Fawd^id, 338. 'Wjm al-DIn AL-GHAZZI,

al-Kawdkib al-sdHrah, ii. 141. See sama'- in al-Lafc al-mukarram bi-fadl

Ashurd? al-Muharram in Majmii'- rasd-'il, 130. See ]u^ Fawd^id al-

'Irdqij/ym, 161 in al-Fawd?id of IBN MANDAH. See sama'-at in Mu Qjam al-

awsat, i. 106 See the sama c in LEDER et al, al-Madrasah al-'Umariyjah,

294-95.
9
KAHHALAH, AHam al-nisd\ i. 322.
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the Qui°an, grammar, Arabic literature, and Hunzfifiqh with her

father, then devoted herself to hadith, reading the Six Books

with him many times, and other more specialized works

including aj%p and musalsalat. Amatullah 'A^ishah bint cAbd al-

Hayy al-Hasaniyyah (d. 1396) memorized much of the Qui°an,

and received her primary education, from her uncle Sayyid cAziz

al-Rahman al-NadwI and her mother, Khayr al-Nisa3
. She went

on to study a large number of books.

Khadijah bint Ahmad ibn Jandan (d. 1344) studied with her

grandmother elementary fiqh and what is necessary for women

(e.g. rules about purification and prayer), and with her father

Mukhtasar al-Safinah and other works.

Some of them specialized in hadith and studied the Six

Books and others. Shams al-Nisa3 bint Amir Hasan al-Sahsa-

wani (d. 1308) studied the Qui°an with tajmd, then learnt cal-

ligraphy, Arabic grammar, tafsir, Mishkat al-masdbih, then the Six

Books, with her father.
3
Salihah bint Inayat Rasul al-

cAbbasi al-

Chirayyakuti (d. 1318) studied with her father all the books of

the syllabus and accompanied him longer until she became

expert in both rational and traditional sciences. Fatimah bint

Salim (d. 1339) ofJava learnt reading and writing from her father

and studied al-Minhaj al-mukhtasar of Ba Fadl and al-Ajrumiyyah

with him.
5
She studied Sahih al-Bukhari with Zubayr ibn Qasim

Ba Raqabah,
6
and AwPil al-Ajluni with Sayyid Ahmad ibn Zayni

Dahlan.
7 The great scholar Lihaz al-Nisa3 bint Sabir Husayn al-

Sahsawani (d. 1309) learnt calligraphy from her father, then

studied Arabic grammar. She studied Buliigh al-maram and some

books of Sahih and Sunnah with Mawlana Muhammad Bashlr al-

Sahsawani (14th a), then other hadith books with Shaykh

Husayn ibn Muhsin al-Ansari (d. 1327).

Muhammad cAshiq llahl AL-BARNl, alsAnaqid al-ghdliyah min al-asdnid al-

c
dliyah, 175. LEDER et aL, Mu'yam al-nisP al-Yamaniyydt, 66. AL-HASANl,

Nu%hat al-khawdtir viii. 185. *Ibid., 195.
5
LEDER et aL, Mu cjam al-nisa? al-

Yamaniyydt, 154. Ibid.
1
Ibid., 145-55.

8
AL-HASANl, Nu^hat al-khawdtir,

viii. 382.
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Some women also became interested in the study of books

of tasawwuf. Mas cadah bint Ahmad ibn Had! ibn Ahmad al-

Haddar, for example, was well-known for her study of books

like IhyP cU/iim al-DIn of al-Ghazall (d. 505), Awarij al-ma
c
arij'of

al-Suhrawardi (d. 632), and for having memorized Forty Hadiths

ofal-NabhanI(d. 1350).
1

THE KINDS OF THE BOOKS THEY STUDIED

In this section, I try to describe briefly, with examples, the kinds

of hadith works the women studied, beginning with the Muwatta

of Imam Malik b. Anas. There is not enough space here to

show with examples how intensive and extensive the reading

material that some of the women studied was. The quantity is

remarkable, even astonishing, and far exceeds what many hadith

scholars of our time would consider 'a lot'. To allow readers to

get some sense of the scale, I have set out the list of the reading

(with her teachers' names) of Umm Hani bint Nur al-DIn al-

Huriniyyah (d. 871): it will be found at the end of this chapter.

al-Muwatta

The Muwatta of Imam Malik (d. 179) is the first major book

combining hadith and fiqh. It has been widely accepted by the

community in all parts of the Islamic world; many have memo-

rized it - among them, notably, Fatimah, the daughter of Imam

Malik, and Imam al-ShaficI. Shuhdah al-Baghdadiyyah (d. 574)

studied the whole of it;
2 Daw3 al-Sabah Ajlbah al-Baqdariyyah

studied it in the narration of al-QacnabI from Yahya ibn Thabit

(d. 566);
3
Khadljah (d. 873) bint Nur al-DIn CAH al-Ansarl from

Egypt studied it in the narration of Yahya ibn Yahya, with al-

Tzz ibn Abl 1-Yumn al-Kuwayk.

1

LEDER et aL, Mu (jam al-nisa? al-Yamaniyyat, 180. AL-DHAHABl, Siyar

aslant al-nubalP, xxiii. 451.
3
DIYA3 AL-DlN AL-MAQDISI, Dhqyl al-taqyid,

ii. 383.
4
AL-SAKHAWI, al-Daw^ al-ldmf, xii. 29.
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al-Jawdmi
c

Jawdmi'- (plural oijdmi ), refers to the comprehensive compila-

tions of hadlth that contain all the needed divisions of hadlth:

belief, Hbddah, transactions, contracts, %uhd, manners, tafsir, siyar,

}\istory,fitan, mandqib etc. The most famous such compilations

are three of the Six Books: namely, al-Jdmi
c al-Sahih of al-

Bukhari, al-Jami
1 al-Sahih of Muslim, and al-Jdmi'- of al-Tirmidhl.

As I noted earlier, the women's interest in Sahih al-Bukhari

began in the fourth century and has been sustained throughout

the centuries. The number of women who studied it is huge. I

have given some examples; here is another: the great shaykhah

of Isfahan, Umm al-Baha3 Fatimah bint Abl 1-Fadl Muhammad
ibn Abl Sacd al-Asbahanl (d. 539) studied it with Sacid al-Ayyar.

1

Some women studied only a part of the book: for example,

Aminah bint al-Mu-'ayyad Abi Bakr ibn al-Amid (7th a), who
read it with Abu 1-Waqt al-Sijzi. Interest in Sahih Muslim was

only a litde less. The renowned Nishapuri scholar, Umm al-

Khayr Fatimah bint Abl 1-Hasan CAU (d. 532) studied it with its

most famous teacher of her time, Abu 1-Husayn cAbd al-Ghafir

al-FarisI. Interest in the Jdmic of al-Tirmidhl blossomed much
later. The list of all its women students would be very long.

One of them was Zaynab bint Makld (d. 688), who read it with

TJmar ibn Tabrazad.

On the following pages, three linked charts show the trans-

mission of Sahih al-Bukhari to women up to 816. There were

thousands who heard this very difficult book from its author.

In later times people naturally went to the longest-lived of the

most competent narrators in order to get the highest isndd. The
most sought-after narrator from al-Bukhari, Muhammad ibn

Yusuf ibn Matar al-Firabrl, lived around 65 years after the

imam's death. Chart la goes through him; Charts lb and lc

start with him.

1

AUDHAHABl, al-
c
Ibar, ii. 457.

2
IBN FAHD, al-Durr al-kamin, ii. 399.

3
AL-

SAMcANl, al-Tahbir, ii. 256.
4
TAQi AL-DfN AL-FASi, Dhayl al-taqyid, ii.

372.
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Chart la. Transmission oi Sahib al-Bukhari to women
from Muhammad ibn Ismac

Il al-Bukhari (d. 256, Samarqand)

to A^ishah bint cAbda/-HM(d. 816)

Muhammad ibn IsmM al-Bukhari, d. 256, Samarqand

-Hammid ibn Shakir al-Nasawi, d. m. 290, Nasa

I—Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Rumh al-Nasawi, Nasa

I—al-Hakim Abu 'Abdillah al-Hafiz, Nishapur

I—Abu Bakr Ahmad ibn cAii ibn Khalaf

I—Abu 1-Fadl Muhammad ibn Nasir al-Hafiz, d. 550

I—Hafi? cAbd al-Rahman ibn al-Jawzi, d. 597

\—]an>harah bint lAbd al-Rabmin ibn al-Jary,

Baghdad

—Ibrahim ibn Ma<qu al-Nasafi, d. 294

I—Abu Salih Khalaf ibn Muhammad ibn Ismail al-Bukhari

L—Abu l-Fadl Isa ibn AM Tmran al-Harawi

L_Abu 'AH al-Jayini, d. 498, Andalus

I—'Abdullah ibn Muhammad al-BahiD

l~<AbduUah ibn <Abd al-Rahman al-DIbaji

I—Jafar ibn fAB al-Hamdani, d. 636

<

—

Zajnab batAhmad ibn Sbnkr

tJHa/ayrijab bintAhmad

Miakkaiffab, d. 783

Rjtqajpab bint Yarsbnd

tU-Salikijyah

-Abu Talhah Mansur ibn Muhammad al-Bazdawf, d. 329

I—Ahmad ibn {Abd al-'Aziz

«—Abu al-'Abbas Ja'far ibn Muhammad al-Mustaghfiri

I—aJ-Hasan ibn Ahmad
I—Abu Musi Muhammad ibn Abi Bakr al-Madini

tl-Nasih <Abd al-Rahman al-HanbaB, d. 634

\—AmatnUab bint ol-Nisib, A. 679

—Muhammad ibn 'Abd al-Hadl al-Maqdisi

I—Sulayman ibn Hamzah ibn Abi <Umar,

Damascus

\—Vitimab hint al-Mmagi, d. 803

— Muhammad ibn Yusuf ibn Marar al-Firabri, d. 320, Firabr

I—Abu Hamid al-NuSiymi

I—Abu TJmar al-Mulayhi

L-Khalaf ibn cAja'

I—Abu Rawh al-Harawi, d. 618

tSitt ai-Umand' UntAb' Nosr, d. 689

Rjiqapab bint
cAbdiUdb ol-Anmati
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Chart lb. Transmission of Sahib al-Bukhdri to women
from Muhammad ibn Ismac

Il al-Bukharl (d. 256, Samarqand)

to cA>ishah bint cAbd al-Hadi (d. 816)

Muhammad ibn Yfisufibn Mafar al-Firabrl, d. 320, Firabr

—Abu CAD Muhammad ibn <Umar ibn Shabbuyah
I—Sa<id ibn Ahmad al-'Ayyar, d. 457

—Muhammad ibn al-Fadl al-Furawi, d. 530

t$afyyab Mat (Abd al-Karim at-NayiabHriyytib, d. £03

Zaynab bint Ibrahim ai-Qaysi, d. 610
—cA yuhah bmtAUNafr al-Asbabani, Isfahan

-Fo/imab bmtMuhammad, d. 539, Baghdad

I—Muhammad ibn Ismall-Faris!

—ai-Mu'ayyad al-Tusi, d. 617

tSitt ol-'-Arob bint Yabyi, d. 684

liabbmah (the grandmother of al-Birzali)

—Zaynab bmt <AM al-Rahman, d. 615
I

—

Sayyidah bmtMSta al-Maramffah, d. 695

—Abu Ishaq Ibrahim ibn Ahmad al-Mustamfi

l—flgfi? Abu Dharr al-Harawi

hKhadtjoh oJ-SbtrntajyiU, Andaius

Isa ibn Abi Dharr al-Harawi

'—'AD ibn Bumayd al-jarabulasi

I—«Abd al-Rahman ibn Abi Harami al-Makld, d. 645

t Zaynab kbitAhmad al-Taban, Makkah
Ibrahim ibn Muhammad ibn Abi Bakr

al-Tabari.d.722

d. 783, Makkah
1—Abu al-Haytham Muhammad ibn Makkl ai-Kushmihanl, d. 389

—Hafi? Abu Dharr al-Harawi

Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Hafa!

I—WajSi al-DIn Tahir al-Shahhaml
—Zaynab bint cAbd at-'Rahmin, d. 615

I

—

AsmS* bint Zayn aJ-UmanP, d. 680

—Karimah ai-Mama^yyah, d. 463, Makkah

Abu al-Khayr ibn Abi Imran
<—Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Rahman al-Kushmlhani,

Kushmihan

i—Sbarifah bin Ahmad ai-Notom, Nasa
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Chart lc. Transmission of Sahib al-Bukhan to women
from Muhammad ibn Ismail al-Bukharl (d. 256, Samarqand)

to AHshah bint
cAbd a/-HadI (d. 816)

Muhammad ibn Yusuf ibn Majar al-Firabri, d. 320, Firabr

L—Abu Muhammad 'Abdullah ibn Ahmad al-Satakhsi, d. 381, Saiakhs

hrjiifi? Abu Dharr al-Harawi

'Abd al-Rahman ibn Muhammad ibn al-Mu?affar al-Dawudi, d. 467

hUmrn al-Fadl 'A'itbab al-Buibdnjqyab, d. 541, Bushanj

Abu 1-Waqt 'Abd al-Awwal ibn Isi, d. 553, Baghdad

—Abu al-Hasan SAB ibn Ruzbah, d. 633

I

—

Silt a/-Dar bint Majd al-Din ibn Taymijyab, d. 686

—Ilmar ibn Karam, d. 629

\—ZibiAlbbmthh*l

—TajW-NW bmt Rtatom, d. 610, Malckah

—Aminab bintAbi Bakr

-'Affab hi* Abi 'Ultima*

—Hit Zen bint Majd at-Din

—NUT SitS bint Sa'd al-Din

—Una* atjn'da batAbiTilih

—Karimab bint 'Abi ai-Wabbab al-Zubayrijjab, d. 641, Damascus

—al-Husayn ibn al-Mubarak al-Zabldi, d. 631, Baghdad

—'A'itbah bait 'hi aJ-Maaduggmb, d. 697

—Fatimab bint liutayn al-Amidijyab, d. 698

-Kbadijab bintMuhammad al-Maratibrpab, d. 699

—KhaS/ah bintMuhammadalMaqAuiyfab, d. 701

—Khodgab bat al-Radi <Abd at-Rabmat, d. 701

—Zajmab bint St/layman al-Is'ardi, d. 705

—Hadipab bat 'AM ibn 'Askar, d. 712

—Fitimab tl-Sat&ibiffah, d. 711, Damascus

Sitt oJ-Wh&m', d. 716, Damascus, Cairo

—Jmuayrifab bintAhmad aJ-Haiklkaripab, d. 783

—Fatimab bintAhmad al-jasgm, d. 766

—Fatimab bint al-Mmqja, d. 803, Damascus

I—Ahmad ibn Abi Tilib al-Hajjar, d. 730, Damascus

—KiMnm bml Mnbammad al-Ba'B, d. 777, Balabak

—'A'itbab hint ol-SagAbi Bakr, d. 793

—Fatimab bintMuhammad al-AayuR, d. 793

-Zojmb bat 'Ulbmmi ibn LhW, d. 800, Damascus

—Amat aJ-Kabman aJ-Ba'hbakixfah, Balabak

—

•

Sitt oi-Bamn bintMuhammad at-Ba'Hjyab, Balabak

—Fatimab bint 'AS al-MakbqAmrgtab

-Bbtlab bml 'AbauM alBa'/obakkipab, Balabak

—'A'itbab bmtlmi'B

—Natib bint Ibtibim aUfimtyyab, Hims

—Fatimab bint 'Abd ol-Uadi, d. 803, Damascus

—'A'ubah bint 'Abd at-Hidi, d. 816, Damascus
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al-Sunan

The Sunan, like the Jawdmi
1
-, are compilations of hadlths by topic

arranged according to the divisions oifiqh - like tahdrah, salah,

v>akdh, hajj etc. - but are restricted to Prophetic hadith only, and

exclude tafsir, history and other topics covered in the Jawdmi'-.

Of many book compiled on this pattern, three make up the

Six Books: Sunan of Abu Dawud al-Sijistanl (d. 275), Ahmad ibn

Shucayb al-Nasa5
! (d. 303), of Muhammad ibn Yazid ibn Majah

al-Qazwini (d. 273). Of almost equally high repute are: Sunan of

CA1I ibn TJmar al-Daraqutni (d. 385) and Sunan al-kabir of Abu

Bakr Ahmad ibn al-Husayn al-Bayhaqi (d. 485). Many women
studied these Sunan. One example for each must suffice:

Zaynab bint Makki al-Harrani (d. 688) studied Sunan Abu

Ddivudwith TJmar ibn Tabrazad.
1 Aminah bint Taqi al-Dln Ibra-

him al-Wasitl (d. 740) studied with her father Sunan al-Nasa^I'm

the narration of Ibn al-Sunnl.
2
Safiyyah bint cAbd al-Rahman

ibn al-Farra3 (d. 699) studied Sunan Ibn Majah with Imam Muwaf-

faq al-Dln ibn Qudamah.
3
Fatimah bint Muhammad ibn CA1I al-

Muqaddam studied Sunan al-Daraqutnl Sitt Quraysh Fatimah

bint Taqi al-Dln ibn Fahd (d. 879) studied Sunan al-kabir of al-

Bayhaqi with Nur al-Dln ibn Salamah.

al-Masanid

Masdnid (pi. of musnad) refers to compilations of hadith arranged

by names of Companions and others who narrated them, rather

than by topic. This reflects increasing interest in the scholarly

references that come with the hadith texts, rather than their

relevance for the different divisions oifiqh. Among the famous

masdnid Ate: the Musnads of Abu Hanifah (d. 150), al-Shafic
I (d.

204), al-Humaydi (d. 219), Musaddad ibn Musharhad (d. 228),

Ahmad ibn Hanbal (d. 241), of cAbd ibn Humayd (d. 249), and

Abu Yala al-Mawsili (d. 307). Again, just one example for each:

'TAQI AL-DlN AL-FASl, Dhayl al-taqyid, ii. 372. Ibid., 359-60. Ibid., 379.
4
KAHHALAH, A^ldm al-nisa?, iv. 135. AL-SUYUTl, al-Minjamfi-l-mu

cjam,

123.
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Daw5 al-Sabah Ajibah (d. 647) learnt MusnadAbi Hanifah, in

the version of Abi Muhammad "Abdullah ibn Muhammad ibn

Yacqub al-Harithl, from Abu 1-Khayr Muhammad ibn Ahmad

ibn 'TJmar al-Baghban;
1

she studied Musnad a/-Shdji
c
i with Abu

Zurcah Tahir ibn Muhammad al-MaqdisI (d. 566),
2
and Musnad

al-Humaydi with two teachers: Abu 1-Hasan Sacdullah ibn Nasr

al-DajajI and Abu 1-Mac
ali Ahmad ibn cAbd al-Ghanl al-

Bajisra5
!.

3 Umm al-Haya Zuhrah bint Muhammad al-Anbari (d.

633) studied Musnad Musaddad ibn Musharad with Yahya ibn

Thabit ibn Bundar.
4
Zaynab bint Makkl (d. 688) studied Musnad

Ahmad ibn Hanbal with Hanbal ibn cAbdillah al-Rusafi.
5 Asma5

bint Ibrahim ibn Sufyan ibn Mandah al-Asbahaniyyah (d. 630)

studied Musnad cAbd ibn Humayd with Abu 1-Waqt cAbd al-

Awwal ibn "Isa al-Harawi.
6
Fatimah bint Sacd al-Khayr (d. 600)

studied MusnadAbi YaHa with Zahir ibn Tahir.
7
(For the names

of other women who studied the Musnad of Ibn Hanbal, see

Chart 2 on the next page.)

al-Ma'-djim and al-Mashyakhdt

Ma'-ajim (pi. of mu'-jam): a compilation in which the hadlths are

arranged according to the names of the Companions or other

narrators or of the cities that they were most associated with.

Mashyakhat (pi. of mashyakhah): an arrangement of hadlths by

the shaykhs or teachers of those hadlths. Fatimah bint cAbdillah

al-Juzdaniyyah (d. 524) studied al-Tabarani's al-Mu cjam al-kabir

and al-Mu cjam al-saghir with their most famous narrator, Ibn

RIdhah.
8
Fatimah bint Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Hadi studied al-

Mu'-jam al-awsat of al-Tabaranl with Abu Nasr ibn al-ShirazI.

(See Chart 3 on the next page.)

^BN HAJAR, al-Majma<- al-mu^assas, ii. 482-83.
2
TAQl AL-DlN AL-FASl,

Dhqyl al-taqyid, ii. 383.
3
AL-QAZWlNl, Mashyakhah, MS, 44. TAQl AL-

DlN AL-FASI, Dhayl al-taqyid, ii. 366. Ibid., ii. 372. Ibid., ii. 357. IBN

HAJAR, al-Majma<- al-mu^assas, i. 482-83. AL-DHAHABl, Siyar a clam al-

nubalP, xix. 505.
9
IBN HAJAR, al-Majma c al-mu^assas, ii. 375.
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Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal, d. 241

I—'Abdullah ibn Ahmad ibn Hanbal, d. 290

I—Abu Bate al-QajH, d. 368

l—Abu 'AH al-Hasan ibn 'All al-Tamlmi, d. 444

t Dalai bmtAM al-Fadl Urn al-Uuhtadt, d. 508

Htbatullih al-Shaybani, d. 525

jl [—Daw* al-Sabab bmt al-Mmbarak, d. 585, Baghdad

J S g> -Zaynab bmt (Abd al-Wabbib, d. 588, Baghdad

Jj
% -Abn.QisimY^ibnBawsh.d.sSI.Baghdad

« ^ "\ y—Nafisai bmtAbt Muhammad, A. 648, Egypt

Hi L-Abu <AB Hanbal al-Ru?afi, d. 604

J x- ? —Fatimab bmt cImado/-Dm, d. 683, Damascus

u- J *J
—

-

Fatmtab bintAhmad al-Affiibi, A. 678,Akppo
—Vmm Ahmad 'I^rffab, A. 661, Damascus
—$afyyab bmthbaq, d. 643, Damascus

—Amat al-Haqq Sbamiffob, d. 685,

Damascus, Cairo

—Attyab bint Hassan, d. 676, Damascus
—Zaynab tintMakkial-Harraniyyah, d. 688,

Damascus
—Zaynab bmt cUmar ibn Kindt, d. 699

.2 s a

Imam Abu 1-Qasim Sdayman ibn Ahmad al-Tabararii, d. 360

—Ahmad ibn Fadhshah, d. 433, Isfahan
' L-Asvabbmt'UmaralZwl

—Abu Baler ibn Rldhah, d. 440, Isfahan

§ —Ummal-KhayrKarimab, Isfahan

5 ot —Qismab bint Mibtar al-Rustami

o ^ —Umm al-VJda cA'itbab, Isfahan

fe 3 iS —SittBanSyab

-1 2 !§* —Sittan bint al-Husayn al-Salihani

I

—

Fatimab bmt lAbdtllah al-Jiqdamyyab, d. 524, Isfahan

-Abu ai-Futuh As<ad al-ljB, d. 600, Isfahan

>—Fatimab bin Ahmad at-Ajpibi, A. 678, Aleppo

-As'ad ibn Rawfc, d. 607, Isfahan

-Amat al-Haqq Sbamiyyab, d. 685, Damascus, Cairo

-Zaynab bintAhmad ibn Kamil, A. 687, Damascus

—Aiiyab bintAhmad ibn cAbd al-DPim, d. 687,

Damascus
'

—

Kbadtjab bmtAhmadAn *Abd al-DPim, A. 685,

Damascus

fi I—Fatimab bmtSa cd aJ-Kbqyr, A. 600, Cairo

—cA>isbab bintMa'mar, A. 607, Isfahan

—'Affab al-Farifanijyah, A. 606, Isfahan

'

—

Mn'ititab bintSalab al-Dut al-AyySbt, A. 693, Cairo
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A'ishah bint Macmar ibn cAbd al-Wahid ibn al-Faklr al-

Asbahaniyyah (d. 607) received Mu^jam of Abu Yac
la from Said

al-Sayrafl.
1

Shuhdah al-Baghdadiyyah (d. 574) received al-Mu'-jam

of Abu Bakr Ahmad ibn Ibrahim al-lsmac
lll from Abu Mansur

Muhammad ibn al-Husayn ibn al-Harisah. Asma3 bint TaqI al-

Din al-Jatari studied al-Mufam al-saghir of al-Daqqaq with Abu

1-Hajjaj Yusuf ibn cAbd al-Rahman al-MizzI.
3

Shuhdah al-Baghdadiyyah studied Mashyakhah of Ibn Shadhan

with Abu Ghalib Muhammad ibn al-Hasan al-Baqillani (d. 500).

Altl bint Baktash al-Rashldi studied Mashyakhah of Abu Abdil-

lah Muhammad al-Razi with three teachers - the sultan Asad al-

Din cAbd al-Qadir ibn cAbd al-
cAziz al-Ayyubl, Imad al-Din

Abu Bakr ibn Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Rahman ibn Muhammad
ibn Abd al-Jabbar and cAlam al-Din al-Qasim ibn Muhammad
ibn Yusuf al-Birzall in 736 in the Madrasah al-Murshidiyyah. In

631 Taj-Khatun bint al-lzz Abl Bakr studied Mashyakhah Ibn

cAbd al-Da?im with eight teachers: Shams al-DIn Abu cAbdillah

Muhammad ibn Abl Bakr ibn Muhammad ibn Tarkhan al-

Hanbali; Jamal al-Din Abu cAli Yusuf ibn Israc
Il al-Nasirl; Zayn

al-DIn Abu Muhammad Abd al-Rahman ibn cAli al-Takriti;

Shihab al-DIn Abu l-
cAbbas Ahmad ibn TJmar al-

cAttar; Abu

Muhammad cAbd al-Rahman ibn Muhammad al-Fami; Shams

al-DIn Abu cAbdillah Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn cArab-

shah al-Farra5
; Shams al-DIn Abu Abdillah Muhammad ibn Abi

Bakr ibn Nicmah Umm Muhammad; Sitt al-
cArab Zaynab bint

cAli ibn Abd al-Rahman ibn cAbd al-Jabbar al-Maqdisi.
6

Khadijah bint cAbd al-Hamid al-MardawI studied Asnd al-

maqasid wa a cdhab al-awarid, the Mashyakhah of Ibn al-Bukharl

with the author himself in 682.
7 Zuhrah bint TJmar al-Khutani

^IYA' AL-DlN AL-MAQDISI, Tahbat al-masmW-dt, 87. IBN HAJAR, al-

3
Majma Q al-mu^assas, i. 109-10. Majmu 1

- containing Mu<jam mashaikh
4

Abi Abdillah al-Daqqaqi, 321. AL-KATTANi, Fihris al-faharis, ii. 626.

See sama'-at in Majlis al-Bitdqah in AmdliHam^ah al-Kindm, MS Dar al-

Kutub al-Zahiriyyah, Damascus. See MUTic AL-HAFI?, al-Jdmi
Q

al-

Mu^affarf, 468-69.
7
IBN HAJAR, al-Majma c

al-mu^assas, i. 258-59.
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studied the Mashyakhah of Abu Talib al-TJsharl with Ibn Tab-

razad.

al-Arba cunat

The term refers to compilations of 'forty hadiths'. There are

many of these selected by different scholars around themes or

topics or narrators. I mention here a few of the more popular:

Asma3 bint Abl Bakr ibn al-Khallal (d. 691) studied al-Arba'-un

of Abu 1-Hasan Muhammad ibn Aslam al-Kindl al-TusI (d. 242)

with Abu 1-Fadl Ja
c
far ibn CAU ibn Hibatullah al-Hamadhanl in

635.
2
Fakhirah al-Baghdadiyyah (6th c.) learnt al-Arba'-un of Hasan

ibn Sufyan al-Nasal from cAbd al-Ghafir ibn Muhammad al-

Farisl.
3 Umm al-Baha3 Fatimah bint Abl 1-Fadl Muhammad al-

Baghdadl (d. 539) received al-Arba'un of al-Jawzaql Muhammad
ibn Ahdillah (d. 388) from Abu TJthman SacId ibn Abl Sacid al-

cAyyan al-Sufi.
4 Umm al-Fadl Mu'minah bint Muhammad ibn

Abi Zayd studied al-Arba'-un of Abu Bakr ibn al-Muqrl with

Abu cAbdillah al-Husayn ibn cAbd al-Malik al-Khallad, and Abu
Muhammad Bakhtyar ibn Muhammad in 532.

Later, Imam Nawawi's al-Arba'-un became the most popular.

Sutaytah bint al-Zayn Abl cAbdillah Muhammad ibn Muham-

mad (d. 879) studied it with her father in 792.
6

d-Afca*

Aj^P (plural oiju^) meaning component section of something,

here referring to the hadiths of just one person or hadiths col-

lected on just one topic. The number of aj^a? grew to thousands.

From the beginning of the fourth century onward women had

great interest in studying them. Again, just a few examples must

suffice.

1 2
Ibid., i. 303. See LEDER et a/., Mu'-jam al-sama'-at al-Dimashqr/yah, 140,

216. DIYA3 AL-DlN AL-MAQDlSl, Tahbat al-mamu'-at, 78.
A
lbid., 123.

5
See

sama'-at at the end of al-Arba'-un of Ibn al-Muqrl in TAKLAH,Jamharah al-

A/zP al-hadtthiyyah, 135-36.
6
AL-SAKHAwl, al-Daw* al-ldmf, xii. 60.
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Shuhdah al-Baghdadiyyah studied the most famous ]us^ ibn

cArafah with its highest narrator Ibn Bayan; Ju%j Hanbal with

Abu 1-Hasan ibn al-Tuyurl
2
and Jus? Hildl al-Haffar with Tirad.

Zaynab bint Makki al-Harranl (d. 688) studied the jus? with

next highest isndd, al-Ghayldniyjdt, with "Ulnar ibn Tabrazad. Sitt

al-
cArab bint Yahya al-Kindi (d. 684) studied the third highest,

Ju^ al-Ansdri with her master Abu 1-Yumn al-Kindi. Amat al-

Hamld Khadljah bint Abi Ghanim studied Jusf? ma qaruba of al-

Samarqandi (d. 536) in 529.
6 Umm al-Diya3

Sitt al-Jalll bint Abi

1-Husayn Muhammad ibn al-Hasan al-Warkanl (6th c.) studied

Jutf Luwayn with Abu Bakr ibn Majah.
7 Umm al-Baha3 Fatimah

bint Abi 1-Fadl Muhammad ibn Abi Sacd al-Baghdadl (d. 539)

received Jur£ al-Bajtiita from SacId al-
cAyyar. Nur SittI bint

cAbd al-Karim al-RazI (6th c.) studied Kitdb Thawdb al-a
cmdl of

cAbd al-Rahman ibn Hatim al-RazI with her grandfather Abu 1-

Hasan CAU ibn "Abdillah al-Bayadl.
9 Umm al-Khayr Jamal al-

Nisa3 bint Abi Bakr al-Baghdadiyyah studied Jus? Ibn al-Batti

with its author Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Baql al-Batti. Khadljah

bint Abi Bakr al-HamawI studied Ahddith Tdliit of Abu cUthman

Talut ibn cAbbad al-Sayrafl (d. 238) with cAbd al-Jaffl ibn Abi

Ghalib al-Surayjanl in a ribdt of Damascus in 610. Umm al-

Haya Zuhrah bint Muhammad al-Anbarl (d. 633) studied Ju^
al-Bdnydsi with Ibn al-Batti.

12
Zaynab bint CA1I al-Wasitl (d. 695)

studied Majlis al-Bitdqah of Abu 1-Qasim Hamzah ibn Muham-

mad ibn CAH al-Kinanl (d. 357) with Muhammad ibn Ismac
Il,

1 2
IBN HAJAR, al-Majma* al-mu^assas, i. 504-16. See sama^at at the end of

3,

]u^ Hanbal. IBN HAJAR, al-Majma* al-mu^assas, i. 276-77. DIYA' AL-DlN

AL-MAQDISl, Dhajl al-taayld, ii. 372.
5
AL-DHAHABl, Mujam al-shuyiikh, i.

288. See samd'-dt in Muqaddimah ofJu^ ma qaruba sanadu-hu min hadtth of

Abi 1-Qasim Ismail ibn Ahmad al-Samarqandl. AL-SAM'ANl, al-Tahbir,

ii. 242.
8
IBN HAJAR, al-Majma* al-mu^assas, ii. 158.

9
AL-SAMcANl, al-

Muntakab min Mujam al-shuyiikh, iii. 1923. IBN HAJAR, al-Majma'- al-

mufharas, 248. LEDER et al, Mujam al-sama*dt al-Dimashqiyjah, 119, 290.
12
IBN HAJAR, al-Majma*- al-mu^assas, i. 214—21, and al-Mujam al-mufharas,

238-40.
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Khatlb Marda in 653.
1 Umm cAbd al-Hakam Sitt al-lbad bint

Abi 1-Hasan CAH ibn Salamah al-Misriyyah (d. 616) studied al-

KhilaHyjat with its famous narrator Ibn Rifacah. Khadfjah bint

cAbd al-Hamld ibn TJthman studied/^3 ^/-Ff/with Abu l-
cAbbas

Ahmad ibn cAbd al-Hamld ibn cAbd al-Hadl al-Maqdisi and Izz

al-DIn Abu 1-Fida3 Ismac
il ibn cAbd al-Rahman al-Farra3 in 693

in al-Jamic al-Muzaffari in Qasyun.

al-Musalsalat

The term musahal refers to a hadith around the narration of

which there is some particular association that the tradition has

deemed worthy of preserving, along with the hadith itself. An
example would be the Prophet's shaking someone's hand just

before he said what the hadith records, or giving them a date

and water, etc.; then, each time that this hadith is passed on the

teacher will shake the student's hand, or give out a date and

water, etc. Much charm and pleasure is added to the teaching

and learning of hadiths by these associations, and remembering

one's lessons is facilitated by them. There are many hadiths

narrated as musalsalat.

al-Musalsal bi-l-
Q
au>tt>aliyjah. This is the hadith of Abdullah

ibn Amr ibn al-
cAs that the Prophet salla l-lahu ^alay-hi wa-sallam

said: Those who show mercy, the Most Merciful bestows mercy

upon them. Show mercy to those who are in the earth, the One
who is in heaven will have mercy upon you.' It is narrated from

Ibn TJyaynah, who narrated it from Amr ibn Dinar, from Abu
Qabus, from his master cAbdullah ibn cAmr ibn al-As. His stu-

dent cAbd al-Rahman ibn Bishr al-Hakam heard it from him as

his first hadith; then it became a tradition that students would

hear this as their first hadith from their teachers. It has contin-

ued to this day. There are many women who received this hadith.

Here are some examples: Hasanah bint Muhammad ibn Kamil

LEDER et a/., Mujam al-sama^at al-Dimashqiyyah, 33, 314. AL-DHAHABl,

Ta^rikh al-lslam (sub anno 611-620), 291.
3
See MUTT AL-HAFIZ, al-Jdmi

Q
al-

Muzaffarf, 29 \.
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al-Hasaniyyah (d. 765) heard it from al-Tawzari through the

isnad of Ibn al-Samarqandl. Umm al-Hasan bint Muhammad
ibn cAbd al-Muhsin al-Makhzumi heard this hadith with her

sister Safiyyah from al-Sharif Abu 1-Khayr ibn Abl "Abdillah al-

Makhzumi in 742.
2
Khadljah bint Abl Bakr ibn CA1I known as

Bint al-Kuri (d. 803) heard it from Muhammad ibn Yusuf al-

Harranl.
3
Zaynab bint Muhibb al-Din Abu l-

cAbbad Ahmad ibn

Zahirah al-Qurashi (d. 863) heard it from the qadl Zayn al-Din

Abu Bakr ibn al-Husayn al-Muraghi.
4
Ghazal Umm cAbd al-

Latif al-Nubiyyah (d. 802) heard it from its famous narrator al-

Mayduml (d. 754) .

5

Some traditionists compiled the musalsalat they received

from their teachers as books, which made it easier to study and

transmit them. Women also heard some of these books of

musalsalat with their teachers. Sitt al-
cArab bint Muhammad ibn

Fakhr al-Din al-Bukhari (d. 767) heard Musalsalat al-lbrahimi

from her grandfather.
6 Umm Kulthum "A'ishah bint Muhammad

ibn Ibrahim al-Murshidi (d. 846) heard Musalsal al-'-AlcPi from

Majd al-Din al-Shirazi.
7
Fatimah bint al-Munajja heard Nu^hat

al-huffaz of Abu Musa al-Madini from Taqi al-Din Sulayman ibn

Hamzah.
8
Shuhdah al-Baghdadiyyah studied al-Musafahah of al-

Barqanl.
9 Umm Muhammad Sitt al-Kull Asiyah bint Jarullah

Muhammad al-Makki studied Musalsal bi-l-awwaliyyah and

Musalsal li-khatm l-du^a? with Sharaf al-Din Abu 1-Qasim al-

Rafic
i.
10

^IYA' AL-DlN AL-MAQDISI, al-
cIad al-thamm, vi. 377. IBN FAHD, al-Durr

al-kamln, 157.
3
AL-SAKHAwI, al-Daw* al-lamf, xii. 26.

4
IBN FAHD, al-Durr

al-kamin, 1434.
5
AL-SAKHAwI, al-Daw 1 al-lamf, xii. 85.

6
IBN HAJAR, al-

Majma c al-mu^assas, iii. 42—28. IBN FAHD, al-Durr al-kamin, 157. IBN

HAJAR, al-Majma'i al-mu^assas, iii. 360. AL-DHAHABl, Siyar a'-lam al-

nubalP, xxiii. 88.
10
IBN FAHD, K Najl al-Muna, i. 217-18.
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THE READING LIST OF
UMM HANI BINT NUR AL-DlN AL-HURINIYYAH (d. 871)

1

She studied:

with Najm al-Din cAbd al-Rahim b.
cAbd al-Wahhab b.

cAbd al-Karim

b. al-Husayn b. Razin and Salah al-Din Muhammad b. Muhammad b.

cAli b. TJmar al-ZaftawI: Sahih al-Bukhari

with cAfif al-Din 'Abdullah ibn Muhammad al-Nashawari: Sunan Abi

Dawiid %al-ArbaHn al-Mukharrajah min Sahih al-Bukhari bi riwayat al-

Muhammadin min hadith Abi Bakr Muhammad b.
CAB ibn Yasir al-Jayani

•Ju^ from Fawd?id Abi Qasim Abd al-Rahman b.
cUbaydilldh al-Harfi

%]us£ with Manam Ham^ah b. Habib al-Zayyat min hadith Ibn Ghalbun

•Jus? with Hadith HaBmah al-Sa c
diyyah UAbi /-Hasan b. Sakhr • Jus?

from Hadith ^Ali b. Harb al-Td^i • Jus? with Ghara^ib al-asanid li-Abi l-

Ghand?im al-Narsi 'al-ArbaHn al-mukhtarah fi fadl khisdl al-hajj wa-l-

sgyarah li-Ibn Mas cudi 'al-Jus? al-thani min Hadith Sa cddn b. Nasr •

Fawd?id al-
cIrdqijyin li-l-Naqqdsh 'al-ArbaHn al-SubaHyyat li-Abd al-

MunHm b. Abdilldh al-Furawi 'Suddsiyydt Abi cAbdillah Muhammad b.

Ahmad b. Ibrahim al-Rdsn 'Jus? al-Jumu^ah li-l-Nasa^i 'Jus? Ibn Nujayd

'al-Majdlis al-khamsah al-suddsiyyat • Awali Tirdd in two jus? {takhrij al-

Barddnt) 'Maqdsid al-sawm li-l-Imam
c
Is%, al-Din b. ^Abd al-Salam 'Jus?

with Majlisanfifadl Rajab min imla~> al-Hafi^Abu l-Qasim b. Asdkir 'Jus?

with al-Taqbil wa-l-mu'-anaqah wa-l-musafahah li-Abi Sa'-id Muhammad b.

Ziyad al-A^rabi 'Jus? with Hadith al-Qadi Abit l-Faraj al-Mu c
afd b.

Zakariyya 'Jus? with AwaliAbi l-Waqt cAbd al-Awwal b.
c
Isd al-Harawi

{takhrij Abi Muhammad Yunus b. Yahya al-Hashimi) 'Jus? with Fadl

Ramadan siyami-hi wa-qiydmi-hi li-Abi l-Yumn Abdilldh b. al-Imam Abi l-

Hasan b. Asdkir 'Jus? with Hadith Dhi l-Niin al-Misri 'Nuskhah Abi

Mu cdmyah Muhammad b. Khdsjm al-Darir 'Jus? with Hadith Abi Bakr b.

Abi Dawiid... 'al-Jus? al-sdW- min Hadith Abi Amr b. al-Sammak {intiqa?

AbiHafs al-Basti) 'al-ArbaHn al-Thaqafiyyah 'Mas^alat al-ijasvh li-l-majhiil

wa-l-ma cdum li-l-Kiatib 'Jus? containing Fadl Rajab wa-ghayri-hi li-l-Khalldl

'al-Majalis al-Makkiyyah li-l-Mayyashi 'Khumasiyydt Ibn al-Naqqiir 'Jus?

Kdku 'Jus? with Majlisan min Amdli al-Wa%ir Ni%dm al-Mulk 'al-ArbaHn

li-Abi cAbdilldh Muhammad b. al-Fadl al-Furawi 'Jus? with al-MPat al-

'•awali min masmu'-ati-hi 'MasdHl Yiinus b.
cAbd al-AHd min al-Imam al-

'al-SUYUTI, al-Mujamfi l-mujam, 101-03.
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Shdfi'-i radi al-ldhu 'an-hu 'Ju^ Abi Jafar Muhammad b. Abdilldh b.

Sulaymdn al-Hadrami 'Ju^ al-Bitdqah 'al-Jut£ al-sabf min Musalsaldt al-

Hdfiz ]amdl al-Din Muhammad b. Yusuf b. Masaddi al-Mushtamil '-aid l-

musalsal bi-l-
caddfi l-jad 'Fad/ Sha cbdn li-l-Imdm Abi Abdilldh Muhammad

b. lsmd c
il b. Abi l-Sayfal-Yamani 'Qird al-dayf li-lbn Abi l-Dunya 'al-Sirah

li-l-Tabari 'Musalsaldt Ibn Shddhdn 'TusdHyydt al-Radi al-Tabari 'Fadd^il

Rajab li-AbiMuhammad al-Khalldl

with Abu 1-Faraj b. al-Shaykhah: al-ArbaHn al-mawsumah bi shi
cdr ashdb

al-hadith li-l-Hdkim 'Jus? with Andshid Abi Ghdlib Shujd'- b. Fans al-

Dhuhli

with Shihab al-Dln Ahmad b. Muhammad b.
cAbd al-Muc

tI al-Makkl

al-Maliki: TusdHyydt al-Radi al-Tabari ' al-Jus? al-sabf- min Musalsaldt lbn

Masaddi ' Fadl Sha cbdn li-lbn Abi l-Sayf' Ju^ al-Bitdqah

with Shihab al-Dln Ahmad b. Zahirah: al-ArbaHn al-mukhtdrah li-lbn

Masaddi ' al-Awwal min Musalsaldt al-Alldf, and a jus? containing al-

Muslasal bi-inni uhibbu-ka of Radi al-Dln al-Tabari.

with Muhibb al-Dln Muhammad b. Ahmad b. al-Radi Ibrahim al-

Tabari: Musalsaldt al-Dibdji

with Abi cAbdiUah Muhammad ibn cAli ibn Ahmad ibn Abi Dhuba al-

Misrl: al-Ghayldniyydt.

Interior. Dar al-Kutub al-Zahiriyyah, Damascus.

(Photo: Yahya Michot)



Chapter 6

Women's role in diffusion of

'the knowledge'

The women who had knowledge of the religion transmitted

that knowledge to men as well as women. Indeed, given that

the majority of students of hadith were men, we would expect

the majority of the women's students to have been men. Their

numbers varied in different periods, but in some periods were

very high: for example, al-Dhahabl in his account of Hafiz Abu

Abdillah Muhammad ibn Mahmud ibn al-Najjar (d. 643)' reports

from Ibn al-Sacati that '|Ibn al-Najjar's] teachers included 3000

men and 400 women.'
1

It should suffice as evidence of the

authority of women in preserving and transmitting the Sunnah

of God's Messenger that some of the greatest of his Compan-

ions and, after them, some of the greatest imams and jurists in

the history of Islamic scholarship relied on women teachers.

THE COMPANIONS AND THE SCHOLARS AFTER THEM

Among the Companions who narrated from cA3ishah are: her

father, Abu Bakr; TJmar ibn al-Khattab; "Abdullah ibn TJmar;

Abu Hurayrah; Abu Musa al-Ashc
ari;

cAbdullah ibn "Abbas

Rablcah ibn cAmr al-Jurashl; al-Sa'ib ibn Yazid; cAmr ibn al-
cAs:

Zayd ibn Khalid al-Juhani; "Abdullah ibn cAmir ibn Rabic
ah:

"Abdullah ibn al-Harith ibn Nawfal and others. In addition, in

the major compilations of hadith, there are over 300 narrators

from "A'ishah: al-Mizzi has listed them, in alphabetical order,

AL-DHAHABl, Sijar a'-lam al-nubala?, xxiii. 133.
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together with references to the books where their hadiths are

recorded.
1 Among the men scholars who narrated from Umm

Salamah are: Usamah ibn Zayd ibn Harithah al-Kalbi, al-Aswad

ibn Yazld al-Nakhac
I, Hablb ibn Abl Thabit, Humayd ibn cAbd

al-Rahman ibn cAwf, Dhakwan Abu Salih al-Samman, Sacid ibn

Abl Sacid al-Maqburi, SacId ibn al-Musayyab, Sulayman ibn Yasar,

Abu Wa'il Shaqiq ibn Salamah al-Asadl, cAmir al-Shatl, cAbdul-

lah ibn Buraydah al-Aslami, "Abdullah ibn cAbbas, Abdullah ibn

cAbd al-Rahman ibn Abl Bakr al-Siddlq, "Abdullah ibn TJbaydul-

lah ibn Abi Mulaykah, 'Abdullah ibn Wahb ibn Zamcah, cAbd

al-Rahman ibn al-Harith ibn Hisham, TJbaydullah ibn 'Abdul-

lah ibn TJtbah, TJrwah ibn al-Zubayr, "Ata3 ibn Abl Rabah, 'Ata3

ibn Yasar, Ikrimah ibn cAbd al-Rahman ibn al-Harith ibn Hisham,

Kurayb the mawla of Ibn "Abbas, Mujahid ibn Jabr al-Makkl,

Abu Ja
c
far Muhammad ibn cAlI ibn al-Husayn, Masruq ibn al-

Ajdac
, Nafic the mawla of Ibn TJmar, Abu Bakr ibn cAbd al-

Rahman ibn al-Harith ibn Hisham, Abu Salamah ibn cAbd al-

Rahman ibn cAwf, Abu TJthman al-Nahdi.
2 Among the narra-

tors from Hafsah are: Harithah ibn Wahb al-Khu2ac
i, her brother

Abdullah ibn TJmar, cAbd al-Rahman ibn al-Harith ibn Hisham,

Abu Bakr ibn Sulayman ibn Abi Khaythamah and others.

The Companions narrated also from women other than the

wives of the Prophet. CAU ibn Abl Talib, a prominent figure of

knowledge among the Companions narrated from Maymunah,

a slave of the Prophet.
4 From Durrah bint Abl Lahab, CAH nar-

rated that she said that the Messenger of God, salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi

wa sallam, said: 'No living person should be given hurt through

[criticism of] a dead person.'
5
The Umayyad caliph IJmar ibn

cAbd al-
cAziz narrated: 'The righteous woman, Khawlah bint

Hakim, the wife of TJthman ibn Mazcun narrated that the Mes-

senger of God — salla l-lahu ^alay-hi wa sallam — came out holding

in his arms the two sons of his daughter saying: 'By God, you

cause [one to be] undisciplined (tujahhilu-na), cowardly {tujabbinu-

'al-MIZZI, Tahdhib al-kamal, xxxv. 228-33.
2
Ibid., 317-19.

3
Ibid, 154.

4
Ibid., 313.

5
IBN CABD AL-BARR, al-Isifab, ii. 726.
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na) and miserly {tubakhkhilii-na)\ and [yet also] you are indeed as

a flower of Paradise.' The great tabi
c
i scholar SacId ibn al-

Musayyab also narrated from Khawlah bint Hakim. cAmir al-

Shatl narrated from Rayidah bint Karamah.

In the next generation, Muhammad ibn Shihab al-Zuhrl

(d. 124) narrated hadlth from cAmrah bint cAbd al-Rahman ibn

Sacd ibn Zurarah al-Ansariyyah, Nadbah the mawlah of Maymu-
nah, Fatimah al-Khuzaciyyah, Hind bint al-Harith al-Farisiyyah

and Umm cAbdillah al-Dawsiyyah. Yahya ibn Macin narrated that

Abu Hanlfah narrated from 'A-'ishah bint cAjrad that she said: 'I

heard the Messenger of God — salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa sallam — say:

The largest army of God in the earth are locusts. I do not eat

them and I do not forbid them.'
3 Imam Malik (d. 179) narrated

from cA3ishah bint Sacd ibn Abl Waqqas al-Madaniyyah (d. 117).

Among other narrators from her are: Ismac
Il ibn Ibrahim ibn

TJqbah, Ayyub al-Sakhdyani, al-Ju
cayd ibn cAbd al-Rahman,

Junah al-Najjar, al-Hakam ibn HJtaybah, Khuzaymah, Sakhr ibn

Juwayriyyah, Abu 1-Zinad Abdullah ibn Dhakwan, cAbdullah ibn

TJbaydah al-Rabadhi, TJthman ibn cAbd al-Rahman al-Waqqasi,

Abu Qudamah "Uthman ibn Muhammad ibn IJbaydillah ibn

TJmar al-TJmari, Muhammad ibn Bijad ibn Musa ibn Sacd ibn

Abl Waqqas, Muhajir ibn Mismar, Yusuf ibn Yacqub ibn al-

Majishun and others.

MAJOR SCHOLARS WHO NARRATED FROM WOMEN

We find the same practice in the succeeding centuries. Imam
Ahmad ibn Hanbal (d. 241), Abu Ibrahim al-Tarjumanl (d. 236),

Muhammad ibn al-Sabbah al-Jarjara
3
! (d. 240), Ibrahim ibn

Ahdillah al-HarawI (d. 244) and CAH ibn Muslim al-TusI (d. 253)

narrated from Umm TJmar bint Hassan ibn Zayd al-Thaqaft.
5

'iBN BISHKWAL, Ghawamid al-asmd^ al-mubhamah, i. 272-73.
2
IBN

HAJAR, al-lsabah fi tamyi^ al-sahabah, iv. 299.
3
IBN AL-ATHIR, Usd al-

ghabah, vii. 190.
4
AL-MIZZI, Tahdhib al-kamdl, xxxv. 236.

5
AL-KHATlB

AL-BAGHDADl , Ta^rikh Baghdad, xiv. 432.
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Qadi Abu Yac
la al-Farra5 (d. 458), al-Azhari, al-Tanukhi, al-

Husayn ibn Ja
c
far al-Salmasi, Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Muham-

mad Hasnun al-NarsI and Abu Khazim ibn al-Husayn ibn Mu-

hammad ibn al-Farra3 narrated from Amat al-Salam bint al-

Qadi Abl Bakr Ahmad ibn Kamil ibn Khalaf ibn Shajarah al-

Baghdadiyyah (d. 390).
x

Hafiz Ibn "Asakir (d. 571) narrated from over 80 women,

and dedicated a whole book to biographical accounts of them.

His colleague Abu Sacd al-Samcani (d. 562) wrote down accounts

of 69 women from whom he heard hadith directly or who wrote

ija^ahs to him. Hafiz Abu Tahir al-Silafi (d. 576) studied hadith

with tens ofwomen scholars, Ibn al-Jawzi (d. 597) narrated from

three, and Hafiz cAbd al-Ghani al-MaqdisI (d. 600) narrated from

'a number'.

In the seventh century, Ibn al-Athir (d. 630), Ibn al-Salah

(d. 643), and al-Diya3 al-MaqdisI (d. 643), all narrated from sev-

eral women teachers. Hafiz al-Mundhiri (d. 656) narrated from a

large number of women and provided accounts of them in al-

Takmilab li wafaydt al-naqalah, and Muhibb al-Tabri (d. 694) also

narrated from 'a number' of women.

Imam Ibn Taymiyyah (d. 728), probably the greatest thinker

and jurist of his time, received hadith from a number ofwomen

and included some hadiths from them in his Forty Hadiths. He

expressed very high esteem for their knowledge, understanding

and intelligence, as well as their righteousness and piety, and he

praised some of them fulsomely for their efforts in preaching

and reform. Similarly, the following imams studied with women:

Ibn Jamacah (d. 733); Ibn Sayyid al-Nas (d. 734); Abu 1-Hajjaj

al-Mizzi (d. 742) narrated from some of them in his Tahdhib al-

kamal; Imam al-Dhahabi (d. 748) narrated from them in Mu cjam

al-shuyiikh, TPrikh al-Isldm, and Siyar aHam al-nubalP; Imam Ibn

al-Qayyim (d. 751); Hafiz al-
cAla*[ (d. 761); Taj al-Din al-Subki

(d. 771) narrated from them and provided accounts of them in

his Mu cjam al-shuyiikh; likewise: Hafiz Ibn Kathir (d. 774); al-

hbid., 443.
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Zarkashi (d. 794); Ibn Rajab al-Hanball (d. 795); al-Bulqlnl (d. 805);

Hafiz Abu 1-Fadl al-^raql (d. 806); Hafiz Nur al-Dln al-Hay-

thami (d. 807); Hafiz Wall al-Dln al-lraql (d. 826). Hafiz TaqI al-

Dih al-FasI (d. 832) mentioned some women teachers in his Dhayl

al-Taqytd and other books; Ibn al-Jazari (d. 833) mentioned some

of them in his Ta^rikh; Hafiz Ibn Hajar al-
cAsqalani (d. 852) men-

tioned them in his Mu'-jam and gave accounts of them in al-Durar

al-kaminah and lnbd? al-ghumr, Najm al-Dln Ibn Fahd (d. 885)

provided accounts of his women teachers in his Mu'-jam; so too

Hafiz Shams al-Dln al-Sakhawi (d. 902) in al-Daw^ al-ldmf; and

Hafiz Jalal al-Dln al-Suytitl narrated from them and wrote

biographical notices on them in his Mujam and other books.

HUSBANDS NARRATING FROM THEIR WIVES

Some of the muhaddithdt attained such eminence in the knowl-

edge that it is unsurprising to find their husbands becoming their

students and referring to them for the solution of different

scholarly and juristic issues. Hisham ibn SacId narrated that he

called on Mucadh ibn cAbdillah ibn Hablb al-Juhani: 'Mucadh

asked his wife: When should the child pray? She said: A man
from our people mentioned from the Prophet — salla l-ldhu '•alay-

hi wa sallam — that he was asked about that and he said: When
[the child] knows his right from his left, command him to pray.'

Karfmah bint al-Miqdad ibn al-Aswad al-Kindlyyah (tdbiHyyah)

is another example of a woman whose husband Abdullah ibn

Wahb ibn Zamcah narrated from her. Ishaq ibn Abdillah ibn

Abl Talhah narrated from his wife Umm Yahya Humaydah bint

Ubayy ibn Rifacah al-Ansariyyah al-Zuraqiyyah.

Fatimah bint al-Mundhir ibn al-Zubayr ibn al-
cAwwam is

considered one of the great scholars and jurists among the

1 _2
ABU DAwUD, Sunan, Salah, bab mataytfmaru al-ghulam bi-l-saldh. IBN

HAJAR, Tahdhib al-tahdhtb, xii. 475. AL-MIZZI, Tahdhib al-kamdl, xxxv.

159.
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Successors to the Companions. She knew a lot of hadiths, mostly

through her grandmother Asma3 bint Abl Bakr. Great imams

narrated from her including Muhammad ibn Ishaq, the author

of the famous Sirah. Most of her hadiths that are found in all the

major compilations are through her husband Hisham ibn TJrwah

ibn al-Zubayr, one of the teachers of Imams Abu Hanifah,

Malik, Shutah, Sufyan al-Thawri and others. I will mention here a

few examples of her hadiths narrated by her husband. Hisham

narrated from his wife Fatimah from her grandmother Asma3

that she said: A woman came to the Messenger of God - salla

l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam - and said: 'O Messenger of God - salla

l-lahu ^alay-hi wa sallam - I have a daughter who is a bride: she has

a disease (hasbah) that has thinned her hair. Can I join [another's

hair] to it? The Messenger of God - salla l-lahu
calay-hi wa sallam

- said: The curse of God is on the one who joins [another's hair

in this way] and the one who asks for [this].' (This hadith is nar-

rated by al-Bukhari, Muslim, al-Nasa3
I and Ibn Majah.

1

) Hisham

says: 'Fatimah narrated to me from Asma3 that she said: "We ate

meat of one of our horses in the time of the Prophet, salla l-la.hu

'•alay-hi wa sallam'
1
Hisham narrated from Fatimah from Asma3

that she said: 'The Messenger of God - salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa

sallam - said to me: Give [of your wealth], spend [from it] and

pay out; do not cling to it, otherwise God will hold it over

you; do not count [it] otherwise God will count [it] over you.'

Hisham also narrated from her the long hadith, found in the

^-BUKHArI, Sahib, Libds, bab al-waslfi al-sba'-r, MUSLIM, Sahib, Libds,

bab tahrimfiH al-wasilah wa-l-mustawsilah wa-l-wdshimah; AL-NASA'I, Sunan,

Zinah, b. la
Qn al-wasilah wa-l-mustawsilah; IBN MAJAH, Sunan, Nikah, bab

al-wasilah wa-l-mustawsilah.
2
AL-BUKHARl, Sahib, Dhabd^ih, bab al-nahr wa

al-dhibk, MUSLIM, S<*hih, Sqyd wa-l-dhabd?ih, bab fi akl luhiim al-khayl; AL-

NASA'I, Sunan, al-dahdya, bab al-rukhsah ft nahr mayudhbak, IBN MAJAH,

Sunan, Dhabd^ih, bab luhiim al-khayl.
3
AL-BUKHAr1, Sahib, Zakdh, bab al-

tahrid
c
ald al-sadaqat, MUSLIM, Sahih, Zakdh, bab al-hathth ^ald l-infdq wa

kardhat al-ihsa\ AL-NASAi, Sunan, Zakdh, bab al-ihsd^fi l-sadaqah.
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Sahibs, of al-Bukhari and Muslim, about the prayer on the occa-

sion of solar eclipse.

Fatimah, the daughter of Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Abi

Ahmad al-Samarqandi (d. 540) the author of Tuhfat al-fuqaha?,

was herself a great scholar and jurist, and renowned for it. She

was married to "Ala3 al-Dln Abu Bakr ibn Mascud al-Kasanl, the

author of BadPi'- al-sana?i
Q

. Ibn al-
cAdim says: 'My father nar-

rated that she used to quote the Hanafi madhhab (doctrine) very

well. Her husband al-Kasanl sometimes had some doubts and

erred in the [issuing of a] fatwa; then she would tell him the

correct opinion and explain the reason for [his] mistake.' An
example from the ninth century is Fatimah bint Yahya. Al-Shaw-

kani (d. 1255) says about her: 'She was famous for her knowl-

edge. She had debates with her father on several juristic issues.

He father the imam confirmed that Fatimah applies ijtihad in

deriving rulings. This indicates that she was prominent in the

knowledge for the imam would not say something like that

except for one who deserved it.' Her father married her to al-

Mutahhar ibn Muhammad ibn Sulayman ibn Muhammad (d. 879),

who referred to her in the judgement of difficult juristic issues.

Whenever a complicated issue was brought to him and to his

students he would go to his wife and seek the solution from

her. His students would then say: 'This is not from you. This is

from behind the curtain.'

CHILDREN LEARNING FROM THEIR MOTHERS

We know from biographies of many of the great scholars in

Islam that an important factor in the success they had in com-

bining piety, righteousness and knowledge was the foundation

in education they had been given by their mothers. The practice

AL-BUKHARl, Sahih, Taharah, bab man lamyatwadda' ilia min al-ghashy al-

muthqil; MUSLIM, Sahih, Salah, bab ma '•urida
c
ald l-nabi salla l-lahu '•alay-hi

wa sallam ft salat al-kusuf.
cAbd al-Qadlr AL-QURASHl, al-Jawahir al-

mudiyyahJi tabaqat al-Hanafyyah, iv. 4. AL-SHAWKANl, al-Badr al-taW-, ii.

24. See AL-HIBASHI, Mu cjam al-nisP al-Yamaniyyat, 149.
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of introducing children to the ways of the religion at a young age

was, as we saw in an earlier chapter, encouraged by the Prophet

himself. Accordingly, mothers were motivated to bring children

to the assemblies of learning, and to the mosques. Some of the

children who came must have been very young indeed. cA5ishah

has narrated that the children were brought to the Messenger of

God, then he would bless them and do tahriik (the ceremony of

softening up a date, then putting a piece of it in the newborn's

mouth). On one occasion when a baby soiled his clothes with

urine, the Prophet simply called for water, which was poured

over the affected part.
1 The women's being in the mosques

with children was certainly not forbidden. On the contrary, as we

saw earlier, the Prophet was aware of it and if, during the

prayer, he heard a baby cry, he would shorten the recitation in

order to relieve the mother of distress and distraction.

The following incident, reported by Abu Burdah ibn Abl

Musa al-Ashc
ari, sheds light on how mothers would impress the

sunnahs on their children's minds. In this instance, the mother

gets Abu Musa al-Ashc
arI to explain to their son something that

he had had the opportunity to explain but failed to do so:

I was with my father Abu Musa al-Ashc
ari in the house of Umm al-

Fadl. She sneezed [and said al-hamdu li-l-lab], then my father said to

her: May God be merciful to you. Then I sneezed and he did not say

it to me. When I came to my mother I told her [what happened].

When Abu Musa came home she said to him: My son sneezed in your

presence and you did not pray for him and a woman sneezed and you

prayed for her. He said: Your son sneezed and he did not praise God

so I did not pray for him; whereas she sneezed and she praised God,

so I prayed for her. I have heard the Messenger of God - salla l-ldhu

'alay-hi wa sallam - say: When someone sneezes in your presence, and

he praises God, then pray for him, and if he does not praise Him,

then do not pray for him. She said: You are right. You are right.

'MUSLIM, Sahib, Tabdrab, bab hukm bawl al-tifl' al-radf wa kayfij/yatighasli-hi.

2
Ibid, Saldh, bab amr al-a^immati bi takhfifi al-saldh fi tamdm. AL-HAkIM,

Mustadrak, iv. 265.
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Sometimes, the children were taught by explicit precept. For

example, Sufyan ibn TJyaynah narrates from Ibn al-Munkadir

that he said: 'My mother said to me: O my son, do not joke to

excess with the children, otherwise they will treat you lighdy.'
1

At other times, the teaching was by allusion: cAsim ibn CA1I has

narrated: ' Abdullah ibn Bakr ibn cAbdillah al-Muzanl narrated

to us saying: My mother told me that [my] father has vowed that

whenever he heard two people disputing about destiny he would

stand and pray two rak'-ahs. However, the best thing mothers

could teach their children was the responsibility to be active in

seeking the knowledge for themselves by attending on those who
had it, for that is the basis of the established tradition among
the people of hadith, to travel in search of the higher isndd, of

greater nearness to the original. cAffan narrates from Shutah
that he said: 'My mother said to me: There is a woman here

narrating hadiths from "A'ishah. Go and learn hadiths from her.

Then I went to her and received hadiths from her. The name of

that woman was Shumaysah Umm Salamah.'

CHILDREN NARRATING FROM THEIR MOTHERS

In this next hadith four women Companions are narrating from

each other, two of them wives of the Prophet and two of them

their daughters. TJrwah ibn al-Zubayr narrated from Zaynab

bint Abl Salamah, from Habibah bint Umm Hablbah, from her

mother from Zaynab bint Jahsh that she said: 'The Messenger of

God — salla l-la.hu ''alay-hi wa sallam — woke up, his face red, and

said: 'There is no god but God! Destruction is [coming] for the

Arabs from an evil that is near. Today, there has opened in the

wall of Gog and Magog [a breach] like this — and he indicated a

circle [with his fingers]. She says: I said: O Messenger of God —

salla l-la.hu
c
alay-hi wa sallam — will we be destroyed when righteous

AL-WASHSHA5
, al-Zarf wa-l-^urafi-', 54. ABU NU'AYM AL-ASBAHANI,

Hilyat awliyP, ii. 256. BAHSHAL, Ta^nkh Wasit, 109.
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people are among us? He said: Yes, when the evil becomes pre-

ponderant.'

Yahya ibn Bashir ibn Khallad narrated from his mother

that she called upon Muhammad ibn Ka'b al-QurazI and heard

him say: 'Abu Hurayrah narrated to me: The Messenger of God
— salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam — said: Make the imam [stand] in the

middle [of the rows in prayer] and fill the gaps [in the rows].'

cAbd Rabbih ibn al-Hakam al-Thaqafi al-Ta'ifi narrated

from his mother Bint Ruqayqah who narrated hadlth from her

mother.
cAmir al-Shati narrated from Yahya ibn Talhah, from his

mother Sucda al-Murriyyah that she said: "TJmar passed by Tal-

hah after the death of the Messenger of God — salla l-lahu '•alay-

hi wa sallam — and said to him: Why are you so down-hearted?

Do you dislike the rule of your cousin [i.e. Abu Bakr]? He said:

No. Rather, [it is because] I heard the Messenger of God — salla

l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa sallam — say: I know a word, no one utters it at

the time of his death, but that word will be a light for his book

of deeds; his body and soul will get comfort at the time of

death. I did not ask him before he passed away. [TJmar] said: I

know that word; it is the word that he wanted his uncle [Abu

Talib] to utter. Had he known anything better than that for his

salvation he would have required him [to utter it].'

Sufyan ibn TJyaynah narrated from Ibn al-Munkadir, from

Ibn Rumaythah, from his mother that she said: 'I called upon
cA:)ishah. She prayed eight rak cahs at the time of forenoon. My
mother asked her: Tell me from the Messenger of God — salla l-

lahu ^-alay-hi wa sallam - anything [that he said] about this prayer.

AL-BUKHARl, Sahib, Ahadith al-anbiyaP, bab qissatya?juj wa ma?juj, Fitan,

bab wayfan li-l-'-arab min sharrin qad iqtarak, MUSLIM, Sahib, Fitan wa asbrdt

al-sd'-ah, bab iqtirdb al-Jitan; ABU DAWUD, Sunan, Fitan wa-l-maldhim, bab

dhikr al-fitan wa da/d^ili-hd; AL-TIRMIDHl, ]ami'-, fitan, bab mdja?afikburuj

ya?juj wa ma'juj, IBN MAJAH, Sunan, Fitan, bab mdyakiinu min al-fitan; IBN
CASAKIR, Ta^rikh madinat Dimashq, Tarajim al-nisdr

1

, 71-72. ABU DAwUD,
Sunan, Saldh, bab maqdm al-imdm min al-saff. AL-MIZZl, Tahdhib al-kamal,

xxxv. 1 31-32. IBN MAJAH, Sunan, Adab, babfadl la ildha ilia l-lah.
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She said: I will not tell you anything about it from the Messen-

ger of God — salla l-lahu '-alay-hi wa sallam. But if my father could

be brought back to life on the condition that I quite [doing

these rak c
abs], I would not quit [them].'

Abdullah ibn cAwn narrated from al-Hasan from his mother,

from Umm Salamah that she said: 'I will not forget the incident

[during the preparations for the battle] of the Trench when the

Prophet — salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam — was giving [the people]

milk, and his chest-hair was dusty and he was saying: The good

is the good of the hereafter, so [may God] forgive the Ansar

and the Muhajirun.'
cAbd al-Hamld ibn cAbd al-Wahid narrated saying: Umm

Janub bint Numaylah narrated to me from her mother Suway-

dah bint Jabir, from her mother TJqaylah bint Asmar ibn Mudar-

ris from her father Asmar ibn Mudarris that he said: 'I came to

the Prophet and I pledged allegiance to him, then he said: Who-
ever comes to any water, where no Muslim has come before

him, then it is his.'

Kathir ibn Farqad narrated from "Abdullah ibn Malik ibn

Hudhayfah, from his mother al-
cAliyah bint Subayc that she said:

'I had sheep on Mt Uhud, some of which died. Then I called on

Maymunah, the wife of the Prophet — salla l-lahu '-alay-hi wa

sallam - and I mentioned that to her. Maymunah said to me: If

you had taken their hides, you could have made use of them.

[al-
cAliyah] said: Is it allowed (halal)? She said: Some people from

Quraysh passed by the Messenger of God — salla l-lahu '•alay-hi

wa sallam - pulling a [dead] goat of theirs [behind them] as [one

pulls] a donkey. The Messenger of God — salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa

sallam — said to them: If you had taken its hide! They said: It is

dead. The Messenger of God — salla l-lahu '-alay-hi wa sallam — said:

Tanning will purify [its hide].'

1

AL-MIZZI, Tahdhib al-kamal, xxxv. 180.
2
ABU NUCAYM, Hilyat awlryp, Hi.

49. ABU DAWUD, Sunan, Kharaj, babfiiqtd'- al-aradtn. Ibid, Libas, bib

ft uhub al-maytah.
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Among the Successors of the Companions, cAmrah bint

cAbd al-Rahman was renowned as a jurist and as a narrator.

Among those who narrated from her was her son Abu 1-Rijal

Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Rahman al-Ansari, a number of whose

narrations of hadith are recorded by al-Bukharl, Muslim, al-

Nasa5
! and Ibn Majah.

THE MANNERS OF THE WOMEN SCHOLARS

The sources that record the work of the muhaddithdt of later

centuries do not provide much detail as to their manners, how
they did their work. They are described not specifically but

generally as pious, virtuous, deeply learned, intelligent, generous

with their time and their wealth, and despite teaching for most

of the day, of astonishing patience and forbearance. Also, about

some of them, their rank in the field of hadith is mentioned -

either in the form of a title such as musnidah, or by quoting the

judgements about them of famous students. By contrast, the

scholars from the generation of the Companions and their Suc-

cessors were far more present in the social space — they had to

be for their knowledge to be passed on to many when they

themselves were (relatively to the students) few in number.

More specific accounts of their qualities are mentioned in the

sources than is the case for the women teachers after them, who

modelled their manners and character on theirs.

The study of hadith texts and their chains of authority has

many technical elements, suited to those with an academic bent.

That said, the Sunnah which that scholarship is meant to serve is

not an academic pursuit but a way of living. The scholars of

hadith, men and women, were aware that, as well as responsi-

bilty for accurately preserving and transmitting the knowledge

that was with them, they carried a responsibility to transmit to

their students the best manners in thought, speech and action.

They had to be mindful that they were passing on what had

reached them of the teaching of God's Messenger, not what

AL-MIZZi, Tahdhib al-kamai xxxv. 242.
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might suit or serve a political or sectarian bias, nor what might

improve their standing in this world. The best of the scholars

were content with moral authority and kept clear of the tempta-

tions and burdens of political power. Insofar as women were

further from those temptations, they were able to preserve a

virtually flawless record for integrity and truthfulness in their

reporting and in their personal conduct.

An excellent model of the virtues of the muhaddithat is the

tabfiyyah Umm al-Darda5
. Ibrahim ibn cAblah narrates that a

man came to her and told her that a certain individual had

criticized her before the caliph, cAbd al-Malik ibn Marwan. She

said: 'If we are rebuked for something that is not found in us,

then very often we are also praised for something that is not in

us.' It is wonderful how gendy she criticizes the one who
sought to bring her into the caliph's disfavour, without needing

to say she has no awe or dread of the caliph's rank and power.

In fact,
cAbd al-Malik ibn Marwan used to attend her class in

Damascus to learn xhcfiqh from her, and he sat as one among

her other students.
2
Also, Ismac

Il ibn cUbaydillah has reported:

"Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan was sitting in the Rock [of Jerusa-

lem] and Umm al-Darda5 was sitting with him [teaching]. When
the adhan of maghrib was called, he stood up and she stood up

leaning on Abd al-Malik [and so they remained] until he entered

the mosque with her. Then she sat with the women and Abd
al-Malik went forward to lead the prayer.'

Umm al-Darda commanded such respect because she had

achieved the humility that comes through taqwa, wariness of

God. cAwn ibn Abdillah narrates: *We used to come to [the

assembly of] Umm al-Darda3 and remember God there.' She

was, in addition to teaching, famously relentless in devotions.

Yunus ibn Maysarah reports: The women used to worship with

Umm al-Darda.-
1 and when they became weak from standing they

'iBN cASAKIR, Ta^rikh madtnat Dimashq, Tarajim al-nisa\ 432. IBN KATHlR,

a/-Bidayab wa-l-nihayah, sub anno 82. AL-DHAHABl, Siyar a'-lam al-nubalP, iv.

279.
4
Ibid, iv. 278.
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would lean on ropes.' Intensity of worship is also reported of

other women teachers: Hafiz al-Silafi narrates from Abu 1-Rijal

Fityan ibn Nasrullah al-Azdi that he said: The mother of my
children [i.e. my wife] narrated to me that she saw Khadljah

bint al-Faqih Abl 1-Abbas al-RazI many times praying the

whole night and not sleeping except when overcome by sleep.'

The teachers' work was a sacrifice on the path of God, and

they attended to their students' needs with the same care as a

mother does her children. "Uthman ibn Hayyan (d. 105) says:

We ate food with Umm al-Darda3 and we omitted to praise

God. She said: O my children, do not omit to season your food

with remembrance of God. Eating and praising God is better

than eating and being silent.'
cAbd Rabbih ibn Sulayman ibn

TJmayr ibn Zaytun reports that 'Umm al-Darda3 would write

the wisdom that she taught me on my slate' — we guess that he

was then too young to have learnt to write himself. He also

reports that she would say to him: 'Learn the wisdom when you

are little [young], then you will implement it when you grow up.'
5

Sulaym ibn cAmir says: 'I set out intending [a journey to] Jerusa-

lem. I passed by [the home of] Umm al-Darda3
. She gave me

[something] to drink and she gave me a dinar.' This spirit of

generosity, giving of their wealth as well as time, is a consistent

and stable characteristic of the muhaddithdt. Musa ibn Abdillah

says: "A'ishah bint Talhah narrated to us and said [that] the

people used to come to [umm al-miPminin A.-'ishah] from every

city. They would write letters from their cities. I would sit

before A'ishah [and say]: Khalah [aunt], this is a letter from so-

and-so and a gift from him. Then A'ishah would say to me: My
child, answer him and reward him. If you do not have anything

to reward [him with], I will give you [something]. Then she

would give me [something for him].'

X

lbid.
2
ABU TAHIR, Mu cjam al-safar, 83.

3
IBN 'ASAKIR Ta^rikh madmat

Dimashq, Tarajim aZ-nisP, 433.
4
Ibid., 428.

5
Ibid, 433. ABU ZURCAH AL-

DIMASHQl, al-TPrikh i. 333.
7
AL-BUKHArI, al-Adab al-mufrad, bab al-

kitabah da l-nisd^ wajawabi-hinn.
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Some of the women were so engrossed in teaching that they

devoted their whole day to it, holding extended sessions almost

without rest. One muhaddithah renowned for stamina through all-

day sessions of teaching was Sitt al-Wuzara3 bint TJmar ibn al-

Munajja (d. 716). She was popular in Damascus for teaching al-

Bukhari's Sahih, then invited to Cairo where she taught it in the

great mosque and other venues, her lessons being attended by

notable men of the city, including its scholars. She lived beyond

the age of ninety and was still teaching on the last day of that

long life.
3
Al-DhahabI (a student) says of her: 'She was stead-

fast, patient for long sessions of teaching.' The reason for such

prolonged sessions was that students had often travelled great

distances and wished to hear and read many hadiths in large

compilations and in the shortest period. That needed excep-

tional endurance on the part of the teachers as, often, the stu-

dents attended in large numbers. Al-DhahabI says about another

of his women teachers, Zaynab bint al-Kamal (d. 740): 'She was

devout, pious and generous, she narrated a lot of books. The

students crowded round her, and read to her large books. She

was of fine character, patient. Very often they would read to her

most of the day, she was noble and kind.' Ibn Rafic
(d. 774)

says about her: 'She taught big books, and she was easy in teach-

ing, loved the people of hadith, [and she was] kind and noble.'

cAwn ibn cAbdillah reports about Umm al-Darda5 that he

once asked her: 'Have we wearied you? She said: You [pi.] weary

me? I have sought worship in everything. I did not find anything

more relieving to me than sitting with scholars and exchanging

[knowledge] with them.' Revising with students was necessary

to establish the knowledge securely in their minds and hearts.

^BN HAJAR, al-Durar al-kaminah, ii. 129.
2
IBN KATHlR, al-Bidayah wa-l-

nihayah, sub anno 79. AL-DHAHABi, Mu'-jam al-shuyukh, i. 292. AL-

DHAHABl, al-Ju^ al-mafqud min Siyar a'-lam al-nubala?, 421. IBN HAJAR,

al-Durar al-kammah, ii. 117.
6
IBN RAFIC

, al-Wafayat, i. 318.
7
AL-MlZZl,

Tahdhib al-kamal , xxxv. 355.
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Al-DhahabI says about his teacher, Zaynab bint cAbd al-Rah-

man (d. 704), that she was particularly good in revising.

Sometimes, as a break from the serious work of studying

hadith, the muhaddithat would narrate interesting stories to relax

their students. Sitt al-Fuqaha3 al-Hamawiyyah (d. 720) used to

do this. There is precedent for it in the accounts we have of

the Companions, who might sometimes joke with their students.

cAbd al-Rahman ibn al-Aswad narrates: 'My father used to send

me to A.-'ishah and [as a child] I used to go to her [i.e. beyond

the curtain]. When I became adult, I came to her and called to

her from behind the curtain: O umm al-miPminin, when does the

bath becomes compulsory? She said: So, you have done it, O
Lukac

! And [in answer to the question] when the private parts

conjoin.

If the students erred, they would sometimes correct them

with gentle admonition, sometimes with severity, according to

the need. Yazid ibn al-Asamm narrates: 'I and a nephew of hers

welcomed 'A-'ishah when she came [back] from Makkah. We
had jumped into a garden of Madinah and picked its fruits. She

was told about that. She turned to her nephew, rebuking him;

then, she scolded me and said: Do you not know that God has

brought you up in the house of his Prophet — salla l-labu
Q
alay-hi

wa sallam? By God, Maymunah has left [i.e. died] and now your

rope has been thrown on your shoulder [so you are without a

guardian and must guide yourself]. Listen! Among us she was

among those most wary of God and most caring for her blood

relatives.' An example of appropriate severity is this response

by Umm al-Darda3 to a serious failure of manners in one of her

students. It is reported by Ibn Abi Zakariyya al-KhuzaT: We
went out on a journey with Umm al-Darda'. Then a man joined

our company. Umm al-Darda3 asked him: What is preventing

you from reciting [the QuPan] and remembering God as your

companions [are doing]? He said: I have [memorized] only one

^-Dhahabi, Mu^jam al-shuyukh, i. 258.
2
Ibid., i. 290.

3
AL-DHAHABl,

Siyar a'-lam al-nubalP, v. 11. Ibid., ii. 243—44.
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surah of the Qui°an, and I have repeated it so often that I have

let it go. She said: Is the Qur'an let go? I will not keep company

with you - either you go ahead of us or come after us. The man

mounted his camel and left.'
1

Ismac
Il ibn TJbaydillah narrates:

'Umm al-Darda3 said to me: O Ismac
Il, how can one sleep if he

has 10,000 under his pillow? Ismac
il said to her: Rather, how

can one sleep if he does not have 10,000 under his pillow! She

said: Subhdn al-lahl I see you will be tried (tubtala) by [fortune in]

this world.' And Ismail was indeed tested by getting fortune in

this world.
2
Zayd ibn Aslam narrates that cAbd al-Malik ibn

Marwan, the caliph, once invited Umm al-Darda3 and she was a

guest in his house. One night, he got up in the night and called

his servant, who came a little late.
cAbd al-Malik cursed him. 'In

the morning Umm al-Darda3 said to him: I heard you last night

cursing your servant. I have heard Abu l-Darda* say that the

Messenger of God — salla l-ldhu '-alay-hi wa sallam — said: The

cursers will not be intercessors or witnesses on the Day of Resur-
'3

rection.

Teaching unpaid; accepting smallgifts

Most of the women taught without asking for or taking payment.

However, they would accept from their students what they,

unasked, could give as a gift. TJthman ibn Hayyan reports from

Umm al-Darda3 that she said: 'One of them will say "O God,

provide for me". But he knows that God does not rain gold or

silver over him. Rather, He provides people through each other.

So whoever is given something he should accept [that]. If one is

rich he should give to the needy, and if one is poor he should

use that for his need.'
4
Ibrahim ibn Abi Ablah says: 'I saw Umm

al-Darda3 in Jerusalem sitting among poor women. A man came

and distributed some money among them. He gave Umm al-

Darda3
afals [a copper]. She said to her servant: Buy camel meat

'iBN 'ASAKIR, 7a?rikh madinat Dimashq, Tarajim al-nisa?, 431. Ibid.,

xxxix. 452.
3
Ibid., Tarajim al-nisa? 435. AL-DHAHABl, Siyar a c/am al-

nubalcP, iv. 279.
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with it. She said: Is not that money sadaqah} Umm al-Darda3

said: It came to us unasked.'
1 The sources record many instances

of muhaddithdt who were needy, and when their students came

to know of that, they would help them to the extent possible

for them. Al-Sakhawi says in his account of his teacher "A'ishah

bint al-Zayn (d. 880): 'She became very poor, so much so that

she stayed in the ribdt of Umm al-Zaynl ibn Muzhir for a time,

and she accepted a litde from her students. About his teacher

Sarah bint TJmar al-Hamawiyyah (d. 855), he says; 'She narrated

a lot of hadith; the imams [of hadith] heard from her; and [in

terms of volume] I studied with her what is beyond description.

She was righteous, with little wealth; that is why we used to

help her. She was marked by intelligence, good taste, love of the

students, patience in [her] teaching.'

THE NUMBERS OF THEIR STUDENTS

Among the women scholars there were those who had a small

number of students, and those who had a huge number. The

huge number of narrators from umm al-mu^minin cA3ishah have

already been mentioned. To illustrate the scale, from the later

period, I have listed (see Table 2, below) the names of those of

the students of Shuhdah bint Abi Nasr Ahmad ibn al-Faraj al-

Baghdadlyyah (d. 574)
3 who were, or who later became, famous

as scholars, jurists, qadis, and ascetics.
4
After that, to show how

heavily attended some of the muhaddithdts classes could be, I

present a copy of, and then a transcription of the names of the

students given on the attendance record (samd ) of a class, of

which the most famous teacher out of 14 teachers was Zaynab

bint al-Kamal (d. 740). The class took place on 1st Rajab 718 in

the Jamic al-Muzaffari, Qasyun, Damascus. She was teaching

Ju^ Intikhdb al-Tabardni li ibni-hi Abi Dharr cald ibn Fans, which

1 _ „ ,.. , _ . ^. , nn - , . -, „„„ 2
IBN 'ASAKIR, Ta^rikh madinat Dimashq, Tarajim al-nisiP, 430. AL-

SAKHAWl, d-DauP d-lami\ xii. 52.
3
AL-DHAHABl, Ta^rikh d-Islam (sul

anno 571-580), 146.
4
Accounts of Shuhdah's students can be looked up

in loco in AL-MUNDHIRl, d-Takmilah li-wafaydt d-naqalah.
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she heard from Ahmad ibn cAbd al-Da'im, who heard it from

Yahya al-Thaqafi, who narrated it from Abu CAH ibn al-Haddad,

who narrated it from Abu Nucaym al-Asbahanl, who narrated it

from its author, al-Tabaranl. Only a few women attended this

class; their names are shown in italic.

Table 2. Famous students of Shuhdah bint Abi Nasr

Ahmad ibn al-Faraj al-Baghdadlyyah (d. 574)

Name of student (d., place)

[other places associated with]

place (s) mainly

associated with

Abu Ismac
Il Ibrahim ibn cAbd al-Wahid al-Maqdisi al-Dimashql

(d. 614, Damascus)

Damascus

Shaykh Ibrahim ibn al-Muzaffar al-Baghdadl (d. 622, Mosul) Mosul,

Sinjar

Abu 1-Mac
all Ahmad ibn TJmar al-Nahrawanl (d. 629,

Baghdad)

Baghdad

Abu l-
cAbbas Ahmad ibn Yacqub al-Maristanl al-Sufi (d. 639,

Baghdad)

Baghdad

Abu Muhammad Isma'Il ibn al-Husayn al-AzajI al-Mamunl

Abu Muhammad Ismac
Il ibn CAH al-Jawharl (d. 631, Baghdad) Baghdad

Shaykh Abu 1-Fadl Ilyas ibn Jamic
al-Irbill al-Shuriitl (d. 601,

Irbil)

Irbil

Abu cAbdillah al-Husayn ibn "Ulnar al-Mawsill (d. 622, Mosul) Mosul,

IrbH

Abu Tahir al-Khalll ibn Ahmad al-Sarsari (d. 633, Sarsar) Baghdad,

Sarsar

Abu Ahmad Dawud ibn CAH al-Hammaml

Abu l-Ma'aH Sac
Id ibn CAH al-Baghdadl al-Wac

iz

Abu Muhammad Talhah al-
cAlthi al-HanbaH (d. 593, al-

cAlth) al-
cAlth

Abu Bakr 'Abdullah ibn Ahmad al-Tahhan (d. 623, Baghdad) Baghdad

Abu Ja
cfar 'Abdullah ibn Nasrullah al-Hashiml (d. 622,

Baghdad)

Baghdad

Abu 1-Fath cAbduUah ibn Abi GhaUb al-Samarri (d. 636,

Baghdad)

Baghdad

Abu 1-Qasim al-Diya3 cAbd al-Rahman ibn Muhammad al-

Qurashl (d. 616, Cairo)

Cairo

Abu Bakr cAbd al-Rahman ibn Mahfuz al-Hanball (d. 630,

Baghdad)

Baghdad

Abu 1-Faraj cAbd al-Rahman ibn Najm al-Ansarl (d. 634,

Damascus)

Damascus

Abu 1-Qasim cAbd al-Rahim ibn cAbd al-Razzaq ibn cAbd al-

Qadlr al-JIH (d. 606, Baghdad)

Baghdad

Abu Muhammad cAbd al-
cAzIz ibn Dulaf al-Baghdadl (d. 637 Baghdad
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Baghdad)

Abu Talib cAbd al-Latlf ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Qubbaytl (d.

641, Baghdad)

Baghdad

al-Muwaffaq Abu Muhammad cAbd al-Latlf ibn Yusuf al-

MawsiE (d. 629, Baghdad)

Baghdad,

Damascus,

Abu Mansur cAbd al-Malik ibn cAbd al-Wahhab ibn Sukaynah

(d. 602, Qana, Egypt) [Aleppo, Jerusalem, Egypt]

Baghdad,

Makkah

Madinah

Abu Bakr <Ubaydullah ibn CAH al-Baghdadi

Abu 1-Mac
all TJbaydullah ibn 'All al-Naghubi (d. 622, Baghdad) Baghdad

Abu 1-Qasim cUbaydullah ibn al-Mubarak al-Azaji (d. 619,

Baghdad)

Baghdad

Abu 1-Futuh 'TJthman ibn Abl Nasr al-Baghdadi al-MascudI (d.

636, Baghdad)

Baghdad

Abu 1-Qasim 'All ibn Afdal al-Hashimi (d. 625, Makkah) Basrah

Abu 1-Hasan CA1I al-Tilmisanl al-Maliki (d. 599, Said, Egypt) Egypt

Abu 1-Hasan CA1I ibn al-Hafiz Abl-l-Faraj cAbd al-Rahman al-

Jawzi (d. 630, Baghdad)

Baghdad

Abu 1-Hasan 'All ibn Muhammad al-Sulaml (d. 602, Hims)

[Damascus]

Baghdad,

Egypt

Abu 1-Hasan cAli ibn Nabit al-Azaji (d, 618, Ras al-
cAyn) Ras al-Ayn

Abu Hafs IJmar ibn Ibrahim al-Turkistani al-Sufi (d. 602,

Shiraz) [al-Jazirah, Diyar Bakr, Khurasan]

Wasit,

Hijaz

Abu Hafs TJmar ibn Yiisuf ibn cAbdillah ibn Bundar al-

Dimashqi (d. 600, Cairo)

Egypt,

Damascus

Qaysar ibn Kumushtkln (d. 607, Tustar) Baghdad

Abu "Abdillah Muhammad ibn Ibrahim al-Farghani (d. 623,

Baghdad)

Baghdad

Abu 1-Manaqib Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Taliqanl (d. 623,

Damascus) pEgypt]

Qazwin,

Baghdad

Abu 1-Hasan Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Baghdadi Baghdad

Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Taliqanl (d. 614, Rome)

[Irbill

Qazwin,

Baghdad

Abu 1-Mac
all Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-JIE al-Baghdadi (d. 627,

Baghdad)

Baghdad

Abu Nasr Muhammad ibn Abl Bakr ibn Mashshiq al-Baghdadi

al-Bayyic
(d. 593)

Baghdad

Abu 1-Hasan Muhammad ibn Ismac
il al-Irbill (d. 618, Irbil) Irbil,

PEgypt

Abu 1-Hasan Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Rahman al-Yusufi (d.

640, Baghdad)

Baghdad

Abu cAbdillah Muhammad ibn TJthman al-Zabidi (d. 608,

Kaysh island)

Baghdad

Abu 1-Barakat Muhammad ibn cAli al-Ansarl (d. 600, Asyut) Asyut,

Mosul
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Abu 1-Hasan Muhammad ibn 'All al-Baghdadl al-Darir (d. 617) Baghdad

Abu "Abdillah Muhammad ibn Imad al-Harranl (d. 632,

Alexandria)

Harran,

Alexandria

Abu cAbdillah Muhammad ibn "Ulnar al-Zafarl (d. 627,

Baghdad)

Baghdad

Abu cAbdillah Muhammad ibn Abl 'Abdillah al-Nawqanl (d.

637, Cairo)

Nishapur,

Cairo

Abu 1-Sa
cud Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Ja

cfar al-Basrl (d.

629, Basrah)

Basrah

Abu Sacd Muhammad ibn Abi Muhammad al-Nafis al-Hanball

(d. 604, Baghdad)

Baghdad

Muhammad ibn Yahya al-Baghdadl (d. 639, Baghdad) Baghdad

Abu Salih Nasr ibn cAbd al-Razzaq al-Jffi (d. 633, Baghdad) Baghdad

Abu 1-Futuh Nasr ibn Muhammad al-Baghdadi (d. 634,

Baghdad)

Baghdad

Abu l-Fada^il Hibatullah ibn Salamah ibn al-Musallam al-

Lakhaml al-ShaficI (d. 607, Cairo)

Cairo

Abu 1-Majd Yahya ibn Abl-l-Wafa5 al-Mardlnl (d. 620, Mardin)

[Damascus]

Mardin,

Baghdad

Abu 1-Makarim Yacish ibn Rayhan ibn Malik al-Anbari (d. 622,

Baghdad)

Baghdad

Abu l-Walld Yusuf ibn TJmar al-Baqillanl (d. 625, Baghdad) Baghdad

Abu Muhammad Yunus ibn Sac
Id al-Qattan (d. 630, Baghdad) Baghdad

Continuation of samd 1
- of the class of Zavnab bint al-Kamal

-^^Sv^V^ty^&^^c^-
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L^Vi^ay

Sama c o£ the class of Zaynab bint al-Kamal (d. 740), teaching/*^

Intikhab al-Tabarani li ibni-hi AbiDharr c
ala ibn Fans in Jamic

al-

Muzaffari, Qasyun, Damascus, 1 Rajab 718. Continues on previous

page.
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The document shown on the previous page begins by stating

the title of the book taught; then follow the names of the 14

shaykhs and shaykhahs taking the class, including Zaynab bint

al-Kamal; their isnad to the author; the names of the students

who attended the whole session; those who attended only a

part of it; the place and date of the class.

Partial transcription of the samd'- of the class of Zaynab bint al-

Kamal (d. 740), teaching Jw£ Intikhdb al-Tabarani li ibni-hi Abt Dharr

'-aid ibn Fdris in Jamic al-Muzaffari, Qasyun, Damascus, 1 Rajab 718.

(The names of the few women students in this class are in italic.)

name of student (date of death if known; place associated with)

Muhammad ibn Sacd al-DIn Abu Muhammad Yahya ibn Muhammad
ibn Sacd ibn Abdillah al-Maqdisi

Shaykh Muwaffaq al-DIn CAH ibn Ahmad ibn CAU ibn Ahmad ibn cAli

ibn Hassan al-FarnP

Abu Abdillah Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn TJmar ibn Salman al-Balisi

Jamal al-Din Abdullah ibn Ya'qub ibn Sayyidihim al-Iskandari (d.

754; Alexandria)

Ahmad ibn al-Shaykh Abl Abdillah Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn

Tammam ibn Hassan al-Hanball (d. 760; Damascus)

Abu Abdillah Muhammad ibn Ibrahim ibn Abi-1-Hasan All ibn

Muhammad ibn Baqa al-Baghdadi (d. 759; Damascus)

Abu cAbdillah Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Abdillah ibn TJmar ibn

Twad al-Maqdisi

Ibrahim ibn Ahmad ibn al-lzz TJmar ibn Ahmad ibn TJmar

Abu Abdillah Muhammad ibn Ibrahim ibn Muhammad al-Mulaqqin

Tfmar ibn Abd al-Rahman ibn cAyyash

Isma'il ibn Sultan ibn Ghana^im al-Khabbaz the grandson of

Nasrullah ibn Ayyash

Ibrahim ibn TJmar ibn Atiq al-Najm ibn Abbas al-
cAttar

AH ibn al-Zayn Abd al-Rahman ibn Ismac
il ibn Ahmad ibn Abdillah

ibn Musa
Ahmad ibn Muhammad Abi-1-Haram al-Sanbusali

Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn al-

Atbaqi al-Tajir

1MUTC
I AL-HAFIZ, al-Jami< al-Mu^affan, 445^6. MS M105-Q239.
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CA1I ibn Nasir ibn Abdillah ibn al-Khabbaz al-Nassaj

Abdullah Aybak cAtiq ibn Sabc al-Majanin

"Umar ibn Hamzah ibn Yunus ibn Hamzah al-Irbili al-
cAdawi (d.

782; Safad)

TJmar ibn Sacd ibn cAwsajah al-Macdhiri

Muhammad ibn Hasan ibn cAbd al-Muhsin

Ibrahim ibn Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn al-Nasih cAbd al-Rahman

ibn Ayyash

Ahmad ibn cAbdillah

Abd al-Rahman ibn Muhammad ibn al-Shaykh Izz al-DIn Ibrahim

ibn "Abdillah ibn al-Shaykh Abl IJmar

TJthman ibn Atiyyah ibn cAbd al-Wahid

al-Sharlf Ibrahim ibn CAH ibn Ibrahim ibn Muzaffar al-Husaynl (d.

776; Damascus)

TJmar ibn Ahmad ibn "Ulnar ibn Musallam al-Kattanl (d. 777;

Damascus)

Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Nasrullah ibn Hasan

Umar ibn al-lmad ibn Ahmad ibn IJqbah

Muhammad ibn al-lmad ibn Ahmad ibn ^qbah

Muhammad ibn Fudayl ibn cAbd al-Muhsin

Yahya ibn Fudayl ibn Abd al-Muhsin

Ibrahim ibn Shibl ibn Hamdan al-Hammal al-
cAyti al-Samman

Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Izz al-DIn Aybak al-Turaykl

Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn Izz al-DIn Aybak al-Turaykl

Ibrahim ibn Hasan ibn Ahmad
Ahmad ibn "Isa ibn cAbdillah al-jammac

lll

Muhammad ibn Nasir ibn Mansur
CA1I ibn al-Hajj Yusuf ibn Muhammad al-Tannurl

CA1I ibn °Umar ibn Shibl al-Fiqac
I

Ahmad ibn TJmar ibn Shibl al-Fiqa'i

CAH ibn Muhammad ibn cAlwan

Muhammad ibn cAbdillah, relative of al-Sa3in al-Hanafl al-Turkmanl

TJmar ibn Muhammad ibn cAbdillah

Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn al-lzz

Rafic ibn Rikab ibn Rikab al-Sarghanl

al-Shaykh Abd al-Rahman ibn Salman ibn Muhammad al-MacmarI al-

Nucmanl

Ahmad ibn AH ibn cAbd al-Rahman
CA1I ibn al-1zz

Zayn al-DIn °Umar ibn "TJthman ibn Salim ibn Khalaf al-MaqdisI

Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Rahlm ibn Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn
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Kamil al-Maqdisi

Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn al-Faqlr al-Ikhmlml
cAbd al-Salam ibn CAH ibn cAbd al-Rahman al-Mutacayyish

Husayn ibn Aqsh ibn Shardah al-Kurdl

Muhammad ibn cAlam al-Din al-Khayyat
cAli ibn Muhammad ibn Ibrahim

Umar ibn Muhammad ibn Abdillah

Muhammad ibn al-Muhibb "Abdillah al-Maqdisi

his sister Khadijah

her mother Dunyd bint Yaman ibn Mas cud ibnJan

Muhammad
Ibrahim
cAbd al-Rahman

Zaynab, brothers and sister of Muhibb Abdullah al-Maqdisi

Zaynab and Muhammad descendants of their brother

their mother Fdtimah bint Muhibb ibn al-Muhibb

al-Imam Amln al-DIn Abu cAbdillah Muhammad ibn Ibrahim ibn

Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-Wanl (d. 735; Damascus)

his son cAbdullah

Baha3 al-DIn Abdullah ibn Muhammad ibn Abl Bakr ibn Khalll al-

Makkl

Jamal al-DIn "-Abdullah ibn Yacqiib ibn Sayyidihim al-Iskandarl (d.

754; Damascus)

his children Muhammad, Ahmad and cA :
'ishah

Shams al-DIn Muhammad ibn cAbdillah ibn Ahmad ibn Rushayq al-

Misri al-Malikl

his daughter QA :
'ishah

Shams al-DIn Muhammad ibn Nasrullah ibn Abl-l-lzz al-Zaynl

his son Muhammad
IJmar and Khadijah descendants of cAbd al-Rahman ibn al-Hafiz

Jamal al-DIn al-MizzI

their aunt Zaynab

'Abdullah Aybak cAtIq ibn Sabc al-Majanln
CAH ibn Muhammad ibn Hazim ibn cAbd al-Ghanl al-Maqdisi

Ibrahim ibn Sulayman ibn Abl-l-Hasan al-Dayrqanunl

Husayn ibn cAbd al-Rahman ibn Mannac al-Tikritl

cAbd al-Rahman ibn Dawud ibn al-Khadir al-Tahhan

Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Muhsin ibn Tamir al-Khayyat al-Dalll

cAbd al-Rahman ibn Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Rahman al-Salihl

Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-Qayyim al-Qattan

"TJmar and Ahmad sons ofAhmad ibn Abl Bakr ibn Muhammad ibn
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Tarkhan with their father

Muhammad and Ahmad sons of Shams al-Din ibn Tarkhan

their slave Aydmar

Muhammad ibn Ibrahim ibn Muhammad ibn Salamah al-Khayyat

Raslan ibn Ahmad ibn al-Muwaffaq Ismail al-Dhahabi (d. 796;

Damascus)

Ibrahim ibn Sulayman ibn cAbd al-Rahlm ibn cAbd al-Razzaq ibn

Abi-l- cAbbas al-
cAttar

'Abdullah ibn Muhammad ibn Nicmah ibn Salim al-Nabulsl

Taqi al-Din Ahmad ibn al-
cAlam ibn Mahmud ibn TJmar al-Harranl

(d. 742; Damascus)

his children Khadijah and Muhammad
their grandmother Zaynab bint cAli ibn Israeli al-Kinani

Sharaf al-Din Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn al-Imam Zayn al-Din Abi

Bakr ibn Yusuf ibn Abi Bakr al-Mizzi

TJthman ibn al-Zayn TJmar ibn Muhammad ibn Bayan

Ibrahim ibn cAbd al-
cAz!z ibn cAli ibn Muhammad al-Mawsili al-

Khabbaz

his daughter Zdhidah
cAbd al-Rahim ibn cAbdillah ibn Salman al-Jammac

ili

his son cAbd al-Qadir

al-Hajj TJthman ibn Khalaf ibn 'Isa al-Hara^iji

his son cAbd al-Rahman

al-Sarim Muhammad ibn cAli ibn IJmar ibn Muslim al-Kinanl

his brother Hasan

their cousins Ahmad and Muhammad, sons of "TJthman

Salamah ibn cAmir ibn Najwan al-Fuzari

Fayyad ibn Fayyad ibn cAbd al-
cAziz al-Funduql

cAli ibn Abi Bakr ibn cAbd al-Ghani al-Sumadi

Ahmad ibn al-Zayn ibn al-Shihab al-Halbuni

Muhammad ibn TJmar ibn Ahmad ibn Yacqub al-Mac
arri

cAbd al-Rahman and Ahmad sons of Shaykh Ibrahim ibn cAli ibn

Muhammad ibn Baqa al-Mulaqqin

Muhammad ibn Shams al-Din Muhammad ibn Abi Bakr ibn cAbd al-

Da3im

Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Ghazi ibn cAli ibn Bashir al-Turkmani

Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn Manic al-Baytar

Abu l-Thana5 ibn Musa ibn cAbd al-Jalil al-Furawi

his son Muhammad
cAbd al-Ghaffar ibn Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Ghaffar

cAbd al-Hamid
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Abu Bakr and ^ishah children of Shaykh Ibrahim ibn Barakat ibn

Abl-l-Fadl al-Balabakkl

"Abdullah cAtIq al-lraqi

Muhammad and Fatimah children of Muhammad ibn Shaddad ibn

TJthman al-Qattan

Muhammad ibn Abl Bakr ibn Sulayman al-Warraq

Fatimah bint cAbd al-Rahman ibn CAK ibn Ahmad al-Hajawi

Ahmad ibn cUmar ibn al-Thiqah al-Warraq

Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn cAbd al-
cAz!z ibn Ahmad ibn al-Mucallim

al-Shaghurl al-Balkhi al-
cAttar

his son Muhammad
Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Rahman ibn al-Shihab Ahmad ibn Muhsin

al-Mawardi

his son Muhammad
Shihab al-DIn Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Yusuf al-Murshidi

Zayn al-DIn TJmar ibn cAbd al-'Aziz ibn al-Shaykh Zayn al-DIn

'Abdullah ibn Marwan al-Fariqi

CA1I ibn °Umar ibn Ahmad ibn IJmar ibn Mu3min
CAH ibn Muhammad ibn TJmar ibn Nasr al-Harranl al-Nassaj

CA1I ibn Muhammad ibn cAbdan al-Daqqaq

Yusuf and Khalil sons of Salih ibn Ibrahim al-Hafizi

cAbd al-Rahman ibn "Uthman ibn al-Safi ibn TJqbah
cAli ibn cAbdillah ibn cAbd al-Qadir al-Mawsili al-Dhahabl

Muhammad ibn al-Shaykh Shihab al-Din Ahmad ibn al-Tanba ibn

cAbdillah ibn al-Halablyyah and his brothers

and Muhammad ibn Tughril ibn cAbdillah ibn al-Sayrafi

HOW THE MUHADDITHATTRANSMITTED HADITH

We saw in an earlier chapter that the women as students got

hadlth and knowledge of the Sunnah through the same ways as

men. This is also true of how, as teachers, they passed it on.

Narration ofthe words

The highest way of hadith transmission is by the teacher's

speaking the words to the student. It is important to emphasize

this lest people should suppose that the women teaching hadlth

were less particular, less scholarly, about wording or that, since

they were women, they conveyed the words at some remove, so
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that their students did not directly hear them speak. As always,

the precedent is established during the generation of the Com-
panions. I will begin therefore with examples where it is explicit

that the students heard the hadlths spoken to them, because vari-

ants are recorded, or because the words as spoken are interpreted

to clarify the meaning, or because someone's saying particular

words is questioned in order to clarify and confirm it.

Nafic narrated from Safiyyah bint Abl "Ubayd that

She heard Hafsah bint "Umar, the wife of the Prophet — salla l-ldhu

'alay-hi wa sallam — say that the Messenger of God — salla l-lahu 'alay-hi

wa sallam - said: 'It is not allowed for any woman who believes in God
and the Last Day' or he said 'in God and His Messenger' — salla l-lahu

'•alay-hi wa sallam — to be in mourning for a deceased for more than

three days except for a husband.

Nafic narrated from Abdullah ibn TJmar that he said:

Hafsah narrated to me, and this is about a time when no one would

enter upon him [salla l-lahu '•alay-hi wa sallam], that he used to pray two

rak cahs when the dawn broke. She meant [when] the Prophet - salla I-

lahu '•alay-hi wa sallam — and the caller would call for the prayer.

'Abdullah ibn Abi Sacid al-Muzani says:

Hafsah bint "Ulnar ibn al-Khattab narrated to me saying: The Messen-

ger of God — salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam — once had a garment [placed]

over his thighs. Abu Bakr sought permission [to enter], and he allowed

him while in the same state. Then TJmar came with the same happen-

ing, then other Companions came, while he was in the same state.

MUSLIM, Sahib, Taldq, bab wujiib al-ihdddfi Hddat al-wafah wa tahrimi-hifi

ghayri dhalik ilia thaldthata ayyanr, AL-NASA'I, Sunan, Taldq, bab Hddat al

mutawaffd '•an-hd %awju-hd; IBN MAJAH, Sunan, Taldq, bab hal tuhidd al-

mar'ah '-aid ghayri %awji-hd. AL-BUKHArI, Sahlh, Saldh, bab al-adhdn ha cd

al-fajr, bab al-raka'-atayn qabla l-%uhr, bab al-tatawwu 1
- ha'-da l-maktubah;

Muslim, Sahlh, Saldh, bab istihbab rak c
atay al-fajr wa-l-hathth

c
alay-himd;

AL-TIRMIDHl, Jdmi Q
, Saldh, bab mdjd^a anna-huyusalli-hima fi l-bayt, AL-

NASA'I, Sunan, Saldh, bab waqt rak'-atay al-fajr wa dhikr al-ikhtildf 'aid

ndfi
c
; bab rak'-atay al-fajr, bab tdkhir al-maghrik, IBN MAJAH, Sunan, Salah,

bab mdjd?afi al-rakfatayn qabla l-fajr.
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Then TJthman came, sought permission and he permitted him then

he took his garment and put it on [fully]. They talked for a while then

they left. I said: O Messenger of God — salla l-lahu '-alay-hi wa sallam -

Abu Bakr, TJmar, CAK, and your other Companions came and you

remained in your state [without changing it]. When TJthman came

you dressed [fully]. He said: Should I not be shy from one from

whom the [very] angels would be shy?

Salim ibn cAbdillah ibn TJmar narrated from Abu 1-Jarrah

that Umm Hablbah narrated to him saying:

I heard the Messenger of God - salla l-lahu '•alay-hi wa sallam - say:

Had it not been a hardship to my community (ummah), I would have

commanded them to clean their teeth at the time of every prayer

when they do wudiP.

Zuhri narrated from CAU ibn Husayn that Safiyyah, the wife

of the Prophet, narrated to him:

I came to the Prophet - salla l-lahu '-alay-hi wa sallam - and spoke to

him when he was in iHikaj in the mosque. He stood up with me and

took me to my house. On the way, two people from the Ansar met

him. She says: When they saw the Messenger of God - salla l-lahu

c
alay-hi wa sallam — they felt shyness and stepped back. He said: Come

forward; this is Safiyyah, my wife. They said: We seek refuge in God,

Glorified is He. He said - salla l-lahu '-alay-hi wa sallam: I am not saying

that you harboured a bad thought, but I know that the satan runs

through the body like the blood.

Qatadah narrates:

'iBNHANBAL, Musnad, musnad al-nisP. Ibid. AL-BUKHArI, Sahib, I^tikhaf,

bab halyakhruju al-mu^taktf' U-hawcPiji-hi ila bab al-masjid; Adab, bab al-

takbir wa tasbih Hnda l-ta'-ajjub; Bad^ al-khalq, bab sifat iblis wa juniidi-h;

MUSLIM, Sahih, IstPdhan, bab bayan anna-hu yustahabbu li-man ru^iya

khaliyan bi imra^atin wa kanat ^awjata-hu aw mahraman an yaqitla hddhihi

fuldnatu li-yadfa^a %ann al-su"> bi-hr, ABU DAWUD, Sunan, Sawm, bab al-

mu^takifyadkhulu al-bayta li-hajati-hi; Adab, bab min husn al-^ann; IBN

MAJAH, Sunan, Siyam, bab Jt al-mu^takifya^uru-hu ahlu-hu fi l-masjid. ABU

NU'AYM AL-ASBAHANI, Ma c
rifai al-sahdbah, v. 168.
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'Abdullah ibn al-Harith ibn Nawfal narrated to me from 'Abdullah

ibn cAbbas that Mu'awiyah prayed 'asr then Ibn al-Zubayr stood up

and prayed after it. Mu'awiyah said: 'O Ibn 'Abbas, what are these

two rak'ahs? (Ibn 'Abbas] said: It is an innovation and its doer is an

innovator. When Ibn al-Zubayr turned [to them] he said: What did

you say? They said: We were speaking about this and that. Ibn al-

Zubayr said: I did not do an innovation. Rather, my maternal aunt

(khdlah) 'A'ishah narrated [that] to me. Then Mu'awiyah sent someone

to ask 'A'ishah. She said: He is right; that is what Umm Salamah

narrated to me. Then Mu'awiyah sent someone to Umm Salamah

[informing her] that 'A'ishah has narrated from you such-and-such.

She said: She is right. One day the Messenger of God - salla l-ldhu

'alay-hi wa sallam - came and he prayed after the '•asr. I stood up

behind him and prayed. When he finished, he said: What is the matter

with you? I said: I saw you, O Prophet of God, praying, so I prayed

with you. He said, one of my ^/fe^-collectors came so I had been

preoccupied [with him].

Shatl says:

Whenever Masruq narrated from umm al-mtPminin cA3ishah, he would

[begin by] say[ing]: 'Narrated to me the truthful woman, the daughter

of the truthful man, the one declared innocent by God, the beloved of

the beloved of God'.

As for the Companions among the women other than the

Prophet's wives, Kulayb said:

The step-daughter of the Prophet — salla l-ldhu 'alay-hi wa sallam —

,

whose name is Zaynab, narrated to me. I asked her: Tell me whether

the Prophet — salla l-ldhu '•alay-hi wa sallam — was from among [the

descendants of] Mudar? She said: Then who else was he from, other

than Mudar? He was from among the descendants of Nadr ibn

Kinanah.

About the famous long hadith about the Antichrist, one

version of which is narrated by Fatimah bint Qays, Amir al-

IBN MAJAH, Sunan, Saldh, bab fi man Jdtathu al-rak'atan ba'-da l-%uhr.
2
IBN SAT), al-Tabaqdt al-kubrd, viii. 64.

3
AL-BUKHARi, al-Ta^rikh al-

saghir, i. 12.
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Shati says the following, noting minor variants in the different

tellings of it that are known to him:

I met al-Muhriz ibn Abl Hurayrah and I narrated to him the hadlth of

Fatimah bint Qays. He said: I testify of my father [Abu Hurayrah] that

he narrated to me as Fatimah bint Qays narrated to you. He said that

the Messenger of God — salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam - said [the Anti-

christ] is in the direction of the east.

Then I met Qasim ibn Muhammad and I mentioned to him the hadlth

of Fatimah. He said I testify of A'ishah that she narrated to me as

Fatimah narrated to you, except that she said: 'both the sanctuaries of

Makkah and Madinah are forbidden to him'.

Sufyan ibn TJyaynah narrated that:

TJbaydullah ibn Abi Yazid narrated to us saying that his father told

him saying: I became a guest of Umm Ayyub, whose guest was the

Messenger of God — salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa sallam. Then she narrated to

me this hadlth that they made special food for the Prophet — salla l-

lahu c
alay-hi wa sallam — in which there were some of these vegetables

[onions or garlic]. They brought the food to him. He did not like it and

said to his Companions: Eat, for I am not like you. I fear lest I annoy

my companion — meaning the angel [of the revelation, Gabriel].

That precedent that we have just illustrated continued to be

followed through all succeeding periods. The scholars heard the

hadiths directly from their teachers, spoken by them. Hafiz Ibn

Hajar, while listing the works that he studied with Khadijah bint

Ibrahim al-Baclabakkiyyah, notes: '...and the Musnad of Musad-

dad: if not by hearing, from al-Qasim ibn Muzaffar, with his

ija^ah from cAbd al-
cAz!z ibn Dulaf and Zuhrah bin Muhammad

ibn Hadir, with cAbd al-
cAziz's hearing it from Shuhdah.' It is

IBN HANBAL, Musnad, musnad al-niscP; MUSLIM, Sahib, Ft/an, bab qissat

al-jassdsah, ABU DAWUD, Sunan, K. al-maldhim, bab ft khabar al-jassasah;

AL-TIRMIDHI, Sunan, Fitan, bab (hadlth Tamim al-Ddri); IBN MAJAH,

Sunan, Fitan, bab fitnat al-dajjal. AL-TIRMIDHI, Sunan, Afimah, bab ma

jcPa fi al-rukhsah ft l-thum matbukhan; IBN MAJAH, Sunan, Afimah, bab

akl al-thum, AL-MIZZI, Tahdhib al-kamal, xxxv. 331-32.
3
IBN HAJAR, al-

Majma'- al-mu^assas, i. 475-576.
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clear here that cAbd al-
cAz!z heard the Musnad of Musaddad

directly from Shuhdah, one of its renowned narrators. Ibn Hajar

has stated that Ibrahim ibn Mahmud ibn al-Khayyir heard Amdli

AbiBakrAhmad al-Najjdd from Shuhdah; and that Nasr ibn cAbd
al-Razzaq ibn cAbd al-Qadir, Abd al-

cAziz ibn Duluf, Muham-
mad ibn Abl 1-Badr ibn Fityan and Ibrahim ibn Mahmud ibn al-

Khayyir and others heard Mashyakhah Shuhdah from Shuhdah

herself.

Reading to the teacher

Next in rank, after hearing the text spoken by the shaykh or

shaykhah themselves, is reading it to them. In later centuries,

when there were more books and more copyists, this way gained

in popularity. Ibn al-Jawzi says in the account of Karimah al-

Marwazziyah that imams like al-Khatib al-Baghdadl, Ibn al-

Muttalib, al-Samc
ani, and Abu Talib al-Zaynabi read to her. Al-

Samcani has stated that al-Khatib read the whole of Sahih al-

Bukhdri to Karimah al-Marwaziyyah in five days. Similarly Abu
1-Waqt cAbd al-Awwal ibn cIsa ibn Shucayb al-Harawi read the

Ju^ Bibd bint ''Abd al-Samad al-Harthamiyjah with her. Al-Dha-

habi says in the account of Sitt al-Wuzara3 bint al-Munajja: 'I

read to her Sahih al-Bukhari and Musnad al-Shafi
QV Muhammad

al-Wani read to her Thulathijydt al-Bukhdri, Kitdb al-Tawhid from

Sahih al-Bukhdri, then the whole of the Sahih, then the fifth part of

FawaHd cAbd al-Rahman ibn 'Umar ibn Nasr al-Dimashqi, aju^

containing 12 hadiths from Musnad al-Shdft% three sections from

the Amdli of al-Khatib al-Baghdadl. Similarly, readings to her

were attended by Ahmad ibn Abi Bakr ibn cAbd al-Hadi, Abu
Hurayrah ibn al-Dhahabi,

9 cAli ibn Muhammad ibn Abl 1-Majd

al-Dimashqi,
10

Fatimah bint Muhammad ibn al-Munajja al-

hbid., ii. 241.
2
Ibid., i. 144-45.

3
IBN JAWZi, al-Munta^am, viii. 270. See

Siyar a'-lam al-nubalP xviii. 277. IBN AL-RUSHAYD AL-SABTl, MiP al-

c
aybab, v. 301-02.

6
AL-DHAHABi, Mu cjam al-shuyiikh i. 292.

7
KAHHALAH,

A'-lam al-nisa? ii. 173. IBN HAJAR, al-Majma'i al-miPassas, i. 267. Ibid., ii.

145.
W

lbid., ii. 273.
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Tanukhiyyah,
12 Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn CAU Salah al-

Dln al-Zaftawi,
2 Ahmad ibn Ahdillah ibn Ahmad ibn al-Nasih

al-Hanball,
3 Muhammad ibn Ahdillah ibn Ahmad al-Samit,

4

Muhammad ibn 'TJmar, ibn Muhammad al-Shafic
I. A very large

number of people read to Zaynab bint al-Kamal. Hafiz Ibn

Hajar says in the account of Fatimah bin Muhammad ibn Abd
al-Hadl: 'I read to her many books and aj^p in Salihiyyah.'

Taql al-DIn al-Fasi also read many books with her.

Correspondence

Students also received hadlth from the muhaddithat by writing to

them. An early example is scholars writing to Subaycah al-Ansa-

riyyah about her hadith. cAmir al-Shati narrates that Masruq

and cAmr ibn cUtbah wrote to Subaycah bint al-Harith asking

her about her case. She wrote back and explained the circum-

stances - that she had delivered at 25 days after the death of her

husband, and with that ended her Hddah; then, Abu 1-Sanabil

ibn Batak had come by and told her that she had rushed, that

she should have waited for the later of the two dates, in this

case the full four months and ten days of the known period of

Hddah. She had become concerned that she had made a mistake:

'Then I came to the Prophet and I asked him to pray for my
forgiveness. He said: Why is that? I told him. He said: If you

find a suitable husband then marry him.'

Correspondence with women for the purpose of establish-

ing knowledge of their hadlth is well established in Islam. H^fi?
cAbd al-

cAzim al-Mundhiri wrote to a large number of women

scholars, whom he has mentioned in al-Takmilah li-wafaydt al-nuqa-

lah. Another example is Sayyidah bint Musa al-Maraniyyah (d. 695).

She left Syria for Egypt and al-Dhahabi was unable to receive

l

Ibid., ii. 389.
2
Ibid., ii. 469. ^Ibid., ii. 594.

4
Ibid, ii. 646.

5
Ibid., ii. 651.

6
AL-

DHAHABl, cd-Juv? al-mafqud min Sijar a cldm al-nubala?, 546. IBN HAJAR,

InbP al-Ghumr,w. 314. TAQl AL-DIN AL-FAsI, Dhayl al-taqyid , ii. 390-91.

IBN MAJAH, Sunan, Taldq, b. inqidiP Hddati al-mutawaffa
canha %awju-ha, wa

ghayrhd bi wadH al-haml.
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hadlth directly from her. He much regretted missing the oppor-

tunity, and then he received her hadlth from her through cor-

respondence.

Ija^ah

I explained earlier that ija^ah was an accepted form of receiving

and transmitting hadlth and knowledge of the Sunnah, and was

very popular in the later centuries. The muhaddithdt gave ija^ah

both verbally and in writing. Below is an ija^ah from Sitt al-

Katabah bint cAli ibn Yahya ibn CAH al-Tarrah:

1

AL-DHAHABI, Mu cjam al-shuyiikh, i. 294.
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The document requesting i/a^ah, the istid^a?, would often be

circulated to different teachers, who would record their ija^ah

on that document. Sometimes the istid'-a? is addressed to a single

shaykh or shaykhah. In the document copy showing on the

previous page, the request is from one Muhammad ibn Khalaf

ibn Rajih for himself and his children, male and female and for

their mother. The shaykhah responding writes: 'I have given

ija^ah for what they have asked.' Then, following the word
'written' is her signature: 'Sitt al-Katabah bint cAli ibn Yahya

ibn'AlIal-Tairah'.
1

It was more typical, just as it was more practical, for the

istid'-P to be circulated to many from many. The teachers would

then register the names of several people within the document,

for whom the ijd^ah was valid. At times such ijd^ahs included a

very long list of students' names. For example, the shaykhah

Umm Muhammad Zaynab bint Ahmad ibn TJmar al-Maqdisiy-

yah (d. 720) gave ija^ah in an istid'-cP, written down in Damascus

in 694, which names the following persons — the grouping of

names, here indicated by a separating line not in the original, is

of some interest - :

Ismac
Il b. Ibrahim b. Salim b. Rikab b. Sacd al-Ansarl, his children

Muhammad, Zaynab and A'ishah, her mother Fatimah bint "TJmar b.

Isma^ b. Ibrahim al-Harizi, their brothers Muhammad and CAH, their

mother Mudalklah bint Abi Bakr b. Mac
ali b. al-Muhabbar al-Shaw-

bakl, her brother Muhammad, daughters of her sister Hajir and
cA3ishah daughters of Yusuf b. Ismac

il al-Bali al-Samman, Abu Bakr,

Muhammad, Zahidah and Naftsah, children of Muhammad b. Mah-

mud b. Abi 1-Fath al-Tahawi, their sister on their father's side Dunya
cAli and Sitt al-Rida, children of Ahmad b.

CAH b. Muhammad al-

Adami

the great muhaddith cAlam al-Din Abu 1-Qasim b. Baha3 al-DIn

Muhammad b. Yusuf b. Muhammad al-Birzali, his father's slave Bul-

bul b. Abdullah

1

MUTt
I AL-HAFIZ, al-Madrasah al-^Umariyyah, 103. MS Dar al-Kutub al-

Zahiriyyah, 4565.
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Muhammad and Zahidah, both children of CAH b. Ibrahim al-Khab-

baz, Muhammad Ahmad and Fatimah, children of Shamah

Fakhr al-Din TJmar b. al-Hajj Yusuf b. Talib al-lrblli, his sisters

Dayfah, Khadijah and Sitt al-Nasab: Khadijah's children Muhammad,
CAH and Muluk children of al-Hajj al-lrbill; Dayfah's children

Muhammad Sitt al-]amlc and Asiyah children of Muhammad al-lrbili

Muhammad and Fatimah children of Sharaf al-Din cAli b. "Abdillah

al-Siraj

Abu l-
cAbbas Ahmad b. Muzaffar b. Muhammad al-Nabulsi

Abu Bakr b. Ahmad b. TJmar al-Khabbaz

Fatimah bint Muhammad b. Nasr al-Maqdisi al-Mu3adhdhin, her

mother Nafisah bint Ibrahim b. Salim al-Ansari, her brother Abu Bakr

Ahmad b. Ibrahim
cAbd al-Rahman b. Yusuf b.

cAbd al-Rahman b. Yusuf al-Mizzi

Ahmad b. Qadi al-qudat Sharaf al-Din Hasan b. Sharaf al-Din Abl Bakr

"Abdullah b. Abi TJmar Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Qudamah al-

Maqdisi

Muhammad b. Hasan al-Mazdanl al-Khayyat, his mother Aminah bint

Ahmad b. Nasrullah b. IJmar b. al-Rikab al-Shaghuri

cAbd al-Rahman b. Ahmad b,
cAbd al-Rahman al-Munajja

cAli and Abu Bakr sons of Salah al-Din Muhammad b.
CAH al-Shahra-

zuri

Yusuf b. Muhammad b. Yusuf b. Yahya b. Muhammad b.
CAU b.

Muhammad b. Yahya al-Qurashi

Ahmad b.
cAbd al-Barr b. Muhammad b. al-Husayn b. Razin al-

Hamawi al-Shafici

Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Ismac
il b. Ahmad b. Ibrahim al-Sharyihi

TJmar and Muhammad sons of Muhammad b. TJmar b. Muhammad
b. TJmar b. al-Hasub, their slave Mas'ud b. 'Abdullah, their aunts

Zaynab and Khafan daughters of al-Badr Hasan b. Balban al-Saluqi

Muhammad b. Yahya b. Muhammad b.
cAbd al-Rahman b. al-Quway-

rah al-Hanafi al-Sulami

Muhammad b.
CAU b.

cAbdullah, guardian Par al-Hadith al-Zahiriyyah

Muhammad b.
CAH b.

cAbd al-
cAziz al-Ansari al-Zajjaj and his sisters

living [at time of writing]

Marwan b.
cAbd al-Rahman b. Marwan al-Najjar

Muhammad b. TJmar b. Yunus al-Najjar

Muhammad b. Ahmad b.
cUmar

Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Yunus, Muhammad b. Iddiq b.
cAli b.

cAbd

al-]abbar, his sister Dayfah and her sisters living [at time of writing]
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Muhammad b. Mahmud b. Muhammad b.
CAB b.

(Abd al-Jabbar

Ahmad b. Dawud b.
CAB al-Dimashql

Muhammad b. Muhammad b. "Abdillah

Muhammad and CAU sons of Izz al-Din Aybak b. 'Abdullah al-

Rushaydi al-Salihi

Ahmad b. Muhammad b. "Ulnar al-Tajir

"Ala^ al-DIn cAli b. Muhammad b. Mactuq al-Shafic
I al-Mu'addib b. al-

Lahham and his living children, Muhammad, CAH and Ahmad children

of Imad al-DIn Ahmad and their sisters living [at time of writing]

Muhammad b. GhazI b. Muhammad
Hasan b. Ibrahim al-Daqqaq
CAU b. TJmar b. °Umar

Muhammad b. Yusuf b.
cAmir al-Tadmuri

Muhammad b.
cAbd al-Rahman al-Mawsili, his sister on his mother's

side

Muhammad b. Aqush b.
cAbdullah al-Qabaqibl

Muhammad b.
cAbd al-Hamid b.

cAbd al-Rahim al-Muhaddith and his

existing brothers, their cousin Muhammad b. Ahmad b.
cAbd al-

Rahim, his brothers and sisters living [at time of writing]

cAli b. al-Shujac cAli b.
cAbd al-Rahim and his brother, Muhammad b.

cAbd al-Rahim b. TJmar al-Halabi

Muhammad b. Mujahid b. Muhammad al-Sahrawi,

Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Sahrawi

Uzbik b.
cAbduMh slave of cAla3 al-DIn al-Zahiri

Muhammad, Ahmad and CAU, children of Dawud b. Khuzaymah al-

Khabbaz

Muhammad and CA1I sons of Yaqazan b. Ghazwan al-Daqqaq al-Samti

Abu Bakr b. Muhammad b. Ibrahim al-Samti al-Khabbaz

Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Ahmad
Ahmad b. Abu Bakr b. Muhammad al-Daqqaq

Muhammad and cAli sons of Nasir b. Salih al-Shawi

Ahmad b. IJmar b. Sharaf al-Daqqaq

Musa and Muhammad sons ofAhmad b. Muhammad
Muhammad and cAli sons of Musa al-Humaydl

Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Humaydi

Abu Bakr b. Ahmad b, Muhammad al-Daqqaq
cAli b. Muhammad b.

cAbd al-Ghani al-Harbi, Yusuf b. Muhammad b.

Ibrahim al-Tajir

Ahmad b. Muhammad b.
cAli al-Nassaj
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Ahmad b. Yusuf b, Ahmad al-Samman

Ahmad b.
cAbd al-Rahman b. Ahmad b.

cAbd al-Rahman al-Maqdisi

Muhammad b,
cAli b.

cAli al-Fami

Ahmad b. Mactuq b. Ahmad al-Hammami
CAH b. Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Khayyat

Muhammad b.
cAli b.

cAbd al-Rahman al-
cAttar

Muhammad b. Hasan b.
cAli al- Nassaj

Ibrahim b. Sharaf b. Yacqub al-Dimashqi

Mansur b. Muhammad b. TJthman Fakhuri

Ahmad b. Abi Bakr b. Muhammad al-Jamus

<Ali b.
cAbd al-Rahman b.

CAH al-TahawI

Muhammad b.
cAli b.

cAbd al-Qadir al-Qattan

Abu Bakr b, Muhammad b. Ibrahim al-Dimashqi

Muhammad b. Mahmud b. Ahmad al-Dimashqi

Muhammad b,
cAbd al-Mujib b. Abi 1-Futuh al-Hariri

cAli b. Hasan b, "Abdullah al-Jammal

TJmar b. Muhammad b,
cAli al- Nassaj

Ahmad and Hasan sons ofAhmad b. Muhammad al-Mawsili al-]undi

IJmar b. IJthman b. al-Shihab Ahmad al-Khashshab

Ibrahim b. Yahya b. Ibrahim al-Tayyah

Muhammad b.
cAli b. Muhammad

Ibrahim b. Ahmad b. Thumalah b. Minhal al-Mucarbid

al-lzz ^mar b. Hasan b.
cAbdullah b. Habib al-Tajir

Yusuf b. Shams al-Din Muhammad b. Tammam al-Dimashqi al-

Mu^adhdhin

Fakhr al-Din Abu cAbdillah Muhammad b. Amin al-Din Muhammad
b. Abi Bakr al-Dimashqi, his sister Fatimah

Muhammad and Nasrullah sons of Kamal al-Din cAli b. al-Qalanisi,

their sister Zahidah

Muhammad b. Badr al-Din Lu'lu' b.
cAbdullah al-Mubarizi, his sister

cAJishah

Imam Shams al-Din Muhammad b.
cAbd al-Rahman b. Muhammad b.

Yusuf al-Bali, his children, Muhammad and Ahmad sons of Shams al-

Din Muhammad b. Abi 1-Fath

IJmar, cAli and Fatimah, children of al-Hajj Ahmad b. IJmar b.

IJthman al-Dimashqi al-Ansari

Ibrahim b. Muhammad b. Yusuf al-Muqri

Fatimah bint al-Jamal Yusuf b. Yacqub al-Ghumari al-Maliki, her sister

on her mother's side Zaynab bint Siraj b. Muhammad b. Sacud al-
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Mashcarani

Shams al-DIn Muhammad b. Ibrahim al-Muhandis, his sons cAbd al-

Rahman and cAbdullah
cAbd al-Rahman and Khadijah children of Shihab al-Din Ahmad b.

Usamah b. Kawkab al-Ta^ al-Sawadi, their father

Muhammad and Amat al-Rahman, children of Shaykh cAfif al-Din

Muhammad b. Abdillah b, al-Husayn al-Irbili al-Shafi%

Muhammad, Fatimah and Zaynab, children of Imam Jamal al-Din

Ibrahim b.
CAU b. Shawar al-Himyari al-Adawi

Hasan and All, sons of Shaykh Fath al-Din Ahmad b. Abd al-Wahid

b.
cAbd al-Karim al-Ansari b. al-Zamlakanl

Muhammad b, Sharaf al-Din Muhammad
Khadijah bint al-Ra'is Jamal al-Din Ahmad b. Muhammad b.

Muhammad b, Nasrullah b. al-Qalanisi

Sulayman b. Shams al-Din Muhammad b. Jamal al-Din cAbd al-Kafi

b.
cAbd al-Malik b.

cAbd al-Kafi al-Shafici

Muhammad b. Izz al-Din cAbd al-
cAziz b. Muhammad b.

cAbd al-

Haqq b. Khalaf

Muhammad b, 'Ala3 al-Din All b. Muhammad b. Ghalib al-Ansari

Muhammad b. Nasir al-Din Muhammad b. Ibrahim b.
cAbd al-Ghani

al-Ansari b. al-Balabakki

Shihab al-Din Muhammad b. Taj al-Din cAli b. Abi Bakr al-Fakhiiri

al-Raqqi

Muhammad b. Sharaf al-Din Ahmad b. Ibrahim al-Fuzari

Ismac
Il b. al-Qadi Najm al-DIn Ishaq b. Ismac

Il qadi al-Rahbah,

Ahmad, CA1I and their existing brothers children of Imad al-DIn

Ismail b. Ibrahim b. Salman b. Ghanim
Muhammad and cAbdullah' sons of Abu Bakr b. al-Husayn b. Ahmad
b. al-Qadi al-FadU Abi CAH '

'

Shams al-DIn Muhammad, Shihab al-DIn Ahmad, Abdullah and

Ismac
il, sons of Shaykh Maid al-DIn Abu Ishaq Ibrahim b. Abi Bakr

b. Ibrahim al-|azari and [...]

ASSEMBLIES FOR NARRATION AND TEACHING

The women organized their assemblies for teaching and nar-

rating hadlth in their houses or the houses of others, in mosques,

Majmii'-ah al-Ijd^dt, MS in the Madrasah al-Diya'iyyah, Qasyiin.
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madrasas and other places, like ribdts (retreats) and orchards or

gardens, wherever was easy and convenient for the purpose. I

have not found any evidence that the Companions or the jurists

and traditionists of later centuries put any hindrance in the way

of women's teaching. To the contrary, their assemblies were

well attended by jurists and great scholars.

Houses

Umm al-mtPmiriin A.-'ishah taught in her own house, and in

Basrah in the house of 'Abdullah ibn Khalaf where she was a

guest of Safiyyah bint al-Harith ibn Talhah ibn Abl Talhah al-

cAbdari. Similarly, others among the wives of the Prophet, and

the Companions taught in private houses. That tradition has con-

tinued until our day. Among the muhaddithdt of the sixth century

Fatimah bint CAU ibn al-Husayn taught at her home. Ibn cAsakir

attended her classes and narrated from her. Before citing the

hadith, he says: 'Umm Abiha Fatimah bint CAH ibn al-Husayn

narrated to us in her house while I was reading to her.' Hafiz

Diya5 al-Din al-Maqdisi says: 'I heard the first, second and third

[parts] from ¥awa?ld al-Hajj with Umm al-Fakhr Jumucah bint Abl

Sacd Raja3 ibn Abl Nasr al-Husayn ibn Salim al-Asbahaniyyah

on Wednesday the 4th or 5th Safar 599 at her house in Isfahan.'

Muhammad ibn Yusuf ibn Muhammad al-Birzali says: 'I read

the sixth part of al-Fawa^id al-Muntaqdh al-ghard^ib
can al-shuyiikh

al-
cAwait al-ma'-ruf bi-l-Mukhallisiyydt, with the righteous shaykhah

Umm al-Fityan Hantamah bint al-Shaykh Abl 1-Fath al-Mufarrij

ibn CA1I ibn Maslamah in her house in Damascus on Tuesday 18

Jumada al-Ula 630.' It is recorded in the account of Zaynab bint

al-
cAlam Ahmad ibn Kamil ibn TJmar al-Maqdisi (d. 687) that

Ibn Rushayd received hadith from her in her house in Qasyun

'iBN cASAKIR, TtPrikh madinat Dimashq, Tarajim al-nisP, 297.
2
DIYA' AL-[

CASAKIR, TtPrikh madinat Dimashq, Tarajim •

AL-MAQDISI, Thabat al-Masmu^at, 160. SaliDIN AL-MAQDISI, Thabat al-Masmii^at, 160. Salih ibn Ghalib AL-CAWJI,

Muqaddimah al-Faw<Pid al-muntaqah aZ-gharPib can al-shuyiikh al-'-awaR

(M.A. thesis, University Umm al-Qura).
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in 684. Ibn Rushayd says in his account of Zaynab bint

Muwaffaq al-Dln cAbd al-Latif al-Lughawi: 'I read to her zju^1

from the Hadith Abi Ishdq Ibrahim ibn al-Husayn ibn Disgl al-

Hamadhdni in the house of Umm al-Fadl in Cairo on Monday

29 Rajab 684.
2

Hadith 'Abd al-Wahhdb al-Kildbl was read to Zaynab bint

"Abdillah ibn cAbd al-Jabbar al-Maqdisiyyah at her house in

Damascus on Thursday 23 Shatan 718. ¥add?il al-Madinah of

Abu Sacid al-Mufaddal ibn Muhammad ibn Ibrahim al-Jundl al-

Yamani (d. 308) was read to Umm Ahmad Khadljah bint

Ahmad ibn cAbd al-Da-'im al-MaqdisI (d. 685) in her brother's

house on Wednesday 12 RabI 1-Akhir 683. Hadith Hibatulldh al-

Akfdni was read to Zaynab bint Ismac
Il ibn al-Khabbaz in the

house of Ahmad ibn SacId ibn TJmar al-Sufi — one of the

students — on Thursday 24 Jumada al-Akhirah 744.

, - ILJIL. J

:

IBN AL-QADl, DurratU al-Hijal, i. 278.
2
IBN AL-RUSHAYD AL-SABTl, MiP

al-'
iaybah, iii. 319. LEDER et at, Mu'yam al-a

316.
4Abu Sacid al-Mufaddal, Fada'il al-M,

Mu'yam al-sama'-at al-Dimashqijyah, 120, 312.

alsaybah, iii. 319. LEDER et at., Mu'yam al-aama cat al-Dimashqiyjah, 95,

316.
4Abu Sacid al-Mufaddal, FadPU al-Madinah, 55.

5
LEDER et al.,
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The document copied above is a samd c for the book Hadlth

Ljtivayn. It names the teacher as 'the Shaykhah, the righteous,

the authentic [al-asilah) Umm al-Fadl Karimah bint al-Amln
cAbd al-Wahhab ibn cAli ibn al-Khadir al-Zubayriyyah. Then

follows her isndd to the author of the book, the list of names of

the men and women who attended, and the date and location

of the class: Tuesday 17 Rablc al-Awwal, 629 'in her house in

Damascus'.

Mosques

The women also held their classes in the mosques. Umm al-

Darda3
is well known for teaching in the mosques of Damascus

and Jerusalem. Her classes were attended by male and female

jurists and traditionists as we noted earlier, even the caliph,
cAbd

al-Malik ibn Marwan was a regular participant. Another example

is of the righteous Shaykhah Umm al-Khayr Fatimah bint Ibra-

him ibn Muhammad ibn Jawhar al-Balabakkl al-Bata5
ihI (d. 711).

Al-Dhahabi says in his account of her: 'She heard Sahib al-Bukhdrf

from Ibn al-Zabldi, Sahih Muslim from Abu l-Thana3 Mahmud
ibn al-Hasirl, and also studied with Abu 1-Qasim ibn Rawahah.

She lived a long life and narrated a lot.'
2
Hafiz Ibn al-Qayyim

studied hadlth with her.
3
Al-Dhahabi says: 'My son, al-Subki,

Siraj al-Dln ibn al-Kuwayk, al-Taqi ibn Abl 1-Hasan and a great

number [of others] studied hadith with her. She taught hadlth

in the mosque of the Prophet in Madinah. Ibn Rushayd says:

'She came in the Syrian caravan as visitor and pilgrim. I met her

in the mosque of the Prophet - salla l-ldhu
c
alaj-hi wa sallam -

and hadlth were read to her while she was leaning on the side

of the wall of the grave of the Prophet - salla l-ldhu ^alay-hi wa

sallam - in front of his head. She wrote ijd^ah with her own

hand for me and for others.'
5
There too Ibn Rushayd records

'leder et al., Mu^jam al-samd'-dt al-Dimashqiyjah, 402. MS 3803 fol. 35
a

.

2
AL-DHAHABl, Mu'jam al-shuyukh, ii. 103. AL-DAWUDl, Tabaqdt al-

mufassirin, ii. 91. AL-DHAHABI, al-Ju^ al-mafqiid min Siyar a'-ldm al-

nubald\ 394.
5
IBN AL-RUSHAYD AL-SABTI, MiP al-

Qaybah, v. 21.
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that he read some hadlths with Fatimah. It is not possible that

Fatimah bint Ibrahim ibn Muhammad could have taught at a

spot so revered by the whole community unless she enjoyed its

respect and trust in the highest degree. How great an honour

for her!

In Damascus the women used to teach in several mosques,

like al-Jami
c al-Muzaffari (Jami

c al-Hanabilah) and Jamic Banu
Umayyah. Hafiz Ibn Nasir al-Dln Dimashql says in his note on
cA3ishah bint cAbd al-Hadl (d. 816): 'She was appointed to the

post of teacher of hadith in the grand mosque of Banu Umay-
yah.'

1

Schools

The women scholars also taught in the schools, where their

classes where attended by both male and female students of

hadith. The records are plentiful and unambiguous about this.

Majlis al-Bitdqah of Abu 1-Qasim Hamzah ibn Muhammad ibn
CA1I al-Kinanl (d. 357) was read to Zaynab bint al-Kamal and

Hablbah bint al-Zayn in al-Madrasah al-Diya'iyyah on Thursday

28 Safar 733. Hadith of Bakr ibn Ahmad al-Shlrd^t was read to

Zaynab bint Makkl al-Harranl in al-Madrasah al-Mismariyyah in

Damascus in 688 in a class of 19 students.
3
K. al-Fitan of Hanbal

ibn Ishaq al-Shaybanl (d. 273) was read to Sitt al-Ahl bin cAlwan

(d.703) in the Madrasat al-Hanabilah in Damascus on Saturday

16 Rablc 1-Awwal 699 in a class of 16 students.
4
YawcPid Abi

Ahmad al-Hakim was read to A^shah bint Sayf al-DIn Abi Bakr

ibn Qawalljl on Tuesday, 4 Muharram 793, in al-Madrasah al-

Khatuniyyah.

al-lntisar li-sama'- al-Hajjdr included in Majmu'- fi-hi RasPi/ of al-Hafiz

IBN NASIR AL-DIN AL-DIMASHQI, 413.
2
al-Sama'-at recorded in Majlis al-

Bitdqah min AmaB Hamzah AL-KINANl. MS Dar al-Kutub al-Zahiriyah,

Damascus. LEDER et at., Mu cjam al-samd cdt al-Dimashqiyyah, 50. 215.

Ibid., 103, 317. Ma ittasal ilay-na min FawPidAbl Ahmad al-Hakim, 100.
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1

Below is a copy of a legible, beautifully written samdc for a

class on HacUth AhU /-Husayn al-Kildbj} The teacher is 'the

shaykhah, the righteous, the woman of high isndd, the long-lived'

Umm Ahmad Zaynab bint Makld ibn cAli ibn Kamil al-Harranl.

'leder <tf a/., Mu'jam al-samd'-dt al-Dimashqiyjah, 463. MS 3818 fol.

171*.
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She was one of the teachers of al-Mizzi, of Ibn Taymiyyah,

al-Dhahabl, al-Birzall, and other famous scholars of that time.

The document continues with her isndd to the author of the book,

then lists the names of the men and women who attended. It

says that the class included five sessions on Amdli al-Jawhari.

The date given is: Friday, 10 Jumada al-Akhirah, 688; the venue:

al-Madrasa al-Mismariyyah in Damascus. The note in the margin

names someone who had been omitted from .the register, and

another person has signed to verify the addition of that name.

Otherplaces

The sources also record that women taught hadith in ribdts and

gardens. For example, Hadith ofAbu ^Amr '•Uthmdn ibn Muham-

mad ibn Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-Samarqandi (d. 345) was read to

Zaynab bint al-Kamal in Ribat Ibn al-QalanisI in Qasyun on

Tuesday, 1 Dhu 1-Hijjah 743, in a class attended by 31 students.
2

Ju^ of Hanbal Ibn Ishdq was read to her in a ribat in Damascus

in 733 and attended by a large number of students. Hadith of

Abu cAli al-Hasan ibn Ahmad ibn Ibrahim ibn Shadhan (d. 426) was

read to Zaynab bint al-Khatlb Muhibb al-Din al-Harastani in

Ribat Baldaq in Damascus in 722. Kardmat al-Awliyd? of al-

Hasan ibn Muhammad al-Khallal was read to Sitt al-Fuqaha3
al-

Wasitiyyah in a ribat in Qasyun in 723.

Musnad Abdilldh ibn QUmar was read to the great shaykhah

and famous muhaddithah of Syria Karimah bint cAbd al-Wahhab

al-Zubayriyyah (d. 641) in her garden in 639. Kardmat alAwliya^

was read to Zaynab bint al-Kamal in the garden of Amin al-DIn

al-Wani in the land of al-Arzah in 728. Hadith iMivayn of Abu

These ribdts, were retreats for study and religious reflection, usually

located outside major cities; they should not be confused with frontier

strongholds and fortresses for which the same name is used. MUTH AL-
- - 3

HAFIZ, Mu cjam al-samd'-at al-Dimashqiyyah, 110, 312. See samd'-dt at the

end of, Ju^ HANBAL. LEDER et al, Mu'-jam al-samd'-dt al-Dimashqiyyah,

60, 315. hbid., 41, 319.
6
Ibid, 69, 482. ''ibid., 41, 311.
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Ja
c
far Muhammad ibn Sulayman al-MissisI (d. 245) was read to

Umm al-Fadl bint al-Amln cAbd al-Wahhab ibn CAH ibn al-

Khadir al-Zubayriyyah. in the garden in al-Maytur of Bayt

Lahya in 633. The copy, show on the next page, of the samdc for

this class records, in the usual way, the name of the shaykhah,

her isnad to the book's author, and the names of the men and

women who attended. It records also that, when asked, the

shaykhah gave her ija^ah verbally to those who attended. The

date and place are given as Wednesday, 19 Jumada al-Ula, 633,

'in her garden in Maytur in the land of Bayt Lahya'.

'leDER et a/., Mu'-jam al-sama^at al-Dimashqiyyab, 402. MS 3803 fol. 35"



Chapter 7

Women's hadlths and narrations

In this chapter, I present some of the Prophetic hadlths nar-

rated by the women Companions, the number of them recorded

in the Six Books, those narrated by women only, and then those

hadlths of women that are relied upon in fiqh. Thereafter I

discuss the women's role in the narration and diffusion of the

major kinds of hadith compilations. The chapter ends with a

survey of works specialized in the narrations of women and

some discussion of the interest of scholars in women's hadlths

and narrations.

WOMEN'S HADlTHS IN THE SIX BOOKS

The Six Books do not comprehend all Prophetic hadlths, nor

all the men and women narrators of them. Nevertheless, these

books have received a degree of acceptance no other works of

hadith have received, so it makes sense in this introductory

work to focus on them. The women narrators whose hadlths

are recorded in the Six Books are Companions, their Succes-

sors, then others to the end of the second century.

The dictionary of muhaddithdt that I have compiled has

accounts of about 2,000 women Companions; the hadlths of

130 are recorded in the Six Books. Some of them have only one

or two hadlths and some hundreds. Imam al-Bukhari has 31

Companions in his Sabih, Muslim 36, Abu Dawud 75, al-Tirmi-

dhi 46, al-Nasa5
! 65, and Ibn Majah 60. The number of narra-

tors among the Companions' Successors and others after them

up to the second century is about 1200, of whom 130 get a

place in the Six Books. The total number of women's hadlths in

the Six Books is 2,764 hadlths, of which 2,539 are from Com-
panions.
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The matter of those hadlths varies as it does in the hadlths

narrated by men. Some are common to both men and women
narrators, some narrated exclusively by either men or women.

A brief overview follows of women's hadlths under the

different topics. This survey excludes cA-'ishah's hadlths, pardy

because they are well known, partly because some of them will

come in the chapters on hadlth critique and Jiqh. The hadlths

narrated exclusively by women are discussed under a separate

heading.

On imdn (faith), several well-known hadlths are narrated by

women. An example was quoted earlier (see above, p. §|||) from

Su'da al-Murriyyah narrated by her son Yahya ibn Talhah.

On taharah (purification), women are sole narrators of the

rites related to matters exclusive to women. However, they have

also narrated much else on the topic. Particularly famous is the

hadlth of al-Rubayyic bint Mucawwidh describing the Prophet's

wudii^. Scholars travelled from far and wide to hear this hadlth

from her. 'Abdullah ibn Muhammad ibn Aqil ibn Abi Talib

reports saying: "AH ibn Husayn [Zayn al-Abidin] sent me to al-

Rubayyic bint Mucawwidh to ask her about the ablution of the

Prophet, salla l-ldhu
c
alay-hi wa sallam. She described [it] in detail,

then she said to him: Your cousin [Abdullah] Ibn Abbas also

came to me and asked me about the description of the ablution

of the Prophet, salla l-ldhu
Q
alay-hi wa sallam.' Both Abdullah ibn

Abbas, a Companion and cousin of the Prophet, renowned for

his knowledge 2x\Afiqh, and AH Zayn al-Abidin, a great scholar

among the Successors and the grandson of AJl and Fatimah,

referred to this woman for knowledge about the Prophet's wudu^.

On salah (the rite of prayer) women have narrated hadlths

on different aspects of it. I mention here only a hadlth on prayer

on the occasion of eclipse of the sun narrated by Hisham ibn

ABU DAwTJD, Sunan, Taharah, bab sifat wudP al-nabl salla l-ldhu '•alaj-hi

wa sallam; AL-TIRMIDHl, ]dmi <i

, Taharah, bab majPa annahujabda^u bi

mu-'akhkhar al-ra^s; IBN MAJAH, Sunan, Taharah, bab al-rajuljastaHnu 'aid

wudiPi-hifa-jasubba
c
alay-hi.
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Urwah from his wife Fatimah, from her grandmother Asma3

bint Abl Bakr: 'Once there was an eclipse of the sun in the time

of the Messenger of God— salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa sallam. I entered

to [where] "A'ishah [was praying] and said: Why are the people

praying? She indicated with her head to the sky, and I said: Is it

a sign? She [indicated]: Yes. [...]' Afterwards, she described the

prayer in detail.

Onjana^ah (funeral rites), there is a hadlth narrated by three

generations of women — Umm 'Isa al-Jazzar from Umm Ja
cfar

bint Muhammad ibn Ja
c
far ibn Abl Talib, from her grand-

mother Asma3 bint TJmays:

I got up in the morning the day [my husband] Ja
cfar and his compan-

ions suffered. The Messenger of God— salla l-lahu '-alay-hi wa sallam —

came to me. I had tanned forty hides and had made flour dough, and

I had taken my sons, and washed their faces and oiled them. The

Messenger of God— salla l-lahu '-alay-hi wa sallam — called on me and

said: O Asma', where are the sons of Ja
c
far? I brought them to him,

and he embraced them and smelled them, then he got tears in his eyes

and wept. I said: O Messenger of God- salla l-lahu '•alay-hi wa sallam -

perhaps some news has come to you about Ja
c
far? He said: Yes. He

was slain today. She says: I stood up crying, and the women gathered

to me. She says: The Messenger of God— salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam —

started to say: O Asma-1

, do not say any wrong thing, and do not beat

your breast. She says: Then the Messenger of God— salla l-lahu '-alay-hi

wa sallam — went until he called on his daughter Fatimah, and she was

crying out: O uncle! The Messenger of God— salla l-lahu '-alay-hi wa

sallam — said: On someone like Jafar one who would weep should

weep. Then he said: Make food for the family of Ja
c
far for they are

preoccupied.

On siyam (fasting), there are a number of hadiths from

women. Abu Ayyub has narrated that on one Friday when the

Prophet called on his wife Juwayriyah bint al-Harifh he found

AL-BUKHArI, Sahih, Taharah, bab man lamyatwadda? ilia min al-ghashy al-

muthqil; MUSLIM, Sahth, Salah, bab ma '•urida '-aid l-nabi salla l-lahu '•alay-hi

wa sallam fi salat al-kusuf. IBN MAJAH, Sunan, JanPi^ bab majPajt l-

ta
cdmyub^athu ila ahl al-mayyit.
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her fasting: "The Prophet - salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa sallam - said to

her: Did you fast yesterday? She said: No. Then he said: Do you

mean to fast tomorrow? She said: No. The Prophet - salla l-lahu

calay-hi wa sallam - said: Then break your fast.'
1 From this the

scholars have derived that supererogatory fasting on the day of

congregation alone, the day when people will be visiting and

mixing with one another, is disapproved.

On %akah and charity, there are many hadiths from the

women. One enjoining charity is narrated by Muhammad ibn

cAmr ibn al-Harith ibn Abl Dirar from his aunt cAmrah bint al-

Harith ibn Abl Dirar: 'The Messenger of God - salla l-lahu
calay-

hi wa sallam - said: For sure, the world is green and sweet. Who-

ever gets anything from it in a lawful way, he will be blessed

therein. How many a one there is engaging unlawfully in the

wealth of God and His Messenger! For him, there is the Fire.'

On hajj: some of the hadiths narrated by women related to

the rites of the pilgrimage were given earlier. Another example:

from Mansur ibn cAbd al-Rahman from his mother Safiyyah

bint Shaybah, from Asma3 bint Abi Bakr: We left in the state of

ihram. The Prophet - salla l-lahu
calay-hi wa sallam - said: Whoever

has hady [sacrificial animal] he should continue in ihram, and

whoever does not have hady, he should come out of ihram. She

says: I did not have hady, so I became halal [to my husband],

and my husband Zubayr had hady, he did not become halal [to

me ...]. She says: Then I put on my [nice] clothes and came out

of ihram; then I came to Zubayr, so he said: Stand away from

me. She says: I said [to him]: Are you afraid I will jump on you?!'

Some examples of hadiths narrated by women related to

food, clothing, business, imarah and jihad were given earlier. So

also on nikah and taldq (marriage and divorce), and on this topic

AL-BUKHARl, Sahih, Sawm, bab sawm yawm aljumu c
ah. ABU NUCAYM

ASBAHANl, Ma c
rifat al-sahdbah, v. 277. MUSLIM, Sahih, Hajj, bab ma

yal^amu man tafa bi-l-bayt wa sa'-d min al-baqcP 'aid al-ihrdm wa tark al-

tahallul; AL-NASA'I, Sunan, Mandsik, bab mayafalu man ahalla bi-l-'umrah

wa ahda; IBN MAJAH, Sunan, Mandsik, babfaskb al-hajj.
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others are discussed in the next chapter. On mirath (inheri-

tance), there is the hadlth of Umm Sacd referred to by Dawud
ibn al-Husayn: 'I used to read the QuPan to Umm Sacd bint al-

Rabic
, and then she mentioned a hadlth related to inheritance.'

On fitan (sing, fitnab, trials and tribulations, civil strife), there

are several hadiths narrated by women Companions. Asma3 bint

Yazid al-Ansarlyyah narrated the long hadlth of the Antichrist

and the events leading to it; Fatimah bint Qays narrated the

famous long hadlth of Tamim al-Darl containing the account of

Jassdsah and the Antichrist. And there is the hadlth from umm
al-miPminin Hafsah, narrated by "Abdullah ibn Safwan, that she

said: 'I heard the Messenger of God — salla l-lahu "-alay-hi wa

sallam — say: An army will head towards this house [the Ka'hah]

to invade it. When they reach Bayda3
, the middle of the army

will sink [into the earth] then the front part will cry out to the

rear part. And none will be saved except the [one] survivor who
brings news [of it].'

There are a great many hadiths from the women on death,

the punishment of the grave, and conditions of the Day of

Judgment, the Garden and the Fire. Ibn Abl Mulaykah narrated

from Asma3 bint Abl Bakr that the Messenger of God said: 'I

will be at the hawd (Pool) looking for those from among you

coming to drink from it. Some people will be taken away from

me. I will say: My Lord, they are from me and from my ummah.

[The angel] will say: You do not know what they did after you;

they continued turning back on their heels.'

On the Hijrah, batdes, supplications, good manners, and

tibb al-nabi, the medicine of the Prophet, there are a number of

narrations through women. So too, there are many on shamcPil,

his good qualities and appearance. On the virtues of the Com-

ABU DAWUD, Sunan, FarPid, bab naskh mirath al-^aqd bi-mirath al-rahim.

MUSLIM, Sahih, Fitan, bab qissat a/jassdsab; ABU DAWUD, Sunan, Maldhim,

bab fi khabar al-jassasah, AL-TIRMIDHl, Jami
1
-, Fitan (bab not indicated by

AL-TIRMIDHl); IBN MAJAH, Sunan, Fitan, bab fitnat al-dajjal.
3
MUSLIM,

SaMh, Fitan, bab al-khasf bi al-jaysh al-ladhija^umm al-bayt. Ibid., FadcPil,

bab, dhikr hawd al-nabi salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa sallam.
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pardons, Sudaysah narrates from Hafsah that she said: The Mes-

senger of God — salla l-ldhu ^alay-hi wa sallam — said: The devil

never encountered TJmar after he embraced Islam but [that] he

[the devil] fell on his face.'

THE NARRATORS' ELOQUENCE

The qualities of eloquence in the women's narrations have been

much remarked, namely narrative fluency, aptness of diction,

pertinence and directness - neither ornamenting nor straying

from the important matter - concision, and the ease in rhythm of

speech that comes from understanding, even mastery, of details

that are loaded with meaning for those who have the mind or

heart to reflect. It is hardly possible to illustrate these qualities in

detail at a remove from the original language, and I will not try

to do so. However it is possible, even in translation, to get a

sense of the more general elements of rhetorical skill.

Consider, for example, in the hadlfh of AsmaD bint TJmays

(cited in the previous section) about the day she receives news

of her husband's death, the weight of emotion that is behind

her mentioning that 'I got up in the morning the day Ja
c
far and

his companions suffered.' Her stating this at all is a way of

affirming that she did not complain that here was another day

of anxious uncertainty. Instead she deliberately lists her routine

labours of the day, before the Prophet came - her persevering,

patient effort matching that of the men on the distant battle-

field of Mu'tah. Her narrative (so affecting because in the form

of direct speech) emphasizes two things: the tenderness with

which the Prophet, being family and friend, feels and conveys

the news, and his not neglecting, even at that moment, his duty

to teach - in this instance to reform the excesses of the wailing

of the Jahiliyyah which indicates resentment and refusal of what

God has caused to pass. In the later part of the narrative, we find

the same balance: his feeling grief, and his allowing the kind of

'MUSLIM, Sahih, Talaq, bab wujub al-ihdadjt Hddati al-wafah wa tahnmibfi

ghajr dhdlik ilia tbalathata ayjdm.
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expression of it that is a true acceptance of what God has caused

to pass, which he combines with teaching another reform of

custom. On the basis of this hadlth, among practising Muslims

ever since, entertaining those who come to share the grief of

bereavement is not a responsibility of the bereaved family but

of their friends. Asma-'s hadlth also records how the Prophet's

teaching is practised by himself, the reform promulgated by

being implemented in his own family. Then, who would not be

wiling to follow a man whose teaching them was an expression

of his love for them, and vice versa?

As a second example, I cite below, a section of the hadlth

of "A'ishah about 'the slander' (ifk). It is much too long to quote

in its entirety. 'A-'ishah was without doubt what we would now
call a child prodigy. At the time of the incident itself she will

have been in her middle teens. At the time she reports it, she is

an established figure with very formidable powers of intellect and

speech and well aware of her capacity, and her responsibility, to

inform and guide the community. Her narration weaves together

details of social, historical and legal import with her emotions at

the time seen through her mature understanding of how, as a

believer, she stands in relation to God and to His Messenger.

The intensity of her feelings at the time is not diminished but,

in her re-telling, those feelings are restrained by the realization

that through this crisis she was led to a direct experience of her

absolute need of God and dependence on Him. That is the

meaning, when relief finally comes, of her explicit refusal to go

to her husband, as her mother tells her to do: 'By God, I will

not go to him. And I will not praise except God'

The parts of the hadlth not quoted below tell us much -

when certain verses of the QuPan were revealed; the customs

that had changed in the period between the incident and the

telling of it; how the Ansar, the Muslims local to Madinah, were

not yet sufficiently united by Islam to overcome tribal and clan

loyalties; how the slander was deliberately encouraged by a

faction in Madinah. For that faction, Islam in Madinah was a

political ascendancy that had to some degree displaced or dimin-

ished theirs, so their allegiance to Islam was nothing more than

a waiting to see which way the wind would blow. However, the
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true believers also listened to the slander and, not knowing what

to do, were confounded by it and discussing it. Because so much

anguish was imposed upon the Prophet himself and his house-

hold, the incident served to bring home to the believers the sheer

destructiveness of slanderous gossip and the gravity of the sin

of indulging in it. Only a few affirmed "A'ishah's innocence; most

remained uncommitted, perhaps because that is how they under-

stood the Prophet's behaviour. But he could not have declared

her innocent without feeding the malice of the slanderers - he

knew before cA3ishah did that in this crisis there was no help but

from God. She reports with impeccable fairness what people

said, without disguising her feelings about them at that time.

Particularly touching is her report that her loving and loved hus-

band asks after her during her illness in a coldly formal way,

'How is that [condition] of yours?'; also the moment when, after

turning to her parents in the vain hope that they will say she is

innocent, her indignation so overpowers her she forgets the

name of the prophet Yacqub and invents for him the kunyah

'Abu YusuP

.

The highest of the many virtues of this hadith is its demon-

stration that the Revelation, the Qur'an, was a grace from God

only; it could not be called down because of any deserving or

needing of it as human beings understand their deserving or

being needy. The Book was, for its first audience, a connecting

of the divine will directly with a real historical situation, made

for ever exemplary by that connection. Yet, its authority and its

sending down remained transcendent because both are from

God. Only when the transcendence of God is perfectly under-

stood is human prayer perfected; and human need when it has

fully grasped that no help is possible except by grace of God is

prayer. cA3ishah's report of the ifk comprehends all those aspects

of the believer's relationship to God and His Book. It shows

that a heart filled with faith is not therefore empty of the con-

cerns of this world; it is, instead, much better equipped to deal

with them without losing either dignity or direction. "A^ishah

distinguishes with a fierce severity between God and His Mes-

senger; it is God has saved her and Him she praises, none else.
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She draws out, in the form of narrative and speech, the moment
when she realizes for herself the absolute aloneness of each

being before its Creator and its need to be reliant on His being

all-just and all-merciful. That quality of reliance upon God is

the source from which flow true human agency and dignity.

Where could this understanding have come, if not from

God's Messenger, whose complete conveyance of the message

is thus also affirmed by this hadith?

cA3ishah is the daughter of Abu Bakr, the first khalifah. His

faith was of a quality subdy different from that of TJmar ibn al-

Khattab, who succeeded as the second khalifah. Of TJmar it can

righdy be said that if, after exercising reason and conscience and

the wisdom he had got by experience, he reached a decision only

to learn that the Prophet in a comparable case had decided other-

wise, he immediately abandoned his way for the Prophet's way

and adhered to it with full adherence; indeed, if need be, he

would command others to adhere to it also. Of Abu Bakr, it can

righdy be said that his faith was more supple in style, as if ready-

conformed to the Prophet's way, so that the need to revise his

decision seems never to have arisen. A.-'ishah's faith, despite her

independence of mind and temperament, was between the two,

perhaps a littie closer to her father's style than TImar's. When
TJmar was assassinated it is she who, for his love of God's Mes-

senger, consented to his request to be buried beside the Prophet,

a place she had thought to reserve for herself.

Excluding the sections that I have alluded to summarily

above, here is her hadith:

[...] After we returned to Madinah, I became ill for a month. The

people were spreading the fabricated sayings of the slanderers while I

was unaware of anything of all that, but it raised my doubts during my
illness that I was not seeing the same sweetness {lutfj [of manner]

from God's Messenger as I used to see from him when I became ill.

He would only come, say salam and say, 'How is that [condition] of

yours? (kayfa fi-kum?)' and leave. That raised my doubts, but I did not

sense the evil till I went out while I was [still] weak from the illness. I

went out with Umm Mistah [...]

[She] told me the slander of the people of ifk. So I heaped illness upon

my illness, and when I reached my home, God's Messenger came to
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me, and after greeting me, said: How is that [condition] of yours? I

said to him: Do you allow me to go to my parents?' For I wanted to

be sure about the news through them. God's Messenger allowed me

[to go to my parents].

I said to my mother: Mother, what are the people talking about? She

said: My daughter, make light of it. For, by God, there has hardly ever

been a charming woman who loves her husband and is beloved of him

and who has other wives but that they will do a lot against her.

["A'ishah] says: Then I said: Subhdn al-ldh! Are the people really talking

in this way?

She says: I wept the whole night till dawn. My tears did not stop and

my eyes did not know a particle of sleep. Then in the morning too, I

continued weeping.

When the divine inspiration was delayed, God's Messenger called CA1I

ibn Abi Talib and Usamah ibn Zayd to ask and consult them about

separating from his household [sc. his wife, cA'ishah].

She says: As for Usamah ibn Zayd, he said what he knew of the inno-

cence of [the Prophet's] household, and what he had in his heart [of

respect] for them. Usamah said: It is your household and we do not

know anything except good about them. As for CA1I [ibn Abi Talib],

he said: O God's Messenger! God does not constrain you - women

other than her are abundant. Yet, ask the maid-servant who will tell you

the truth. On that God's Messenger called Barirah and said: O Barirah!

Did you ever see anything that aroused your suspicion? Barirah said

to him: By Him Who has sent you with the Truth, I have never seen

anything in her that I would conceal except that she is a young girl who

falls asleep, leaving her family's dough unattended so that the domestic

goats come and eat it.

So, on that day, God's Messenger got up on the pulpit and complained

about Abdullah ibn Ubayy before his Companions, saying: O Muslims!

Who will relieve me of that man who has hurt me with his evil speak-

ing about my household? By God, I know nothing except good about

my household. And they have blamed a man about whom I know

nothing except good. And he never entered my home except with me.

Sacd ibn Mucadh, [one] of the Banii cAbd al-Ashhal got up and said: O
God's Messenger! I will relieve you of him. If he is from the tribe of

Aws, then I will cut off his head. And if he is from our brothers [i.e.

the Khazraj], then command us, and we will carry out your command.

On that, a man from the Khazraj got up [...] the two tribes of Aws
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and Khazraj got so worked up that they were about to fight [even]

while God's Messenger was standing on the pulpit. God's Messenger

continued calming them till they became silent and so did he.

All that day I continued weeping, my tears never ceasing, and I did

not get a grain of sleep. In the morning my parents were with me and

I wept for two nights and a day with my tears never ceasing and I

could never sleep, until I thought that the weeping would burst my
liver. So, while my parents were sitting with me and I was crying, an

Ansarl woman asked me to grant her admittance. I allowed her to

come in, and she sat down and started crying with me.

While we were in this state, God's Messenger came, greeted us and sat

down. He had never sat with me since what was said about the matter

was said. A month had passed and no divine inspiration came to him

about my case. God's Messenger recited tashdhhud when he sat down,

and then said: '•Amma ba'-d. O 'A'ishah, I have been informed so-and-

so about you. If you are innocent, then God will soon reveal your

innocence, and if you have committed a sin, then repent to God and

ask Him for forgiveness, for when a slave confesses his sins and asks

God for forgiveness, God accepts his repentance.

When God's Messenger had finished his speaking, my tears ceased

flowing completely so that I no longer felt a single teardrop flowing. I

said to my father: Answer God's Messenger on my behalf as to what

he has said. My father said: By God, I do not know what to say to

God's Messenger. Then I said to my mother: Answer God's Messen-

ger on my behalf as to what he has said. She said: By God, I do not

know what to say to God's Messenger.

Although I was a young girl and had not read much of the Qur^an, I

said: By God! I know for sure that you heard this speech so that it has

become planted in your hearts and you have taken it as a truth. Now
if I tell you that I am innocent, you will not believe me. But if I admit

a matter to you, and God knows that I am innocent of it, you will

surely believe me. By God! I find no similitude for me and you except

that of Abu Yusuf [i.e. Yacqub, c
alay-hi al-saldm\ when he said: Then

[there is no recourse but]fittingpatience! God it is Whose help is sought [12. 18].

Then I turned to the other side and lay on my bed.

And God knew then that I was innocent and I hoped that God would

reveal my innocence. But, by God, I never thought that God would

reveal about my case divine inspiration that would be recited [forever]

as I considered myself too unworthy to be talked of by God with
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something of my concern. Rather, I hoped that God's Messenger

might have a dream in which God would prove my innocence.

But, by God, God's Messenger did not move from his seat and none

of the household moved, until it was sent down upon him. So there

overtook him the same hard condition that used to overtake him. The

sweat was dropping from his body like pearls though it was a wintry

day and that was because of the weighty statement that was being

revealed to him. When that state of God's Messenger was over, he got

up smiling, and the first word he said was: O '•A'ishah! God has

declared your innocence! Then my mother said to me: Get up and go

to him. I said: By God, I will not go to him, and I will not praise

except God, Great and Glorious is He.

So God revealed the ten verses Surely those who spread the slander are a

faction amongyou... [24.11-20]. God revealed those verses to declare my
innocence. [...]

FIQH DEPENDENT ON WOMEN'S HADlTHS

As I mentioned, there are some hadiths that do not have any

source, or any reliable source, other than women. A number of

them have been the only basis for legal rulings. From the time

of the Companions, jurists and scholars never hesitated to refer

to women for the knowledge in their keeping. One example,

which will be discussed more fully in Chapter 10, is the hadith

of Barirah. She was a slave emancipated by 'A-'ishah, the story

of which provided many good points for discussions among

jurists. The great MalikI scholar Abu 1-Husayn ibn Zarqun even

compiled a book about it, called Fiqh hadith Barirah. Haflz Ibn

Hajar al-
cAsqalanI says: 'Some imams have collected the useful

points of this hadith, which exceeded three hundred points. I

have summarized this [discussion] in Fath al-bdrf.'

AL-BUKHARl, Sahib, Magha^, bab hadith al-ifk. See AL-DHAHABI, Siyar

i
Qlan

252.

aHam al-nubala^, xxii. 311. IBN HAJAR, al-lsabah ft tamy\ al-sahabah, iv.
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The hadith ofSubaycah al-Aslamiyyah

God has commanded in His Book that the waiting period for a

widow, before she can re-marry, is four months and ten days;

he has also commanded that for a pregnant widow the waiting

period is until she delivers her child. Some jurists considered

that four months ten days should be the minimum, even if a

pregnant widow delivered before that. Subaycah al-Aslamiyyah

narrated that a few days after the death of her husband, she

delivered her child, and asked the Prophet, who allowed her to

re-marry. cUthman, the third caliph, asked Subaycah to confirm

what she narrated and then judged according to her report.

Sulayman ibn Yasar has narrated that Abu Salamah ibn cAbd al-

Rahman and Abdullah ibn cAbbas had gathered with Abu
Hurayrah and were discussing the waiting period for a pregnant

widow. Ibn cAbbas thought her waiting period is the longer of

the two periods. Abu Salamah thought that the waiting period

ends with the end of the pregnancy. They continued to disagree.

Abu Hurayrah said: 'I am with my nephew [Abii Salamah]. Then

they sent Kurayb, the mawla of Ibn "Abbas, to Umm Salamah to

ask her. She told them about the incident of Subaycah al-Asla-

miyyah and the Prophet's permitting her to re-marry after she

had delivered her child.
1

Ibn cAwn narrated from Ibn Slrin that

he said: 'I was sitting in Kufah in a big gathering of Ansar.

Among them was cAbd al-Rahman ibn Abl Layla. They men-

tioned the story of Subaycah. I mentioned Abdullah ibn "Utbah

ibn Mas'ud's saying '[the waiting period] is until she delivers.

Ibn Abl Layla said: But his uncle [i.e. 'Abdullah ibn Mas cud)

does not say that. I raised my voice and said, I would be fool-

hardy if I lied about 'Abdullah ibn "Utbah who is [not far away]

in another corner of Kufah.' Imam al-Tirmidhl says after quot-

ing Suba/ah's hadith: The practice on this, according to the ma-

jority of the people of knowledge from among the Companions

MUSLIM, Sabih, Taldq, bab inqidd? Hddat al-mutwaffa 'anhd %awju-ha ma

ghayri-hd bi-wadQ
al-haml. AL-NASA'I, Sunan, Taldq, bab Hddati l-hdmil al-

mutaivaffa '-an-hd %anju-hd.
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of the Prophet and others, is that the pregnant woman when

her husband dies, as soon as she delivers the child, it is allowed

for her to [re-]marry. It is the opinion of Sufyan al-Thawrl, al-

Shafic
I, Ahmad [ibn Hanbal] and Ishaq [ibn Rahawayh]. Some

people of the knowledge from among the Companions and

others say that her waiting period is the later of the two dates.

But the first opinion is more correct.' Imam al-Nawawi says

about this hadith in his commentary on Sahih Muslim: 'The

majority of scholars from early and late generations have held

to this hadith.'

The hadith ofBusrah hint Safwan

Zuhrl narrated from cAbdullah ibn Abl Bakr ibn Hazm al-

Ansari that he heard TJrwah ibn al-Zubayr say: 'Marwan, while

he was governor of Madinah, mentioned that if a man touches

his sexual organ, he must repeat his wudu"*. I opposed Marwan

and said it does not break the ablution. Marwan said: Busrah

bint Safwan has narrated to me that she heard the Messenger of

God — salla l-lahu '•alay-hi wa sallam — say: If one touches his

sexual organ, he should do ablution. I went on disputing with

Marwan until he called a man from among his guards and sent

him to Busrah to ask her about her hadith. Busrah's answer was

the same as what Marwan had narrated to me from her.' Imam
al-Tirmidhl says after quoting Busrah's hadith:

It is the opinion of a number of people from among the Companions

of the Prophet - salla l-lahu ^-alay-hi wa sallam - and [their] Successors.

It is the opinion of Imam Awzac
I, al-Shafi% Ahmad [ibn Hanbal] and

Ishaq [ibn Rahawayh]. Muhammad [al-Bukharl) says: The most sound

thing on this subject is the hadith of Busrah. Imam al-ShafH says:

'Busrah bint Safwan narrated this hadith in the city of Emigrants and

Helpers and they were in big number, and no one opposed her.

'al-TIRMIDHI, Jdmi\ Talaq, bab ma j<Pa fi I- hamil al-mutwaffa '-anhd

^awju-hd tada'-u. ABU DAWtJD, Sunan, Tahdrah, bab al-wudiP mim mass al-

dhakar, AL-TIRMIDHl, Jdmi
1
-, Tahdrah, bab al-wudiP min mass al-dhakar,

AL-NASA'I, Sunan, Tahdrah, bab al-wudiP min mass al-dhakar, IBN MAJAH,

Sunan, Tahdrah, bab al-wudiP min mass al-dhakar.
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Rather, it has come to our knowledge that some scholars after receiv-

ing her hadith returned to it and gave fatwa according to it. Among
them was cUrwah ibn al-Zubayr. He rejected [the opinion] that ablu-

tion can be affected by touching the organ. When he learnt Busrah's

hadith he left his opinion and ruled according to [that].
cAbdullah ibn

"Ulnar heard her narrate this hadith and after that he continued, until

he died, doing ablution after touching. And this [agreeing to differ on

details] is the way of the people of jurisprudence and knowledge.'

The hadith ofUmm ^Atiyyah

This hadith about the washing of the deceased is considered to

be the principal source on the topic. It became very famous.

Bukharl mentions or cites it many times in his Sahih, deriving

many rulings from it. When Umm cAtiyyah moved to Basrah

and settled there, a group from among the Companions and

Successors heard this hadith on how to wash the dead from

her.
3
Qatadah has narrated that Ibn Slrin learnt washing the

dead from Umm cAtiyyah,
4
and Ibn cAbd al-Barr records that

'Ibn Slrin, among all the Successors, was the most knowledge-

able about washing the dead.' Imam al-Tirmidhl says after

quoting the hadith: 'Umm cAtiyyah's hadith is a sound and

good hadith, and the practice is upon it according to the people

of knowledge.'
6
Ibn al-Mundhir says: 'Among the hadlths of

washing there is nothing higher than the hadith of Umm
"Atiyyah, and the imams have relied on it.'

Vl-BAYHAQI, Ma^rifat al-sunan wa al-athar, i. 255. AL-BUKHARl, Sahih,

Jana^i^ bab ghasl al-mayyit wa wudPihi bi-almd? wa al-sidr, MUSLIM, Sahih,

JanPi^, bab ghasl al-mayyit; ABU DAWUD, Sunan, Jand^ bab kayfa ghasl

al-mayyit, AL-TIRMIDHl, Jami'-, Jand^ bab ma jd?a ft ghasl al-mayyit, AL-

NASA'l, Mujtaba, Jana^i^ bab ghasl al-majyit bi al-mcP wa al-sidr, IBN
3.

MAJAH, Sunan, Jana^iz, bab mdja?afighasl al-majjit. AL-MIZZl, Tahdhib

al-kamal, xxxv. 316. ABU DAWUD, Sunan, Jand^ bab kayfa ghasl al-

mayyit.
5
IBN HAJAR, Fath al-bdn, iii. 163.

6
AL-TIRMIDHl, Jdmi^, Jand^i^

bab majd^afighaslal-mayyit. IBN HAJAR, Fath al-bdn, iii. 164.
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cA^ishah's hadith about the wife ofBJfa
cah al-Qura%j

According to the Qur'an if a woman has been divorced three

times (i.e. divorced irrevocably) by her husband, she cannot be

remarried to him unless she marries someone else. "A'ishah

narrated that the divorced wife of Rifacah al-QurazI married

another man, then wanted to go back to Rifacah. The Prophet

said that she could not do so unless she had had relations with

her present husband.
1

That condition - that the later marriage

must be consummated - is not mentioned in the Qur'an but,

on the basis of this hadith, is generally accepted by the jurists

and scholars. Imam al-Tirmidhl says: ' cA3ishah's hadith is good

and sound, and the practice, [according] to all the people of

knowledge from among the Companions of the Prophet — salla

l-lahu
calay-hi wa sallam - and others, is on this', and then he

clarifies the condition about consummation.

WOMEN'S NARRATION OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF
HADITH COMPILATIONS

The major kinds of hadith compilations - jawdmi, sunan,

masdnid, ma^djim, arba'-indt, aj%a? and musalsaldt - were described

in the account of women as students and their reading material.

Here I review their role in the diffusion of these books.

Jawdmi'-

The most popular of the jawdmi'- is the Sahib of al-Bukharl.

Karlmah al-Marwaziyyah (d. 461) was a famous narrator of it,

whose version has been continually handed on by scholars ever

since. Among those who studied the Sahib with her was the

renowned traditionist and historian al-Khatib al-Baghdadi.

AL-BUKHARl, Sahib, Ta/dq, bab man jawwa^a al-taldq al-thaldth. AL-

TIRMIDHl, Jdmi'-, Nikdh, bab fi man yutalliqu imra^ata-hu thaldthan fa

yatspwaju-hd dkbar fa yutalliqu-ha qabla an yadkhula bi-hd. See AL-

DHAHABI, SiyaraHdm al-nubald^, xviii. 277.
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Ornamented title page of Sahih al-Bukhdri'written in the hand of

Hafiz Ahmad ibn cAbd al-Wahhab al-Nuwayri (d. 733). Under

the main title it is stated that this is the narration of al-Firabri,

and then follows the isnddoi Sitt al-Wuzara5 to him.

IBN AZZUZ, Juhud al-mafah al-DimashqijyahJi riwdyat hadlth sharif, lib.

MS, Maktabah al-WazIr Kubrili, no. 362.
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UAUt^^UUji ;w,W

'

>

Ijd^ah from Sitt al-Wuzara3 to narrate her hadlth

Hafiz Ibn Hajar narrated Karlmah's version from his shaykh

'Abdullah ibn TJmar al-Hindl al-HallawI, who studied it with

Muhammad ibn Ghall ibn Najm al-Dimyatl, who studied it with

al-Muc
in Ahmad ibn CAH ibn Yusuf al-Dimashql, who studied it

with Abu 1-Qasim al-Busiri, with his well known isndd to Kari-

mah. Ibn Hajar also studied it with his shaykh, Hafiz Zayn al-

Din al-lraqi, who studied it with Abu cAli cAbd al-Rahlm ibn
cAbdillah, with his isndd to Karimah. The famous narrator of

the Sahlh of the sixth century is Umm al-Baha5 Fatimah bint

Muhammad al-Baghdadi (d. 539). Hafiz Ibn Hajar says in the

account of Ahmad ibn Khalll ibn Kaykaldi al-'Ala-T: 'Among his

eminent narrations is the Sahlh, which he studied with Ghanim
ibn Ahmad al-Juludl, who narrated it from Fatimah bint Muham-
mad al-Baghdadi.' Another and equally famous narrator of the

Sahlh is the righteous shaykhah and musnidab of her time Sitt al-

Wuzara3 bint cUmar ibn Sacd ibn al-Munajja al-Tanukhiyyah (d.

716) who taught the whole book many times in Damascus and

Egypt. Among her students were: the qadi of Madinah cAbd al-

Rahim ibn Raziin al-Hamawi, Shaykh Shams al-Din Muham-
mad ibn Ahmad al-Ja

c
fari, Qutb al-Din Muhammad ibn Abl 1-

Thana3 al-Hirmas al-Misri, Imad al-Din Muhammad ibn al-

Hasan al-Qurashi al-Isna3
!, Shaykh Kamal al-DTn Muhammad

ibn al-Husayn al-Dahrutl, Muhammad ibn Khalll ibn Yarbak al-

IBN AZZUZ, juhiid al-mafah al-Dimashqiyyah Jt riivdyat hadlth sharif, 276.

MS, al-Maktabah al-Zahiriyyah Damascus, no. 357 Hadlth. IBN HAJAR,

al-Majma'- al-tmr'assas, ii. 77. Ibid., 227. Ibid., i. 354-55.
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Nabulsi, Muhammad ibn Dawud ibn "Abdillah ibn Zafir al-

BarlasI, Qadi Taqi al-Din Muhammad ibn Abdillah al-Misri, Abu

1-Baqa Muhammad ibn Ahdillah al-Subki al-Shafic
i, Muham-

mad ibn cAbd al-Rahman ibn cAbdillah al-Hashimi al-Amidi,

Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Rahman ibn TJmar al-Khallli al-Dari,

Taqi al-Din Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Karim al-Halabi 1-Misri,

qadi of Hims Qutb al-Din Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Muhsin al-

Subki, qadi of Madinah Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Muc
ti, Ibn

Khashshab al-Misri, Muhammad ibn cAli al-Sacdi al-Misri,

Fakhr al-Din Muhammad ibn cAli al-Misri al-Shafici, Ibn Qadi

Shubhah, Muhammad ibn al-Siraj TJmar ibn Muhammad al-

Razi, Nasir al-Din al-Fariqi, Ibn Abi 1-Majd al-Dimashqi and

others.

The last woman who narrated Sahib al-Bukhdri with very

high isndd was "A'ishah bint Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Hadi al-

Maqdisiyyah.
2 Many famous scholars like Hafiz Ibn Hajar,

Hafiz Ibn Nasir al-Din al-Dimashqi and Taqi al-Din al-Fasi

studied the whole book from her.

Sahib Muslim has also been widely taught by the muhaddithat.

Umm al-Khayr Fatimah bint Abi 1-Hasan All ibn al-Muzaffar

ibn Hasan ibn Zatal al-Baghdadiyyah (d. 532) of Nishapur was

a famous teacher of this book. Another popular teacher of it

was Zaynab bint TJmar ibn Kindi (d. 699). Muhammad ibn

Qawallj, a teacher of Hafiz Ibn Hajar al-
cAsqalani studied the

whole of it with her. She narrated it from al-Mu'ayyad ibn

Muhammad ibn cAli al-Tusi, who narrated it from Faqih al-

Haram Abu cAbdillah Muhammad ibn al-Fadl al-Furawi, from

Abu 1-Husayn cAbd al-Ghafir ibn Husayn al-Farisi, from Abu

Ahmad Muhammad ibn 'Isa ibn cAmruyah al-Juludi, from

Ibrahim ibn Muhammad ibn Sufyan, from its author Muslim

ibn al-Hajjaj. (It is characteristic of the meticulousness of the

scholars in this discipline that it is recorded that the Ibrahim

hbid, i. 354-5, ii. 230, 279-280; TAQI AL-DIN AL-FASI, Dbayl al-taqyid, i.

50, 113, 115, 119, 122-23, 149, 146, 151, 153, 162, 164-65, 183-84,

195, 199, 203, 209.
2
IBN HAJAR, al-Majma 1 al-mu^assas, ii. 351.
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last mentioned did not hear some parts of three of the books in

Muslim's compilation from Muslim himself, namely Hqff, Wasayd

and Imdrah} Among the teachers of the book in the eighth

century was Safiyyah bint Ahmad ibn Qudamah (d. 714) and in

the ninth, "A'ishah bint Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Hadi (d. 816),

who narrated it with full hearing from Sharaf al-DIn 'Abdullah

ibn al-Hasan, from Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Hadi, from

Muhammad ibn cAli al-Harrani.

One of the famous teachers of JdmP of al-Tirmidhi was

Khadfjah bint cAbd al-Hamld ibn Ghashm ibn Muhammad al-

Mardawi (d.734). Before her Zaynab bint Makki taught this

book several times. Hafiz Ibn Hajar says in the account of his

teacher Ahmad ibn Salih ibn al-Hasan al-Iskandarani: 'He heard

Jamf al-Tirmidhi"in [his] old age from al-TJrdi, who heard it from

Zaynab bint Makki.'
3
Al-Tirmidhi's ShamcPil was also popular

among women. Zaynab bint al-Kamal narrated it from cAjibah

bint Abl Bakr al-Baqdariyyah, who narrated it from al-Qasim

ibn al-Fadl ibn cAbd al-Wahid and Raja21 ibn Hamid ibn Raja3
al-

Macdanl, both narrated it from Abu 1-Qasim cAli ibn Ahmad al-

Khuza% who narrating from al-Haytham ibn Kulayb, who nar-

rated it from its author, Imam al-Tirmidhi.

Sunan

The version of Imam Malik's Muwatta? most popular among

Malikis and others has been that of Yahya ibn Yahya al-Laythi.

Women have narrated this and the less popular versions. For

example, Shuhdah (d. 574) transmitted the version of al-Qa'habl.

Al-Dhahabi says in his account of Imam Abu Muhammad cAbd

al-
cAziz ibn Dulaf (d. 637): He heard Muwatta? of Malik, version

of al-QacnabI, from Shuhdah. The version of Suwayd ibn Sacid

seems to have enjoyed more popularity among the muhaddithdt.

For example, Zaynab bint al-Kamal narrated it from Daw3
al-

!

IBN HAJAR, a/-Mu cjam al-mufharas, 21-29.
2
IBN HAJAR, a/-Majma c

al-

mu^assas, ii. 350. Ibid, i.

cflam al-nubala?, xxiii. 45.

mu'assas, ii. 350.
3
Ibid, i. 369.

4
Ibid, ii. 14-18.

5
See AL-DHAHABI, Siyar
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Sabah cAjIbah al-Baqdariyyah, who heard the whole of it from

Abu 1-Husayn cAbd al-Haqq ibn cAbd al-Khaliq ibn Yusuf,

from Abu Sacd Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Malik al-Asadi with his

sanad. Then it was read to Zaynab bint al-Kamal in 726 in al-

Jamic al-Muzaffan in Qasyun.
cAjibah al-Baqdariyyah narrated Sunan of Abu Dawud from

al-Hasan ibn al-
cAbbas al-Rustaml, who narrated from Abu AH

ibn Ahmad al-Tustari and Abu Mansur Muhammad ibn Ahmad
ibn CAH ibn Shukrawayh, both heard it from Qadi Abu TJmar

al-Hashimi, who heard it from Abu AH al-Lu'lul, who narrated

it from Abu Dawud.
2
Taqi al-Din al-Fasi says in the account of

Muhammad ibn Ismac
Il ibn Ibrahim ibn "Asha'ir al-Halabi: He

studied some part of Sunan of Abu Dawud with Fatimah bint

al-Malik al-Muhsin Ahmad ibn al-Sultan Salah al-Din Yusuf ibn

Ayyub.
3
Hafiz Ibn Hajar read a part of this Sunan with Maryam

bint Ahmad al-Asadiyyah, who heard it from al-DabusI, who
narrated it from Ibn al-Muqayyar, who narrated it from al-Fadl

ibn Sahl al-Isfrayini, who narrated it from al-Khatib al-Bagh-

dadl, who narrated it from Abu TJmar al-Qasim ibn Ja
c
far ibn

cAbd al-Wahid al-Hashimi, who narrated from Abu AH Muham-

mad ibn Ahmad ibn cAmr al-Lu'lu3!, who narrated it from Abu

Dawud.
4 A particularly famous narrator of Sunan Abu Dawiid is

Zaynab bint al-Kamal.
5 Many scholars up to the present have

been narrating it through Zaynab's chain of narration.

Zaynab bint al-Kamal also narrated the bigger version of

Sunan al-Nasa3
!.
6 The smaUer Sunan of al-Nasa3

! was taught by

Aminah bint Shaykh Taqi al-Din al-Wasiti, with the isnad of al-

Qubbaytl from Abu Zurcah T^hir ibn Muhammad ibn Tihir,

who heard it from al-Dunl, who heard it from Abu Nasr Ahmad
ibn al-Husayn ibn al-Kassar, who narrated it from Abu Bakr

!

See MUTl AL-HAFIZ, al-Jamf al-Mu%affari, 591.
2
IBN HAJAR, al-Majma'-

al-mu^assas, ii. 322-23.
3
TAQi AL-DIN AL-FASI, Dhayl al-taqyid, i. 97.

4
IBN

HAJAR, al-Mu cjam al-mufharas, 29.
5
Id., al-Majma'- al-mu^assas, 479-80.

Hbid., 479-80. ''ibid., i. 230-31.
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Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn al-Sunni, who narrated from al-

Nasa5
!.

Sitt al-Fuqaha' bint Ibrahim al-Wasitiyyah (d. 726) narrated

Sunan of Ibn Majah. Imam al-Dhahabi says: 'She narrated an

abundance of hadlths, and the students heard from her Sunan of

Ibn Majah and other things.'
3
al-Dhahabi also says: 'I read to her

for my son cAbd al-Rahman.'

Sunan of al-Darimi has higher isndds than even al-Bukhari.

Some scholars included it in the Six Books in place of Ibn Majah,

and it was very popular among the muhaddithat. Hafiz Ibn Nasir

al-DIn narrated the Thulathiyyat of Imam al-Darimi from Umm
cAbdullah Zaynab bint Sharaf al-DIn <Abdillah ibn cAbd al-Hallm

ibn Taymiyyah al-Harrani, who narrated it from Abu 1-"Abbas

Ahmad ibn Abl Talib al-Hajjar who narrated it from Abu 1-

Munajja with its well known sanad.
5 Abu Hafs Siraj al-DIn "TJmar

al-Qazwini says: 'I read the whole Sunan al-Darimi with Sitt al-

Muliik Fatimah bint Abl Nasr ibn Abl 1-Badr in Rajab 707 in Bab

al-Maratib, east of Baghdad, who heard all of it with Abu Bakr

Muhammad ibn Mascud ibn Bahruz al-Tabib al-Maristani in Dhi

1-Qacdah 636, who heard it in Shatan 553, in Jamic al-Mansur

with Abu 1-Waqt cAbd al-Awwal ibn "Isa al-Harawi, who heard it

in Jumada al-Akhirah 464 from Abu 1-Hasan al-Dawiidi, who
studied it in Safar 381 with Abu Muhammad "Abdullah ibn

Ahmad al-Sarakhsi, who studied it with Abu Imran 'Isa ibn

TJmar al-Samarqandi, who studied it from its author Imam al-

Darimi.
6

Hafiz Ibn Hajar studied part of Sunan al-Ddraqutni with

^ishah bint al-Najm Abl Bakr al-Balisiyyah.
7
Sitt al-

cArab bint

Muhammad ibn al-Bukhari (d. 767) narrated al-Sunan al-kabir of

al-Bayhaqi.

""Ibid., 104-05.
2
TAQI AL-DIN AL-FASI, Dhqyl al-taqyld, ii. 375-76.

3
AL-

DHAHABl, al-]u^ al-mafqud min Siyar a cldm al-nubala?, 492. Ibid. See

Majmu 1
*
fi-hi Rasd^il li-l-Hdfi^ Ibn Nasir al-Din al-Dimashqt, 286. Siraj al-

DIn AL-QAZWlNi, al-Mashyakhah, MS fol. 45.
7
IBN HAJAR, al-Majma^ al-

mu^assas, ii. 358.
8
TAQl AL-DlN AL-FASI, Dhqyl al-taqyid, ii. 375.
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Masdmd

Zaynab bint al-Kamal narrated Musnad Abu Hanifah (in the

version of Abu Muhmmad Abdullah ibn Muhammad ibn

Yacqub al-Harithl) from , who narrated it from Abu 1-Khayr

Muhammad ibn Ahmad ibn cUmar al-Baghban, who narrated it

from Abu cAmr Abd al-Wahhab ibn Mandah, who narrated it

from his father.
1

Sitt al-Wuzara3 bint "Urnar al-Tanukhiyyah and Zaynab bint

Sulayman al-ls
cardl narrated Musnad Imam al-Shafi

c
i with full

hearing from Ibn al-Zabidl, who narrated it from Abu Zurcah.

Ajibah narrated Musnad al-Humajdi. Abu Hafs Siraj al-Din TJmar

ibn cAli al-Qa2wini says: 'I studied Musnad al-Humaydi'with Abu
Abdillah Muhammad ibn Abd al-Muhsin al-Misrl al-Azaji, who

narrated it from Ajibah al-Baqdariyyah with her sanad to al-

Humaydi.' Shuhdah narrated Musnad Musaddad. Hafiz Ibn Hajar

read it with Khadijah bint Ibrahim al-Ba%akkiyyah who narrated

it from al-Qasim ibn Muzaffar, who narrated it from Abd Aziz

ibn Dulaf, who heard it from Shuhdah, who narrated it from

Thabit ibn Bundar, who narrated it from Qadi Abu 1-Ala3
al-

Wasiti, who narrated it from Abu Muhammad Abdullah ibn

Muhammad ibn TJthman al-Wasiti, who narrated it from Abu
Khallfah.

4

Zaynab bint Makkl was a famous teacher of MusnadAhmad
ibn Hanbal. She narrated it with full hearing from Abu All Hanbal

ibn Abdillah, who heard it from Abu 1-Qasim Hibatullah ibn

Muhammad ibn al-Husayn al-Shaybanl, who heard it from Abu
All al-Hasan ibn cAli ibn al-Mudhhib al-Baghdadi, who heard it

from Abu Bakr al-Qatic
i, who heard it from Abdullah ibn

Ahmad, who heard it with his father, the author, Ahmad ibn

Hanbal.

1

IBN HAJAR, al-Majma'- al-mu^assas, ii. 482-83.
2
Ibid., ii. 555-56.

3
AL-

QAZWlNl, al-Mashajkhah, MS. fol. 44.
4
IBN HAJAR, al-Majma c

al-

mu^assas, i. 475—76. See al-Mas cad al-Ahmadfi khatm MusnadAhmad at

the beginning of al-Musnad.
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Abu 1-Fath ibn Sayyid al-Nas read Musnad Abd ibn Humayd

with Umm Muhammad Zaynab bint Ahmad ibn Shukr al-Maq-

disiyyah who studied it with Abu 1-Munajja "Abdullah ibn TJmar

al-Lattl, who studied it with Abu 1-Waqt al-Sijzi, who studied it

with cAbu 1-Hasan al-Dawudi, who studied it with Abu Muham-

mad "Abdullah ibn Ahmad ibn Hammuyah, who studied it with

Ibrahim ibn Khuzaym al-Shashl, who studied it with cAbd ibn

Humayd.

Fatimah bint Sacd al-Khayr (d. 600) narrated Musnad Abu

Ya c
/d. Hafiz Ibn Hajar studied this Musnad with Abu Bakr ibn

Ibrahim ibn Qudamah al-Fara'idi, who studied it with al-lmad

Abu Bakr ibn Muhammad ibn al-Radi and Ahmad ibn Muham-
mad ibn Mac

all al-Zabdanl, both narrating from Muhammad
ibn Ismac

Il al-Khatlb, who heard it from Fatimah bint Sacd al-

Khayr, who narrated it from Zahir ibn Tahir, who narrated it

from Abu Sacd al-Kanjarudhl, who narrated from Abu cAmr
ibn Hamdan from Abu Ya4a himself.

Zaynab al-Shicriyyah (d. 615) narrated Musnad al-Sarraj, and

Sayyidah al-Maraniyyah narrated it from her. Abu 1-Fath ibn

Sayyid al-Nas studied it with Umm Muhammad Sayyidah bint

Musa ibn TJthman al-Maranl, saying: 'Four shaykhs — Abu Bakr

al-Saffar, Abu Rawh cAbd al-Mucizz al-Harawi, Ismac
Il al-Qari

and Zaynab bint cAbd al-Rahman al-Shicn - narrated to us.'

Zaynab, Ibn al-Saffar and al-Qari studied it with Abu Bakr

Wajlh ibn Tahir, and Abu Rawh and Zaynab also studied it with

Zahir ibn Tahir; and Zaynab alone narrated from Abu 1-

Muzaffar cAbd al-Muncim al-Qushayri, all of them studied it

with Abu 1-Husayn al-Khaffafwho studied it with Abu l-
cAbbas

al-Thaqafl al-Sarraj.

^ee AL-RAWANDl, Abu l-Fath al-Ya^mari, i. 256-58. IBN HAJAR, al-

Majma c
al-mu^assas, i. 482-83.

3
See AL-RAWANDI, Abu l-Fath al-Ya'-mari,

i. 255-56.
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Ma cajim andMashyakhat

Fatimah d-Juzdaniyyah (d. 524) narrated both the small and

large Mu cjams of al-Tabarani. Most scholars narrate these two

Mu cjams through her. Hafiz Diya' al-Dln al-MaqdisI says: 'I read

the small Mu'-jam of al-Tabarani with As cad ibn Abi 1-Futuh ibn

Rawh, who studied it with Fatimah, who studied it with Ibn

Rldhah, who studied it with al-Tabarani.' According to al-Diya-
1

,

As cad also narrated the large Mu cjam of al-Tabarani from Fati-

mah. Among her students, Fatimah bint Sacd al-Khayr was also

particularly famous for teaching of these two Mu cjams. Hafiz

Ibn Hajar studied the middle-sized Mucjam of al-Tabarani with
cAbdullah ibn TJmar al-Hallawi who narrated it from Zaynab

bint al-Kamal, who narrated it from Yusuf ibn Khalil, who nar-

rated it from Khalil ibn Badr al-Raranl, who narrated it from

Abu cAli al-Haddad, who narrated it from Abu Nucaym who
narrated it from al-Tabarani.

cA3ishah bint Macmar narrated Mu'-jam Abu Ya c
/d. Hafiz

Diya5 al-Maqdisi says: 'I studied Mu cjam Abu Ya c
/d with cA3ishah

bint Macmar, who narrated it from SacId al-Sayrafi, who narrated

it from Abu Nasr al-Kisal, who narrated it from Ibn al-Muqri,

who narrated it from the author.'

Shuhdah narrated Mu cjam of al-Ismac
ili from Abu Mansur

Muhammad ibn al-Husayn ibn al-Harithah, who studied it with

Abu Bakr al-Barqani, who narrated it from al-lsmac
ill.

Shuhdah also narrated Mashyakhah of Ibn Shadhan. Han?

Ibn Hajar read Mashyakhah of Ibn cAbd al-Da'im with Fatimah

and Hablbah, daughters of Ibrahim ibn cAbdillah ibn Abi

Tfmar; both of them heard it from Ibn cAbd al-Da5im. Zaynab

bint al-Kamal narrated Mashyakhah of Shuhdah. Taj al-DIn al-

Subki says: 'I studied with Zaynab, Mashyakhah of Shuhdah,

^IYA3 AL-DIN AL-MAQDISI, Thabat al-masmu c
at, 11.

2
lbid., 77-78.

3
IBN

HAJAR, al-Majma c
al-mu^assas, ii. 114.

4
Ibid, ii. 58.

5
DIYA3 AL-DIN AL-

MAQDISI Thabat al-masmu^at, 87. IBN HAJAR, al-Majma'- al-mu^assas, i.

109-10. AL-KATTANl, Fibris al-faharis, ii. 626.
8
IBN HAJAR, al-Majma c

al-mu^assas, i. 446.
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with Zaynab's narration from Ibrahim ibn Muhammad ibn al-

Khayyir, Muhammad ibn Muqbil, Muhammad ibn cAbd al-

Karim ibn al-Sayyidi and al-Agharr ibn Fada^il ibn al-
cUlayyiq,

all of them heard it from Shuhdah.'
1

Hafiz Ibn Hajar narrated

Mashyakhah of Khatib Marda from Umm Ahmad Tatar bint al-

Izz Muhammad al-Tanukhiyyah, who narrated it from Zaynab

bint al-Kamal, who narrated from Khatib Marda.

Arba^undt

Fakhirah al-Baghdadiyyah (6th century) narrated Forty hadiths of

al-Nasawi. Hafiz Diya5 al-Maqdisi says: 'I read Forty hadiths of

Hasan ibn Sufyan al-Nasawi with Mu3ayyad ibn Muhammad al-

Tusi, who narrated it from Fakhirah al-Baghdadiyyah, who nar-

rated it from cAbd al-Ghafir, who narrated it from Ibn Hamdan,

from Hasan ibn Sufyan. Muhibb ibn Hilalah mentions that he

has seen the record of al-Tusi's hearing from Fakhirah. Umm
cAmr Hafsah bint Muhammad ibn Abi Zayd Hamka narrated

Forty hadiths of Ibn al-Muqri from Husayn ibn cAbd al-Malik al-

Khallal and his cousin Bakhtyar ibn Muhammad, both of

whom narrated it from cAbd al-Razzaq ibn TJmar ibn Musa ibn

Shammah al-Tajir, who narrated it from its author Abu Bakr

Muhammad ibn Ibrahim ibn CAH ibn cAsim ibn al-Muqri. Hafiz

Ibn Hajar read Forty hadiths of Muhammad ibn Muslim al-Tusi

with TJmar ibn Muhammad al-Balisi, who narrated it from Zay-

nab bint al-Kamal who narrated it from Ajlbah bint Muham-

mad, who narrated it from Mascud ibn al-Hasan, who narrated it

from cAbd al-Rahman ibn Muhammad ibn Ishaq, who narrated

it from Zahir ibn Ahmad al-Sarakhsi, who heard 35 hadiths of

it from Muhammad ibn Wakic
, who heard all of it from

Muhammad ibn Aslam.
5
Hafiz Ibn Hajar mentioned al-Arba cun

'al-SUBKI, Mu cjam al-shuyukh, 678-79.
2
IBN HAJAR, al-Mu cjam al-

mufharas, 202.
3
DIYA' AL-DlN AL-MAQDISI, Thabat al-masmii'-at, 78. See

the sama'-at at the end of al-Arba^un of IBN AL-MUQRI included in

Jamharah al-aj^a? al-hadithiyyah, 129-30.
5
IBN HAJAR, al-Majma'- al-

mu^assas, ii. 340.
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al-bulddniyyah al-mukharrajah min al-Mu'-jam al-saghir li-l-Tabardni

by al-Dhahabl and said: 'I read it with Abu l-
cAbbas Ahmad ibn

CAH ibn cAbd al-Haqq, who studied it with Hafiz Abu 1-Hajjaj al-

Mizzi, who heard it from Muhammad ibn Abd al-Mu'min al-Suri

and Zaynab bint Makkl, who both narrated it from al-As cad ibn

Sacid ibn Rawh and ^ishah bint Macmar, both narrated from

Fatimah al-Juzdaniyyah, who narrated it from Fatimah al-

Juzdaniyyah, who narrated from Ibn Rldhah, who narrated

from al-Tabarani.'

Some aj%d? (sing. ju%) became very popular among the people

of hadlth because of their high isnad, like Sahifah Hammdm ibn

Munabhih, ]u^ al-Ansdn, Ju^ ibn
cArafah and Ghayldniyydt. These

aj%d? were taught and learnt by women extensively. Hafsah bint

Mulacib al-Azajiyyah narrated Sahifah Hammdm ibn Munabbih.

Shaykh Abu Hafs Siraj al-Din °Umar ibn cAli al-QazwIni read it

with Abu cAbdillah Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Muhsin al-Muqri

al-Azaji, who read it with Hafsah bint Mula% in 608. She nar-

rated it from Abu 1-Fadl Muhammad ibn "Ulnar al-Urmawi, who
narrated it from Abu l-Ghana'im cAbd al-Samad ibn Abi 1-Qasim

al-Hashiml by reading it with him in 465, who studied it with

Imam Abu 1-Hasan al-Daraqutni in 385, who studied it with

Qadl Abu °Umar Muhammad ibn TJmar al-Azdi in Safar 319,

who narrated it from Hasan ibn Abi 1-Rablc
, who narrated it from

cAbd al-Razzaq ibn Hammam, who narrated it from Macmar
ibn Rashid, who narrated it from Hammam ibn Munabbih, who
said: 'This is what Abu Hurayrah narrated to us from the Mes-

senger of God.'

Shuhdah narrated Ju^ Ibn cArafah. Hafiz Ibn Hajar studied

it with Abu Bakr ibn Ibrahim ibn Qudamah al-Fara'idi with his

isndd to Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Karlm ibn al-Sayyidl, who

IBN HAJAR, al-Mu cjam al-mujharas, 210-11.
2
AL-QAZWlNl, al-

Mashyakhah, MS. fol. 75-6.
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tfasan ibn 'Arafah, d. 257

L—Isma<n al-$affar

1—Abu al-Hasan ibn MakhUd

I—Abu al-Qasim ibn Bajran

-Ahmad ibn Abial-Wafi'

I—<Abd al-tfaqq ibn Khalaf

\—Sitt ot-Faqoba' d-VCisitiyyab, i, 726

-cAbd al-Mun%n ibn Kulayb

—Yusuf ibn Abl ai-Faraj

\~Ami' hmtAbtBakr, d. 707, Damascus

—<Abd al-'Adz ibn Muhammad al-Ansari

\—Z*brub bmt OWr«/-*»**«£ d. a. 730

-«1-N»jlb cAbd al-Ladf al-Hatrinl. d. 672, Caito

hVifimab bmtlsmi% d, 742

Kbadtjab bat HJthmai, d. 734

—cAbd al-Rahman al-Yaldani

\—Zajrub bmt Yahja, d. 735

-Ahmad ibn cAbd al-Da'im

-Nafitab bmt Ibrahim, d. 749

-Fatimab bint 'Vbadmah, d. 732

—Fatimab bmt <-Ahd at-Da'im, d. 734

—Fatimab bmtAMBatr, d. 726

—Fatimab bmt Ibribim, d. 747

—Sitt al-'Arab bmt cAB,A,TM

—Sitt at-'Amb bmt 'AUUib, d. 722

—Zajtub bint 'Imidd-Dm, d. 726

—Zaynab bmtaJ-Kamal, d. 740

—KhaGjab bmt #**}*, d. 723

—Habibah bint Ibrahim ol-Maadiityyob, d.745, Damascus

—Habibah bintAhmad al-Majdisrgab, d. 703

—Habibah bmt <Abdal-Robman alMaqdiiijfab, d. 733

—JaBlab bmt Ibribim

—Ami' bmtMuhammad ibn ot-KamU, d. 723, Damascus

—Ami1 bmt fofri, d. 733, Damascus

—Ami'' bmtAhmad ai-Mifri, d. 737

—Fatimab bmtMuhammad al-Hanirujych

-Zaynab bmt Imi<U al-Kbabbar, d. 749
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heard it from Abdullah ibn Ahmad al-Muthanna who heard it

from Shuhdah, who heard it from Tirad ibn Muhammad al-Zay-

nabl, Husayn ibn Ahmad ibn Talhah, Abu Sacd ibn Khushaysh

and Ibn Bayan, with the isndd to Ibn cArafah.

Zaynab bint Makkl (d. 688) narrated ]tv£ al-Ansari. Hafiz

Ibn Hajar says in the account of Muhammad ibn Muhammad
ibn Sacd al-Din: 'I have seen the record of his studying oi]us£

al-Ansari -with Abu 1-Hasan CAU ibn Ayyub ibn Mansur al-Maq-

disi,who studied it with Zaynab bint Makkl who heard it from

Ibn Tabrazad, with his sanad!

Chart 5. Transmission oi]u^ al-Ansari"to women
from Muhammad ibn cAbdillah al-Ansari (d. 21 5)

to Zahidah bintAbi Bakr al-Stahrdwi (&. 749)

Muhammad ibn 'Abdillah al-Ansari, d. 215, Basrah

I—Abu Muslim Ibrahim ibn cAbdillah al-KajjI, d. 292, Baghdad
I—'Abdullah ibn Ibrahim ibn Ayyub ibn MasI, d. 369,

Baghdad
I—Abu Ishaq Ibrahim al-Barmakl, d. 445, Baghdad

'—Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Baqi

al-Ansari, d. 535

—Abu 1-Yumn al-Kindi, d. 613

I—Sitt al-^Arab bint Yabyi, d. 684,

Damascus
~tUmar ibn Tabrazad, d. 607, Baghdad

—Abu 1-riasan ibn al-Bukhiri, d. 690,

Damascus

—Anrinab bintAjdughdi

—RMqajpab bint'Muhammad al-Uariri

—Astjai bintAhmad ibn cAbd al-Da'im,

d. 687, Damascus

—Zaynab bintMakkl, d. 688, Damascus

—Atma3
bintAbiBakrat^abram

—Zabidai bintAbiBakr ai-Sabraw,

d. 749, Damascus

'iBN HAJAR, al-Majma'- al-mu^assas, i. 504-16.
2
Ibid., ii. 459-60.
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Zaynab bint al-
cAlam Ahmad ibn Kamil al-Maqdisi (d. 687) nar-

rated •A-Ghayldniyydt} TajanI al-Wahbaniyyah (d. 575) narrated

Hadith al-Mukharrami wa-l-Marwa^ ^Amdlt al-MahamilT Ju%>

Hilal ibn Muhammad al-Haffar,
4 K al-Samt of Ibn Abl 1-Dunya

5
and

other aj%f.
cAzIzah bint CAH (d. 600) narrated Nuskhah Talut.

Karimah bint Abd al-Wahhab al-Qurashiyyah (d. 641) narrated

Jta£ Luivayn? and A^ishah bint AJI ibn TJmar al-Sinhajiyyah (d.

739) narrated/^ 3 al-Bitdqah.

Chart 6. Transmission of A-Ghaykniyyat Xo women

from Abu Bakr al-Shafic
I (d. 354) to Zaynab bintMakki (d. 688)

Abu Bakr al-Shafi%d. 354

—Fatimab bint Hilal al-Karp

—Abu TaKb ibn Ghaylan, d. 440

—Zaynab bint at-Aara\ d. 493, Baghdad

—Shuja1 ibn Fans al-Dhuhafi, d. 507, Baghdad

l~N*ral- cAyn bintAbiBakr, d. 587, Baghdad

—HibatuUah al-Shaybanl, d. 525, Baghdad

-Zaynab bint iAbd al-Wabbab, d. 588, Baghdad

—Daw3 al-Sabah bint al-Mubarak, d. 585, Baghdad

-c£bd al-Wahhab ibn Sukaynah, d. 607, Baghdad

-Asiyab bintAhmadAn lAbdaWPim, d. 687,

Damascus

\—HobS>ab bintAbl lUmar, d, 674, Damascus
—tUmar ibn "Jabrazad, d. 607, Baghdad

—Asiyab bintAhmad ibn ^Abdal-DPim, d. 687,

Damascus

—Zaynab bintAhmad ibn Kamil, d. 687, Damascus

—Sitt al-'Arab bint Yahya, d. 684, Damascus

—Fatimab bint cImadal-Din, d. 683, Damascus

—Zaynab bint Makki, d. 688, Damascus

hbid, ii. 261.
2
Ibid.,\9-20.

3
Ibid, ii. 234.

A
Ibid, ii. 346.

5
Ibid, ii. 497.

6
Ibid, ii. 54.

7Muhammad IBN JABIR WADl ASH, al-Barnamaj, 240.
8
IBN

HAJAR, al-Ma/ma c al-mu^assas, i. 124—25.
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Musalsalat

As I mentioned earlier, musalsalat are many, and some are com-

piled, so we find the narrators of most of these musalsalat also

narrated the major compilations of them. For example, Hind

bint Muhammad ibn CAU al-UrmawI heard Musalsalat al-lbrahimi

from Sitt al-
cArab bint Muhammad ibn al-Fakhr, who narrated

it from her grandfather, who narrated it from Abu 1-Yumn al-

Kindl, who narrated it from Sibt al-Khayyat, who narrated it

from its author.

Al-Musalsal bi-l-awwalijyah is the most widely transmitted of

all, and indeed scholars to this day narrate it to their students as

their first hadlth. Great numbers of women narrated it; it will

suffice by way of example to mention just those women from

whom Hafiz Ibn Hajar received it. They are: Sarah bint TaqI al-

Din al-Subki; Sumlak bint al-Fakhr cUthman ibn Ghanim al-

Ja
cfariyyah; Maryam al-Adhraciyyah, and Ghazal the slave of al-

Qalqashandi.

Besides al-Musalsal bi-l-anwalij/yah, women also narrated

others such as Musalsal bi-qira?t siirat al-Saff, Musalsal bi-l-sama'-,

Musalsal bi-l-asivadayn. Amatullah al-Dihlawiyyah (d. 1357) even

narrated Musalsal bi qabd al-lihyah. In this musalsal, every narrator

says certain words while holding his beard. Her student, Shaykh

Yasln al-Fadanl, narrated that he heard this musalsal from her

while she was holding her chin.

Abundance oftheir narrations

Some of the women, like Shuhdah al-Katibah, cAjibah al-Baq-

dariyyah, Zaynab bint al-Kamal, Fatimah bint al-Munajja, and

Fatimah bint Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Hadl and her sister

cA:>

ishah, taught and narrated a huge number of small and large

books. As an example, below is a list of the books taught and

narrated by Fatimah bint Muhammad ibn al-Munajja (d. 803):

Ibid., iii. 360. IBN HAJAR al-Mu'yam al-mufharas, 162.
3
IBN HAJAR, a

Majma^ al-mu^assas, i. 617. IBN HAJAR, al-Mu^jam al-mufharas, 221-22.
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Sahih al-Bukhdri

al-Mu'-jam al-
caH li-l-Hafi^ al-Hanbati

Mujam al-Taqi Sulaymdn b. Ham^ah b. Abi cUmar

Mashyakhah AbiHafs Sirdj al-Din cUmarb. cAbd al-Rahmdn b. al-Husayn

b. Yahyd b. Abd al-Muhsin al-Qibdbi

K. al-Sirah al-nabawiyyah tahdhib Ibn Hishdm min al-Sirah al-kubrd li-Ibn

Ishdq

Ju^jft-hi sittah majdlis min amdBAbi BakrMuhammad b. Sulaymdn b. al-

Hdrith al-Baghindi al-Wdsiti

K. al-awd^il li-AbiBakr b. AbiShaybah

K. al-atHmah li-'-Uthman b. Sa cid al-Ddrimi

K. al-qadd? wa al-shuhiid li-l-Naqqdsh

K. ¥add?il al-Sahdbah takhrijAbi AH al-Baraddni min hadith Abi l-Fawdris

Tirdd b. Muhammad al-Zajnabi

K. Fada?il al-Imdm al-Shdfi
c
i li-Ibn Shdkir al-Qattan

Ju^from the Hadith ofal-Naqqdsh, narration ofAbu Muff-from him

K. al-karam wa-l-jud li-l-Barjaldni

Hadith al-Husayn b. Muhammad b.
cUbayd al-Askari

K. birr al-wdlidayn li-l-Bukhdri

K. dhamm al-liwdt li-l-Haytham b. Khalaf al-Duri

K. Faddr'ilMalik b. Anas

K. Fadl al-ramy li-l-Qarrdb

K. al-Qandcah liAbi l-Abbds Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Masriiq

K. al-Fard^id al-mustakhrajah min hadith Sufydn b. Sa'-id al-Thawri

K. al-Khiddb li-Abi BakrAhmad b. 'Amr b. Abi cAsim

K. al-^U^lah wa-l-infirdd li-Abi Bakr b. Abi l-Dunyd

K. Dhamm al-maldhi li-Ibn Abi l-Dunyd

K. al-Hlm li-Yusuf b. Ya'-qiib al-Qddi

K al-QandHih li-AbiBakr b. Abi l-Dunyd

al-Mu'-jam al-kabir li-Abi l-Qdsim al-Tabardni

K. al-DuHP li-Abi l-Qasim al-Tabardni

K. Amthdl al-hadith li-l-Rdmahurmu^

K. al-Muddrdh li-Ibn Abi l-Dunyd

K. al-IHikdfli-Abi l-Hasan al-Hammdmi

K. al-'-Ishrah li-Abi l-Qasim al-Tabardni

K. al-Haddyd liAbi Ishdq Ibrahim b. Ishdq al-Harbi

K. al-muriPah li-l-Darrdb

K al-Hlm li-Abi BakrAhmad b. AM b. Sa cid al-Marwa^

K. Fada?il al-Qur'dn li-Ibn al-Durays
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K. al-Buka* li-Jafar b. Muhammad b. al-Mustafdd al-Firydbl

K. al-Mandsik li-l-Tabardnl

Hadith al-Mukhallis takhtijAbl l-Fath b. Abl l-Fawdris

Mashyakhah Ya cqub b. Sujydn

Hadith Abl Bakrb. Khalldd

Hadith 'Abdullah b.
CAB al-Sufunnl

Musnad Sa cd b. Abl Waqqds ofAhmad b. Ibrahim al-Dawraql

cAivdll cAbd al-Ra^dq

K. al-Saldhfrom MusannafAbd al-Ra^dq

Hadith AbiMuhammad '-Abdullah b. Abd al-Rahmdn al-^Uthmdnl

Fawa-'id al-Zubayr b. Bakkdr

Hadith Ahmad b. Salih al-Misrl

Hadith cABb. Harb

Intikhdb al-Silafi 'aid al-Sarrdj

AmdB al-Mahdmili min riwdyat al-Asbahdniyyln

Hadith Abl '•Amr '{Jthmdn b. Ahmad b. al-Sammak

Hadith AblJ
'afar b. al-Munddl

Fawa^idAbu cAmr b. Hamddn

al-Jawdhir wa-l-la -'dBfi al-abdal wa-l-'awdB li-Abl l-Qasim b. Asakir

al-Saflnah al-Baghdddlyyah

Hadith Hdjib b. Ahmad al-TusI

'Awall al-hayth b. Sa cd

Hadith AblMuhammad b. SaHd

AmdBAblMutf
Abddl al-Hafi^ al-Diyd?

Hadith ABb. al-Ja
cd

Hadith Abl l-Hasan All b. Ahmad b. '•Umar al-Hammdml

AmdBAbl l-Qasim '•Abd al-Malik b. Muhammad b. Bishran

al-Thaqafiyyat

Hadith Abi]afarMuhammad b. '•Amr b. al-Bakhtari

Amdlilbn al-Jarrah

Hadith al-Khurdsdni

Hadith Hanbal b. Ishdq al-Shaybdnl

Hadith AblMuhammad Abdullah b. All al-Abniisl

AmdB al-Baghindi

MusnadAhmad b. Manf al-BaghawI

Hadith '-All b.
cAbd al-'-A^ al-BaghawI '•an Abl cUbayd al-Qasim b.

Salldm

Hadith Abl Abdilldh Muhammad b. Makhlad
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Hadith Abi'/-Hasan Alib. Muhammad al-Aswari

Hadith Mutayyan

AmaBAbi l-Hasan 'AM b. Yahyab. Abdkuyah

Fawd^idAbi BakrMuhammad b. 'Abdillah b. al-Husayn al-Asbahani

Hadith Abi Ya'ld Ahmad b. 'Alib. al-Muthanna

]u^ Kdku

Hadith AbiNu'aym

al-Muntakhab min hadith Abi'Kurayb Muhammad' b. al-'Ald? b. Kurayb

Hadith Abi l-Hasan 'Alib. Zaydb. 'Alib. Shahraydr

'AwaliAbi l-Shaykh al-Asbahani

'AmaliAbi l-Shaykh al-Asbahani

Amali l-Ustadh Abi TdhirMuhammad b. Muhammad b. Mahmish al-Ziyddi

al-Ahddith al-lati khulifafi-ha Malikfi-l-Muwattd li-Abi l-Hasan al-

Ddraqutni

Hadith Abu 'Abd al-Rahman al-Sulami

Arba'una hadithan min riwayah Abi l-Fath Abd al-Wahhab b. Muhammad

b. al-Husayn al-Sdbuni

al-Akhbdr wa-l-hikdydt wa-l-nawadir min riwayah Da'laj b. Ahmad

Hadith Abu Ali b. al-Sawwdf

'AwaliKarimah bint
<Abd al-Wahhab al-Zubayriyyah

al-Kanjarudhiyydt

FawcPid Zdhir b. Ahmad al-Sarakhsi

FawPid Sammuyah

AmaBAbi BakrMuhammad b. al-Hasan al-Shird^

HalAbiAhmad al-'Askari li al-Silafi

Hadith AbiMuslim Ibrahim b. Abdillah b. Muslim al-Kajji

K. al-Fitan ofAbiMuslim Ibrahim b. 'Abdillah b. Muslim al-Kajji

K. al-Arba'in oflbn Shanbiiyah

Hadith AsmP bintAhmad b. 'Abdillah al-Bahrdmyyah

Hadith Muhammad b. Juhddah

Hadith Qutaybah b. Sa'id

Hadith Abit l-Qasim 'Alib. 'Abd al-Rahman al-Naysdburi (Ibn 'UldayyikJ

al-Muntaqd min 'awali Ibrahim b. Abd al-Rahman al-Shird^i

Hadith Mamim b. Hdrun

Hadith Abi Bakr b. al-Muqri

Hadith Abi BakrAhmad b. Kdmil, al-QadiAbi 'Abdillah Muhammad b.

'Abdillah b. A'lam, Ahmad b. 'Uthmdn al-Admi

^Hadith al-Dabb li-Abi l-Qasim al-Tabarani

Hadith Ahmad b. 'Abd al-Ghaffar b. Ushtah
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Majalis Abi l-Qasim cAbd al-Rahmdn al-Hurafi

Musnad Ka'b b. Malik n>a-AbiAyyiib al-Ansari min MusnadAbi Amr
Ahmad b. Hatqm b. Abi Ghara^ah al-Kujt

Hadith Ibn Abi Ghara^ah

K al-Intisdr li-Imdmay al-amsdr li-Abi l-FadlMuhammad b. Tdhir al-Maqdisi

Hadith Sufyan al-Thawri iva Shu'-bah wa Malik, wa AbiHanifah wajama'-ah

min al-muqillin ofal-Bakkd?i

K. al-Tafsir
can Sufyan b. 'Ujaynah

Hadith Abi l-Husayn Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Abniisi

Hadith Abi YaHa al-Kbalil b.
cAbdilldh al-Khalil al-Qa^winifi l-qahaqahah

wa-ghajri-ha

Fawd-'id Yiisufb.
cAsim al-Ra%i

Hadith Abi BakrMuhammad b. Abi cAHAhmad b. Abd al-Jkahman al-

Hamddni

Hadith Ndfi
c
b. AbiNu caym al-Qdri

Hal al-Abbas li-Abi Tahir al-Silafi

Hadith Abi Bakr b. Khu^aymah (Fawa^id al-fawa^id)

AmaliAbi l-Qasim "Tsab. 'Alib. cIsd b. al-Jarrdh

Hadith AbiIshdq Ibrahim b. Muhammad b. AbiThdbit

Hadith Abi cUmar cAbdilldh b. Muhammad b.
cAbd al-Wahhdb

Ghard^ib Shu'-bah

Musnad Raqabah b. Misqalah li-Abi l-Qasim al-Tabarani

al-Mu'jam al-
cAli li-Qadi al-HanbaS

Nu^hat al-Huffa^ U-AbiMiisa al-Madini

Hadith al-
(Atdrudi li-AbiNu caym al-Asbahdni

Hadith al-Diyd^ min Shuyiikhi-hi

al-Dhayl cald ahddith al-
cAtarudi

Hadith AbiSahlAhmad b. Muhammad b. '•Abdilldh b. Ziydd al-Qattan

Hadith al-Hasan b. Musd al-Ashyab

K. Turuq man kadhaba "-alayya li-AbiMuhammad b. SaHd

Hadith IbnMa c
ruf '•an shuyiikhi-hi

K. Turuq man kadhaba 'alayya li-l-Tabardni

K. al-Ahddith al-mukhtdrah mimmd laysafi l-Sahihayn aw ahadi-hima li-l-

Hafiz Dijd? al-Din Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Wdhid al-Maqdisi

K. al-Amr bi-ittibd' al-Sunan li-Hdfi^ al-DiycP

Mandqib ashdb al-hadith li-Haft^ al-Dijd?

K. al-Tibb al-nabawi li-Haji^al-Dija?

Turuq hadith al-hawd li-Hdfi^ al-Dijd?

Fadl al-'-Ashr wa-l-udhiyyah li-Hafi^ al-Diya?
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K. al-Nahy 'an sabb al-ashdb li-Hdjig al-Diyd?

'

'Await l-asdnid li-Hdfi% al-Diya?

al-Ruwdh '-am muslim li-Hdjig al-Diyd'

Muwdfaqdt Sulayman b. Harb li-Hafi^ al-Diya?

Muwdfaqdt Rawh b. 'Ubddah li-Hdfi^ al-Diya?

Muwafdqdt 'Abdilldh b. Ya%d al-Muqri' li-Hdfi^al-Diyd?

Muntaqdh min 'await 'Abdilldh b. Bakrwa 'Abdilldh b. NumayrwaAbi

'abd al-Rahmdn al-Muqri

Muntaqdh min 'await Sa'id b. Mansur

'AwdBAbi Asim al-Dahhdk b. Makhlad

'Await Sulayman b. Ddwiid al-Hdshimi

'Await AbtNu'aym al-Fadl b. Dukayn

Muntaqdh min al-ruwdh 'an al-bukhdri

Muntaqdh minfadd?il al-shdm

Fadd'il al-Qufdn li-Hafi^ al-Diya'

K. Dhikr al-hurufwa al-sawt li-Hdfi% al-Diya'

K al-Tibb al-nabawi'li-Haft^ al-Dtyd'

Turuq hadith al-hawd al-nabawi li-Hdftz al-Diya'

al-Ruwdh 'an Muslim li-Hafiz al-Diya'

K. al-Ba'th li-HdJiZ al-Diya'

Muntaqdh min K. al-Ikhtisasft ahwal al-mawqifwa al-iqtisas li-HdftZ al-Diya'

al-Abddl al- 'awdl li-Hdfi% al-Diya'

COLLECTIONS OF THE WOMEN'S NARRATIONS

The hadlths and narrations of many of the women scholars

have been compiled separately. I list below a selection, with the

briefest of notes, from the more famous of those compilations,

making some effort to pick from different periods:

Musnad 'A'ishah.
cA'ishah, the wife of the Prophet, salla l-lahu 'alay-hi

wa sallam, narrated from him a lot of hadlths. In Musnad of Ahmad

ibn Hanbal, there are 2405 hadlths narrated by her. Abu Bakr ibn

X

Majmu'flhi Rasd'il li-l-Hdfiz IBN NASIR AL-DINAL-DIMASHQI, 296-98;

IBN HAJAR, al-Majma' al-mu'assas, ii. 389-^434; idem, al-Mu'jam al-

mufahras, 56, 60, 65, 71, 95, 109, 111, 124-5, 137-38, 175, 183, 222,

238, 255, 257, 266, 317, 325, 344, 353, 364; Abd al-Hayy AL-

KATTANl, Fihris al-fahdris, ii. 615-17, 937.
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Abi Dawud collected those hadlths of 'A^ishah which are narrated

by Hisham ibn Urwah from his father from 'A'ishah in aya^3 called

Musnad 'A^ishah. The book does not include all hadlths of "A^ishah

nor all the narrations of Hisham ibn Urwah from his father from
cA'ishah. Only a single manuscript of it, in an unremarkable hand

and with some marginal annotations, is known; it is held in al-

Maktabah al-Zahiriyyah in Damascus. However, it does record many

samd'dt of great scholars like al-Diya3 al-Maqdisi, Ibn al-Banna3

,

Shams al-Dln al-Sakhawi and others. The manuscript has been edited

by Abu 1-Ghaffar cAbd al-Haqq Husayn al-Balushl; it was published

in 1405 [1985] by Maktabat al-Aqsa from Kuwait.

al-Isti'db li-md istadrakathu 'A^ishah 'aid l-ashdb. Besides narrating a lot

of hadlths and giving fatwas, cA3ishah critiqued the narrations and

opinions of many Companions. Imam Abu Mansur cAbd al-Muhsin

ibn Muhammad ibn CA1I al-Shihi al-Baghdadl (d. 489) compiled her

critique in a juv£. Hafiz Ibn Hajar has mentioned this ju^ and

narrated it. Uzay Shams obtained the only manuscript of it from

Khuda Baksh Library, Patna and edited it; it was published by al-

Dar al-Salafiyyah in Bombay in 1416 [1996]. Badr al-Dln al-Zarka-

shi (d.794) included most of it in his al-Ijdbah li-irdd ma istadrakathu

(
-A~'ishah 'aid al-sahdbah. This was published in Damascus in 1939,

edited by SacId al-Afghani; a third edition appeared from Beirut in

1400 [1980]. Hafi? al-Suyuti (d. 911) summarized al-Zarkashl's work

and named it 'Ayn al-Isdbahjt istidrak 'A^ishah 'aid al-sahdbah. It was

published in 1396 [1976] from Azamgarh, India as an appendix to

Slrah 'A^ishah by S. Sulayman NadwI. This edition of 1976 unfortu-

nately has many mistakes. I have benefited from all three of these

books, added to them and compiled a more comprehensive work

under the title al-Isti'db li-md istadrakathu 'A^ishah 'aid al-ashdb.

Musnad Fdtimah. Hafi? Jalal al-Dln al-Suyuti collected all hadlths of

Fatimah, and those hadlths that refer to her virtues in a.jui^ named

Musnad Fatimah al-Zahrd^ radiAlldhu 'an-hd wa-md waradafifadli-hd. It

has 184 hadlths in all in no particular order, with 28 Prophetic

hadlths, and al-Suyuti did not write a preface or annotate the work.

Ju^ Bibd. This is aju^ of hadlths related to the great and long-lived

shaykhah, Umm al-Fadl, Umm Izza Biba bint cAbd al-Samad al-

IBN HAJAR, al-Mu'jam al-mujharas, 59.
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Harthamiyyah al-Harawiyyah (d. 474). It was published, edited by
cAbd al-Rahman ibn cAbd al-Jabbar al-Farlwa3!, by Dar al-Khulafa li

al-Kitab al-Islaml, Kuwait in 1406. Its one hundred pages contain

119 hadiths. The editor's introduction has a biographical account of

Blba, with the names of her teachers and her famous students. It is a

very high ju^. Al-DhahabI says: 'She has aju^ which is known by

her name.' Ibn Rushayd al-Sabtl narrated it with his isnad to her.

Hafiz Ibn Hajar read it twice with his shaykh Ibrahim ibn Ahmad

al-Tanukhl,
3
with his shaykh Ahmad ibn AM Bakr ibn cAbd al-

Hadl, and with Abu Hurayrah ibn al-Dhahabi.

Elba bint cAbd al-Samad al-Uartbamiyyab, d. 477, Herat

L-Abu 1-Waqt <Abd al-Awwal ibn <Isa al-Harawi, d. 553

l—Abu 1-Munajji 'Abdullah ibn tUmar al-Latti, d. 635

—Khadijab bint
cAbd al-Rahman ibn Muhammad

f? al-Maqdw

q ^ —Habibah bint Sbarafal-Din ibn Abt HJmar

I
^d, —Safyyab bintMuhammad ibn cha

§ \ ~ —Khadijah bmtAbial-Fadl Sntayman

p .g)w —Mabibab bint <Abd al-Rabman ibn Mkbammad

9 J 3^ —FatiMabbint iAbdal' lA%zibn iAbdal-Malik

if | t| -Khadijab bint cAbd at-
cA& ibn <Abd al-Malik

ViJ X —Safyyah bintAhmad ibn AW-AbdHiab
A, "$

^ -Zaynab bint 'AbaWb ibn HJmar

o|| —Zaynab bint <Abd al-Rahman ibnMuhammad

O J*
^ —Khadgabbint'Jta

\^\ -<A>»babbmtMabfizibnIiilai

| 3 "S —Amat at-'AtfzKhadj/ab bint Yiitafibn Ghnnaymah

S 3< !§
—Safyyab bint Sa'-id

h I'T —Fatimab bint 'Abd al-Gbam

t^ * "
—Zaynab bint

cAbd al-Rahman ibn lAjyasb

£ j|
—Zaynab bintJabir ibn Ijlabib al-Kbabbaz

{j g L_Abfl l-'Abbas Ahmad ibn Abi Talib al-Hajjar,

P d. 730, Damascus*
l—'A'isbabbmt'Abdal-Hddi,

d. 816, Damascus

'al-DHAHABI, al-Hbar, ii. 336. Ibn Rushayd al-Sabti, MiP a/-
c
aybab, v.

223.
3
IBN HAJAR, al-Majma<- al-mu^assas, i. 119. "'Ibid., i. 272.

5
Ibid, i. 152.
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Ju^ Bibd has always been immensely popular and its teaching

attended by large audiences. One reading of this Ju^, with Abu 1-

Munajja 'Abdullah ibn TJmar al-Lattl in al-Jamic al-Muzaffarl in

Qasyun, Damascus on Monday, 24 Shawwal 633, was attended by

338 people.

Mashyakhah Shuhdah. This Mashyakhah of Shuhdah bint Abi Nasr

Ahmad ibn al-Faraj al-Baghdadi al-Ibrl (d. 574) was compiled in her

lifetime by her student cAbd al-
cA2lz ibn Mahmiid ibn al-Mubarak

ibn al-Akhdar (524-611). Most of its 114 narrations are Prophetic

hadlths. In this work, Shuhdah has narrated from 27 of her shaykhs.

Dr. Rafaat Fawzl cAbd al-Muttalib edited it from a MS of 26 folios

in the library of Kaprili in Turkey. It was published from Cairo in

1415 [1994]. It is a well-known mashyakhah. Al-Dhahabi says in his

account of her: 'She had a mashyakhah which we have learnt.'
2
Hafiz

Ibn Hajar read it with Ibrahim al-Tanukhl, who read it with Abu 1-

cAbbas al-Hajjar, Hafiz Abu 1-Hajjaj al-MizzI, cAbd al-Rahman ibn

Muhammad ibn al-Fakhr and Muhibb 'Abdullah ibn Ahmad ibn al-

Muhibb with their isndds.

Mashyakhah Khadijah. This Mashyakhah of Khadijah bint al-Qadi al-

Anjab Abu 1-Makarim al-Mufaddal ibn CAH al-Maqdisi (d. 618) was

complied by Hafiz ZakI al-DIn al-Mundhiri and read to her.

Mashyakhah Karimah. This Mashyakhah of the great Syrian shaykhah

Umm al-Fadl Karlmah bint Abi Muhammad cAbd al-Wahhab al-

Qurashiyyah al-Zubayriyyah (d. 641) was compiled by Hafiz Abu
'Abdillah al-Birzall in eight aj^P. Al-Dhahabi studied it. Karlmah

also has aju^ containing her hadlths of high isndd, which Ibn Hajar

studied with Fatimah bint Muhammad al-Dimashqiyyah. There is

mention in the sources of a thhdji4%> containing Ahadith musawah wa

musafahat wa muwafaqat wa abddlwa ahadith '-awal.

Mashyakhah '-Ajibah. About this Mashyakhah of the great and long-lived

shaykhah, Daw3 al-Sabah Ajibah bint Abi Bakr al-Baqdariyyah (d.

643), al-Dhahabi says: 'She was unique in the world and her Mashy-

1 2
See al-JamF al-Muzaffari, 509-12. AL-DHAHABI, Siyar a'-ldm al-nubala',

xx. 542. IBN HAJAR, al-Majma c
al-mu^assas, i. 144-45.

4
AL-MUNDHIRI, al-

Takmilah, iii. 42. Id., Ta^rikh al-lsldm {sub anno 641-650), 94. Id., Siyar

a^lam al-nubala?, xxiii. 93. IBN HAJAR, al-Majma 1
- al-mu^assas, ii. 418. See

MUTl AL-HAFIZ, al-Jami<- al-Musffari, 337.
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akhah was in ten aj^P.' Abu Hafs Siraj al-Din TJmar ibn CA1I al-

Qazwlni narrated it from many, among them: Rashld al-DIn Abu
cAbdillah Muhammad ibn Abi 1-Qasim al-Muqri, Shams al-DIn Mu-

hammad ibn Naslr ibn Ahmad ibn Halawah, Abu Bakr ibn cAbdil-

lah al-Anbari, cAfif al-DIn Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Muhsin ibn Abi

1-Hasan ibn cAbd al-Ghaffar al-Azazi, Sharaf al-DIn Abu Muham-

mad "Isa ibn cAbd al-Rahman ibn Mac
ali ibn Hamad al-MutaKam

and Sitt al-Muliik Fatimah bint cAli ibn CAH ibn Abi 1-Badr.
2

Mashyakhah Sayyidah al-Maraniyyah. This is the Mashyakhah of Sayyidah

bint Musa ibn "Uthman ibn Dirbas al-Maraniyyah (d. 695). Hafiz

Ibn Hajar read the second part of it with Zayn al-Din al-lraqi and

Nur al-Din al-Haythami. cAbd al-Hayy al-Kattani also narrated it.

Jur£ Nadir bint Abi Hayydn. Nudar bint Abi Hayyan (d.730) studied

with al-Dimyati and a group of the students of al-Zabidi, and she

got ija^ahs from a group of teachers. She taught and also compiled

this collection of her hadiths.

Mashyakhah Wajihah al-SaHdiyryah. Hafiz Ibn Ha
j
ar says about this

Mashyakhah of Wajihah bint cAli ibn Yahya ibn Sultan al-Ansariy-

yah al-SacIdiyyah al-Iskandaraniyyah: TaqI al-Din ibn cAram compiled

her Mashyakhah. I read part of it with Taj al-DIn ibn Musa, who heard

it from her. Ibn Rafic also compiled a mashyakhah for her before

that. Hafiz Ibn Hajar read the whole of this Mashyakhah with Mu-

hammad ibn Ahmad ibn cAbd al-Razzaq al-Iskandaranl. Hafi?

cAbd al-Hayy al-Kattani (d. 1382) also narrated it.
8

Mashyakhah Zaynab al-Sulamiyyah. This Mashyakhah of Zaynab bint al-

Khatib Yahya ibn Izz al-DIn cAbd al-
cAziz ibn cAbd al-Salam al-

Sulaml al-Dimashqiyyah (d. 735) has been extensively narrated by

the scholars, lisfvz. Ibn Ha
j
ar read it with Abu Bakr ibn Ibrahim al-

Fara'idi.

Mashyakah Zaynab bint al-Kamal. ffifi? cAbd al-Hayy al-Kattani

narrated this Mashyakhah of Zaynab bint al-Kamal Ahmad ibn cAbd

WdhahabI, Siyar a lBm al-nubald?, xxiii. 233.
2
AL-QAZwlNl, al-

Maskaykhah, MS. fol. 136.
3
IBN HAJAR, a/-Ma/ma c

al-Mu^assas, ii. 210.
4
See AL-KATTANI, Fihris al-fahdris, ii. 653. IBN HAJAR, al-Durar al-

kdminah, iv. 395. Ibid., iv. 406. IBN HAJAR, al-Majma 1
- al-mu'assas, ii. 492.

AL-KATTANI, Fihris al-fahdris, ii. 654. IBN HAJAR, al-Majma'- al-mu^assas, i.

493.
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al-Rahim ibn cAbd al-Wahid ibn Ahmad al-MaqdisI (d.740).
1

Ibn

Hajar says: 'I read Mashyakhah Zaynab bint al-Fiamdl with IJmar ibn

Muhammad al-Balisi in two hugeyw^', compiled by Muhammad ibn

Yahya ibn Sac
d.' Zaynab also has a Mashyakhah al-mashPikh, which

Hafiz cAbd al-Hayy al-Kattanl has narrated with his sanad to Hafiz

Ibn Hajar, who narrated it from Umm Muhammad As bint Ahmad
ibn Hassan, who narrated it from Zaynab herself.' She also has a

ju^1 containing a selection of hadlths, about which cAbd al-Hayy al-

Kattani says: 'I have a jus£ of hadlths of Umm "Abdillah Zaynab

bint al-Kamal, compiled by Hafiz cAlam al-DIn al-Birzall, it contains

31 hadlths, and there are some records of hearing by imams in it.'

Another book of hers, Muwdfaqat '•dliydt, compiled by al-Birzall, is

referred to by Ibn Hajar, who says in his account of his Shaykh

Ibrahim ibn Muhammad ibn Abi Bakr al-Salihi: 'I read with him the

second ten from Muwdfaqat Zaynab bint al-Kamal, compiled by al-Bir-

zall.' Ibn Hajar read the whole Muwdfaqat Zaynab with Hasan ibn

Muhammad al-Bali al-Hanball, Khadijah bint Abi Bakr al-Kuri,

cAli ibn Ghazi ibn CAU al-Salihi al-Kuri, IJmar ibn Muhammad al-

Balisi, Muhammad ibn Mahmud al-Simsar, and parts of it with
11 12cAbd al-Qadir al-UrmawI and °Umar ibn Muhammad al-Maqdisi.

Mashyakhah Fdtimah bint Ibrahim al-Maqdisiyyah. Hafiz cAbd al-Hayy al-

Kattani narrated this Mashyakhah of Fatimah bint Ibrahim ibn
cAbdillah ibn al-Shaykh Abi IJmar al-Maqdisiyyah (d. 747) with his

sanad to Hafiz Ibn Hajar, who narrated it from Muhammad ibn
13

Ibrahim al-UrmawI, who narrated it from Fatimah herself.

Mashyakhah Zaynab bint al-Khabbd^. Ibn Hajar narrated this Mashyakhah

ofUmm cAbdillah Zaynab bint Najm al-DIn Isma°il ibn Ibrahim al-

Khabbaz (d.749) from his shaykh cUthman ibn Muhammad ibn

"Uthman al-Karki, who heard it from Zaynab. cAbd al-Hayy al-

Kattani narrated it with his sanad to Hafiz Ibn Hajar.

1 2
AL-KATTANl, Fihris alfahdris, ii. 653. IBN HAJAR, al-Majma^ al-mu'assas,

ii. 347.
3
AL-KATTANl, Fihris al-fahdris, ii. 644. Ibid, ii. 460.

5
IBN HAJAR,

al-Majma" al-Mu^assas, i. 237. Ibid, i. 566.
7
Ibid, i. 588.

s
Ibid., ii. 270.

9
Ibid, ii. 347.

w
Ibid, U. 544.

u
Ibid, ii. 232.

K
Ibid, ii. 322.

13
AL-KATTANt,

Fihris al-fahdris, ii. 654.
14
IBN HAJAR, al-Mufam al-mufharas, 208.

15
See AL-

KATTANl, Fihris al-fahdris, ii. 654.
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Mujam Maryam al-Nabulsiyyah. Hafiz Ibn Hajar compiled this Mu cjam

of Amatullah Maryam bint cAbd al-Rahman ibn Ahmad al-Nabul-

siyyah (d. 758). Hajir bint al-Sharaf al-Maqdisi narrated it from Abu

1-Mac
ali 'Abdullah ibn cUmar al-Hallawi, who narrated it from Abu

Abdillah Muhammad ibn Ghali al-Dimyatl, who heard it from Maryam

herself. An incomplete version (ed. Majdi al-Sayyid Ibrahim, Cairo:

Maktabah al-Qur'an, n. d., about 80 pp.) has only oney»£ 3 out of

the 24 aj^P of her musnad. The editor, regrettably, gives no informa-

tion about the other parts.

Mu'jam Maryam al-AdhraHyyah. This Mujam of Maryam bint Ahmad ibn

Muhammad ibn Ibrahim al-Adhrafyyah (d. 805) was compiled by

Hafiz Ibn Hajar in one volume.

Mashyakhah Hasanah al-Tabariyyah. Hafiz cAbd al-Hayy al-Kattani nar-

rated this Mashyakhah of Hasnah bint Abi 1-Yumn Muhammad ibn

al-Shihab Ahmad al-Tabari al-Makkiyyah (d. 808) with his sanad to

Hafiz Ibn Hajar, who narrated it from her.

Mashyakhah 'A^ishah bint Ibn cAbd al-Hadl cAbd al-Hayy al-Kattani has

mentioned this Mashyakhah , and narrated it with his isnads to Zaka-

riyya al-Ansari, JalaT al-DIn Suyuti and al-Kamal ibn Hamzah, all of

them from Taqi al-DIn ibn Fahd, al-Kamal Muhammad ibn

Muhammad ibn al-Zayn, both directly from her.

Mashyakhah Fatimah bint Khalil. This is the Mashyakhah of Umm al-

Hasan Fatimah bint Khalil ibn Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-Kinani (d.

838). Hafiz Ibn Hajar compiled it and joined with the mashyakhah of

another of his teachers and called it al-Mashyakhah al-Basimah li-l-

Qibabi wa Fatimah. This Mashyakhah is mentioned by Hafiz al-Sakh-

awi,
5
al-Najm ibn Fahd

6
and others. Hafiz cAbd al-Hayy al-Kattani

has narrated it with isnad to Ibn Hajar, and mentioned that he has a

manuscript of half of it, which is a copy of a version corrected by

Hafiz al-Sakhawi.
7 Dar al-Farfur in Damascus published it in 1422

[2002] edited by Dr. Muhammad Mutic al-Hafiz from a single copy

available in the library of Berlin. That copy, written in Cairo in 865,

is in the hand of Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Qadir al-

Nabulsi, a student of Hafiz Ibn Hajar. In it there are altogether 166

^BN HAJAR, al-Durar al-kdminah, 88. AL-KATTANl, Fihris al-faharis, ii.

655. hbid, 653. ''Ibid, 864.
5
AL-SAKHAWl, al-Daw* al-lami\ xii. 91.

6
IBN

FAHD, Mu'jam al-shuyiikh, 406.
7
AL-KATTANl, Fihris al-faharis, ii. 635-36.
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shaykhs mentioned. Among them 52 are common to both QibabI

and Fatimah, 84 Qibabi's alone and 30 Fatimah's alone; so all

Shaykhs of al-Qibabl are 136 and all Shaykhs of Fatimah are 82.

Mashyakhah A^ishah bint alsAla? al-Hanbali. This is the Mashyakhah of

"A'ishah bint al-'Ala5 CAU ibn Muhammad al-Hanbali (d. 840). Zayn

al-Dln Ridwan compiled aju^, starting with al-Musalsal bi-l-awwaliy-

liyyah, of her higher hadiths in which the number of narrators

between herself and the Prophet is nine or ten.
2 Najm al-Dln ibn

Fahd says: 'Shaykh Ridwan compiled forty of her hadiths which she

narrated.'

Mashyakhah Zaynab bint al-YafiH. This Mashyakhah of Zaynab bint

"Abdillah ibn Ascad al-Yafic
I (d. 846) was compiled by Najm al-Dln

ibn Fahd. Al-KattanI referred to it by the title al-YawPid al-Hdshi-

miyyah, and narrated it through his isndd to Ibn Tulun, who narrated

it from Muhammad ibn Abi 1-Sidq, who narrated it from her. Najm

al-Dln ibn Fahd also compiled her higher hadiths under the explan-

atory title, Ahddith tusdHyydt al-isnad wa '-ushdriyyat al-isndd. Al-Kattanl

has narrated it with his isndd to Abu 1-Baqa Muhammad ibn al-Imad

al-
cUmari, who narrated it from Ibn Fahd, who narrated it from

Zaynab herself.

Mashyakhah Asma? al-Mahrdniyyah. This is the Mashyakhah of Asma3 bint

Abdillah ibn Muhammad al-Mahraniyyah al-Dimashqiyyah (d. 867).

It was compiled by Shihab al-Dln Ahmad ibn Khalll al-Labudl al-

Dimashql. Najm al-Din ibn Fahd has mentioned the work by a

different title, al-Fath al-asmd al-rabbanifi Mashyakhah Asma? bint al-

Mahranl. Hafiz cAbd al-Hayy al-Kattanl narrated it with his sanad to

Shams al-Dln ibn Tiihin, wh narrated it from Yiisuf ibn Hasan ibn

Abd al-Hadi, who narrated from Asma5 herself.

al-Arba Qun ofUmm Kirdm Uns bint
cAbd al-Karim. This is the collection

ofUmm al-Karim ibn Ahmad al-Lakhami, the wife (d. 867) of Hafiz

Ibn Hajar, compiled by Hafiz al-Sakhawi, who read it to her.
10

Ibid.
2
AL-SAKHAWl, al-Daw^ al-ldmi

c
, xii. 78.

3
IBN FAHD, Mu^jam al-

shuyiikh 323.
4
AL-KATTANI, Fihris al-faharis, ii. 653.

5
IBN FAHD, al-Durr al-

kamin, 1443.
6
AL-KATTANl, Fihris al-faharis, i. 294.

7
AL-SAKHAWi, al-Daw^

al-ldmf, xii. 6.
8
IBN FAHD, Mu cjam al-shuyukh 397.

9
See AL-KATTANl, al-

Mu'-jam al-mufharas, ii. 653. AL-SAKHAwI, al-Jawdhir wa-l-durar, iii. 1211.
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Mashyakhah Zahidah bint al-Zdhiri. This is the Mashyakhah of Zahidah

bint Muhammad ibn cAbdillah al-Zahiri, compiled by al-Muqatill.

She heard hadlth from Ibrahim ibn Khalil, and got i/d^ahs from Ibn

al-Junayzi, al-Shawi, Ibn al-Hubab and others.

Humay'dab's hadlth writings. Humaydah bint Muhammad Sharif ibn Shams

al-Din al-Asbahaniyyah (d. 1087) became known for her hadlth

writings: Among those writings are her marginal notes on al-Istibsdr

of Shaykh al-Tusi: These notes were well received by scholars and

they referred to them. She also compiled a book on the narrators

of hadlth known by the tide Rijdl Humaydah.

Khunathah's Notes. Khunathah bint Bakkar ibn CAB al-Mac
afiri (d. 1159)

wrote marginal notes on al-Isabahfi tamyl^al-sahabah of Ibn Hajar.

Mashyakhah al-Sitt Fatimah. The full tide of this Mashyakhah is al-Fahdris

al-qaHmah fi asdnid al-Sitt Fatimah. Shaykh Muhammad Yasin al-

Fadani (d. 1410) narrated it from Muhammad ibn Arshad ibn Sac
d,

who narrated it from Sitt Fatimah herself.

HIGHER ISNAD THROUGH WOMEN TEACHERS

Hadlth scholars did not distinguish between men and women
teachers as being more or less worthy for being men or women.

They paid the same attention to preserving accurately the word-

ing of hadlths narrated by women as to those narrated by men.

In the later period interest in seeking out women scholars is a

part of the effort to get higher isndds. If a woman shaykhah

outlived all the men in her generation, she would attract a lot of

students, who would come to study with her in order to make

their isndd higher. Seeking higher isndd is a well-established tra-

dition among the people of hadlth. Al-Hakim cites examples of

the Companions travelling for higher isndds, and he calls doing

so a sunnah.

IBN HAJAR, al-Durar al-kdminah, ii. 113. See AFANDl, Riydd al-'-ulama^, v.

404; AL-HAKIMl, A cyan a/-nisd\ 98; Raydhm al-sharFah, iv. 185. AL-

TAHRANI, al-Dharfah, x. 14.
4
IBN HAJAR, al-Isabah, MS. al-Khizanah al-

Hasaniyyah, no. 5932. MAMDUH, I cldm al-Qasi wa-l-ddni, 66.
5
AL-HAKIM,

Ma'-rifah
Qulum al-hadith, 8-9.
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An isndds being high is of three kinds. Firstly, assuming the

isnad is sound (meaning each link is authenticated and the links

unbroken), it is a measure of proximity to the Prophet, salla l-

lahu
c
alay-hi wa sallam. All the hadiths in Sahih al-Bukhdrr are sahih

(sound). Between al-Bukharl and the Prophet there are usually

five or six people, sometimes more, sometimes fewer. However,

there are 22 hadiths in the book where there are only three

people between al-Bukharl and the Prophet. These are the

highest isndds, in the Sahih. One of them is: Makkl ibn Ibrahim

<=YazId ibn Abl IJbayd <=Salamah ibn al-Akwac
. In the later

centuries, there are many hadiths which the scholars narrate

through women teachers because doing so shortens the isnad.

For example, the tenth-century scholar Abu 1-Fath al-Iskandari,

narrated the Prophetic hadlth 'None from those who pledged

allegiance under the tree will enter the Fire' through the two

isndds, below:

Hafiz Ibn Hajar <=Abu Ishaq al-Tanukhi <=Abu l-
cAbbas al-Hajjar

<=Abu 1-Munajja ibn al-Latti <=Abu 1-Waqt al-Sijz! <=Abu Abdillah

al-Farisi <=Abu Muhammad ibn Abl Shurayh <=Abu 1-Qasim al-

Baghawi <=Abu 1-Jahm al-Bahili <=Layth ibn Sacd <=Abu 1-Zubayr

<=Jabir ibn Abdillah <=the Prophet, salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa sallam

cA3ishah bint ibn cAbd al-Hadi <=Abu 1-Abbas al-Hajjar <=Munajja

ibn al-Latti <=Abu 1-Waqt al-Sijzi <=Abu Abdillah al-Farisi <=Abu

Muhammad ibn Abl Shurayh <=Abu 1-Qasim al-Baghawi <=Abu 1-

Jahm al-Bahili CrLayth ibn Sacd <=Abii 1-Zubayr C=Jabir ibn Abdillah

<=the Prophet, salla l-lahu '•alay-hi wa sallam

'A'ishah bint ibn cAbd al-Hadi was the last surviving student

of al-Hajjar; accordingly the isnad through her is a degree higher

for Abu 1-Fath al-Iskandari than the other.

Secondly, there is highness of isnad indicating proximity to

one of those accepted by the ummah as an imam (one to be fol-

lowed) in the field. In our time, if scholars narrate the Sahih of

al-Bukharl through "A'ishah al-Maqdisiyyah (d. 816), then between

them and Imam al-Bukharl there will be one less narrator than

through any other isnad. Similarly, if scholars narrate a hadlth

from Imam al-Tabarani through Fatimah al-Juzdaniyyah (d. 525),
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there will be at least one narrator less than through any other

isnad. Her isnad for the hadlths of Imam al-Tabarani is the

highest in the world.

Thirdly, there is highness of isnad for hadlths recorded in

different compilations, such as the Six Books and other famous

works. Thus a particular hadith through Imam al-Bukhari is not

necessarily narrated by him with the highest isnad possible. This

comparative highness is divided further into sub-kinds, details

of which can be found in the standard works of usul al-hadith.

Here, a single illustrative example must suffice. ffifi? Abu 1-

Fadl al-Traqi (d. 805) narrates a hadith with three isndds, one

through al-Bukhari, one through Muslim, and this one:

Sitt al-Arab bint Muhammad ibn
cAli al-Maqdisi <=Abu 1-Hasan CAH ibn

al-Bukhari <=Abu Ja'far al-Saydlanl <=-Fatimah al-]u^danijyah <=Abu

Bakr ibn Ridhah <=Abu 1-Qasim al-Tabarani <=Abu Muslim al-

Kishshi <=Abu cAsim <=Yazid ibn Abi TJbayd <=Salamah ibn al-

Akwac
.

The third one, with the two women narrators in it, is, al-

Iraql says, one degree higher compared to the one through al-

Bukhari, and two degrees higher compared to the one through

Muslim.

Vbu L-FADL AL-^RAqI, K. al-Arba'-in al-
cUshariyyah, 149-50.



Chapter 8

Women and hadith critique

In the foregoing I have demonstrated that the muhaddithat were

much sought after for their knowledge and piety. Here I outline

some formal aspects of evaluation of women narrators within

the discipline of jarh (invalidating) and ta'-dil (validating) the

competence of an individuals to transmit reports or testimony.

After that, I present what is known with certainty about the

women's contribution to hadith critique.

EVALUATION OF NARRATORS

The duty to assay or evaluate narrators is founded primarily on

God's command {al-Hujurdt, 49. 6): O believers, ifan evil-doer (fasiq)

comes to you with news, then verify it (fa-tabayyanu) lestyou injure a

people in ignorance. However, in the very same surah, God forbids

excessive suspiciousness {kathiran min al-^ann) and He describes

backbiting (criticizing people behind their backs) in the strongest

terms as abhorrent as would be eating a human corpse. {al-

Hujurdt, 49. 12.)

Muhammad ibn Slrin, the great scholar among the Succes-

sors of the Companions, said: 'The knowledge is religion, so be

careful about those from whom you are taking your religion.'
1

Imam al-Nawawi said: 'Jarh and ta'-dil are made lawful for the

protection of the religion.'
2
Al-Khatib al-Baghdadl has discussed

the controversy at some length:

Some people [...] have criticized the commenting by the experts

among our imams and the people of knowledge from our ancestors

1 2
MUSLIM, Sahib, Muqaddimah. AL-NAWAWI, al-Taqnb (with commen-
tary al-Tadrib), ii. 298.
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that so-and-so narrator is weak, and that so-and-so is not reliable, and

whatever is similar to that, and they consider that as backbiting those

about whom these comments are made if that fault [really] is found in

them, and as slander if that fault is not found in them. Their hadith

[that they base this opinion on] is the hadith of Abu Hurayrah that the

Messenger of God — salla l-lahu '-alay-hi wa sallam — was asked: What is

backbiting? He said: To mention about your brother what he dislikes.

The person asked: What if what I say [really] is in my brother? The

Prophet - salla l-lahu '-alay-hi wa sallam - said: If what you say is in your

brother, then you have backbited him, and if it is not in him, then you

have slandered him. What they say is not valid: for the people of

knowledge are unanimous that a report should not be accepted except

from an intelligent, truthful person who can be trusted in what he

says. In that there is evidence of permissibility oijarh of the one who

is not truthful in his narration. Also the sunnah of the Prophet - salla l-

lahu '-alay-hi wa sallam - has come clearly attesting to what we have

stated, and opposing the opinion of these who differ from us.

Al-Khatlb then cites the hadith of the woman who came to

the Messenger to consult him about two men who had pro-

posed marriage to her.

She said: Mucawiyah ibn Abl Sufyan and Abu Jahm have proposed to

me. The Messenger of God - salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam - said: As

for Abu Jahm, he never takes his stick from his neck, and as for

Mucawiyah, he is a poor one and has no wealth. Marry Usamah ibn

Zayd.' In this hadith there is permissibility oijarh of the weak for a

good cause. [...]

The backbiting that is forbidden is that where one mentions the faults

of his brother in order to lower him and to humiliate him.

From the earliest period, a group of Companions, their Suc-

cessors and those after them commented on the qualities of the

narrators of hadith. Shu'bah, known as 'the commander of the

faithful' in hadith, was the first to develop the practice as a

distinct discipline. Yahya ibn SacId al-Qattan and others got this

knowledge from him, and from Yahya, it came to Yahya ibn

1

AL-KHATIB AL-BAGHDADI , al-Kifiyah, 38.
2
lhid., 39-40.
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Mac
In,

CAH ibn al-Madini and Ahmad ibn Hanbal. From them it

came to al-Bukhari, Abu Zurcah al-Razi, Abu Hatim al-Razi and

Muslim, and so on. Abu Bakr ibn Kallad said to Yahya ibn SacId

al-Qattan: 'Don't you fear that these people whose hadith you

have left will be claimants against you before God? Yahya said:

'If they are claimants against me, it is better than the Messenger

of God — salla l-lahu '-alay-hi wa sallam — being a claimant against

me, saying: Why did you not push away lying from my hadith?'

On balance, the need to prevent inaccuracies and fabrica-

tions from entering knowledge of the Sunnah prevailed over the

unwillingness to say about someone what could hurt their feel-

ings or their reputation. It suffices for our purpose here to

summarize Ibn Hajar's classification of narrators into twelve

'grades' — six positive, six negative - which has been widely

accepted by the community:

I. The Companions, who are accepted as narrators on the authority

of the Qur'an's praising their quality as believers.

II. The narrators who have been consistently described as awthaq al-

nas term 'the most reliable of people' or thiqah thiqah 'reliable

reliable' or with terms meaning 'reliable' and 'expert' (haji%).

III. The narrators who have been described at least once with words

of high praise like thiqah or mutqin ('accurate') or thabt ('firm') or

W/Ojust').

IV. The narrators whose quality has been indicated by saying of

them, sadiq (Very truthful") or la ha^sa bi-hi ('no harm in [taking

from] him').

V. The narrators whose quality is marginally less than IV, described

as saduq sayyp l-hifc (Very truthful with sound memory').

VI. The narrators who narrate few hadlths, and no reason is known

for turning away from those hadlths, and are described as maqbul

('accepted").

VII. The narrators from whom more than one person has narrated,

but whose reliability is not explicitly confirmed, described as

mastiir ('hidden'), or majhul al-hal ("whose condition is unknown").

1

AL-SUYUTl, Tadn'b al-rawi, ii. 299.
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VIII. The narrators whose reliability is not affirmed by one whose

affirmation matters, and who have pointed to as Ja c
i/"('weak').

IX. The narrators from whom only one person has narrated, and

whose reliability has not been affirmed at all; described as majhiil

('unknown').

X. The narrators whose reliability is not affirmed at all, and about

whom something negative is known; described as matritk ('left')

or sdqit ('fallen') or wahi al-hadith ('weak in hadith').

XI. Narrators who have been accused of lying.

XII. Narrators about whom lying or fabricating is established, either

by their confession or otherwise (mutahanbil kadhib).

Ta'-dil ofwomen narrators

The expert assayers of hadith have placed women narrators in

all six positive grades, starting with the highest degree of reli-

ability, namely the Companions, among them the wives and

daughters of the Prophet. Several women are among those of

the next rank (II), for example the great jurist tdbiHjjah cAmrah

bint cAbd al-Rahman. About her, al-Dhahabi said: 'She was a

scholar, jurist, proof, and holder of abundance of knowledge';

Yahya ibn Macin said: 'reliable and proof. Another example is

A'ishah bint Talhah, about whom Yahya ibn Main said: 'reli-

able and proof.
4 And there are many others of this rank from

the early and the later generations.

Among many women narrators ranked III by most experts

is Hafsah bint cAbd al-Rahman ibn Abl Bakr al-Siddlq. Al-ljll

(d. 261) said about her: 'a reliable tdbiHjjah'\ about Fatimah bint

al-Mundhir, he said: 'a reliable tdbiHjjah from Madinah'; about

Safiyyah bint Abi IJbayd al-Thaqafiyyah, he said: 'a reliable jurist

of Madinah';
7
about both Diqrah bint Ghalib al-Basriyyah and

Qamlr bint cAmr al-Kufiyyah,
9
he said: 'reliable tdbiHjjah'.

IBN HAJAR, Taqrib al-tahdhib, Muqaddimah. AL-DHAHABI, Siyar aHam

al-nubald?, iv. 508.
3
AL-MIZZI, Tahdhib al-kamdl, xxxv. 152. IBN_5

'ASAKIR, Ta^rikh Madinat Dimashq, Tardjim al-nisa^, 210. AL-IJLl,

Ta'rfkh al-thiqdt, 523.
6
Ibid., 523.

7
Ibid., 520.

S
Ibid, 519.

9
Ibid, 524.
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Among those women narrators ranked by most experts as

IV, V, and VI are:
cUmaynah bint Anas ibn Malik,

1

Hablbah

bint Maysarah ibn Abl Khuthaym, Hasnah bint Mucawiyah ibn

Sulayman al-Sarimiyyah, Khayrah, the mother of al-Hasan al-

Basrl, and many others.

Jarh ofwomen narrators

Grades VII—XII are grades of negative valuation or jarh. The

least of those (VII) includes those whose quality as narrators is

not known. Among the examples of this rank is Bahiyyah, the

mawlah of Abu Bakr al-Siddlq. Her hadlth is in Sunan of Abu
Dawud; Hafiz Ibn Hajar said: 'She is not known.'

Some women have been put in the VHIth category by mis-

take and the mistake later rectified. An example is A.-'ishah bint

Sacd ibn Abl Waqqas. Al-Khatlb narrates from Malik: 'I asked

her about some hadiths; then I did not like to take anything from

her because of her weakness.' According to the hadlth experts,

this narration from Malik must be wrong because Malik has him-

self narrated from her — in his Muwatta, as Hafiz Abu Zurcah al-

Traql pointed out. Ibn Hibban has confirmed her reliability and

al-Bukhari has narrated her hadlth. Al-ljli says about her: 'She

is a reliable tabiHyyah? Al-Safadi said: 'She is among the reliable
,10

ones.

Among the women narrators at the rank indicated by the

epithet 'unknown' (IX), is Unaysah. Safwan ibn Sulayman nar-

rated from her and she narrated from Umm SacId bint Murrah

al-Fihri. Al-Bukhari has quoted her hadlth in al-Adab al-mufrad.

Ibn Hajar said about her: 'She is not known.' Bunanah bint

Yazld al-
cAbshamiyyah who narrated from 'A-'ishah and cAsim

al-Ahwal narrated from her. Hafiz says about her: 'She is not

'iBN HAJAR, Taqnb al-tahdhib, 743.
2
lbid., 745.

3
Ibid

4
Ibid, 746.

5
AL-

DHAHABl, To/rid asma 3 al-sahdbah, ii. 266. IBN HAJAR, Taqrib al-tahdhib,

1AA.
7
AL-KHATtB AL-BAGHDADi , al-Kifayah, 132-3.

8
Abu Zurcah AL-

IRAQl, al-Bajan wa-l-tawdth, 329. 'al-^JlI, Ta^rikih al-thiqat, 521.
10
AL-

SAFADI, al-Wafi bi-l-wafaydt, xvi. 606. "iBN HAJAR, Taqnb al-tahdhib, 1AA.
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known.'
1

Again, some were put in this category wrongly, and

the mistake corrected by later scholars. An example is al-
cAliyah

bint Ayfac
, the wife of Abu Ishaq al-SabPl and the mother of

Yunus ibn Abi Ishaq. About her, al-Daraqutni said: 'She is

obscure';
2
Ibn Hazm said: 'Nobody knows who she is'; Ibn cAbd

al-Barr said: 'She is obscure.'
4
However, Ibn Hibban named her

among the 'reliable' tabiHyyat} Ibn al-jawzl said: They say: al-

"Aliyah is an obscure woman, so her report cannot be accepted.

We say: rather, she is a woman of great position, well-known.'

Ibn al-Turkmani (d. 750) says: 'al-
cAliyah is well-known, her hus-

band and her son have both narrated from her and both are

expert in hadith. Her hadith is accepted by al-Thawrl, al-Awzac
i,

Abu Hanifah, Malik and Ahmad ibn Hanbal.'
7

An example of the rank of those narrators whose hadiths

are 'left' (X) is Hakkamah bint TJthman ibn Dinar. Ibn Hibban,

al-IJqayll, and al-Dhahabl have criticized her hadith.

As for the two lowest ranks (XI, XII), of narrators accused

of fabricating hadith, or whose fabrication is known, there is

not a single woman among them. Al-Dhahabl says: T did not

know among the women anyone who has been accused [of

lying] or whose hadith has been left [for that]'.

EVALUATION OF WOMEN'S HADITHS

Women's hadiths are described by the experts according to the

same categories as men's, as sabih (sound), hasan (good) and

^^(weak), although they are preferred over the men's in that

women are not known to have narrated any fabricated hadiths.

There are a great number of hadiths narrated by women
alone; the traditionists have accepted them and jurists have

acted upon them. Examples were given earlier. Here is another

hbid, 744.
2
AL-DARAQUTNl, Sunan, iii. 51.

3
IBN HAZM, al-Muballa, i. 240.

4
IBN <ABD AL-BARR, al-Tamhid, xviii. 20.

5
IBN HIBBAN, K al-Thiqat v. 289.

6
IBN JAWZl al-Tahqiq, ii. 1 84. IBN AL-TURKMAnI, al-]awhar al-naql, v. 330.
8
AL-DHAHABl, al-Mughrii fi al-du^afi^, ii. 425. AL-DHAHABl, Ml%m al-

i'-tidal vii. 465.
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example: al-Hakim narrated from 'A^ishah that 'the Messenger

of God — salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa sallam — called on her and she had

a curtain [hanging] which had some pictures [on it]. The colour

of his face changed. Then he took the curtain and tore it with

his hand and then said: The worst people being punished on the

Day of Resurrection are those who copy the creation of God.'

Al-Hakim said: This is a sahib sunnah.'
1

The experts have, in many cases, preferred hadiths narrated

by women over those narrated by men, because the former

have stronger isndds, and are further from containing mistakes.

Al-Hakim narrated from Anas ibn Malik 'that the Messenger of

God — salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa sallam — was riding a horse, fell

from it and his right side was injured. Then he led one of the

prayers while sitting and we also prayed behind him sitting.

After he finished the prayer, he said: The imam is made to be

followed; when he prays standing then pray standing, when he

bows, then bow, and when he rises then rise [...] and when he

prays sitting then pray together sitting.'
2
However, 'A'ishah nar-

rated that the Messenger of God in his last illness prayed sitting

and Abu Bakr followed him standing. Al-Hakim confirms that

the hadlth experts have preferred 'A'ishah's narration over that

of Anas because 'A'ishah's has the support of other narrators.
3

Scholars traced some discrepancies or contradictions found

with some narrations by women not to the women who origi-

nally narrated them but to later narrators. There are many
examples of that; here is one:

Wahb ibn Jarir narrated from Shu'bah, from al-Hakam, from

Ibrahim, from al-Aswad, from "A'ishah that she said: "When the

Messenger of God — salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa sallam - was in [a

state of] major ritual impurity, and he had to eat or sleep, he

would do ablution (wudP).' This hadlth is opposed by another

hadlth narrated by Abu cAsim from Sufyan al-Thawri, from

Abu Ishaq, from al-Aswad, from cA3ishah that she said: 'The

'al-hAkim, Ma c
rifah ^uliim al-hadith, 160.

2
Ibid., 156.

i
Ibid, 156-57.

4
Ibid, 155.
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Messenger of God - salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam - would sleep

while in [a state of] major impurity without touching any water.'

Al-Hakim says after looking through different isndds for these

hadlths: 'All these isndds are sound, and the two reports oppose

each other. The reports of the people of Madinah and Kufah

agree on ablution, and the reports through Abu Ishaq oppose

them.'
1

So this mistake in ^ishah's hadith is not from her:

rather it is from some later narrators.

EVALUATION OF NARRATORS BY WOMEN

Women also made their contribution to the evaluation of

hadlths and critique of narrators. What has been narrated from

them in this regard is little, but it is significant that the experts

of hadith and jiqh have accepted it as valid. Before giving some

examples, I will discuss the lawfulness of women doing ta'-dil

andjarh.

Women's role in ta'-dil andjarh

Most scholars hold that ta'-dil andjarh by women is permissible.

The reasoning of those opposed to this view is that women do

not have enough information about people to pass judgement.

However, this argument is useless, for if there not enough

information to base ta'-dil andjarh on, then it is disallowed any-

way, whether done by a man or woman. Imam al-Gha2alI affirms

in al-Mustasfa the permissibility of women's ta'-dil and jarh, and

he compares it with their narration of hadith. Imam al-Nawawi

also affirms it.
2
QadI Abu CA1I al-Walid al-BajI (d. 474) says that

'tajnh and ta'-dil of narrators of hadith by women is valid.' The

people of hadith argue for this from the incident of the slander

against "A'ishah when the Prophet called on the maidservant

Barlrah to inform him about her and took account of what she

told him. QadI Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn al-Tayyib says: 'If it is

X

Ibid. 156.
2
AL-NAWAWI, al-Taqrib with its commentary al-Tadrib, i.

321. Abu l-Walld AL-BAJI, Ihkam al-fusulfi ahkam al-usul, i. 376.
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said: Do you hold it obligatory to accept ta
c
dil by the woman

who knows what ta
c
dtl andjarh mean? The answer is: Yes. There

is nothing that prevents from accepting that, neither any con-

sensus nor anything else. Had there been any text or consensus

then we would not have allowed it [...].'' Khatlb al-Baghdadi

says: 'When it is affirmed that the report of the righteous woman
is accepted, and that is the consensus of the early generation,

then it is also obligatory that the ta
c
dll of the narrators by women

should be accepted, so the ta^kiyah by women, which means re-

porting the quality of the reporter and witness, will be - as

regards necessitating action upon it - the same as the report by

women.'

Examples ofta'-dilandjarh by women

cAmrah bint cAbd al-Rahman narrates that it was reported to
cA3ishah that cAbdullah ibn TJmar says: The deceased person is

punished for the wailing of the living over him.' "A^ishah said:

'May God forgive Abu cAbd al-Rahman [the kunyah of cAbdullah

ibn TJmar]; he did not lie but he forgot or made a mistake. The

true story is that the Messenger of God - salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa

sallam — passed by a deceased Jewish woman and said: They are

wailing over her and she is being punished in her grave.'
3

It is

clear that cA3ishah has in this instance questioned Ibn "Umar's

preserving of knowledge (dabt).

Another example of that is when it was reported to 'A'ishah

that Abu Hurayrah said: The Messenger of God — salla l-lahu

'alay-hi wa sallam - said: ShtPm [ill-omen] is in three things, in the

house, the woman and the horse.' "A'ishah said: 'Abu Hurayrah

did not preserve [the whole of the matter]. He entered while

the Messenger of God — salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam — was

saying: May God fight the Jews [for] they say there is shu ym in

^-KHATIB AL-BAGHDADl, al-Kifayah, 98.
2
Ibid.

3
AL-BUKHARl, Sahib,

Jand^ bab qawl al-nabi salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam yu cadhdhahu al-

mayyit bi ba cd bukP ahli-hi
c
alay-h; MUSLIM, Sahih, JanPi^ bab al-mayyit

ya'adhdhabu bi bukP ahli-hi
c
alay-h.
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three things, the house, the woman, and the horse. Abu Huray-

rah heard the end of the hadith and did not hear the beginning

of the hadith.'
1

Yala al-Taymi narrated: 'I entered Makkah three days after

cAbdullah ibn al-Zubayr was killed, while his body was hanging

on the cross. His mother came. She was a tall, blind lady. She

said to Hajjaj [wanting her son's body taken down]: Has the time

not come for this rider to dismount? He said: The hypocrite? She

said: By God, he was not a hypocrite. Rather he was a sawwam

[one who fasts much], a qawwam [one who stands much in prayer,

and] an obedient [one]. He said: Go back, old woman! You

have lost sense because of old age. She said: No, by God, I have

not lost my sense. For I heard the Messenger of God - salla l-

lahu calay-hi wa sallam - say: In the tribe of Thaqrf there will be a

liar and a destroyer. As for the liar, we have seen him - she

meant Mukhtar - and as for the destroyer, that is you.'

Ibn cAmmar narrated that Wakic was asked about Umm
Dawud al-Wabishiyyah. He said: 'She was a woman with an

intelligent heart.' And Yahya ibn Sacid was asked about her; he

said: 'A man asked her about Shurayh. She said: He was like

your mother.'
3
In this report, Yahya ibn Sac

Id, one of the imams

oijarh is quoting Umm Dawud al-Wabishiyyah about a narrator

(Shurayh). ShuTjah narrates that his mother asked Hisham ibn

Hassan: 'Who does Muhammad ibn Sirin narrate from? He

said: From Abu Hurayrah and Ibn TJmar. Then she said: Ibn

Sirin did hear hadith from them.'

WOMEN'S ROLE IN HADITH CRITIQUE

The methodology of hadith critique reached full development

in the second-third century. Most of its principles relate to the

'Abu Dawud AL-TAYALISl, al-Musnad, as cited in AL-ZARKASHl, al-

Ijabah, 59.
2
AL-DHAHABl, Siyar aHam al-nubalP, ii. 294.

3
AL-KHATlB AL-

BAGHDADI , al-Jamf li-akhlaq al-rdwi wa adab al-samf, i. 133. BAHSHAL,

Ta'rikh Wasit, 109.
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critical study of isnads, a sophisticated and difficult discipline

entailing cross-checking the narrators in order to verify who
met and studied what with whom, when and where. A part of

that effort of critique was concerned with verifying the actual

text of the hadlth, alongside the labour of deriving instruction

or guidance from it. Among the Companions, "A'ishah is a

famous practitioner of this art. While no formal or systematic

statement of key principles of critique is attributed to "A^ishah, it

is quite clear that those principles derive from her exemplary

practice. Six are illustrated below:

Checking the hadith against theQufan

cA3ishah consistently applied the principle, later formulated and

agreed upon by all jurists and traditionist, that if a hadlth is

contradicted by a Qur'anic verse, and there is no way of rec-

onciling them, then the hadith will be 'left'. For example, Abdul-

lah ibn "Abbas used to say: 'The Prophet - salla l-la.hu
c
alay-hi wa

sallam — saw [i.e. actually set eyes on] his Lord twice.' Masruq

says that he asked 'A.-'ishah:

O umm al-mu^minin, did Muhammad see his Lord?

She said: What you have said has made my hair stand on end for fear!

Where are you from [i.e. where is your grasp of] three things! Who-
ever tells you that, he is a liar. Whoever tells [you] that Muhammad
saw his Lord, he is a liar. Then she recited [al-An Qdm, 6. 104]: No seeing

[faculties] can encompass Him, and He encompasses all seeing [faculties]. And
[al-Shurd, 42. 51]: It is notfor any human that God should speak to him unless

by revelation orfrom behind a veil. Whoever tells you that he knew what is

in [store for] tomorrow, he has lied. Then she recited \Luqman, 31. 34]:

No soul knows what it will earn tomorrow. And whoever tells you that he

concealed something, he has lied. Then she recited [al-MPidah, 5. 67]:

O Messenger, proclaim that which has been sent down to you fromjour Lord.

Rather, he saw [the angel of the Revelation] Jibril in his form twice.'
1

TJrwah ibn al-Zubayr narrated from Abdullah ibn TJmar

that he said: 'The Prophet — salla l-ldhu 'alay-hi wa sallam - stood

AL-BUKHARI, Sahih, Tafsir, bab tafsir siirat al-Najm.
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up on the qalib of Back [the ditch in which the unbelievers were

buried] and said [to the dead]: Have you found there what your

Lord had promised? Then he said: They are hearing what I am

saying to them.' When this hadith was mentioned to
cA5ishah,

she said: 'Rather, the Prophet - salla l-lahu
calay-hi wa sallam -

said: They know that what I am saying is true. Then she recited

[al-Naml, 27. 80]: Indeedjou cannot make the dead hear.

Checking the hadith against another, stronger hadith

Another key principle derived from the practice of 'A'ishah is

that if a hadith goes against one stronger and more firmly

established than it, then the weaker hadith will be left', not

acted upon. TJbayd ibn Rifacah al-Ansari says:

We were in an assembly where Zayd ibn Thabit also was. Then [the

people there] discussed the bath after [sexual] emission. [Zayd ibn

Thabit] said: If someone has intercourse and did not ejaculate, he has

only to wash his private parts and do ablution like the ablution for the

prayer. Somebody from that assembly stood up and came to TFmar

and told him that. TJmar said to the man: Go yourself and bring him

to me, so that you can be witness against him. The man went and

brought him. There with TJmar were sitting some Companions of the

Messenger of God - salla l-lahu
calay-hi wa sallam - among them, CA1I

ibn Abl Talib and Mucadh ibn Jabal. TJmar said to Zayd [ibn Thabit]:

O enemy of yourself, do you give a fatwa like that? Zayd said: By

God, I have not invented it. Rather, I have heard it from my uncles

like Rifacah ibn Rafic and Abu Ayyub al-Ansari. Then TJmar asked

those Companions who were there with him and said to them: What

do you say? They differed. TJmar said: O slaves of God, you differ,

while you are the elect of those who took part in [the battle of] Badr!

Then cAli said to him: Send someone to the wives of the Prophet -

salla l-lahu 'alaj-hi wa sallam - for they will be aware of there being

something like that. TJmar sent to Hafsah and asked her. She said: I

have no knowledge of that. They sent someone to cA5ishah. She said:

When the circumcised part has passed the other circumcised part,

then the bath is obligatory. Then TJmar said: If I [come to] know

1

AI^BUKHARl, SahihMaghay, bab qatlAbiJahl.
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anyone doing that and [after so doing] he does not have a bath, I will

give him a lesson.'

Checking the hadith against a sunnah ofthe Prophet

Salim narrates from his father "Abdullah ibn 'TJmar that he said:

I heard °Umar say: 'When [in the hajj] you have done the stoning

[and sacrificed] and shaved, then everything becomes permissible

for you except women and perfume.' Salim continues: "A'ishah

said: Everything except women. I put perfume on the Messenger

on that occasion'. Then Salim comments: The sunnah of God's

Messenger - salla l-lahu c
alay-hi wa sallam - is more worthy to be

followed.'

Abu Bakr ibn cAbd al-Rahman said: 'I heard Abu Hurayrah

giving a sermon and he said in his sermon: Whoever has got up
at the time of dawn in the state of major impurity, then he

should not fast. I [Abu Bakr ibn cAbd al-Rahman] mentioned

that to cAbd al-Rahman ibn al-Harith, who mentioned it to his

father; he did not accept it. Then I and cAbd al-Rahman went
and called upon "A'ishah and Umm Salamah and we asked about

that.
cA3ishah said the Prophet - salla l-lahu ^alay-hi wa sallam -

used to get up in the morning in the state of major impurity and

he used to fast.'

Qasim ibn Muhammad narrates that cA3ishah was informed

that Abu Hurayrah was saying: 'The passing of a woman in front

of person praying invalidates the prayer.' She said: "The Messen-

ger of God — salla l-lahu
<i

alay-hi wa sallam — would pray, and my
leg would be in front of him, then he would turn it away and I

would draw it back.'
4

AL-TAHAwi, Sharp Ma cam al-athar, i. 58.
2
AL-BAYHAQl, al-Sunan al-

kubra, Hajj, bab ma yahillu bi-l-tahallul al-awwal min mah^iirat al-ihram.

AL-BUKHARl, Sahih, Sawm, bab al-sPim yusbi-hu junuban; MUSLIM,
Sahih, Siyam, bab sihhat sawm man tala

ca c
alay-hi al-fajri wa huwa juniib.

ABU MANSUR AL-BAGHDADl, Istidrak umm al-mu^minin, 99.
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Checking the hadith in the light ofits occasion (sabab)

TJrwah ibn al-Zubayr narrates that it came to the knowledge of
cA5ishah that Abu Hurayrah was saying: The Messenger of God
- sat/a l-lahu '-alay-hi wa sallam - said: Being content with a whip

in the path of God, is better to me than freeing an illegitimate

child. And that the Messenger of God- salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa

sallam - said: The illegitimate child is the worst of the three

[father, mother, child]; and the dead person is punished for the

wailing of the living.'
cA5ishah said:

God have mercy on Abu Hurayrah, he did not listen properly, so he

did not answer properly. As for his saying, 'Being content with a whip

in the path of God is better to me than freeing an illegitimate child':

Now, when the verse [al-Balad, 90. 11-13] was revealed But he has not

attempted the steep ascent. And what will makeyou know what the steep ascent

is? It is thefreeing of a neck [from thejoke of slavery], it was said to him: O
Messenger of God - salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam. We do not have

anything to free, unless it be that some of us have slave-girls who

serve us and work for us [and] we could ask them to do adultery and

then have some children whom we could free. Then the Messenger of

God - salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam: Being content with a whip in the

path of God is better to me than commanding adultery and then free-

ing an illegitimate child. [Then] as for his saying that 'an illegitimate

child is worst of the three', the hadith was not like that. A hypocrite

used to cause hurt to the Messenger of God - salla l-lahu '-alay-hi wa

sallam - so he said: Who will defend me from him? Someone said: O
Messenger of God - salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam - besides that Pie

does as you say] he is an illegitimate one. Then he said: He is the worst

of the three, and God says [al-An'dm, 6. 164]: And no hearer of burden

bears the burden of another. [Then] as for his saying that the deceased is

punished for the wailing of the living, so the hadith is not like that.

Rather, the Messenger of God - salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam - passed

by a Jew who had died and the people of his family were wailing over

him. Then he said: They are crying over him and he is being punished.

God says [al-Baaarah, 2. 286]: God does not burden a selfbeyond its capacity.

1

AL-HAKIM, al-Mustadrak, ii. 234.
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Checking a hadith against the difficulty ofacting upon it

TJbayd ibn TJmayr narrates that it came to the knowledge of
cA3ishah that Abdullah ibn cAmr was commanding women, when

they bathed, to unravel their plaits. She said: 'Alas! why does he

not command them to shave their heads!'

Yahya ibn cAbd al-Rahman ibn Hatib narrates from Abu
Hurayrah that he said: "Whoever washes a deceased, he should

bathe, and whoever carries [the body] should do ablution.' When
it came to the knowledge of A/'ishah, she said: Are the dead

Muslims impure?! What harm is there in carrying wood?!'

Checking a hadithfor misconstruction ofits meaning

Abu Salamah narrates that when death approached Abu SacId

al-Khudri, he called for new clothes and put them on. In doing

so he was acting on what he remembered the Prophet as saying:

'I heard the Messenger of God — salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa sallam —

say: The dead person will be raised in those clothes in which he

dies.' When this came to the attention of A.-'ishah, she criticized

it and said: 'God have mercy on Abu Sac
Id! The Prophet — salla

l-la.hu
c
alay-hi wa sallam — meant the [garment of] actions on which

a man dies. For the Prophet — salla l-ldhu
c
alay-hi wa sallam — said:

People will be resurrected, barefoot, naked, uncircumcised.'

MUSLIM, Sahih, Hayd, bab hukm dafpir al-mughtasilah; IBN MAJAH,

Sunan, Tahdrah, bab mdja^afi
'

ghusl al-nisd^ mitt al-janabah. ABU DAWUD,
Sunan, ]ana?i

!̂
bab yustahabbu min tathir thiydb al-mayyit Hnda l-mawt; AL-

ZARKASHl, al-ljabah, 71.



Chapter 9

Overview by period and region

At no time in Islamic history including the present, and in no

part of the Islamic world, past or present, has study of hadlth

been considered among Muslims themselves as either redundant

or obsolete. To the contrary, the relevance and utility of hadlth

for teaching the believers how to embody the guidance of Islam

in their transactions with God and with each other have always

been securely fixed at the deepest level of their commitment as

believers. That said, active engagement in the study and teach-

ing of hadlth has varied in scope and volume in different times

and places. In particular, the numbers of women engaged in the

receiving and diffusing of hadlth, though not localized to a

particular period or region, has varied markedly — at least if

judged by the material that I have compiled on the muhaddithat.

Interestingly, the change by period and region in the numbers

of men engaged in hadlth study does mostly, but does not

always, correspond to the change in the numbers ofwomen.

Variation in the quality or level of attention that a particular

body of knowledge receives is normal; to some degree it can be

observed in all branches of knowledge, all arts and crafts and

patterns of industry and commerce, and in every civilization. It

is a function of how, in a particular setting, interest in a body of

knowledge is motivated, how costs and rewards for engaging

with it are perceived, where it fits within broader conceptions

of the purposes that education is supposed to serve in the com-

munity providing it. I try in this chapter to give a sense of the

general outline of when and where hadlth study and teaching

among the women intensified, declined, revived. The outline is

what the material, in gross qualitative terms, suggests to me at

this very early stage of studying the material. I offer only very
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tentative explanations for the bigger shifts recorded. It will not

be possible to offer more secure explanations until the biographi-

cal accounts and mentions of women scholars and students can

be analysed systematically, and then set alongside relevant

information about the socio-economic and legal and political

conditions in which the work with hadlth was done.

The divisions by region are self-explanatory. As for time

periods, the material seems to me to fall into four main phases:

1st—2nd c. AH. In this period women narrators of hadlth are

both many and conspicuous. The hadiths of women Companions

and Successors are widely circulated, and recorded in the pre-

cursors of the Six Books and other major collections.

2nd—5th c. AH. This is a relatively weak period for women
narrators but a peak period for men scholars and students of

hadlth. The Six Books and major specialist studies are written at

this time. The third century is the weakest for women scholars,

their numbers recovering gradually through the fourth and fifth

centuries.

6th—9th c. AH. After the time of the women Companions, this

is the brightest period in the history of the muhaddithat. From the

sixth century, their numbers grow rapidly, peaking in the eighth,

beginning to go down in the ninth.

10th—15th c. AH. The period of clear scholarly decline among

Muslims in all Islamic sciences including hadlth. The decline is

not particular to women; it includes men too.

FIRST PERIOD: lst-2nd c. AH

This is considered the best, the normative, period of Islam. It is

the period of the Companions — men and women who learnt

the religion from the Prophet himself — of their Successors,

many of whom accompanied the Companions in long years of

apprenticeship; and of those who followed the Successors and

who, by the end of this period, had formalized the practice of

their teachers into a strict and solid scholarly discipline.

The hadiths of the women of this period are recorded in

the major compilations of hadlth. Among the Companions, the
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most important and most famous figure in the hadlth andfiqh is

cA5ishah. She narrated 2,210 hadiths. 297 of those hadiths are in

the Sahihs of al-Bukhari and Muslim; 174 are found in both,

with 54 in al-Bukhari and 69 in Muslim not recorded in the

other. In sheer abundance of hadiths, in the Six Books, she is

second only to Abu Hurayrah. The total of her hadiths in the

Six Books is 2,081, of Abu Hurayrah's 3,370. In knowledge of

the religion cA:>ishah was a point of reference for the Compan-
ions; Abu Musa al-Ashc

ari said: 'Whenever any matter became

difficult for us, the Companions of the Prophet - salla l-ldhu

c
alay-hi wa sallam — then we asked 'A-'ishah about it: we found

she had got knowledge of that.'

Next to cA5ishah in abundance of hadiths is Umm Salamah

Altogether she has 378 hadiths, of which al-Bukhari and Muslim

both record 13, while al-Bukhari has another 3 and Muslim 13.
3

Among other women Companions who narrated a lot of hadiths

are: Asma3 bint Yazld ibn al-Sakan who narrated 81; umm al-

mii'mimn Maymunah, who narrated 76; umm al-mu^mimn Hafsah,

who narrated 60; and Asma3 bint Umays, who also narrated 60

hadiths.

Among the most famous women narrators in the genera-

tion of the Successors is
cAmrah bint cAbd al-Rahman. In the

Six Books and other major collections, her hadiths are plentiful.

She grew up in the house of "A-'ishah and learnt a lot of hadiths

from her and others. IJmar ibn cAbd al-A.z!z said: 'No one is

now [living] who has more knowledge of "A'ishah's hadlth than
cAmrah', and he benefited much by her counsel.

4
Al-Zuhrl said:

'Qasim ibn Muhammad said to me: I see, my boy, that you are

greedy for knowledge. Should I not inform you of the vessel of

knowledge? Go and stick to cAmrah, for she was under the

guardianship of cAD
ishah.' Al-Zuhrl said: 'Then I came to her

and I found her an ocean; its water never goes.'

'al- -- -"-- '--'-'- — 2
,-DHAHABl, Siyar aHdm al-nubala?, ii. 139. IBN HAJAR, Tahdhtb al-

tahdhlb, xii. 463. AL-DHAHABl, Siyar a cIdm al-nubalP, ii. 210.
4
IBN SAT),

al-Tabaqdt al-kubrd, ii. 387. AL-DHAHABl, Siyar a clam al-nubalP, iv. 508.
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Another expert of this period is the great muhaddithah of

Basrah, Hafsah bint Slrin, the sister of the renowned scholar

Muhammad ibn Slrin. Her hadlths too are found in all major

compilations. Iyas ibn Mucawiyah relied on her in preference

even to Hasan al-Basri and Muhammad ibn Slrin. Al-Safadi

says: 'She was unique in her time: jurist, truthful, virtuous and

of great rank.'

Another expert of this period is the famous scholar of

Syria, Umm al-Darda3
, whose hadlths are also abundant in the

sources. Al-DhahabI praises her for her juristic knowledge and

intelligence and for her devotion to worship. Ibn Kathlr said:

'She was a tabiHjjah, devout, scholar and jurist. Men studied with

her and learntfiqh from her in her teaching places on the north

side of the [Umayyad] Mosque, and cAbd al-Malik ibn Marwan

when he was caliph used to sit in her circle with other students.

Among many examples of well-known women scholars of

the second century, after the tdbiHjjdt, are Umm al-Aswad al-

Khuzaciyyah and "TJbaydah bint Nabll al-Hijaziyyah. Umm al-

Aswad narrated hadith from Munyah bint TJbayd al-Aslamiy-

yah and Umm Na^ilah al-Khuzacyyah.
5 Ahmad ibn Ahdillah ibn

Yunus, cAbd al-Rahman ibn cAmr al-Bajall, Muslim ibn Ibrahim

al-Azdl and Yunus ibn Muhammad al-Mu'addib narrated from

her. Al-ljH said: 'She was a reliable Kufan narrator.' TJbaydah

bint Nabll narrated from "A'ishah bint Sacd ibn Abl Waqqas.

Among her students were Ishaq ibn Muhammad al-Farawi, al-

Khaslb ibn Nasih, Muhammad ibn TJmar al-Waqidi and Macn

ibn "Isa al-Qazzaz.

It is clearly noticeable that, in terms of narrating hadith, the

time of the women Companions is the most shining period. This

continued much the same into the time of their Successors.

However, in the generation of those after the Successors, there

are far fewer women whose hadlths are recorded in the famous

^-MIZZI Tahdhlb al-kamal, xxxv. 152. AL-SAFADl, al-Wa.fi' bi-l-wafayat,

xiii. 106. AL-DHAHABI, Tadhkirat al-huffa^ 53.
4
IBN KATHIR, al-Bidayah

wa-l-nihayah, sub anno 82. IBN HAJAR, Tahdhlb al-tahdhib, xii. 486. Ibid.

AL-MIZZI, Tahdhlb al-kamal, xxxv. 239.
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compilations. The most likely reason for this is that the men's

interest in hadith was becoming very strong and they were

travelling extensively to collect hadiths from every city and in as

short a time as possible — travelling then was arduous. So, when
they were compiling hadiths, they recorded from the women of

their generation only the hadiths that they could not get from

men scholars, whom it was easier to find and find out about.

This trend became still more pronounced in the next period.

SECOND PERIOD: 3rd-5th c. AH

This is the so-called 'golden period' of hadith study, when the

major genres of hadith compilation and the major compilations

are put together and circulated. It is also the period when trav-

elling for 'the knowledge' is at its peak. In the beginning of the

second century there are scholars of the rank of al-Zuhrl (d. 124)

in Madinah, cAmr ibn Dinar (d. 123) in Makkah, Qatadah and

Yahya ibn Abi Kathir in Basrah, Abu Ishaq al-SabPl and al-

Acmash in Kufah; at the end of the century Malik in Madinah,

Ibn TJyaynah in Makkah, Shu'bah in Basrah, Sufyan al-Thawri

in Kufah. By the beginning of the third century all the major

centres of hadith — in Kufah, Basrah, Baghdad, the Haramayn,

Syria and Egypt — are dominated by the male scholars. Women
appear to be so far absent from the circles of hadith teachers

that we do not find a single woman named among the long list

of the teachers of al-Bukharl, Muslim, al-Tirmidhl, Abu Dawiid,

Nasa3
! and Ibn Majah, the authors of the Six Books. Before this

period, by contrast, we find women named among the teachers

ofAbu Hanlfah, Malik, Sufyan al-Thawri and Shu'bah. So, what

might explain this abrupt absence ofwomen teachers?

We need to differentiate between receiving 'the knowledge'

and transmitting it. As for the former, women continued to study

hadith, and there is no indication that people paid less attention

to the education of their daughters. It will be remembered that

Malik's daughter Fatimah memorized the whole of his Muwattd

and became a narrator of hadith, while his son did not.



Map 3. Islamic world. Spread of muhaddithat 3rd-5th c.
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The crucial difference appears to be the increased impor-

tance at this time of travelling between different teachers and

different towns, and collecting the hadlth of every major centre

of learning in the Islamic world. Women cannot have had the

same facility to undertake long, arduous journeys in the path of

knowledge or to absent themselves from their duties to family.

With some exceptions, their hadlth were mostly acquired from

their family and the scholars in the near locality.

Also, the travelling students are coming from outer regions

into the heartlands of Islam - each of the authors of the Six

Books is an example. In their places of origin hadlth scholar-

ship, especially among women, is not yet established. So we
cannot imagine them narrating from the women of their family

or of their home towns. Then, on arriving in the heartlands of

Islam, they have a very limited time in which to acquire as many
hadiths as possible before moving on: naturally they would be

inclined to sit with those teachers who have themselves travelled

extensively and collected large numbers of hadiths. Also, being

strangers, they can have had only limited, if any, knowledge of

the women scholars active in the town they are passing through

and only limited, if any, access to them. Finally, it will be very

rare by the third century that a woman has knowledge of

hadiths that have not been already circulated and can be heard

reliably narrated by men, to whom the visiting students do have

access.

That said, those scholars who had access to the muhaddithat

in the heartlands of Islam did narrate from them and so their

names, as also their hadiths, have survived. For example, in

Madinah: Imam Shams al-Din al-Jazarl (d. 813) narrates with his

isnad to Bakr ibn Ahmad al-Qasrl, who narrated from Fatimah

bint CA1I ibn Musa al-Rida (3rd century) from Fatimah, Zaynab

and Umm Kulthum, all three daughters of Musa ibn Ja
c
far (3

rd
c),

who narrated from Fatimah bint Ja
c
far ibn Muhammad al-Sadiq

(2nd c.) that she said: 'Fatimah bint Muhammad ibn AH [2nd c]

narrated to me, saying: Fatimah bint CAH ibn al-Husayn [1st c]

narrated to me saying that Fatimah and Sukaynah, daughters of

Husayn ibn CAH narrated to me from Umm Kulthum bint
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Fatimah bint al-Nabl - salla l-ldhu 'alay-hi wa sallam - saying:

Have you forgotten the Prophet's word to Ali: You are to me as

Harun was to Musa.'
1

Also in Madinah: "A^ishah bint al-Zubayr

ibn Hisham ibn TJrwah, whose hadiths have been recorded by

Qadi Abu cAbdillah al-Mahamili.
2
In Baghdad in this period,

Rayhanah wife of Ahmad ibn Hanbal, and his slave Husn, both

received hadith from him.
3
In Kufah there was Fatimah bint al-

Zayyat. Al-Khatib al-Baghdadi has narrated her hadith. In Kufah

there was Fatimah bint Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Rahman ibn

Sharlk, whose hadiths were recorded by Hafs TJmar ibn Shahin.

In Basrah, the hadiths of Ghufayrah bint Waqid were recorded

by Ibn Hibban.
6
In Wasit, there was Fatimah bint Ishaq ibn

Wahb ibn al-Allaf al-Wasiti; her hadiths were recorded by Imam
al-Tabarani.

7
In Syria, there was Umm al-

cAbbas Lubabah bint

Yahya ibn Ahmad ibn cAli ibn Yusuf al-Kharraz, whose hadiths

were recorded by al-Khatib al-Baghdadi.

Near the end of the third century hadith activity started to

decline, a trend that continued until the fifth. Perhaps the

fourth century is the weakest for hadith activity among women.

In this century Baghdad is the major centre of muhaddithdt. One

of the famous ones among them is Amat al-Wahid bint al-

Husayn ibn Ismac
il al-Mahamili (d. 377). Al-Daraqutni says:

'She learnt hadith from her father, Ismac
il ibn al-

cAbbas al-

Warraq, Abd al-Ghafir ibn Salamah al-Himsi, Abu 1-Hasan al-

Misri, Hamzah al-Hashimi and others. She memorized the

Qui°an and learntfiqh according to imam al-Shafic
i's school and

other sciences.'
9
Another example is Fatimah bint cAbd al-

Rahman al-Harraniyyah (d. 312), who was born in Baghdad,

^ee IBN AL-JAZARI, Asna al-matalib, 49. See AL-MAHAMlLl, K. al-

Du^P, 186.
3
Abu Husayn IBN ABl YACLA, Tabaqat al-Hanabilah, i. 429.

4
AL-KHATlB AL-BAGHDADI , Talkhis al-mutashabih, i. 113. IBN SHAHlN,

al-Targhib fifadaHl al-a
cmal wa tbawab dhalik, 167.

6
IBN HIBBAN, K al-

Thiqat, iv. 9.
7
AL-TABARANl, al-MuJam al-saghir, ii. 151. AL-KHATlB AL-

BAGHDADl, Talkhis al-mutashabih, i. 482. Id., Ta^rikh Baghdad, xiv. 443.
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then brought to Egypt where people studied hadlth with her.
1

Another examples is Amat al-Salam bint al-Qadi Abi Bakr (d.

390); the names of a number of her students
2
are found in al-

Khatib.
3

An important feature of this century is that we begin to

find muhaddithdt in Khurasan and Transoxania. Their numbers

continued to grow in this part of the world until it was destroyed

by the Mongols at the beginning of the seventh century. Among
the famous traditionists of this area in the fourth century were:

Umm Salamah cAminah bint Abi Sacid al-Hasan ibn Ishaq ibn

Bulbul al-Naysaburi, Jumucah bint Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn
cAbdillah al-Mahmiyyah from Nishapur (who also taught hadlth

in Baghdad), and Umm Abdillah Zaynab bint cAbd al-Rahman

ibn Muhammad al-ljliyyah, who taught hadlth in Jurjan in 347.
6

Toward the end of the fourth century we find the first

records of people bringing young children, even infants, to the

hadlth classes. Those who heard hadlth before they were five

were expected to report their hearing by using the formula 'we

attended the hearing' rather than 'we heard'. However, some
scholars did not approve even this. Al-DhahabI says in his

account of Abu 1-Qasim Abdullah ibn al-Hafi? Abi Muham-
mad al-Hasan ibn Muhammad al-Khallal (385-470), brought by

his father to hear hadlth from Abu Hafs al-Kattani: 'His hearing

from al-Kattani was when he was in his fifth year. From this

time [...] the system went upside down. Rather, ijd^ah is better

in strength than [this] attendance, for whoever heard hadlth just

attending [a class] without understanding, he did not receive

anything. The one who has got ija^ah has got something. Yes if,

along with the attendance, there is a permission from the

shaykh, that is better.'
7

^Ibid, 441.
2
AL-DHAHABI, TePrikb al-islam {sub anno 381^00), 195.

3
AL-

KHATlB AL-BAGHDADI , TaPtikh Baghdad, xiv. 443.
4
See 'Hasan bin Ishaq

ibn Bulbul' in IBN AL-cADlM, Bughyat al-talab, 2295-98.
5
AL-KHATIB AL-

BAGHDADl, Ta^rikh Baghdad, xiv. 444.
6
AL-SAHMl, TePtikh Jurjan, 506.

7

See AL-DHAHABI, Siyar aHam al-nubaltP, xviii. 369.
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In the fifth century, women from non-Arab countries ex-

celled the Arabs in the field of teaching and narrating hadith.

For example, in Nishapur Fatimah bint Abi cAli al-Hasan ibn

CA1I al-Daqqaq (d. 480) taught major books of hadlths including

the Musnad of Abu "Awamah.
1

Al-Samcani says: 'She was the

pride of the women of her time, no one similar to her has been

seen in her good character; she was a scholar of the Book of

God and virtuous.'
2
In Isfahan, there was 'A^shah bint Hasan

ibn Ibrahim al-Warkaniyyah al-Asbahaniyyah (d. 460). She taught

hadith regularly. Ibn al-SamcanI says: 'I asked Hafiz Ismac
Il

about her. He said: She is a righteous woman scholar; she gives

sermons to the women; she wrote down Amali of Ibn Mandah

from him. She is the first person from whom I got hadith. My
father sent me to study with her. And she was an ascetic' In

Herat, there was Blba bint cAbd al-Samad al-Harfhamiyyah (d.

477). Al-Samcanl says: 'She was a righteous and pure woman' and

The people who learnt hadith from her cannot be counted.' In

Marw there was Karimah bint Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn

Hatlm al-Marwaziyyah (d. 465) who taught Sahib al-Bukhari

many times.
5 About her al-SamcanI wondered if anyone had

seen her like among women.

THE THIRD PERIOD: 6th-9th c. AH

In this period the Islamic world suffered two catastrophes the

like of which it had never experienced before and has not

experienced since then until our own time: the destruction of

Jerusalem and parts of Palestine by Crusaders, and the

Mongols' destruction of major parts of the eastern Muslim

world, including Baghdad and the cAbbasid caliphate.

^BN NUQTAH, al-Taqyid, 497.
2
AL-DHAHABl, Ta^rikh al-islam {sub anno

471_480), 296. See AL-DHAHABl, Sijar a^lam al-nubala?, xviii. 302.
4
Ibid, 404.

5
Ibid, 233.

6
Ibid, 234.
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Yet, in spite of the destruction suffered during it, this period

is characterized by a revival of hadith sciences, after a long

period vshenfiqb had been more dominant. This revival is also

reflected in the women's role in study and teaching of hadith.

Indeed, except for the time of the women Companions, this

period is the best for the women's advancement in, and major

contribution to, hadith. The comment by al-Dhahabl quoted

earlier refers to this time: in his biographical account of Imam

Hafiz Abu "Abdillah Muhammad ibn Mahmud ibn al-Najjar (578

-643), he writes: 'Ibn al-Sac
atI says: Among his teachers were

three thousand men and four hundred women.'

How could so great a disaster as the loss of Jerusalem and

major defeats in Central Asia and Mesopotamia coincide with

the rise of interest in hadith? The answer is that great catastro-

phes can shake people up, individually and collectively, enable

them to re-think their commitments, to either save or forever

lose their way of life. The terrible events the Muslims had to

endure led them to return to their tradition and strive to rescue

their religion and reform their society. For Muslims, the only

reform that is sound Islamically is the one that strives to guide

people by the Sunnah of God's Messenger, salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa

sallam. This explanation is supported by the fact that the revival

began with the scholars of Jerusalem and the people of Syria -

they were the ones most directly affected by the political and

military disaster of the Crusades. Ibn Asakir al-Dimashql and

the family of Ibn Qudamah, who left Jerusalem as the Crusad-

ers occupied it, settled in Damascus. Here they revived the

hadith sciences; then, others of the same mind later joined

them from elsewhere in Syria. Their women also participated in

this great effort to consolidate and revive 'the knowledge'.

When the renewed quest for the knowledge first began, the

major centres of hadith were not in Damascus or Cairo. Rather,

people in quest of the knowledge had to travel to Baghdad or,

further east, to Isfahan. In Baghdad there were a large number

Ibid., xxiii. 133.
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of female traditionists to whom the people travelled. The most
important among them was Shuhdah bint al-Ibri (d. 574) and

Tajanni bint Ahdillah al-Wahbaniyyah (d. 575). All the major

traditionists of the time studied with them. In Isfahan the most
important shaykhah at this time was Fatimah bint Ahdillah al-

Juzdaniyyah (d. 524), considered one of the most outstanding

figures in the whole history of hadlth. It is her student Fatimah

bint Sacd al-Khayr (d. 600) who diffused hadlth in Damascus
and then in Cairo. By the end of this century, hadlth sciences

had strengthened gready in Damascus so that it was becoming
established as a major centre. Among the women teachers of

hadlth of this period was Aminah bint Muhammad ibn al-Hasan

ibn Tahir ibn al-Rar al-Dimashqiyyah (d. 595). She studied hadlth

with her grandfather, the qadl Abu 1-Mufaddal Yahya ibn CAM
al-Qurashl and Abu Muhammad cAbd al-Karim ibn Hamzah.
Her father obtained for her a copy of Sunan ofAbu Dawud, and

she read part of it with cAbd al-Karim ibn Hamzah.
1

Qadl Muhyi
1-Dln Abu 1-Mac

all ibn al-Zaki, Shihab al-Dln al-QiisI and others

studied with her. She also endowed a ribat in Damascus.
2

That Ibn al-Najjar studied hadlth with four hundred women
teachers during this period is not the only record we have of

their activity. Hafiz Ibn cAsakir (d. 571) received hadlth from
more than 80 women. His colleague and a famous traditionist

Abu Sacd al-Samcani (d. 562) has provided accounts of 69 of his

shaykhahs. Abu Tahir al-Silafi (d. 576) studied with a score of

women teachers. Even Ibn al-jawzl, a famous scholar and great

preacher who never travelled, has narrated from three women.
The seventh century began with the cataclysm of the Mon-

gol devastation. Chinggiz Khan began his campaign against the

Khwarizmshah in 616. His hordes destroyed Bukhara, Samar-

qand, Hamadan, Zinjan, Qazwin, Marw, and Nishapur. Under
his grandson Hulagu they entered Baghdad and laid waste to

the city, all its treasures, including its libraries, and massacred its

IBN CASAKIR, Ta^rikh madlnat Dimashq, Tarajim al-niscP, 49.
2
AL-

DHAHABI, Ta^rikh al-hlam {sub anno 591-600), 180.
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people. Then they headed to Aleppo and did the same. They

occupied Damascus in Jumada al-Ula 658. On their march to

Egypt they suffered their first major defeat in cAyn Jalut in

Ramadan 658. Then the Mamluk sultan Baybars turned the tide

of war decisively in the Muslims' favour and forced the Mongols

to flee Syria, although they remained on its borders and the

danger of incursions and looting raids persisted.

The consequences of the Mongols' invasion were severe.

The centres of scholarship of Samarqand, Bukhara, Nishapur

and Baghdad were utterly devastated, and they never regained

their importance as centres of hadith study and teaching. It is a

mercy that just before that disaster, Syria and Egypt had become

established as major focal points for Islamic scholarship.

The Mamluk rule over Egypt and Syria endured from 648

to 923. During this period scholarly life became more dynamic,

and many grand colleges and mosques were built in the Mamluk
domains. The revival of hadith had begun in Syria, before it

took hold in Egypt, when (as I noted earlier) the family, friends

and followers of Shaykh Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Qudamah
left Palestine in 551 and setded in Qasyun in Damascus. Here

Shaykh Abu IJmar Muhammad ibn Qudamah al-MaqdisI built

al-Madrasah al-
cUmariyyah in 555. Some years later, in 599,

Jamic al-Hanabilah was built there. Both were very important

centres for hadith science. The first centre dedicated expressly

for the study of hadith was Dar al-Hadlth al-Nuriyyah in

Damascus in 559 founded by the sultan Nur al-Din al-Shahid.

Al-Malik al-Kamil al-Ayyubi built Dar al-Hadlth al-Kamiliyyah

in 622 in Cairo and his brother al-Malik al-Ashraf built two

more centres for hadith study in Damascus. These institutions

proved to be vital resources for the community in Syria and

Egypt, in the seventh century and subsequendy. They always

included women teachers and women students, most of whose

names are preserved in the records of samd'-dt attached to the

hadith books.

In my biographical dictionary of the muhaddithat, five

volumes are devoted to the women of the seventh century, and

six volumes each for the eighth and ninth centuries. As well as
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Syria and Egypt, hadlth scholarship among women also grew in

the cities of the Haramayn. Perhaps some 90% of the entries in

the dictionary for the seventh to ninth centuries are for the

women of Syria, Egypt, and the Haramayn.

THE FOURTH PERIOD: 900-1500 AH

This period is one of decline, so that a single volume of the

biographical dictionary suffices for each century. The decline is

not confined to women, nor only to the study of hadlth. Rather,

it is a general phenomenon affecting men as well as women, and

all branches of the Islamic sciences.

Among the most prominent women teachers of hadlth in

this period were: Umm al-Khayr Amat al-Khaliq al-Dimash-

qiyyah (d. 902). Al-Suyuti says about her: 'By her death people

fell one rank in hadlth; for she was the last person who narrated

from A.-'ishah bint cAbd al-Hadl, who was the last student of al-

Hajjar.' Another important figure is
cA3ishah bint Muhammad

ibn Ahmad ibn Abi "Ulnar al-Hanbaliyyah (d. 906). Ibn Tulun

says about her: 'She studied hadlth with a group of people in-

cluding Abu Bakr ibn Nasir al-DIn, with whom she studied al-

Majlis al-Awwal of his cAmdli, which contains al-Musalsal bi-l-

awwaliyyah and a commentary on it. Ibn Tulun studied with her.

Another famous figure is Shaykhah of Zabid, Asma3 bint

Kamal al-DIn Musa al-Daja3! (d. 904). Al-cAydrusI says about

her: 'She was righteous; a devout; reciter of the Qui°an; she

used to read tafsir and books of hadlth, and taught women, gave

sermons to them, and taught them self-discipline. Her words

had an impact on the heart. Sometimes she wrote letters of

commendation to the sultan, qadi and amir, her recommen-

dations were accepted and not rejected.

1

AL-SUYUTl, al-Minjam fi l-mu<-jam, 99.
2
IBN HUMAYD, al-Suhub al-

wabilah, 511.
3
AL-cAYDRUSl, al-Nur al-safir, 40.
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Another figure was Zaynab bint Muhammad al-GhazzI (d.

980). Najm al-Dln al-Ghazzi says: 'She read with her father, and

studied a lot with her brother (my father). She read with him

Tanqih al-Lubdb, and part of al-Minhdj. She copied for him many

books in her own hand.' He goes on to praise her knowledge

and uniqueness.

Among the muhaddithdt of the eleventh century are: the

great Makkan scholar, holder of high isndd, Zayn al-Sharaf bint

al-Imam cAbd al-Qadir ibn Muhammad ibn Yahya ibn Mukar-

ram al-Tabari (d. 1083). Her students included the musnads, of

her time, Ibrahim al-Kuranl (who revived hadlth in the Hijaz in

this period), Hafiz of Hijaz Abdullah ibn Salim al-Basrl.

Another important figure was her sister Mubarakah (d. 1075).

She taught major hadlth works such as Sahih al-Bukhdri and al-

Jdmic
al-saghir of al-Suyuti. Her student Hasan al-TJjayml has

recorded a long list of the hadlth works that he studied with her.

Another important figure is the long-lived Shaykhah of Madinah,

holder of high isndd and jurist, Fatimah bint Shukrullah ibn

Asadullah al-Kuraniyyah. Her students included Abu Ishaq al-

Siba3
! (d. 1 155) who studied with her a lot of books of hadlth in

1081 in her house in Madinah.
6

Among the women of the twelfth century is the famous

muhaddithah and jurist of Makkah Quraysh al-Tabariyyah (d. 1107).

Falih al-Zahiri has counted her among the seven famous tra-

ditionists of the Hijaz responsible for the revival of hadlth in

later centuries. Quraysh al-Tabariyyah was perhaps the most

important female figure in the history of hadlth from the tenth

century to our time. She had the highest isndd in her generation

and deserves a whole research to be done on her.

'Najm al-DIn AL-GHAZZl, al-Kawdkib al-sd?irah, iii. 138,139. 2fAbd al-

Sattar al-Dihlawi al-Makki, K. al-A^hdr al-tayyibah al-nashr, 1. See

MARDAD ABU L-KHAYR, Mukhtasar nashr al-^uhiir, 399.
4
IBN AL-'UJAYM,

Khabayd al-^awayd, MS. fols. 182-83. See AL-KATTANi, Fihris al-fahdris,

ii. 1095.
6
Ibid.
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In the thirteenth century the great muhaddithah of Delhi,

from a family of hadith scholars, Amat al-Ghafur bint Ishaq al-

Dihlawl studied with her father, who was the best scholar of

hadith at that time. She acquired high authority in both hadith

and fiqh. When her husband, himself a great scholar, faced any

difficulty in hadith otfiqh he consulted her and benefited from

her.
1

Other important figures were Rahmah bint al-Jinan al-Mik-

nasiyyah, who learnt many hadlths by heart from the Six Books,

and Fatimah bint Hamad al-Fudayll (d. 1247). This Fatimah was

an expert of tafsir, hadith, fiqh and usul. She had studied many

books of hadith and received many Musalsalat. Many famous

scholars of Makkah studied with her and praised her piety and

righteousness, devotion and asceticism, and for her writing of

many books in beautiful calligraphy.

In the fourteenth century the most important expert of

hadith was Amatullah bint al-Imam cAbd al-Ghanl al-Dihlawiy-

yah (d. 1357) in Madinah. She studied with her father, many

times over, all the Six Books, as well as many aj^a? and thabats.

She also received from him all the Musalsalat. Her father took a

lot of interest in her education and obtained high ijd^ahs for her

from the leading traditionists of that time. At her home in

Madinah, she taught Qudiiri as well as books of hadith. Her

students included the major scholars of the time, like TJrnar

Hamdan al-MahrasI (d. 1368), Ahmad al-Ghumarl and Muham-

mad Yasln al-Fadanl (d. 1410).

'See AL-HASANI, Nu^hat al-khawatir, vii. 93. KAHHALAH, A clam al-

nisP, i. 445.
3
See IBN AL-HUMAYD, al-Suhub al-wabilah, iii. 1227.

''Notebooks containing details of one's narrations or teachers. AL-

KATTANl, Fihris al-fahdris, ii. 1115.
6Muhammad cAshiq Ilahi AL-BARNl,

al-'-Andqid al-ghaliyah min al-asanid al-'-d/iya, 176.
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OVERVIEW BY REGION

The centres of hadlth scholarship in the Hijaz were the cities of

the Haramayn, Makkah and Madinah. Madinah was the first

centre for hadlth scholarship in the world for the good reason

that the Companions were based there. Students travelled to

Madinah from Iraq and Syria in order to learn the Sunnah from

the Companions, men and women. Madinah remained an active

locus of hadith study until the end of the second century. After

that only a small number of muhaddithat were based there until

the ninth century, when the revival of hadlth scholarship

started in Madinah and continued until the fourteenth century.

The traditionists, including women, who visited Madinah as

part of their hajj or (iumrah journeys, also sometimes taught

hadlth there. The most important muhaddithah from among the

outsiders was Fatimah al-Bata'ihiyyah, who came there from

Syria. She taught in the mosque of the Prophet, salla l-lahu
c
alay-

hi wa sallam, and great scholars studied with her. Among the last

major traditionists in Madinah were the just mentioned Amatul-

lah bint cAbd al-Ghani al-Dihlawiyyah (d. 1357) and Fatimah

Shams Jahan al-Jarkasiyyah, the wife of Shaykh al-Islam cArif al-

Turkl. Among those who studied with her were scholars such

as Hafiz cAbd al-Hayy al-Kattanl (d. 1 382) and TJmar Hamdan
al-Mahrasi (d. 1368).

1

Because of hajj, Makkah always had some hadlth teachers.

In the first centuries, hadlth was a little weak there among the

women. Perhaps the most famous muhaddithah to teach there

was Karlmah al-Marwaziyyah in the fifth century. She taught

the whole Sahih al-Bukhdri there many times. Hadlth scholarship

became stronger in Makkah in the eighth century and women
traditionists continued to turn up there until the fourteenth

century. Perhaps the last woman traditionist in Makkah was the

'al-KATTANI, Fihris al-faharis, ii. 724.
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pious and righteous shaykhah, Aminah bint al-Hablb Muham-
mad ibn Husayn al-Hibashl (d. 1342). She studied hadith with

her father, the mufti of Makkah, and her husband Imam cAlawi

ibn Ahmad al-Saqqaf.

Iraq

Basrah evolved in the first century as the second centre after

Madinah for hadith scholarship among women. It was strength-

ened there by the stay of 'A'ishah, as I mentioned earlier. The

hadlths narrated from that time are recorded in all the major

compilations. It was further enhanced by the migration there of

the famous Companion and great jurist, Umm "Atiyyah al-Ansa-

riyyah. A number of the Companions and important Successors

in Basrah received the knowledge from her. Baqlc ibn Makhlad

has recorded forty of her hadith in his Musnad.

Among the famous muhaddithdt of the generation of the Suc-

cessors were Hafsah bint Slrin, who diffused much knowledge

in Basrah. There also was Mucadhah al-
cAdawiyyah, wife of Silah

ibn Ashyam. Hadith activity remained strong among the women
of Basrah until the end of the second century. After that I did

not find any record in the sources of an important muhaddithah

based there.

For the women, the most important centre of hadith after

Basrah has been Kufah. Among the traditionist Companions

who settled there are: Zaynab bint Abl Mucawiyah al-Thaqafiy-

yah the wife of "Abdullah ibn Mascud, Salamah bint Hurr al-

Fuzariyyah,
4
Jamrah bint cAbdillah al-Yarbuciyyah al-Tamlmiy-

yah,
5
Fatimah bint al-Yaman, Qutaylah bint Sayf al-Ansariy-

yah,
7
Mariyah,

8
the servant of the Prophet, Umm Yasir al-Ansar-

1

See AL-HIBASHI, al-Dalil al-mushir, 66.
2
IBN CABD AL-BARR, al-Istfab , ii.

777.
3
See BAQl IBN MAKHLAD (ed. Ibn Ha2m al-Zahiri) ^Adad ma li-

Kull wdhid mitt al-sahabha min al-hadlth, 87. MUSLIM, al-Tabaqat, i. 219.
5
AL-ASKARl, Tashifit al-muhaddithin, 888.

6
MUSLIM, al-Tabaqat, i. 219.

7
AL-MIZZI, Tahdhib al-kamal, xxxv. 270.

8
IBN ABD AL-BARR, al-htfab

,

ii. 762.
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iyyah, and Jasrah bint Dajajah al-Kufiyyah, whose being a Com-
panion is disputed. She narrated hadith from Abu Dharr, cAli,

A/'ishah and Umm Salamah; al-ljll has confirmed her relia-

bility. The most important Companion who travelled and dif-

fused knowledge there was Fatimah bint Qays. Among the

Successors in Kufah the most important woman narrator was

Qamir bint cAmr al-Kufiyyah, wife of the famous scholar Masruq

ibn al-Ajdac
. Hadith scholarship remained active among the

women of Kufah until the end of the second century.

• From the beginning of the third century, Baghdad emerged

as the main centre of women's hadith scholarship. The most

important figure there was Umm "Ulnar bint Abl 1-Ghusn Has-

san ibn Zayd al-Thaqafiyyah, who narrated from her father, and

from her husband Sacid ibn Yahya ibn Qays. Abu Ibrahim al-

Tarjumani, Ahmad ibn Hanbal, Muhammad ibn al-Sabbah al-

Jarjaral, Ibrahim ibn cAbdillah al-Harawi and cAli ibn Muslim

al-Tusi are among those who narrated from her. Also figures

of significance in this century were the women of the house of

Ahmad ibn Hanbal, the sisters of Bishr al-Hafi and others. For

hadith scholarship among women the greatest centre remained

Baghdad until the end of the sixth century. The last of the major

women scholars to teach hadith there extensively were Shuhdah

al-Katibah (d. 574) and Tajanni al-Wahbaniyyah (d. 575). After

the Mongols' devastation of Baghdad in the seventh century, its

shining history as a centre of hadith scholarship, whether for

men or for women, ended and has never been recovered.

al-Sham (Greater Syria)

Hadith scholarship was established in Syria also in the first

century. At that time the excellent muhaddithah and jurist Umm
al-Darda3 taught hadith and fiqh in her house and also in the

mosques of Damascus and Jerusalem. Fatimah bint cAbd al-

1 2
AL-MIZZI, Tahdhib al-kamal, xxxv. 325. IBN HAJAR, al-Isabah fi Tamyi^

al-sahabah, iv. 267.
3
lbid, 266.

4
IBN AL-ATHIR, Usd al-ghabah, vii. 224.

5
IBN MAKULA, al-lkmal, vii. 100.

6
AL-KHATIB AL-BAGHDADl, Tariq

Baghdad, xiv. 432.
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Malik ibn Marwan, wife of the righteous caliph TJmar ibn cAbd

al-
cAz!z, was also an active hadlth narrator in Damascus at the

end of the first century, as affirmed by the famous historian,

Abu Zurcah al-Dimashql.
1

After the generation of the Succes-

sors, hadlth scholarship among women in Syria lessened; the

sources do not record any major Syrian muhaddithah until the

end of the fifth century. The sixth witnessed a revival on a scale

without parallel anywhere in the Islamic world in any period of

its history. In the seventh, Syria became the most important

centre of hadlth scholarship for both men and women. That

continued throughout the eighth and ninth centuries. After the

tenth it declined, as elsewhere in the Islamic world.

The quality and scale of interest of Syrian traditionists in

major compilations of hadlth and small qf^a\ whether learning

and hearing them or teaching and transmitting them is quite

extraordinary. Here in this period we find women learning

hadlth and teaching it in al-Madrasah al-TJmariyyah and other

colleges, in the grand Umayyad mosque, the Jamic al-Muzaffari

and other mosques; in ribats, in gardens and private houses.

Sometimes the classes of these women were attended by hun-

dreds of both men and women.

Some of these Syrian women teachers are distinguished by

having the highest isnad. The one who narrated the whole Sahih

al-Bukhdri with the highest isnad among men or women was

'A'ishah bint ibn cAbd al-Hadi (d. 816) from Damascus, the last

student of al-Hajjar in the world. Before her, by a century, was

Sitt al-Wuzara3 al-Tanukhiyyah (d. 716), the last student of

Husayn ibn al-Mubarak al-Zabidi and Abu 1-Munajja Ibn al-

Latti among all the woman of the world. And there was Zaynab

bint al-Kamal (d.740) who outdid men and women alike in the

sheer abundance of her teaching of both major books and small

ahd\

^BN CASAKIR, Ta^rikh madinat Dimashq, Tarajim al-nisa?, 291.
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Egypt

Hadlth scholarship first came to Egypt also in the first century.

Perhaps the best woman scholar to come to Egypt was the

righteous and noble Nafisah bint Amir al-Mu'minln al-Hasan

ibn Zayd ibn al-Hasan ibn CAU ibn Abi Talib al-
cAlawiyyah al-

Hasaniyyah (d. 208). Ibn Kathir says: 'She was a wealthy lady,

did a lot of favours to the people, especially those paralysed,

those with severe illness, and to all other ill people. She was a

devout, ascetic, and of abundant virtue. When Imam al-ShaficI

arrived in Egypt, she did good to him, and sometimes Shafic
I

led her in prayers in Ramadan.'
1

Al-Yafic
I says: 'It is narrated

that when Imam Shafic
i came to Egypt, he called upon her and

heard hadlth from her, and when he died, his funeral was car-

ried to her and she prayed over him in her house.'
2
Ibn al-^mad

says: 'Her connections: al-ShaficI receiving hadlth from her and

being carried to her house after [his] death are the greatest [signs]

of her merits. This could not have been without her popularity,

fame, honour and respect among the people.'
3

In Egypt in the fourth century there was the mother of

Hasan ibn cAli al-Sadafi, Umm Hablb Safwah (d. 379). Al-Dha-

habi says: 'She had a lot of hadlth. Her father was a muhaddith,

his son and her sisters also. She taught hadlth.
4

But hadlth science was really activated among the women
of Egypt when Fatimah bint Sacd al-Khayr (d. 600) emigrated

there. Al-DhahabI says in his account of her: 'She married Ibn

Naja al-Wa^z who brought her to Damascus, then settled with

her in Egypt. The Egyptians learnt much from her.'
5
After Fati-

mah, there was Taqiyyah bint Abi 1-Hasan CAH ibn Abdillah al-

Qurashi, (d. 606) who learned hadlth from her father and got

ija^ah from a group of scholars including Abu 1-Hajjaj Yusuf
ibn "Abdillah ibn al-Tufayl, al-

cAllamah Abu "Abdiliah Muham-

IBN KATHiR, al-Bidayah wa al-nihayah, sub anno 208. ^-YAFrt, Mir'at

al-jinan, ii. 43. IBN AL-1MAD, Shadharat al-Dhahab, ii. 21.
4
IBN HAJAR,

al-Isabah fi tamyi^ al-sahdbah, iv. 267.
5
AL-DHAHABl, Ta^rikh al-hldm {sub

anno 591-600), 469.
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mad ibn Muhammad al-Katib al-Asbahanl, Muhammad ibn

Amlrka ibn Abl 1-Fath al-Dimashql, Abu Nizar Rablcah ibn al-

Hasan al-Hadrami, Abu cAbdillah ibn al-Banna3 al-Sufi,
CAH ibn

Abl 1-Karam al-Khallal ibn al-Banna3 al-Makkl and others. In

Alexandria there was Khadljah bint al-Hafiz Abl Tahir al-Silafi

(d. 623) who studied with her father, and taught hadith. Her

students included Hafiz Zakl al-Dln al-Mundhiri.

Hadith scholarship among women in Egypt reached its

zenith in the eighth-ninth centuries. In the eighth, there was the

famous muhaddithah, Wajlhah bint CAH al-Ansariyyah (d. 732). She

studied with Ibn Zuwayn, Ibn al-Nahhas, Ahmad ibn cAbd al-

Muhsin al-Qarafi, cAbd al-Karim ibn cAbd al-Barl al-SacIdI and

Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn Futuh ibn Khalaf al-Sufi, and she

got ijd^ah from Yusuf al-SawI, Ibn Rawaj, Yacqub al-Hamdanl

and others.
3
Another famous figure of Egypt in this period was

the righteous shaykhah and holder of high isndd, Juwayriyah bint

al-Imam Shihab al-Dln Ahmad ibn Ahmad al-Hakkari (d. 783).

She studied Sahih al-Bukhari with Abu l-
cAbbas al-Hijjar and

Wazirah; Sahih Muslim with Sharif Musa ibn cAli al-MusawI, Mus-

nad of al-Darimi and Musnad of cAbd ibn Hunayd with Hasan ibn

•TJmar al-Kurdl, part of Sunan of al-Nasa3
! and Musnad of cAbd

ibn Humayd with cAli ibn Nasrullah al-Sawwaf; Kitdb al-Ba
c
th

wa-l-nushur of Ibn Abi Dawud with| cAli ibn Muhammad ibn

Harun al-Tha^abi, the first part of Hadith Sujyan ibn
cUyaynah of

al-Thaqafi and a piece of Mustakhraj of al-lsmac
ill with CA1I ibn

Isa ibn al-Qayyim, al-Faraj ba^d al-shiddah of Ibn Abl 1-Dunya

with Jalal al-Din Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn cIsa ibn al-

Tabbakh; second part of Hadith Ibn al-Sammak with Zaynab bint

Shukr, Hadith al-Buhayri and al-Shafi
c
i with Minal al-Asrafi and

Ju^ al-Hasan ibn
cArafah with Kamal al-Dln Ahmad ibn Muham-

mad al-Shurayshl. Ibn al-Mihtar and others gave her ija^ah.

^BN AL-SABUNl, Takmilah ikmal al-ikmal, 52. AL-MUNDHIRI, al-Takmi-

lah li wafayat al-naqlah, iii. 187.
3
IBN HAJAR, al-Durar al-kdminah, iv. 406.

4
TAQl AL-DlN AL-FAsI, Dhayl al-taqytd, ii. 361-62.
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Hafiz Abu Zurcah al-lraqi studied with her all the above-listed

books, which she taught many times.

In the ninth century, there were many women teachers of

Hafiz Ibn Hajar. Hafiz al-Sakhawi and Hafiz al-Suyuti had

women teachers, among them Sarah bint Taqi al-Dln al-Subkl

(d. 805), who taught many, including Ibn Hajar. Among other

muhaddithat there was Maryam bint Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-

Adhra3
! (d. 805), the last student of al-Wanl and al-Dabusi; Ibn

Hajar studied a great number of books with her. Sarah bint
cUmar ibn Jama'h al-Kinanl (d. 855) narrated a lot of hadlth and

great experts studied extensively with her. Al-SakhawI studied

with her so many books and hadiths that he could not enumer-

ate them all; he says: 'She was righteous, poor; that is why we
helped her. She had intelligence, and accuracy in teaching hadlth,

and patience for long sessions. With her death, people of Egypt

fell one degree.' Juwayriyah bint al-Hafiz cAbd al-Rahim al-

Iraqi (d. 863) studied hadlth with her father; heard the hadlth

al-Musalsal bi-l-awwaliyjah, Jus? al-GhadPiri, some parts of Amdli

of Ibn al-Husayn, part of cUshariyyat of her father with Nur al-

Din al-Haythami, and some parts olMu'-jam al-Dabusi with Taqi

al-Dln ibn Jamacah. She got ijdsphs from a very large number of

people. Experts of hadlth including al-Sakhawi studied with

her.

Spain and Morocco

Hadlth became popular in this part of the world in the second

century, especially after the arrival of students of Imam Malik,

and then Baqi ibn Makhlad. Here too there were women who
studied Sahih al-Bukhdri with Abu Dharr. Among the most well-

known traditionists of Spain was Umm al-Hassan bint Abi Liwa3

^BN AL-IRAQl, al-Dhayl c
ala l-^Ibar, ii. 513.

2
IBN HAJAR, al-Durar al-

kaminah, i. 544.
3
IBN HAJAR, InbP al-ghumr, v. 102; AL-SAKHAWI, al-Daw^

al-ldmi'-, xii. 52.
4
IBN HAJAR, al-Durar al-kaminah, iv. 88.

5
AL-SAKHAWI, al-

Dcm? al-ldmf, xii. 52.
6
AL-NAJM IBN FAHD, Mutant al-shuyiikh, 401-02.

7
AL-SAKHAwl, al-Daw^ al-lamP, xii. 18.
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Sulayman ibn Asbagh al-Miknasi from Cordoba, who narrated

hadlth from BaqI ibn Makhlad, studied with him, accompanied

him, and herself read to him K. al-Duhilr.

Another early narrator was Asma5 bint Asad ibn al-Furat,

who studied with her father, a student of Abu Hanifah and

Malik ibn Anas. She was well known for the narration of hadlth

andfiqh according to the madhhab of Abu Hanifah. Her upbring-

ing was exemplary: in the company of her father, she attended

the assemblies of knowledge and participated in the questions

and discussion. Another famous muhaddithah was Khadijah bint

al-Imam Sahnun. She first received knowledge from her father

and then went on to teach and give fatwas. Her father consulted

her in important matters: when the post of judge was offered to

him, he accepted it only after consulting her.

Later on, after Ibn cAbd al-Barr (d. 462), fiqh became more

dominant in Spain and North African countries. Later on, Hafiz

Muhammad ibn Ja
c
far al-Kattani and cAbd al-Hayy al-Kattanl

revived the science of hadlth there and then many women
became eminent in that field.

The region ofKhurasan and Transoxania

The science of hadlth first appeared in Khurasan and Transox-

ania in the second century, and became very strong in the third,

the period of the authors of the Six Books and many others.

The sources record the involvement of women of this region in

hadlth scholarship from the end of the third century, then its

growth through the fourth and fifth centuries until, in the field

of hadith studies, the women of this region leave the women of

the rest of the Islamic world far behind. In the fifth century there

were women of the calibre of Karimah al-Marwaziyyah, famous

teacher of Sahih al-Bukhari, and Biba bint cAbd al-Samad al-

Harwiyyah. In the sixth, Fatimah al-Juzdaniyyah was distin-

guished for her narration of al-Mu Qjam al-saghir and al-Mu^jam al-

'iBN AL-ABBAr, Takmilah si/at al-silah
y
401. KAHHALAH,A clam al-nisP,

i. 45. hind., 332.
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kabtr of al-Tabaranl. Scholars travelled from every part of the

Islamic world in order to study hadlth with her.

The fifth and sixth centuries are the peak of hadlth activity

among the women of this region. When the Mongols destroyed

its major cities, the hadlth scholarship in them was destroyed

too, and has not yet returned to this region.

India

Hadlth scholarship entered Sind and the western part of India

in the second century, but failed to penetrate inside mainland

India until very late. Some efforts in the field were made in

India in the ninth—tenth century when hadith scholarship was

already experiencing decline in most parts of the Islamic world.

In this period in India the activity of scholars of hadith was

confined to reading and writing commentaries on some books

until Ahmad ibn cAbd al-Rahim al-Dihlawi, better known as

Shah Waliullah (d. 1176), breathed new spirit into the discipline

as it was practised in India. Largely because of his efforts India

became a centre for the revival of hadlth scholarship.

However, only a small number of women excelled in this

field in India, most of them in the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries. Important among them were women of the family of

Shah Waliullah and those of the family of Ahmad Sirhindl (d.

1034). Among others, there were: Shams al-Nisa5 bint Amir

Hasan al-Sahsawanl (d. 1308) and Salihah bint 'Inayat Rasul al-

Chirayyakotl (d. 1318), both of whom were taught major books

of hadlth.
2

'See AL-HASANI, Nu^hat al-khawdtir, viii. 185.
2
lbid., 195.



Chapter 10

Fiqh and Qamal

In this last chapter I come to what the whole effort of hadith

activity is for. Much of what the muhaddithdt were concerned

with was the transmission of accurate texts through verified

chains of narration. However, phrases like 'they taught hadith'

or 'they narrated hadith' probably do not convey to a modern

readership the whole of what they were engaged in, or its pur-

pose. The bare fact is that - assuming motivation for the effort

- even a non-Muslim could in theory be relied on to hold and

transmit a bundle of texts accurately. Within functioning Islamic

society, authority does not derive from that sort of academic

integrity and competence alone. Rather, it derives from those

qualities combined with piety and virtue in manners and conduct.

The test and expression of the relevant qualities combined are

fiqh and '•amal.

Fiqh means understanding the legal import of the texts:

how they inform rules and norms to guide the transactions that

believers have with each other and their transactions (the kind

of relationship they build) with God. By 'amal (literally 'doing',

'practice') is meant implementation of what the texts preach.

Strength in fiqh is not considered only in relation to expertise

about individual texts or even individual chapters oifiqh, but to

their connectedness and proportions, their harmony altogether.

Weakness in this regard - we could call it narrowness mfiqh -

can lead to distortions in camal. So, for example, it may be that

an individual, isolated from the collective knowledge of the

community of scholars, learns the detail of obligations related

to prayer and presence in the mosque. However, if he does not

also know what is allowed or forbidden regarding transactions

in the marketplace, and then rules that women must be dressed
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and behave in such-and-such a way, without allowance for the

difference in conditions between doing the prayer and doing

business, between mosque and marketplace, he is likely to issue

rulings that constrain women's doing business well, making it

uncomfortable, eventually impossible, for them. For 'doing

business' we might substitute 'seeking knowledge' or another

activity that we know to be permitted or commended by the

religion, and similar outcomes result. A rich, broad fiqh enables

a rich, broad ^amal so that individual and society live the largest

area of their lives within the rule of their islam, their submission

to God. The inverse is to inhabit a narrow core of behaviour

ruled by Islam, while all the rest of life, piece by piece, is yielded

up to (or seized by) the rule of non-Islam. This core can then

harden into a token or symbol of identity, encouraging narrow

sectarianism and destroying the plural solidarity of the ummah.

Fiqh and camal are the twin pillars on which is founded the

community's recognition of the greater authority, among the

Companions, of "Abdullah ibn Mascud, Ubayy ibn Ka'b, Mucadh

ibn Jabal, Zayd ibn Thabit, Abdullah ibn "TJmar, "Abdullah ibn

Abbas, and others. Similarly, the community did not bow to

the authority, after them, of SacId ibn al-Musayyab, Alqamah,

al-Aswad, Hasan al-Basri, Muhammad ibn Slrin, Ibrahim al-

Nakhac
I, 'Ata5 ibn Abl Rabah, cAmir al-Sha^I, Hammad ibn Abl

Sulayman, Abu Hanlfah, al-Awzac
I, Sufyan al-Thawrl, Malik, al-

Qadl Abu Yusuf, Muhammad ibn al-Hasan al-Shaybanl, al-

Shafic
I, Ahmad ibn Hanbal, and others, except because of their

excellence in combining scholarship with fiqh and camal. Did
such authority accrue only to men and did women have no part

in it? The answer is No; and I have provided in the foregoing

chapters several examples of women whose authority was

respected by their male peers in the scholarly community. In

this chapter, because the precedent of the Companions and

their Successors is so decisive for Muslims, I have concentrated

mainly on examples from that period.
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THE FIQH OF THE WOMEN SCHOLARS

A more precise definition of fiqh is 'understanding the divine

command by derivation from the Book of God and the Sunnah

of His Messenger, salla l-lahu
calay-hi wa sallarri. We must begin

therefore with the women scholars' command of these primary

sources of the din.

Understanding theQur'dn

The best recitation of the Qui°an is the kind that enables its

meaning to enter the heart. Ibn Abi Mulaykah has narrated

from Umm Salamah that she said: "The Messenger of God -

salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa sallam - recited the QuPan, pausing at the

end of every verse. He would recite al-hamdu li-l-ldhi rabbi l-
c
ala-

min, then he would pause and then he would recite ar-rahmdni r-

rahitn, then he would pause and then he would recite, maliki

yawmi d-din.'
1

All the major jurists in the history of Islam began

their education by memori2ing the Qur'an, learning its different

recitations, and gaining expertise in its interpretation. Women
have also built this strong relationship with the Book, the fruit

of which is that it is fully internalized, and they become fluent

in it, speaking from it like a mother tongue.

In the later period, there was Fatimah bint Abi cAli al-Daq-

qaq al-Naysaburiyyah (d. 480). Abu Sacd al-Samcani said about

her: 'She was the pride of the women of her time, no parallel of

her has been seen for her character. She was a scholar of the

Book of God and virtuous.' Al-Sayrafinl said: 'She knew the

Book of God by heart, recited it day and night and knew its

meaning.'
3
Sayyidah bint cAbd al-Ghanl al-Ghirnatiyyah (d. 647),

'AL-TIRMIDHI, Sunan, QirPah, bab fatihat al-Kitab. AL-DHAHABl,

Ta^rikh al-Islam {sub anno 471-80), 269.
3
AL-SAYRAFiNl, al-Muntakhab

min kitdb al-siyaq li al-ta>rikh Naysdbiir, 459.
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brought up in Murcia (Spain), excelled in Quranic studies.
1

In

the ninth century Bayram bint Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-Day-

rutiyyah mastered the seven recitations under the tuition of al-

Shams ibn al-Sa'igh, studying in the company of his daughter

Fatimah. Then this Fatimah moved, along with her father, to

Jerusalem, and practised reading of the Qur'an with teachers

there. Fatimah bint Shams al-Dln Muhammad ibn Yusuf al-

Dayruti (9th a), also excelled in the seven recitations and memo-
rized al-Shdtibiyyah. She studied with several teachers before going

on to teach the different recitations to both men and women.3

I turn now to examples of the women's understanding of

the Qur'an. cUrwah asked cA5ishah about God's saying (in the

verses beginning with al-NisP, 4. 3) And ifyou fear thatyou will

not dealfairly with the orphan girls [...]:

'A'ishah said: O nephew: An orphan girl would be under the care of a

guardian with whom she shared property. Her guardian, attracted by

her wealth and beauty, would intend to marry her without giving her a

just dowry [i.e. the same dowry as any other person might give her].

So such guardians were forbidden to do that unless they did justice to

their female wards and gave them the highest dowry their peers might

get. They were commanded [by God] to marry women of their choice

other than those orphan girls. [...] The people asked God's

Messenger's for instructions after the revelation of this divine verse,

whereupon God revealed [4. 127]: They consultyou concerning women [...]

[...] And the statement of God, Andyet whomyou desire to marry, as any

of you refrains from marrying an orphan girl [under his guardianship]

when she is lacking in property and beauty. [...] So they were for-

bidden to marry those orphan girls whose wealth and beauty they had

a desire for unless with justice, and that was because they would

refrain from marrying them if they were lacking in property and

beauty.

See K. al-Dhayl wa-l-takmilah li-kitdbi al-Mawsiil' wa-l-silah {al-sifr al-thamiri),

487. AL-DHAHABl says: 'She knew the whole Qur'an by heart.' TaMkh
al-Islam {sub anno 641-650), 361.

2
AL-SAKHAwl, al-Daw^ al-lami\ xii. 15.

Ibid., 106. AL-BUKHARl, Sahih, Sharikah, bab sharikah al-yatim wa ahl al-

mlrath.
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A/'ishah's interpretatdon of these Quranic verses became

very popular among the jurists. The compilations of hadith and

books of tafsir contain many other examples of her tafsir. Sucud

ibn cAbdillah al-Funaysan has put together a 500-page book of

them, Marwiyjat umm al-mu?minin '-A^'ishah ft l-tafslr, culled from

the books of the famous mufassirun like Ibn Jarir al-Tabari, Ibn

Abl Hatim, al-Baghawi, Ibn al-Jawzi, al-Qurtubi, al-Khazin, Ibn

Kathlr, al-Suyutl, al-Shawkanl.

The tafsir of other women is also recorded or attested in the

sources. For example, al-Tirmidhl has recorded the tafsir of

Umm Salamah.
2
Al-Subkl has reported about the mother of al-

Shafic
I, whom he describes as devout, God-wary and among the

most intelligent of people, that she and the mother of Bishr al-

MirrisI were summoned to witness in a case before the judge in

Makkah. The judge wanted to separate them in order to cross-

examine them separately. The mother of al-Shafic
I said to him:

'You have no authority to do that as God says in the Qui°an if

one of the two errs [in what she remembers], then one of the two may

remind (tudbakkira) the other [al-Baqarah, 2. 282].' The judge did

not separate the two witnesses after that intervention although,

technically, according to the doctrine of al-ShaficI, it is allowable

when necessary. Al-Subki comments:

This is good derivation, strong meaning, and fine argument. Though

the known thing in the madhhab of her son is an absolute opinion

(itlaqu l-qawt) that, if the judge has suspicions about the witnesses, it is

better for him to separate them [in order to question and probe their

testimony for collusion etc.]. Her word is clear in exempting the

women on the basis of the proof that she mentioned and there is no

harm in that.

Sacud ibn cAbdillah al-Funaysan, Marwiyjat umm al-miPmimn ^A^ishahfi

l-tafsir (Riyadh: Maktabat al-Tawbah, 1413).
2
AL-TIRMIDHI, Jam?, Tafsir

al-Qur'an, bab min siirat al-Baqarah. Taj al-DIn AL-SUBKl, Tabaqat al-

ShdfiHjah al-kubra, ii. 179-80.
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Understanding the hadith

Women are also known for their understanding of the import
of hadlths and competence in basing argument on them. Some
examples of that have come earlier. Here, I mention the case of
the maidservant Barirah. She had been a slave of Banu Hilal, till

cA3ishah emancipated her. The case contains many fine legal

points; the hadith could not have become, as it did, a text that

the jurists depended upon if Barirah and A.'ishah had not been
aware of those fine points and preserved and conveyed them
accurately. The whole incident is dispersed by al-Bukharl in

different parts of his Sahlh the better expose its relevance in dif-

ferent legal contexts. I summarize here from one occurrence of
the Barirah hadith in the Sahlh.

'•A'ishah narrated that Barirah came to her for help in

drawing up the mukatabah (the emancipation contract whereby
slaves were enabled to buy their freedom over a period of time).

"A^ishah was willing to pay the whole sum, but required that

Barirah should then come into her care under the Arab system

of wala*, which enabled an individual or clan to extend their

family's protection to someone who had no tribal connections.

Barlrah's owners refused this condition. They said to her: 'If

[A'ishah] is seeking reward from God [for freeing a slave] she

can do so, but your wala? will be ours.' A'ishah reported this to

the Prophet who said: 'Buy and emancipate her, as the wala? is

for the one who emancipates. Then [on an occasion after that]

God's Messenger stood up and said: What about those who
stipulate conditions that are not present in God's law? [No
matter] who imposes conditions that are not present in God's
law, those conditions will be invalid, even if he imposed them a

hundred times. God's judgement is the truth and more solidly

established [than any man-made custom or law].'
1

AL-BUKHARI, Sahih, Mukatab, bab isti'-anah al-mukatab u>a su^ali-hi al-
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Womenjurists

A'ishah was, among the Companions, men and women, a prin-

cipal resource for juristic opinion. cAta:> ibn Abi Rabah said:

"A'ishah was the most expert in jurisprudence among all the

people.'
1

Masruq said: 'I have seen the great jurists among the

Companions of the Prophet — salla l-ldhu
c
alay-hi wa sallam — ask-

ing her about the law of inheritance.' TJrwah said: 'I have never

seen anyone more knowledgeable of thefiqh than cA3ishah.'

Among the Companions Umm Salamah is also considered

to have been a jurist, and her opinions are well recorded in the

books of hadith and fiqh. Another Companion well-known for

her knowledge and expertise in the sunnahs is al-Rubayyic bint

Mucawwidh. Ibn Abbas, in spite of his excellent knowledge of

the Book of God and juristic aspects of law, consulted her. So

also did Abdullah ibn TJmar, famously on a judgement related

to divorce law during the rule of TJthman.

There is also record of women publicly intervening in court

judgements in the expectation of being able to prevent grave

miscarriage of justice. Malik narrates from Yahya ibn SacId that

he said: Abu Bakr ibn Muhammad ibn cAmr ibn Hazm [the

qadl of Madinah] informed me that he was holding a Nabtl

who had stolen iron rings in prison [and intending] to cut off

his hand. Then Amrah bint cAbd al-Rahman sent to me her

client called Umayyah. [...] She came to me while I was among

the people and said: Your aunt Amrah says: O nephew, are you

holding a Nabtl [in custody] for a minor thing that has been

mentioned to me, and do you mean to cut off his hand? I said:

Yes. She said: Amrah says to you that there is no cutting off of

the hand except for stealing something worth a quarter of a

dinar or more than that. [...] Then I released the Nabtl.' This

intervention by Amrah happened at the time when the city was

'iBN cABD AL-BARR, al-Isti^ab, ii. 744; AL-DHAHABI, Siyar a^lam al-

nubaW, ii. 185.
2
IBN CABD AL-BARR, al-htfab , ii. 744.

3
AL-MIZZl,

Tahdhtb al-kamal, xxxv. 234.
4
IBN CABD AL-BARR, al-htfab, ii. 731.

S
Ibid.

6
MALIK, al-Muwatta, 437-38.
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graced by the residence of the much renowned 'Seven Jurists of

Madinah'.

It is a measure of how well respected knowledge was that

even a well-informed slave could on occasion correct someone

of established reputation. Al-Ashc
ab, a jurist of the school of

Malik, narrates that he was in Madinah, and he wanted to buy

vegetables from a girl, and the people at that time would not

sell their vegetables except for bread, for that is what they

needed. He told her to wait till evening, then come and he would

make the exchange then. She said: 'That is not permissible.'

Ashcab asked why and she explained: 'Because it is selling of

food for food [which must be done directly, hand over hand,

whereas what you are proposing is] not hand over hand.'

When Ashcab asked about the girl, he discovered that she was a

slave in the household of Imam Malik.

This respect for knowledge whoever had it was not

confined to the formative period of Islam. I have given several

examples from later centuries of women whose jurisprudence

was respected and admired by their male peers. One scholar

particularly worth mentioning is Umm Zaynab Fatimah bint

"Abbas ibn CAU al-Fath al-Baghdadiyyah (d. 714). She learnt/^

with Shaykh Shams al-Dln and other Maqdisi scholars. Al-

Dhahabl says: 'I visited her and I liked her character, humility

and God-wariness. She hnewfiqh well. Ibn Taymiyyah was amazed

by her knowledge and intelligence and praised her fulsomely.'

Ibn Kathlr says: 'I heard Shaykh Taqi al-Dln ibn Taymiyyah

praising her a lot and lauding her virtue and knowledge. He
stated that she knew most of al-Mughrii by heart. And [he] used

to prepare for her many juristic issues [adequately suited to] her

questions and her sharp understanding.'

1 2
MASHHUR, Inayat al-nisa?, 122. AL-DHAHABl, al-Jus£ al-mafqiid min

Siyar a'-ldm al-nubalP, 416. Ibid. IBN KATHIR, al-Bidayah wa al-nihayah,

sub anno 714.
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Women givingfatwas

Giving fatwas is conditional on having the appropriate degree

of knowledge, not on gender. Imam Nawawi has stated explic-

idy that a woman can give fatwas. Ibn Muflih has also affirmed

it; so too has the greatest of Ibn Taymiyyah's disciples, Ibn al-

Qayyim.' Ibn Hazm al-Zahiri says: 'If a woman attains fiqh in

the sciences of the religion it would be incumbent upon us to

accept her warning. That actually happened. These are wives of

the Prophet, salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa sallam, and his woman Com-

panions. Religious rulings have been narrated from them and

the proof is established by their transmission. There is no

difference among our companions [i.e. fellow Zahiri jurists] in

this regard. Among them, other than the wives of the Prophet,

salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa sallam, were: Umm Sulaym, Umm Haram,

and Umm Atiyyah. Ibn Hazm counted the Companions known

for giving fatwas as 130. Of those, seven are known for giving a

lot of fatwas; of those seven, one was 'A-'ishah.

Mahmud ibn Labid says: '"A-'ishah used to give fatwas in

the time of Tfmar and TJthman until she died; [those] great

Companions of the Prophet, TJmar and "TJthman, used to refer

to her.' The great jurists among the Successors used to attend

on her to get her juristic opinions. Abu Hanifah narrated from

Hammad, from Ibrahim, from al-Aswad ibn Yazld, the great

jurist of Iraq, that he asked umm al-mu^minin "A-'ishah: "What cuts

the prayer? She said: Listen, O people of Iraq, you think that a

donkey, a dog, a woman, and a cat [passing in front of the one

praying] cuts the prayer. You have equated us women with

them?! Push away [whoever is coming in font of you] as much
as is possible for you. For nothing cuts the prayer.' Muhammad
al-Shaybani says: We hold the opinion of 'A-'ishah, and it is the

opinion of Abu Hanifah.' Sometimes it is women who put to

1

AI^NAWAWl, Rawdat al-talibin, xi. 109.
2
IBN AL-MUSLIH, al-Mubdi\ x.

25.
3
IBN QAYYIM AL-JAWZIYYAH, Vlam al-muwaqqiHn, iv. 169.

4
IBN

HAZM, al-lhkdmfi -usul al-ahkdm, iii. 324. IBN SA°D, al-Tabaqdt al-kubrd,

ii. 375.
b
lbid.

7
AL-SHAYBAnI, K. al-Athar, 38.
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'A-'ishah issues that concerned them; here is an example from

the domain of commerce:

cAbd al-Razzaq says: Ma'mar and [Sufyan] al-Thawri narrated to us

from Abu Ishaq, who narrated from his wife saying that she called

among a company of women on "A'ishah. A woman said to her: O
umm al-miPminin, I had a slave girl, whom I sold to Zayd ibn Arqam

for 800 with deferred payment of the price. Then I bought her from

him for 600 and I paid those 600 on the spot and I wrote him 800 as

debt. A.'ishah said: By God, how evil is what you bought! How evil is

what you bought! Tell Zayd ibn Arqam that he has invalidated his

jihad with the Messenger of God - salla l-lahu '•alay-hi wa sallam -

except if he repents. [Then 'A^ishah explained the issue further; this

kind of transaction is a trick to lend money for interest.]

Debate between men and women

That women can raise issues and discuss them with men should

be beyond dispute. The wives of the Prophet sometimes did so;

a surah of the Qur'an was sent down concerning the discussion

of a woman with him.

Once the caliph TJmar gave a speech asking the people not

to inflate dowries, and told them to keep them small. An old

woman stood up and said: 'God says in the Qur'an [al-NisP, 4.

20]: And ifjou mean to take a wife in place of another andjou have

given one of them a qintar [ofgold] do not take a thing [back] from it.''

Possibly the woman had in mind that a large dowry might serve

to deter a husband from divorcing a wife in order to take an-

other, but at very least the verse clearly states the permissibility

of a large dowry. The caliph responded: 'The woman is right

and "Ulnar is wrong.'

It is not always the case that the questioner is right, but the

right of questioning is what is being illustrated here: 'Abdullah

ibn Mascud had said: The curse of God is on women who wear

tattoos...' That came to the knowledge of a woman of Banu

Vbd AL-RAZZAQ, al-Musannaf viii. 185.
2
IBN HAJAR, Fath al-bdri,

Nikah.
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Asad called Umm Yacqub, who came to him to protest. He

said: 'Why should I not curse one who has been cursed by the

Messenger of God - salla l-ldhu
ca/ay-hi wa sallam - and who is

mentioned in the Book of God? She said: I have read the whole

Qui°an and I did not find in it what you say. He said, if you

have read it you must have found [it]. Did you not read in it

[59. 7] Whatever the Messenger givesyou take it and whatever heforbids

refrain from it. She said: Yes. He said: The Messenger has for-

bidden it. She said: I think your wife does it. He said: Then go

and look. She went and looked and she did not find what she

was after. Then 'Abdullah ibn Mascud said: 'If she did that I

would not live with her.'

Reliance ofthejurists on thefiqh ofwomen

I illustrated earlier how the imams among jurists relied on

hadiths that are narrated exclusively by women. There are also

examples of their relying on the fiqh of women. Examples can

be found for most, if not all, the various 'chapters' or divisions

offiqh. Imam Malik has referred in his Muwattd to the fatwas of

the great tdbiHyyah, cAmrah bint cAbd al-Rahman, on issues re-

lated to hajj. Abu Hanifah relied on the saying of cA3ishah (nar-

rated from Yazid ibn cAbd al-Rahman, from an old woman of

al-
cAtik) that: 'There is no harm in doing cumrah in any time of

the year that you want except five days - the day of cArafah, the

day of nahr and the [three] days of tashriq.' Muhammad al-Shay-

banl, the disciple of Abu Hanifah, confirms that as the opinion

of his master and of their school, 'with one exception, that is,

we say that [on the] evening of cArafah, as [also on] the morn-

ing of cArafah - there is no harm in doing '-umrah at that time.'

Abu Hanifah followed the ruling of cADishah with regard to an

issue in tahdrah, namely when a bath becomes obligatory after

sexual relations. He ruled, also according to "A'ishah's practice,

'al-BUKHARI, Sahib, Tafsir, bab wa ma atd-kum al-rasul fa-khudhii-h;

MUSLIM, SaBb, Libds, bab tahrimfiH al-wdsilah. AL-SHAYBANl, K. al-Athdr,

84.
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that if a woman leads other women in the salah, she should

stand in the middle of the front row rather than out in front of

the front row. And, as a last example, he ruled in favour of the

lawfulness of a father in need being provided from the earnings

of his children on the basis of 'A'ishah's saying, which he nar-

rated from Hammad from Ibrahim, that: "The best that you eat

is what comes out of your earning, and your descendants are

your earning.' Muhammad al-Shaybanl said: 'There is no harm
for the father, if he is in need, to eat from the wealth of his son

in the normal way (ma c
ruf). But if he is rich and he took some-

thing from the wealth of his son, then it is a debt upon him. It

is the opinion of Abu Hanlfah.'
2

The women's holding opinions that others disputed

Ibn Kathlr said that cA3ishah is distinguished for having noted

and formed a judgement on a variety of issues (masa^il) that are

not found with any of the other Companions. Moreover, she

had 'unique preferences' on some matters, that is, opinions in

which she differed from others. There are reports (akhbdr) about

her opinions, and others' counter-opinions, which later imams
have collected.

It is inevitable that when jurists do ijtihad, that is, exert

conscience and reason to reach their judgement on a matter,

sometimes their judgement is accepted by or conforms to the

majority or consensus view, and sometimes is rejected by the

majority and the consensus goes against it. All the great jurists,

men as well as women, have held opinions that others disputed.

Where the primary texts are not explicit and incontrovertible, it

was their right to adhere to those opinions without pressure to

conform. The strongest evidence for the respect that was
accorded to women's right to independent reasoning within the

'al-SHAYBANI, K. al-Athar, 57.
2
Ibid., 198.

3
IBN KATHlR, al-Bidayab wa-

l-nihayah, sub anno 58. There is an extended discussion of this issue in

Yahya MICHOT's annotated translation of the discourses of Ibn Tay-
miyyah on Power and Religion (Oxford: Interface Publications, forth-

coming Nov. 2007).
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same boundaries as men, is that they publicly held to, and

continued to teach, opinions that had been publicly refused. I

gave the detail of two examples of that in Chapter 1, where the

isolated women holding their own were Fatimah bint Qays and

A/'ishah. Similarly, idiosyncratic expression of an individual's

personal preference in minor details of practice was also quite

acceptable: for example, the great Syrian tabiHjyah Umm al-Darda3

when sitting in the prayer used to adopt the posture usual for

men rather than women.

CAMAL

One who has attained scholarly expertise in the knowledge of

the rites but does not implement it, one who has accumulated

vast knowledge of minor and major sins and does not use it to

avoid those sins, or who knows the description of good deeds

and good character but does not strive to adorn his life with

those - all his knowledge has been useless and he is deluded in

his religion and in himself. Imam Malik said: 'Knowledge is not

by abundance of narrations; rather, knowledge is a light that

God puts in the heart.' Abu cAsim says: 'One who seeks the

knowledge of hadith, he is [seeking] the highest matters of the

world, so he must be the best of all people.'
1

Fatimah bint al-

Husayn narrates from Husayn ibn cAli that he said: 'The

Messenger of God - salla l-lahu
Qalay-hi wa sallam - said: God

loves high and noble characters, and dislikes low characters.'

Ibrahim al-Harbl said: 'Whenever one hears something of the

manners of the Prophet - salla l-lahu
c
alay-hi wa sallam - one

should hold fast to it.
3 Qasim ibn Ismac

Il ibn CAU said: 'We were

at the door of Bishr ibn al-Harith, he came [out] to us. We said:

O Abu Nasr, narrate hadith to us. He said: Do you pay the

%akah [that is due] on hadith? I said to him: O Abu Nasr, is

'aL-KHATIB AL-BAGHDADl, al-Jdmi
1
- li-akhldq al-ram wa adab al-sdmi'-,

78.
2
lbid., 92.

3
Ibid, 42.
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there %akdh [that is due] on hadlth? He said: Yes. When you
hear hadlth or remembrance of God you should apply it.'

1

It would fill another book to relate all the ways in which

the muhaddithat paid the %akdh on the knowledge they accrued

and transmitted to others. In any case, the virtues - devotion in

worship and continual remembrance of God; charity, whether

giving of their time or their wealth; gentleness and kindness in

their bearing, speech and manners; modesty and self-discipline

in their dress and in their taking a share in the goods of this

world; integrity and truthfulness in scholarship (meaning their

recording and transmitting the knowledge that came to them
from reliable sources, even if they did not like the doctrine or

affiliation of those sources); humility and fear of God; love of

the Prophet and his Sunnah in the full breadth of it; firmness, at

times even implacability, in the face of speech or actions offen-

sive to or corrosive of the din; and an enduring concern for the

well-being of the ummah such that they were able to dedicate

their lives to learning and teaching - can be illustrated just as

well from the lives of the muhaddithun as of the muhaddithat. But

we should acknowledge that for the latter the effort of will to

take up and sustain such a life - absent the incentive of rewards

in terms of employment or reputation in the world - had to be

that much greater for women than men.

I here cite two incidents, side by side, that capture well the

tone and temperament of Islamic teaching. Both demonstrate a

strong consciousness of being seen by God, a powerful stead-

fastness, and a passion to improve human understanding and

conduct.

Umm al-mifminin Hafsah, the daughter of "Dmar ibn al-

Khattab, called on him in the final moments of his life. He had

been stabbed by an assassin and there was no possibility of his

recovering. During "TJmar's rule, the Muslims had defeated two
long-lasting and far-flung empires, secured the territories and

established the major forms of the institutions that have ever

x

Ibid., U3-M.
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since defined the heartlands of Islam. His son, Abdullah ibn

•Ulnar, was already present at his death-bed. Miqdam ibn

Macdikarib narrates:

When TJmar suffered [his wounds], Hafsah called on him and said: O
Companion of the Messenger of God - salla l-lahu 'alay-hi wa sallam -

O in-law of the Messenger of God, O Commander of the Believers...

TJmar said to Ibn TJmar: "Abdullah, help me to sit up, I cannot bear

what I am hearing. So 'Abdullah raised him up, leaning [him] against

his [own] chest. Then "Ulnar said to her: 'I am forbidding you, by the

right that I have over you, from bemoaning me after this. As for your

eye, I do not own it. For when a dead person is bemoaned for some-

thing that is not in him the angels hate him.

The second incident concerns Umm Sulaym and is related

from Anas ibn Malik. The son of Umm Sulaym was ill. While

her husband, Abu Talhah, had gone to the mosque, the boy

passed away. Umm Sulaym made the preliminary arrangements

for that and told her people not to inform Abu Talhah. When

he returned home she set out his dinner in the normal way. He

ate his dinner, then husband and wife had relations with each

other. Then:

when it was the end of the night, she said: Abu Talhah, did you not

see [how it was] with such-and-such family who borrowed something,

then they kept it; when they were asked to return it, it was very hard

on them. He said: They were not fair [in their attitude]. She said: Your

son was a loan from God and He has taken him [back]. He uttered

the supplication and praised God. In the morning, he came to the

Messenger of God, salla l-lahu ^alay-hi wa sallam. When he saw him, he

said: May God bless the two of you in your night. Then she bore

Abdullah ibn Abl Talhah.
2

Umm Sulaym's teaching of how believers should manage

grief may seem gender than Ulnar's. Indeed it is; she has the

same wisdom and with it 'the woman's touch'. Yet Umar's

rebuke is not without tenderness, for he does not ask Hafsah to

!

IBN SA<D, al-Tabaqat al-kubra, iii. 361.
2
IBN AL-ATHlR, Usd al-ghabah, iii.

285-86.
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control her tears. Rather, he was concerned - being well aware

of the achievements of his reign - that no Muslim should build

for him a mausoleum, neither in words nor in stones. The Taj

Mahals of the Islamic world belong to a far different age, a

different tone and temperament.

Some measured strictness, such as we hear in "Ulnar's voice

- one marvels that he could find energy for it at that moment -

is necessary to defend the Sunnah against corrosion. For Muslims,

the Sunnah is to be defended against one's own family, even

against one's own preferences. Safiyyah bint Abi TJbayd al-

Thaqafiyyah narrates that, some days after Abu Sufyan died, his

daughter, umm al-mu^minin Umm Hablbah, called for perfume

and applied it to her arms and cheeks. Then she said:

I was in no need to do this if I had not heard the Messenger of God -

salla l-ldhu '-alay-hi wa sallam — say: It is not permitted for any woman
who believes in God and the Last Day to be in mourning (ihddd) more
than three days for any deceased, except for a husband. For him she is

to be in mourning four months and ten days.

Sometimes the effort to correct is done by feeling or expres-

sing aversion: cAbdullah ibn IJrwah ibn Zubayr narrates:

I said to my grandmother Asma3
[bint Abi Bakr]: How were the

Companions of the Messenger of God - salla l-lahu
calay-hi wa sallam -

when they heard the Qui°an? She said: Their eyes shed tears, the hairs

of their body stood on end, [just] as God has described them. I said:

Here are some people when any of them hear the Qur>an they fall

unconscious. She said: I seek refuge in God from the outcast satan.

Yazid ibn al-Asamm relates that a relative of umm al-mu^minin

Maymunah called on her. She found on him the smell of drink.

She said: 'If you do not go to the Muslims so they can flog you,

then never call upon me.'

Women in the formative period certainly did not lack

courage to challenge and correct misbelief and misconduct. The

| _ 9
IBN SAT), al-Tabaqdt al-kubrd, viii. 100. IBN CASAKIR, Ta^rikh madinat

Dimashq, Tardjim al-nisP, 20; see also IBN SATD, al-Tabaqdt al-kubra, viii.

253.
3
AL-DHAHABI, Siyar a^ldm al-nubaW, ii. 244..
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best of them were not waiting for others to establish the din for

them but took that responsibility, as did the best of the men.

Here are two examples of women 'speaking truth to power',

albeit a power willing to be spoken to and told off:

Qatadah says:

TJmar came out from the mosque and with him was al-Jarud al-
cAbdi.

There was a woman on the main road. IJmar greeted her. She

answered [his greeting] and [then] said: Be off, O IJmar! I have seen

you [when you were] called TJmayr [little IJmar] in the marketplace

of TJkaz, tending the sheep with your stick. Then the days passed and

you were called IJmar. Then the days passed and [now] you are called

Commander of the Believers. So, be wary of God in respect of the

subjects [whom you govern]. And she continued advising him. Then

al-Jarud said: Woman, you have said a lot to the Commander of the

Believers. IJmar said: Let her be. Do you not know her? This is

Khawlah bint Hakim, the wife of 'TJbayd ibn al-Samit, whose word

was heard by God from above the seven heavens. So it is most

fitting for TJmar to listen to her.'

Zayd ibn Waqid narrates from cAbd al-Malik ibn Marwan about

the counsel he was given, before he became caliph, by Barirah,

the slave emancipated by cADishah:

I used to sit with [i.e. attend the class of] Barirah before assuming the

caliphate in Madinah. She said:
cAbd al-Malik, I see in you some

qualities, and you are worthy to assume this matter. Now if you do

assume this matter, then avoid bloodshed. For I have heard the

Messenger of God - salla l-labu ^alay-hi iva sallam - say: After having

sighted the gate of Paradise the man will be pushed away from it on

account of a little blood of a Muslim that he shed unlawfully.

Not only in the formative period but throughout Islam's

history, there have been great women teachers, famous for their

preaching and their effort to deepen and reform the Muslims'

^e caliph is here alluding to the sending down of the opening

verses of al-Mujadalah (58. 1 seq) when Khawlah brought her dispute

with ^bayd ibn al-Samit before the Prophet.
2
IBN CABD AL-BARR, al-

htfab, ii. 723. Hbid., 708.
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understanding of the din. Some of them funded, some lived and

taught in, ribdts, or retreats built for just this purpose. I close

with a second mention of a famous reformer of the seventh-

eighth century - not Ibn Taymiyyah, but one Ibn Taymiyyah
revered and praised highly - great scholar, jurist, ascetic, leader

of the women of her time and preacher: Umm Zaynab Fatimah

bint cAbbas al-Baghdadiyyah (d. 714). Al-DhahabI says:

A large number of women benefited from her and repented. She had

abundance of knowledge, was content with little, keen to benefit people

and give sermons with sincerity, God-wariness and for [the sake of]

commanding the good. The women of Damascus [and] then [after her

fame had spread, and she moved, to Cairo] the women of Egypt were

reformed by her. She had a lot of popularity and influence over the

hearts [of people].

Ibn Kathir says:

She was among the scholars and women of virtue. She commanded
good and forbade evil, and opposed the Ahmadiyyah sect for their

[illicit] friendship with women and young boys. And she criticized

their states (ahival) and the thinking and arguments [usii/\ of the people

of bid^ah and others. In [all] that she did what men are unable to do.
2

'al-DHAHABI, Dhayl al-
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Umm 'Abdfflah bt. Abi Hashim, 88

Umm cAfif, 69

Umm cAtiyyah al-Ansariyyah, 40,198, 265,

281

Umm CA1I bt. Abi 1-Hakam, 58

Umm al-Aswad, 249

Umm al-Darda', 43, 71, 81, 101, 104, 108,

150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 179, 249,

266, 285

Umm al-Fadl, 55, 67, 145, 178



Umm al-Kiram, 57, 73, 75

Umm al-Hakam bt.
cAmmar, 69

Umm Ayman, 47

Umm Ayytib, 168

Umm Hani, 11,69

Umm Ja'far bt. Muhammad b. Ja
c
far b.

AblTalib, 186

Umm Kathlr bt. Marqad, 70

Umm Khalid, 38

Umm Kulthum bt. TJqbah, 15, 64

Umm Kulthum bt. Fatimah bt. al-Nabl,

253

Umm Layla, 99

Umm Mahabbah, 73

Umm Na'ilah, 249

Umm Talq, 69

Umm SacId bt. Murrah, 234

UmmSa'd, 188

Umm Salamah, 4, 12, 21, 24-5, 33, 47,

48-50, 54, 63, 74, 103, 106, 139, 146,

148, 167, 196, 242, 248, 266, 275, 277,

279

Umm Sulaym, 50, 68, 79, 281, 287

Umm Hablbah, 146, 166, 288

Umm Haft, 98

Umm Hani al-Hurlniyyah, 73-4, 111, 121,

123, 270
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Umm Haram, 68, 281

Umm Yasir al-Ansariyyah, 266

Umm Yahya Humaydah, 142

UmmYacqub,'282

Unaysah, 234

Unaysah al-Nakhaciyyah, 69

Usamah b. Zayd, 31, 139, 193, 231

Yahya b. Talhah, 147, 185

Yahya b. Sac
Id, 72, 231, 232, 239, 279

Ya"la al-Taymi, 239

Yahya b.
cAbd al-Rahman b. ffitib, 244

Yazid b. al-Asamm, 153

Yazld b. al-Had, 67

Zayd b. Arqam, 282

Zayd b. Khalid al-Juhani, 138

Zayd b. Kharijah, 88

Zayd b.Thabit, 5,241,274

Zaynab bt. Abl Mu'awiyah (wife of Ibn

Masc
ud), 64, 265

Zaynab bt. Abl Salamah, 33, 49, 146

Zaynab bt. al-Muhajir, 51

Zaynab bt. Jahsh, 146

Zaynab bt. Kat b. 'Ujrah, 27, 100

Zaynab bt. al-Nabi, 10, 11, 38, 167

The women scholars, excluding Companions and their Successors

cA'ishah bt.
cAbd al-Hadi, 103, 105, 180,

214, 202-3, 228, 260, 267

Wishah bt. al-
cAla5

, 226

A'ishah bt.
cAbd al-Rahim al-Zujaj, 115

'A'ishah bt. 'All al-Sinhajiyyah, 213

'A'ishah bt. Badr al-DIn al-Zarkashi, 117

'A'ishah bt. Hasan al-Kinanl, 121

Wishah bt. Hasan b. Ibrahim, 255
cA'ishah bt. Hasan al-Wa'izah, 114

'A'ishah bt. al-Najm al-Balisiyyah, 205

Wishah bt. Ma'mar, 131, 208, 210

'A'ishah bt. Muhammad al-Hanbaliyyah,

260
cA'ishah bt. Sayf al-DIn Qawalljl, 180

'A'ishah bt. 'Umar b. Rushayd, 107
cA'ishahbt. al-Zayn, 155

'A'ishah bt. al-Zubayr b. Hisham b.

TJrwah, 253

'Abidah al-Madaniyyah, 53
cAdliyyah bt. Abl Bakr b.

cA'idh, 78
cAjIbah al-Baqdariyyah, 115, 117, 119, 123,

203-4, 206, 214, 222

Altl bt. Nasir al-Din, 98

AmatuEah 'A'ishah, 122

Amat al-Ghafur bt. Ishaq al-Dihlawi, 263

Amat al-Khaliq bt. Zayn al-DIn, 120

Amat al-Rahim al-Yunlniyyah, 99

Amat al-Salam bt. al-Qadi Abl Bakt, 44,

141,254
Amatullah al-DiWawiyyah, 121, 214, 263-

4

Amat al-Wahid bt. al-Mahamili, 112, 253

'Aminah bt. Abl Sa'Id al-Naysaburi, 254

Aminah bt. Ahmad b. Rajih, 78

Aminah bt. al-Mu'ayyad, 124

Aminah bt. al-Habfb al-Hibashl, 265

Aminah bt. Muhammad b. al-Rar, 258

Aminah bt. Muhammad b. Qudamah, 91

Aminah bt. al-Wasitiyyah, 77, 90, 128

al-
cArudiyyah: see Ishraq al-Suwayda5

As bt. Ahmad b. Hassan, 224

Asma' bt. Asad b. al-Furat, 271

Asma3
bt. Abl Bakr b. Yunus al-Dimashqiy-

yah,77

Asiya bt. Jarullah al-Shaybanl, 107

Asma5 bt. Kamal al-DIn Musa al-Dajal,

260

Asiyah bt. Muhammad al-lrblli, 108

Asiyah bt. Muhammad al-Iskaf, 77

Asma3
bt.

cAbdillah al-Mahraniyyah, 118,

226

Asma3 bt Abl Bakr b. al-KhallaL 1 1 8, 1 32

Asma3
bt. Ahmad al-Bahraniyyah, 113

Asma' bt. Ahmad al-Harrani, 76, 82-3

Asma' bt. Ibrahim b. Mandah, 129
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Asma' bt. al-Mardawi, 83, 99

Asma' bt. Muhammad b. al-Hasan, 102
Asma3

bt. Muhammad b. al-Kamal, 84
Aymalik bt. Ahmad, 120
cAzIzah bt.

CA1I b. al-Tarrah, 117, 213

BayKhatun, 120

BIba, 169, 220-2, 255, 271

Bint al-Aqra5
see Fatimah bt. al-Aqra5

Bint al-Kuri, see Khadljah bt. Abl Bakr b.

'All Bayram
Buran, 119
Bulbul, 120

Dunya bt. Hasan b. Balban, 101

Fatimah bt. 'Abd al-Hadi, 170
Fatimah bt.

cAbd al-
cAziz al-Qazwini, 106

Fatimah bt.
cAbd al-Rahman al-

Harraniyyah, 253
Fatimah bt. Ahmad al-'Anazi, 113

Fatimah bt. 'AB b. al-Husayn, 177

Fatimah bt. All b. Musa al-Rida, 252
Fatimah al-Bata'ihiyyah, 105, 179, 264
Fatimah bt. al-Daqqaq, 113, 255, 275
Fatimah al-Tawusiyyah, 111

Fatimah bt. Ibrahim b. 'Abdullah b. Abl
tJmar, 208

Fatimah bt. al-Munajja, 135

Fatimah bt. Ibrahim al-Balabakkiyyah,

108

Fatimah al-Juzdaniyyah, 93, 129, 208, 210,

228, 229, 258, 271

Fatimah (Sutaytah) bt. Kamal al-DIn

Mahmud b. Shirin al-Hanafi, 107

Fatimah al-Samarqandiyyah, 116

Fatimah al-Manshawiyyah, 120
Fatimah bt. al-Aqra', 55

Fatimah bt. al-Malik al-Muhsin Ahmad b.

al-Sultan Salah al-Din, 204
Fatimah bt. al-Mubarak, 117
Fatimah bt. al-Munajja, 170, 214
Fatimah bt. al-Hasan b. 'All al-Mu5addib,

55

Fatimah bt. al-Zayyat, 253

Fatimah bt. Ishaq al-Wasiti, 253
Fatimah bt. Ja'far b. Muhammad al-Sadiq,

252

Fatimah bt. Malik b. Anas, 250
Fatimah bt. Musa b. Ja

c
far, 252

Fatimah bt. Muhammad al-Dimashqiyyah,

222
Fatimah bt.

cAbd al-Hadi, 129, 214
Fatimah bt. Muhammad b. 'Abd al-

Rahman b. Shank, 253
Fatimah bt. Muhammad b. 'AH, 252
Fatimah bt. Muhammad al-Samarqandi,

144

Fatimah bt. Salim, 122

Fatimah bt. Sacd al-Khayr, ii, 75, 93-6,

207-8, 129, 258, 268
Fatimah bt. Shams al-Sa'igh, 276
Fatimah bt. Muhammad b. Yusuf al-

Dayruti, 276

Fatimah bt. Shukrullah al-Kuraniyyah, 262
Fatimah bt. Hamad al-Fudayli, 263
Fatimah Shams Jahan al-Jarkasiyyah, 264
Fawz bt. Muhammad, 56

Ghazal (slave of al-Qalqashandi), 214
Ghazal al-Nubiyyah, 135

Ghufayrah bt. Waqid, 253

Habibah bt.
cAbd al-Haqq al-Sanbatl, 121

Habibah bt. Ibrahim b. AM TJmar, 208
Habibah bt. al-Zayn, 180

Hadiyyah bt.
CAH b.

cAskar 78, 105

Hafsah bt. Mulac
ib, 116,210

Hajir bt. al-Sharaf al-Maqdisi, 225
Hasanah bt. Muhammad b. Kamil, 135

Hasnah bt. Abl 1-Yumn al-Makkiyyah, 225
Hind bt. Ja

c
far b.

cAbd al-Razzaq, 98
Hind bt. Muhammad b. 'All al-UrmawI,

214
Humaydah al-Asbahaniyyah, 227
Husn (slave of Ahmad b. Hanbal), 253
Husn al-Makkiyyah, 115

Ishraq al-Suwayda3
, 114

Jahan Ara Begum, 120

Jumu'ah bt. Ahmad al-Mahmiyyah, 102,

106, 254

Juwayriyah bt. al-Hakkari, 269

Juwayriyah bt. al-Hafiz 'Abd al-Rahlm al-

^raql, 270

Karimah al-Marwaziyyah, 57, 75, 112, 169,

199,201,264,255
Karimah bt.

cAbd al-Wahhab, 179, 182,

213, 222

Karimah bt. Hashas al-Muzaniyyah, 71

Khadljah bt. Abl 'Abdillah al-Harraniyyah,

116

Khadljah bt. Nur al-Din 'All al-Ansari,

123

Khadljah bt. Yusuf b. Ghunaymah, 108

Khadljah al-Dihlawiyyah, 99

Khadljah bt. 'Abd al-Hamld al-Mardawi,

131

Khadljah bt. 'Abd al-Hamld b. TJthman,

134

Khadljah bt. 'Umar b. Abl Bakr, 117
Khadljah bt. Ahmad b. 'Azzuz al-

Fasiyyah, 121

Khadljah bt. Ahmad b. Jandan, 122

Khadljah bt. Abl Bakr al-Hamawi, 76, 133
Khadljah bt. Abl Bakr b. 'All, 135

Khadljah bt. Abl Muhammad al-

Shantiyall, 112
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Khadijah bt. Abi l-'Abbas al-Razi, 151

Khadijah bt. Abi Ghanim, 133

Khadijah bt. Sahnun, 271

Khadijah bt. al-Mufaddal b. 'AH al-

Maqdisi, 222

Khadijah bt. Ibrahim b. 'Abd al-Wahid al-

Maqdisiyyah, 83

Khadijah bt. Abi Tahir al-Silafi, 269

Khadijah bt. Ibrahim al-Balabakkiyyah,

168

Khadijah bt. Muhammad al-Wa'izah, 114

Khadijah bt. Muhammad b. Ibrahim al-

Muqrl al-Hanafi, 121

Khadijah bt. Muhammad b. Sa'd b.

'Abdillah al-Maqdisiyyah, 105

Khadijah bt. Muhammad b. Abi Bakr b.

'Abdal-Da'im, 116

Khatun bt. 'Abdillah, 78

Khayr al-Nisa', 122

Khunathah bt. Bakkar b.
cAli al-Ma'afiri,

120, 227

Lihaz al-Nisa', 122

Lu'lu'ah, 99

Malikah bt. al-Jamal b. 'AH, 77

Maryam al-Adhraciyyah, 214, 225

Maryam al-Kashmiriyyah, 119

Maryam bt. 'Abd al-Rahman al-

Nabulsiyyah, 225

Maryam bt. Ahmad al-Asadiyyah, 204

Maryam bt. Jahsh, 111

Mu'minah bt. Muhammad b. Abi Zayd,

132

Nafisah bt. al-Hasan b. Zayd, 268

Nudar bt. Abi Hayyan, 1 14, 223

Niir Sitti bt. 'Abd al-Karim al-Razi, 133

Qatlii al-Rumiyyah, 82

Quraysh al-Tabariyyah, 262

Rahmah bt. al-Jinan al-Miknasiyyah, 263

Rabfah bt. Sa'd al-Khayr, 117

RaWah bt.
CAH b. Mahffiz b. Sasra, 76

Rayhanah (wife of Ahmad b. Hanbal), 253

Ruqayyah bt. Dawud, 82

Ruqayyah bt. Ismail al-Anmatl, 92

Sabirin al-Nubiyyah, 121

Safiyyah bt.
cAbd al-Rahman b. al-Farra',

128

Safiyyah bt. Ahmad b. Qudamah, 203

Safiyyah al-Makhzumiyyah, 101, 135

Salihah bt. Inayat Rasul, 122, 272

Samanah bt. Hamdan, 89

Sarah bt. TJmar al-Hamawiyyah, 155

Sarah bt. Numayr, 121

Sarah bt. Taqi al-Din al-Subki, 214, 270

Sayyidah al-Maraniyyah, 207, 223

Sayyidah bt.
cAbd al-Ghani al-Ghirnatiyyah,

275

Sayyidah bt. Musa al-Maraniyyah, 170

Shams al-Nisa' bt. Amir Hasan al-

Sahsawani, 122, 272

Shaqsiyyah, 81

Sharaf al-Ashraf al-Tawusiyyah al-

Hasaniyyah, 115

Shuhdah al-Baghdadiyyah, 55, 102, 108,

123, 131, 133, 135, 155-6, 168, 169,

203, 206, 208, 209, 210, 212, 214, 222,

258, 266

Sitt al-
cArab bt. Ibn al-Bukhari, 116, 135,

205, 214
Sitt al-

cArab bt. al-Sulami, 108

Sitt al-
cArab bt. Yahya al-Kindi, 133

Sitt al-
cArab Zaynab bt.

CAU b.
cAbd al-

Rahman b.
cAbd al-Jabbar al-Maqdisi,

131

Sitt al-Ahl bin cAlwan, 180

Sitt al-Fuqaha' bt. Ibrahim al-Wasitiyyah,

101,205

Sitt al-jalil bt. Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-

Warkani, 133

Sitt al-Katabah bt.
CAU, 171-2

Sitt al-Muluk Fatimah bt.
CAH b.

cAli b.

Abi 1-Badr, 205, 223

Sitt al-Sham bt. Khaffl b. Nasr, 116

Sitt al-Taraf, 117

Sitt al-Wuzara', 105, 152, 169, 200, 201,

206, 267

Sitt Fatimah, 227

Sitt Khanum, 120

Sitt Quraysh Fatimah bt. Taqi al-Din b.

Fahd, 128

Sutaytah bt. al-Zayn, 132

Tajanni al-Wahbaniyyah, 116, 258, 266

Taqiyyah bt. 'All b. 'Abdillah al-Qurashi,

268

Taj-KhatQn, 131

Umm "tsa al-Jazzar, 186

Umm 'Abd al-Hakam Sitt al-lbad, 134

Umm 'AbdiHah Zaynab al-ljliyyah, 254

Umm al-Baha' Fatimah, 124, 132-3, 201

Umm al-Dalal Amat al-Rahman, 113

Umm al-Fadl Nafisah, 106

Umm al-Fadl Zaynab bt. Ibrahim al-

Qaysi, 118

Umm al-Fityan Hantamah, 78

Umm al-Hana' Asma' bt. al-Muraghi, 118

Umm al-Karim b. Ahmad al-Lakhami, 226

Umm al-Khayr Amat al-Khaliq al-

Dimashqiyyah, 260

Umm al-Khayr bt. 'Abdillah b. Zahirah,

99

Umm al-Khayr Fatimah bt. Abi 1-Hasan

'All, 117, 124,202

Umm al-Khayr Jamal al-Nisa', 133

Umm al-Khayr HaEmah, 1 1

6

Umm al-Raja' Zubaydah, 102
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Umm al-Hasan al-Harazi, 100

Umm al-Hasan bt. Muhammad al-

Makhzuml, 135

Umm al-Hasan Fatimah bt.
cAbd al-

Rahman al-Farra', 105

Umm al-Hasan Fatimah bt. Khalll al-

Kinani^ 225
Umm al-Hasan Karimah bt. Ahmad al-

Abiwardi, 115

Umm al-Haya Zuhra bt. Muhammad al-

Anbari, 129, 133

Umm al-Haya' Umamah, 119

Umm al-Husn Kamal, 117
Umm al-Zaynl b. Muzhir, 155

Ummjanub bt. Numaylah, 148

Umm Kulthum 'A'ishah bt. Muhammad al-

Murshidl, 135

Umm Kulthum bt. Musa b. Ja'far, 252

Umm Salamah Aminah, 99

Umm al-Shafi'I, 277

Umm Hablb Safwah, 268

Umm Zaynab Fatimah bt. "Abbas al-

Baghdadiyyah, 280, 290
Uns bt.

cAbd al-Karim, 46

Wajihah bt.
CAH al-Ansariyyah, 223, 269

Wazirah: see Sitt al-Wuzara3

Zahidah bt. Ibrahim al-Khabbaz, 103

Zahidah bt. Muhammad al-Zahiri, 227

Zahrah bt. Kamal al-DIn al-Hanafi, 118

Zayb al-Nisa', 119

Zayn al-
cArab bt. Kamal al-DIn, 120

Zayn al-Sharaf bt.
cAbd al-Qadir al-Tabari,

262

Zaynab al-SWriyyah, 153, 207

Zaynab bt. 'Abdillah b.
cAbd al-Jabbar,

178

Zaynab bt. 'Abdillah al-Yafil, 226

Zaynab bt. Ahmad b. Shukr al-Maqdisi,

108, 207

Zaynab bt. Akta, 121

Zaynab bt. al-Aiam Ahmad b. Kamil,

177,213

Zaynab bt. 'All al-Wasip, 133

Zaynab bt. al-Is'ardl, 105, 206
Zaynab bt. Ismail b. Ahmad, 101

Zaynab bt. Ismail b. al-Anmati, 92

Zaynab bt. al-Kamal, 208, 152, 155, 158,

160, 170, 180, 182, 203-4, 206, 208,

209, 214, 223, 224, 267

Zaynab bt. al-Khatib al-Harastani, 182

Zaynab bt. al-Khabbaz, 178

Zaynab bt. al-Khatib Yahya al-Sulami, 223

Zaynab bt. Makki, 83, 99,' 117, 124, 128-9,

133, 180-1, 203, 206, 210, 212

Zaynab bt. Muhammad al-Ghazzi, 262

Zaynab bt. Muhammad b. Ahmad al-

Mu'ayyadi, 120

Zaynab bt. Muhibb al-DIn Abu b.

Zahirah, 135

Zaynab bt. Musa b. Ja'far, 252
Zaynab bt. Muwaffaq al-DIn cAbd al-

Latif, 178

Zaynab bt. Shukr, 269

Zaynab bt. 'Umar al-Kindi, 118, 202

Men scholars, excluding Companions and their Successors

cAbd al-Ghafir al-Farisi, 117, 124, 132
cAbd al-Ghani al-Maqdisi, 141
cAbd al-Hafiz b. Badran, 108
cAbd al-Haqq al-Sanbati, 121
cAbd b. Humayd, 103, 128, 129, 207, 269
'Abd al-KhaUq al-Shahhami, 90
cAbd al-Qadir al-Ayyubi, 83, 103, 131
cAbd al-Rahman b. Bishr, 134
cAbd al-Rahman b. Abi Hatim al-Rizi, 133
cAbd al-Razzaq b. Hammam, 52, 163, 169,

209-10, 216, 282

'Abd al-Samad b. Muhammad b. Abi 1-

Fadl al-Ansari, 92
cAbd al-Wahid b. OJlawan, 108
cAbd al-Wahhab b. Mandah, 119, 206
'Abdullah b. al-Hasan al-KhallaL 99

'Abdullah b. Yusuf b. Bamuyah, 75

Abu l-'Abbas Ahmad b. 'Abdillah al-

Maghribi al-Fasi, 44
Abu 'Abdillah al-Farisi, 228

Abu 'Abdillah al-Qasim b. al-Fadl al-

Thaqafi, 102

Abu 'Ami 'Uthman b. Muhammad al-

Samarqandi, 101

Abu'Awanah, 113

Abu Bakr al-Ajurri, 1 13, 1 15

Abu Bakr b. Muhammad b. Abd al-

Jabbar, 83, 131

AbGBakrb. Shadhan, 113

Abu Bakr b. Abi 'Asim, 107

Abu Bakr b. Abi Dawud, 53

Aba Bakr b. al-Muqri, 114, 120, 132

Abu Bakr b. 'Abd al-Da5im, 77

Abu Bakr Muhammad al-Husayn al-

Ajurrl, 113

Abu Bakr Muhammad b. Ismail al-

Anmatl, 92

Abu 1-Barakat Hamd b. 'Abdillah al-

Waka, 103, 108

Abu Dawud, 6, 27-8, 30-1, 33, 42, 45,

48-9, 62, 67-8, 71, 74, 104, 128, 142,
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147-8, 166, 168, 184-5, 188, 197-8,

204, 234, 239, 250, 258

Abu Dawud Sulayman b. Abi 1-Qasim al-

AndalusI, 45

Abu 1-Fadl al-Traqi, 229

Abu 1-Fadl Ja
cfar b.

CM b. Hibatullah al-

Hamdani, 132

Abu 1-Faraj b. al-Shaykhah, 137

Abu 1-Fath 'Abdullah al-Khiraql, 77

Abu 1-Fath b. Abi al-Fawaris, 78

Abu al-Ghana'im al-NarsI, 117

Abu Hafs <Umar b. Shahln, 116

Abu Hanlfah, 20, 29, 31-2, 44, 61, 81,

128, 140, 143, 206, 218, 235, 250, 271,

274,281,283-4

Abu 1-Hasan b. Ayyub, 108

Abu Hatim al-RazI, 232

Abu 1-Hasan b. al-Qasim al-JItl, 96

Abu 1-Husayn Ahmad b.
cAbd al-Rahman

al-Dhakwanl, 102

Abu 1-Husayn al-Khudrl, 106

Abu 1-Khattab b. al-Batir, 102, 108

Aba Mansur b. Harlsah, 102, 108

Abu Mansur Muhammad b. Khayrun, 117

Abu 1-Mufaddal Yahya b.
CA1I b.

cAbd al-

cAzIz al-Qurashi, 102

Abu Muhammad cAbd al-Karim b.

Hamzah al-Sulaml, 102

Abu Muhammad cAbd al-Rahman b.

Muhammad al-Faml, 131

Abu Muhammad 'Abdullah b.

Muhammad b. Ya'qub al-Harithi, 129

Abu Muhammad Ishaq b. Muhammad al-

Hamadanl, 96

Abu Musa al-Madinl, 115, 135

Abu Nasr b. al-Shlrazi, 129

Aba NuSlym al-Fadl b. Dukayn, 15,53,63-

4, 66, 73, 113, 146, 148, 156, 166, 187,

208

Abu Qabus, 134

Aba 1-Qasim cAbd al-Rahman b.
cAbd al-

Hakam al-Misri, 118

Abu 1-Qasim al-Qushayri, 113

Aba 1-Qasim b. Husayn al-Qurashi al-

TinnisI, 118

Aba 1-Qasim Hibatullah, 95

AbaRawh, 119

AbO Sa'id Hasan b. Ishaq b. Bulbul, 99

Aba Said al-Mufaddal, 178

Abu Shama, 95Abu Tahir, 151

AbuTaBbal-'Ushari, 132

Aba 1-Tayyib Tahir b.
cAbdillah al-Tabari,

56

Aba 1-Wahid b.
cAlwan al-Shaybani, 102

Abu 1-Waqt al-Sijzi al-HarawI, 124, 169,

207, 228

Aba 1-Yumn al-ICindl, 133, 214

Aba Yasir Ahmad, 102, 108

Aba Yala, 128, 131, 141, 207, 208, 217,

253
AbaYasuf,QadI,31,274
Abu Zur'ah al-Dimashql, 151, 267

Aba Zurcah al-lraql, 142, 234, 270

Aba Zur<ah al-Razi, 206, 232

Aba Zurcah Tahir b. Muhammad al-

Maqdisi, 129
cAflf al-DIn al-Nashawari, 136
cAftan b. MusHm, 52, 146

Ahmad al-Ghumari, 263

Ahmad b.
cAbd al-Da'im, 156

Ahmad b.
cAbd al-Qadir b. Yusuf, 102,

108

Ahmad b. Abi Bakr, 113

Ahmad b. Abi Bakr b.
cAbd al-Hadi, 169

Ahmad b. Hanbal: see Ibn Hanbal
cAjjaj al-Khatlb, 81

'Ala5 al-DIn al-Samarqandl, 45

al-'Alal, 141
CAU b. Abil-Majd, 169
CM b. Ahmad b. Abi 1-Fahim, 108

All b. Ibrahim b. Dawad b. al-
cAttar, 83
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